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Sleep and Dreams in Ancient Medical Diagnosis and Prognosis 
(thesis abstract) 

This thesis aims to improve our understanding of sleep and dreams in ancient medicine, and allot 

dreams their own place among ancient diagnostic and prognostic procedures. First, a systematic 

overview of Hippocratic and Galenic diagnostic and prognostic procedures is provided. As yet, 

no such overview is available for the Hippocratic Corpus. To form a diagnosis or prognosis, the 

Hippocratics and Galen apply observation and semiotic inference, combining universal, external 

information concerning matters like the weather and the environment, with individual 

information such as a patient's symptoms and regimen and, occasionally, his dreams. Secondly, 

the (physiological) processes, which, according to the Hippocratics, Galen and Aristotle pertain 

to sleep and waking, are described in detail. A systematic account of Galen's theory of sleep is 

offered here for the first time. In Galen and Aristotle's accounts especially, digestion takes a 

central position. In all three approaches, the primary qualities - hot, cold, wet, and dry - play an 

important role. Lastly, the discussion of the Hippocratic and Galenic approaches to dreams is 

taken beyond the standard treatises, and Aristotle's views are also examined in detail. The 

various Hippocratic ideas on dreams show much greater consistency than has previously been 

suggested. In a broad spectrum of views, On Regimen most strongly emphasises the role of 

dreams as significant indicators of the dreamer's physical condition. Galen, elaborating 

Hippocratic ideas, prominently includes factors outside of the dream in the medical interpretation 

of dreams. Aristotle offers the most fully fledged physiological account of the occurrence of 

dreams. As in On Regimen, he provides a theoretical basis for the use of dreams as a source of 

information about the condition of the body. This thesis shows that sleep and dreams were duly 

considered in ancient medical thought. 
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Introduction 

In antiquity, the importance of dreams as a means of communication for the gods, divine 

indicators of present or future events, or in a role of guidance was widely accepted: dreams and 

their content were associated with almost every aspect of ancient society. ' In medicine, too, 

dreams played a role. On the one hand, the religious approach to healing included the practice of 

incubation - the cult of the healing god Asclepius is the most famous example of this. 2 Patients 

came to sleep in the sanctuary of their healing god, hoping to have a dream in which the god 

would, in some miraculous way, heal them or at least give advice on how to become healthy 

again. 3 The cult of Asclepius has received ample attention in past scholarship, 4 and will not be 

discussed in this thesis, which focuses on the more `rational' medical approach to dreaming. On 

the other hand, then, rationally based medicine also made regular use of dreams - at least, 

according to previous scholarship: Hanson, for example, is convinced that "medicine, for all its 

rational and empirical methods, made regular use of the dream as a diagnostic tool"; 5 

Oberhelman contends that "the ancient physician accepted dreams for their diagnostic and 

prognostic utility. While we would classify medical diagnosis through dreams as superstitious 

quackery, if not magic, the ancients did not. (... ) The significance of the reality of diagnostic and 

'Cf. e. g. van der Eijk (2004), 192; Oberhelman (1993), 122; Winkler (1990), 25; Del Corno (1982), 55; Kessels 
(1969), 390; Dodds (1951), 108; Björck (1946), 307. Due to their divine origin, dreams were of special interest in 
cult life. Cf. Hanson (1980), 1398. 
2 In a few isolated areas, this cult is already attested in the sixth century BC in the Greek world, it only really took 
flight towards the end of the fifth century, after the god had been introduced into Athens around 420 BC -for sure 
not unrelated to impact of the great plague of Athens in 430-427/425 BC. Cf. 1GII2.4960a (= Edelstein & Edelstein 
(1945) T720: Vol. 1,374-5). See also Edelstein & Edelstein (1945) Vol. 2,55; Longrigg (1998), 13ff. 
Other healing deities are for instance Amphiaraos of Oropos, and Sarapis. Cff, van Straten (1981), 98. 
3 There is a clear difference between the objective of incubation between, for instance, the stories that have come 
down to us in the form of iamata found in Epidaurus, which can be typified as miracle healing, and the divine 
medical advice patients sought from about the second centrury AD onward, of which Aelius Aristides is the most 
famous example. Ilberg is the first to note that the god "hat offenbar Medizin studiert, man sieht den Einfluss der 
Wissenschaft auf die Tempelpraxis um 100 nach Chr. " J. Ilberg (1905), N. Jahrb., XV, 8. 

Cf. e. g. Herzog (1931); Edelstein & Edelstein (1945); Kerenyi (1956); LiDonnici (1996); Schäfer (2000); Hart 
(2000). 
3 Hanson (1980), 1396. 
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even mantic dreams was accepted by physicians from Hippocrates to Galen", 6 and later argues 

that the dream "became in function an integral part of the Graeco-Roman physician's practice"; 7 

and Holowchak asserts that "In medicine, dreams often determined a course of treatment in both 

established secular practice and at religious healing sanctuaries. "8 Such notions with regard to the 

use of dream interpretation in ancient medical practice are usually based on a combination of two 

different facts. One fact is the above-mentioned widely accepted importance of dreams that 

existed in Graeco-Roman times, generated by the widespread belief in the divine origin of 

dreams. The most well-known expression of this belief is the dream cult of Asclepius, but it is 

also duly acknowledged in, for instance, chapter 87 of the Hippocratic On Regimen IV, despite 

the essentially rational character of the text. A second fact consists in the conspicuous use of 

dreams in three ancient medical texts: the Hippocratic On Regimen IV, the treatises on 

respectively sleep, dreams and divination in sleep in Aristotle's Parva Naturalia, and Pseudo- 

Galen's On Diagnosis from Dreams. A fourth source some find in Herophilos' enigmatic views 

on dreams, reflected in a short text fragment on their classification, which lacks a contemporary 

explanatory interpretation. However, the majority of primary sources are conspicuously silent on 

the specific topic of medical dreams, and Herophilos' alleged belief in medical dreams is 

disputable. True, diagnosis through dreams indeed seems to have been practised at the beginning 

of the fourth century BC, as is clear from On Regimen IV. Yet after this Hippocratic treatise, it is 

not until the second century AD that we encounter another strong medical source on the subject 

in the work of (Pseudo-) Galen, followed by some exhortative remarks in the writings of Rufus of 

Ephesus. 9 It is by no means certain, then, that medical dream interpretation was as widely 

practised as it is so often claimed to have been. Oberhelman briefly touches upon this matter of 

6 Oberhelman (1987), 48. 
7 Oberhelman (1993), 156. 
8 Holowchak (2001), 382. Additional examples are Miller (1994), 46, and Schäfer (2000), 270. 
9 Ruf. Eph. Quaest. Med. 28-33; Fragm. 345-348. 
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popularity, but refrains from a clear assessment, veering off into a discussion on the differences 

between medical and non-medical specialists' views; 10 and while Holowchak asks interesting and 

critical questions with regard to the practical side of the On Regimen IV theory, he skips the 

fundamental question of its importance in the ancient medical field. " Evidently, a re-evaluation 

of the sources is in order. 

This thesis will focus on three main corpora: the Hippocratic Corpus, the Galenic Corpus, 

and the Aristotelian Corpus. 12 There are several reasons for this. First of all, their size, 

importance, and undeniable influence make these three collections of texts an excellent place to 

start a re-evaluation of existing views on ancient material. Secondly, the three corpora are 

interconnected: there are clear links between the Hippocratic Corpus and Aristotle, 13 and the 

influence of both these corpora on Galen is indisputable. Thirdly, due to the. richness of the 

material present in the three corpora, to discuss all sources on medical dreams is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 

When considering remarks on and mention of dreams in the Hippocratic Corpus, our first 

impression is that, at least by Hippocratic physicians, the occurrence of dreams was certainly 

considered in medical practice - usually alongside, or within the enveloping framework of sleep 

- but that their contents were of little consequence. The focus appears to have been on 

establishing if (troubling) dream experiences and anomalies in sleep behaviour occurred, and, 

when this was the case, determining, by means other than studying the contents of the dream, 

which underlying ailment might have caused it. It is well known that the treatise On Regimen IV 

is an exception to this way of thinking; as we shall see, it innovatively - as the author himself 

10 Cf. Oberhelman (1993). 
11 Cf. Holowchak (2001). 
12 Searches of the Hippocratic and Galenic Corpora I have conducted mainly through the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 
(TLG). Treatises outside of that collection of texts are, with a few exceptions, not included in my research. With 
regard to Aristotle, I have focused primarily on the treatises On Sleep and Waking, On Dreams, and On Divination in 
Sleep from Aristotle's Parva Naturalia. 
13 Extensively discussed by Oser-Grote (2004). 
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claims - combines the physiological and the hermeneutic approach to the dream event, merging 

the practical and the interpretative, and giving importance not only to the phenomenon itself, but 

also to its contents, thus using dreams as a valuable aid to medical diagnosis. That the other 

Hippocratic treatises in the Corpus should disregard a potentially helpful aid in medical practice 

is noteworthy at the least, even if we take into consideration that a number of treatises predate On 

Regimen IV. Was its author really such an exception among his peers? Or was his approach 

accepted in Hippocratic medical views, and just had not had time to seep through? Alternatively, 

was the author perhaps less innovative than he claims to have been? As for evidence from the 

Galenic Corpus, the most elaborate, lucid, and frequently quoted evidence, On Diagnosis from 

Dreams, is spurious - though it must be acknowledged that a large part of it also occurs in 

Galen's commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics I. Outside the corpora of medical writers, 

there is also evidence of an interest in medical dream interpretation. Clear examples are Aristotle, 

who, as we shall see in the discussion of his views in the third section of the third chapter, 

reserves a place for belief in the value of medical dream interpretation in his altogether 

incredulous physiological explanation of sleep and dreams, 14 and Cicero, who, despite his 

refutation of dreams as prophetic aids, acknowledges the significance of dreams in their medical 

capacity. 15 It would seem, then, that while the secondary sources extrapolate a great significance 

attributed to medical dream interpretation by ancient physicians, the primary sources offer only a 

few marked texts and passages, which, to be sure, form relatively little corroboration of such a 

confident claim. More evidence from the medical sources is required to justify it. Therefore, the 

first two sections of the third chapter will be dedicated to a careful examination of all the 

evidence on dreams available in the Hippocratic and Galenic Corpora, and to a discussion of the 

passages that have been dealt with in previous scholarship, as well as some new passages. 

10 Explicitly at 463a3-7. 
5 Cic. Div. II. 142. 
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In an investigation concerning the status of dreams and dream interpretation in ancient 

medicine, we have to realise that it fell within two wider contexts. One of these is sleep. To better 

understand the dream and the circumstances that produce it, a discussion of ancient (medical) 

views on sleep is indispensable. In previous scholarship, sleep has received attention mostly as a 

topic of literary or philosophical studies, leaving the medical side poorly under-investigated. As it 

is, we only know that the Hippocratics and Galen regarded sleep - or the lack of it - in two ways: 

as a part of medical anamnesis, and as a constituent of dietetics, i. e. as an adjustable factor in a 

patient's regimen. 16 Outside the medical sources, Aristotle is the only one to provide a complete 

treatment of sleep and dreams, and he explicitly links the physiological process of sleep to that of 

dreaming. Since sleep is a precondition for dreaming, it would be of great interest to understand 

the processes that the Hippocratic physicians and Galen believed to produce sleep, and to know if 

they, too, thought that sleep and dreams were connected on a physiological level, and whether or 

not the processes that led to sleep could be of influence on dream content. To resolve these 

matters, the second chapter of this thesis is dedicated to providing a better insight into 

Hippocratic, Galenic, and Aristotelian theories of sleep. 

Secondly, medical dream interpretation is enveloped in the wider context of diagnostic 

and prognostic procedures. If we are to give dream interpretation a place among these 

procedures, it is imperative that we know what they encompass for both the Hippocratics and 

Galen. This area of ancient medicine has also received comparatively little attention. As regards 

the Hippocratic Corpus, Edelstein has written his famous article on `Hippocratic Prognosis', 17 

Langholf has made an extensive comparison of prognosis and divination, '8 and Potter and 

Jouanna have widely discussed Hippocratic nosology and practice, 19 while others have provided 

16 Cf. Jouanna (1999), 169-170; Byl (1998). 
"Edelstein (1967), 65-85. 
'$ Langholf (1990), 232-254. 
19 Potter (1988) & (1990); Jouanna (1999). 
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more detailed discussions of one or several treatises, or parts of treatises, 20 and discussions of a 

more general nature. 21 As for Galen, the only scholars to have dealt with his diagnostic and 

prognostic methods in detail are Garcia-Ballester, Barnes, and Nutton. 22 In the first chapter, a- 

necessarily cursory - overview will be given of Hippocratic and Galenic diagnostic and 

prognostic procedures. Which techniques and methods did they use, what did they deem 

important and what was thought safe to disregard, how did they approach the formation of a 

diagnosis or prognosis? 

By investigating these three main topics, dreams, sleep, and diagnostic and prognostic 

procedures, we will attempt to provide an answer to the central question of this thesis: What was, 

for the Hippocratic authors and Galen, the status of dream interpretation among other ancient 

medical diagnostic and prognostic procedures? 

20 E. g. Stover (2005); Graumann (2000); Garcia Novo (1995); Manetti (1990); Roselli (1990). 
21 E. g. Nutton (2004); Lichtenthaeler (1982). 
22 Garcia-Ballester (1981; 1994); Nutton (1993); Barnes (1991). 
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1 Diagnostic and Prognostic Procedures 

In order to assess the status of dream interpretation in medical diagnosis and prognosis, it is 

necessary first to give a general outline of what these procedures involved for the Hippocratic 

authors and Galen. The objective of this chapter is to provide a general overview of the evidence 

for the theory and practice of diagnosis and prognosis available to us from the Hippocratic and 

Galenic corpora, to identify the specific diagnostic and prognostic tools the Hippocratic 

physicians and Galen had at their disposal, and the moments or circumstances in which these 

would have been used. However, our aim is not to describe every detail of diagnostic and 

prognostic procedures, but to create a setting in which the practice of dream interpretation can be 

placed. First, however, some preliminary remarks about diagnosis are in order. 

Ever since Daremberg and Littrd, 1 prognosis has been hailed not only as the 

accomplishment of Hippocratic medicine, but also as one of the most important activities of the 

Hippocratic authors. 2 Prognosis did not just refer to the future, but also took account of the past 

and the present. Additionally, it was not only a clever tool to win patients' trust and reverence as 

a knowledgeable physician and to secure one's livelihood by building a respectable reputation, 

but it was also potentially useful in a medical way, because it could help a physician to really 

deserve that good name and be the distinguished physician that truly healed his patients. In short, 

prognosis was an excellent thing for a physician to practise (a'puo-rov 'ITT e6e1v). 3 But what of 

Hippocratic diagnosis? Was there, in Hippocratic practice, no activity designed to enable the 

conscious recognition of a disease or ailment? Especially with regard to the Hippocratic Corpus, 

historical medical scholarship has been, and still is, somewhat ambivalent as to the status of 

diagnosis; indeed, some have even questioned its very existence in the Hippocratic writings. In 

Littrd (1839); Daremberg (1855). 
2 Langholf (1990), 232; Edelstein (1967), 65. 
3 Progn. 1 (193,1 Alexanderson; 2.110 L. ). 
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this debate -a more elaborate discussion of which can be found in Appendix A-I take the view 

that in the Hippocratic writings, there is, without doubt, evidence of diagnostic activity and, to a 

certain extent, even of the emergence of the concept of diagnosis. Of course, at all times we have 

to bear in mind that the diverse nature of the Corpus makes it impossible to create a generally 

applicable description of `Hippocratic' diagnosis or prognosis. 4 

1.1 The Hippocratic Corpus 

At the time of the Hippocratic Corpus, people lived in a positively `prognostischen Klima', as 

Lichtenthaeler calls it. 5 Prophecy and divination were a part of almost every aspect of life, and in 

this future-oriented society, those in the medical profession also developed a method of 

forecasting, one that was techne-specific: medical prognosis. However, as the business of 

prophesying the future was not always conducted by those who could base their practice on 

professional schooling, it was imperative that the Hippocratic physician do his utmost to 

disassociate his prognostic actions from the many forms of false divination that had found a 

foothold in ancient society; to be associated with soothsayers could be most unfortunate for a 

medical man's reputation. 6 A result of this was a schism within the medical profession, as 

Prorrhetic II makes clear: 

ft rrrr tr fvft Tiv ºcTpcdv 7rpoppqJQºes a7rayy0aovTar ovxvaº Te Kai' KaXaºt Kai' Bauµao-rat', oºas eycto µev or' au'TOS 

7rpoeITrov oüT' ä ou Tov 'KOUOta 7rpoAeyov ros. Eioff ö' airr&v at' µev Toºalae" mMpu»rov SoKge(V Aeeproi 

qfrf 7r frffvt 

eºvaº Kai Ti) º'Tp() T() p AeOaºvovTº aUTOÜ Kai' Toto"ºv aAAoºa ºv, eireºo"ºov ra 0e º9? TpOVt¬VTepov e: ire1V on 0 

ff fr f t, r fr µ¬V a)frBpW1ros ovK ano) eiraº, f oýBa74. uäv N TvgAos eo-raº" Kai' 7rap eTepov aOKEOVTa rra7K&KCws exeºv 

Ifrt, f, rf eºoeABovTa rrpoeº7reä Tov pe'v avfr9pw7rov avao-rgo"eo-8aº, xeipa U xcu? ve eºv Kai' aAXp Tcp $oKeovTº ov 

Nutton also remarks that "a more detailed reconstruction of the diagnostic methods of the Hippocratic physician 
would risk serious error in implying a dubious precision". Cf. Nutton (1993), 9. 
s Lichtenthaeler (1982), 148. 
6 Lloyd (1987), 42; Stover (2005), 353. 
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7rEpleo-co-Oat e17reiv auTop µev vyiea co"eo-9a1, TW 1 Be 7roai»v ? oüs 0aKTÜAou5 µEAavtevTas airoo"airýJw-ea vaº" 

Ur , 'r rff ýr r , ýr Kai Ta TOIOUTOTp07Ta zrpoppýJµa? a 6-je-rat Cy TOIOUTCp TW EI El. ETEp05 FIE ? p07ros irpoppýo'1os, 

9 ü)v¬Op. EV010'I TE Ka! OIa7rp-Jvaroµ¬vola"I 7ipo¬I7TEly T010'1 piv eavaTou 
, Tolo'1 of µavias, T0101 0E aAAa5 

v0o'OU5, EM 7iGL0I TOUTOW TE Kai T01 TI 7ipOTEpo10'I xp6V01Qº 7rpoc'YJTIcEIV Ka! 7[ävTa &Ä, 00eUEIV. "A2%0 -re ÖE 

a%'ºý(ha 7rp0PKo eaw TOBE AEyETa! ' TOÜS aOX, 0, ra5 7IV(00'KEIV Kai TOÜS To)v voUO'WV EIVEKa 7 ugpacop vou5 

fr rfrr, TE Kai TaAa: TrwpioyTa5,1Jf, v Ti 7f TOG 0rrlou &iro 17rrW0Iv, f. e.? epoiov TI ayworv, 7f. f iror4 77AEow 

r fý nrfrfrrrrýr 
ýo"Wv? al, so Tou 7repl7r&Tou a7roXI7rwVly, f' aýpoýlolwv m Trp' Wov Tou? wv 7r4v? wv oufaev ? aveaveº, 

fff Walar ouov? ar Tciýv ou8 el a"NIKo p rv TI , el, q a7-rele'r1a"a5 Wvýr9PW7roS. OVTWS eeoKPIß Z-rol na rvTES 01 TP0r7i0( llE r7 

npo'p o-twv. E7W aE TolaüTa µe11 oU µavTEVa"oµal, omikeia E ypa W ofo-1 TEKµalpeaßal Touc, -re 

r, frfrrffrrffr vyleas Ea"oµevous Tciwv avrpw7rwv Kai -rot'); a7rooavouµevous, Tous -re ei, o lyco xp0veo', Ev 7roiv. i uyleac 

77 eo op. evous qj a7roAouµevoUS. 

There are predictions of physicians bringing frequent, good and wondrous news, such as I have never predicted 

myself, nor even heard anyone else make. The following are [examples] of these. A man appears to be mortally ill 

both to the physician attending him and to others, but another physician comes in and says that the man will not die, 

but will be blind in both eyes. In another case where the person seemed to be doing very poorly, [a physician] came 

in and foretold that the man would recover, but be disabled in his arm, and to another person who seemed not to be 

going to survive, [a physician] said that he would become healthy, but that his toes would become black and 

gangrenous. Other such predictions are reported in like form. A different type of prediction is to foretell with regard 

to merchants and adventurers death to some, madness to others, and other diseases to others, and to make divinations 

about present and past times and tell the truth about everything. Another form of prediction is reported as follows: to 

know, with regard to athletes and in people exercising and exerting themselves because of illnesses whether they 

have left out something of their food, or have eaten something different, or have drunk too much, or omitted part of 

their walk, or had sex; none of those things escapes their notice, not even if the man disobeys but a little. All these 

kinds of predictions are said to be that accurate. But I shall not prophesy such things; rather I write down the signs 

from which it must be deduced which of the people will become healthy and which will die, and which of them will, 

in a short or long time, become healthy or perish. 

7 Prorrh. lI. 1 (218,1-220,11 Potter; 9.6,1-8,5 L. ). All translations are mine, unless indicated otherwise. I have 

consulted existing translations where possible. 
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The author of Prorrhetic II evidently wishes to set himself apart not only from diviners, but also 

from those of his colleagues who, according to him, practise prognosis as if it were divination! 

He describes how one is to recognise these impostors - they base their predictions on nothing 

substantial and they claim detail and precision, while in reality their predictions are pure 

divination! He then proceeds to explain how he differs from them, and how his prognostications 

are superior and far more reliable, because they are based on those signs and symptoms in a 

patient that are actually significant to his condition. Despite the dangers of wrongful association, 

the author still emphasises the importance of the ability to give accurate prognoses. As do other 

authors in the Hippocratic Corpus, the author of Prognostic informs us of his reasons: 

Ti ö#7rPöv öocre µo1 äplorov Elvau zrp0v0lav hmrgMEly npoylvwcKWY yap Kai irpo%7wv nap& Toil 
1\\I\\/I 

i odouo i Ta TE 7rap¬0YTa Ka/ Ta 'Rp0'te7o hKa1 «r& ge1 »oyTa ENOEOGai, oKOua TE napaAE/noumv af 

G60ýEYEOYTEs EKÖYIf'rOtIýCEYOs 7T10TELOITO ßY ý/. aý1AOV ý1VW? KESV TG6 T&V YO? EÖYTWV 7[p7)')ý/aTaý ÜMTE -roN Y 

Ta E''RITPE'7LEIV TOCs a'YBa 0vs 0'4a; E'WtlTOýs T4 igTp4. iýV 
ÖE BEpa7TE1 Y awpj«Ta aY 7f01E 101T0 'RpoF1&, 5 ' 

Eo4teva EK 1V irapeÖYTWV 7faO77M TWV. ( 
... 

) OIlrW ')'&p &Y Tic 6aLIp1Lý01TÖ -re ÖIKaIWU KalNI7Tpo; Öý'ýa9Ös 

äv Eil. to 

I think it is an excellent thing for a physician to practise forecasting. For knowing and declaring beforehand unaided 

by the side of his patients the things that are, the things that were and the things that will be, supplying the things the 

sick have left out of their story], he will be more believed to understand the matters of the patients, so that men will 

confidently turn themselves towards the physician for treatment. He will also carry out the treatment best if he can 

know beforehand what will be from the symptoms present. (... ) For in this way he will justly win respect and be a 

good physician. 

$ For an elaboration on the disdainful tone of the passage, see Stover (2005), 351 ff. It is interesting to consider this 
passage in light of Stover's view that the ultimate goal of the author of Prorrhetic is to win students over to his 

methods of prognosis. Remarkably, physicians' aversion to being associated with diviners still existed in Galen's 

time. Galen defensively declares: "lt is ridiculous to think that the prognoses made by physicians are like those 
which seers pronounce. " Cf. Const. Med. 17 (116,1.2 Fortuna; 1.292 K. ). 
'The Greek words used in the text to refer to divination have a pejorative quality. Cf. Stover (2005). 352-3; Garcia 
Novo (1995), 545. 
1° Progn. 1 (193,1.71194,5-6 Alexanderson; 2.110; 112 L). 
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Prognostic highlights two closely interrelated topics that were of great importance to a 

physician's success: his reputation, and the ability to provide good, or better, care. A physician's 

reputation was his most prized possession, for in an era when there was no such thing as a 

medical degree to attest to one's skill, all a physician had to prove his competence was his good 

name. There were several ways in which the ability to prognosticate could play a role in creating 

and upholding it. Not only looking to the future, but also drawing in the present and the past, ' 1 

the ancient physician would paint his patient a very complete picture of his situation. This in 

itself might already corroborate a physician's proficiency in the eyes of a patient, but, as 

Prognostic points out, it would be even more impressive if he were to reach his conclusions all 

on his own, without asking anyone for additional information. 12 Moreover, if he inferred from the 

patient's present condition what must have happened before, and from there extrapolated what 

was going to happen in the future, this made him independent from information provided to him 

by the patient or third parties, who might lie or omit important information. '] In fact, The Art 

even complains that problems in diagnosis often do not lie with the physician, but with the 

patient: 

Kai .. -}ap N. Kal. 17TE/pIUYTaf 01 Ta oWaiEa Y00-EOYTES a'RaTTE%1AEIY REPI T47)10 11007j44TIUY To-jo 

Bepa1r6ouoiv, öoýcicovrs µä)Xov Eiö l äna'AAovow-14 

Indeed, even those things which sufferers from unseen diseases attempt to report about their diseases to those who 

treat. they report based on what they think rather than on what they have seen. 

1 Cf. Progn. 1 (2.110 L); Epid. I. 3 (2.634 L. ). 
t2Progn. 1 (2.110 L). 
13 Edelstein (1%7). 69. 
'4Art. 11 (237,17.238,1 Jouanna; 6.20 L). 
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If a patient reported symptoms in such a way as to confirm a theory or illness of his own 

devising, a physician would be hard pressed to find out the truth of the matter. If a physician 

could base his conclusions on his personal observations alone, he was more likely to reach a 

correct diagnosis and commence appropriate treatment. As a result of this, the patient's 

confidence in his physician was bound to increase, along with his willingness to submit to any 

treatment he would prescribe, making things easier for the physician and enhancing his overall 

chances of success. 13 A wholly different advantage was that an understanding of a patient's 

condition in terms of past. present and future also enabled a physician to refuse treatment should 

he deem this necessary: if, for instance, a patient's imminent death was evident and unavoidable, 

medical intervention could of course only harm the treating physician's reputation, as such a case 

would end in death no matter what. 16 The ability to prognosticate, then, was a powerful weapon 

in a physician's ongoing battle for public recognition. 17 

The simile of battle was also applied to medical practice itself. As von Staden points out, 

the Hippocratic Corpus is teeming with terminology drawn from athletic and military spheres 

which give the relation between the illness and those who fight it a positively agonistic characterr. 

the illness is the enemy, and the patient and his physician together wage war against it. t8 Looking 

at medical practice in these terms helps to clarify why diagnosis and prognosis are so important: 

to be able to prognosticate is to know the enemy's next move. Good timing was crucial in the 

healing process on many levels. The author of Prognostic, for instance, even makes it sound like 

15 Lichtenthaeler (1982), 148. 
16 Von Staden lists four reasons found in the Hippocratic Corpus why a physican might choose not to treat someone: 
medical intervention can only aggravate the patient's condition; ineffective medical intervention will cause needless 
suffering; if a patient's death is unavoidable, medical intervention can only harm the treating physician's reputation; 
and lastly, awareness of the limitations of the medical craft may compel a physician to refrain from intervening. 
However, he also points out that not all Hippocratic authors subscribe to these arguments. Cf. von Staden (1990), 
107ff. 
17 Cr. also Edelstein (1967), 77. 
18 Perhaps most clearly examplified in Epid. 1.5 (190.3-6 KUhlewein; 2.636 L): 'The art consists of three parts: the 
disease, the patient. and the doctor. The doctor is a servant of the art; and the patient must fight the disease together 

with the doctor '1I Tizim dßä Tptiw, Ti vöc a Kai ö vou- wv Kai A hMk' E Tpös vnW'rºK rid WXvgr 11nevarnovo6a 
Tq, voo'; µa, r TOP $*"OVna gare rug igrooG. ). ' Cf. also von Staden (1990), 97-102; cf. also Stover (2005), 347. 
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patients only die if they send for a doctor too late or not at all. 19 When a physician was indeed 

called in, he would rely on his diagnostic and prognostic skills to assess his patient's condition. In 

the worst cases, he might refuse treatment based on his findings, on the one hand on account of 

his reputation - as we have seen above, an early announcement of incurability would protect his 

name - but on the other hand because it might be in the patient's best interest. 20 If treatment was 

to be undertaken, a correct prognosis was indispensable for a physician who tried to provide his 

patient with the best care possible. The prognostic tactical advantage consisted of an 

understanding of the enemy that enabled pre-meditated actions and prevented wrong or 

unfortunate decisions - which might otherwise have occurred in the heat of the moment21- while 

at the same time strengthening the physician's status in the eyes of his client. Additionally, 

knowledge of the direction a patient's condition was going to take was of course also the basis of 

any prophylactic treatment? 

1.1.1 Universal vs. individual 

An ancient physician, then, had no want for reasons to be able to practise good prognostication. 

So what did ancient prognosis encompass? For a start, the physician had to know what he was 

dealing with; in other words, he had to `take stock', i. e. make an inventory of all the relevant 

information and symptoms available. Let us, by means of illustration, consider the diagnostic 

`checklist' of Epidemics I, in which the author lists all the factors to which he has been paying 

attention for his diagnoses: 

19 Progn. I (2.110 L). 
10 Cf. von Staden (1990), 1071Y.; Stover (2005), 348. 
21 Edelstein (1967), 7S. 
22 Cf. Stover (2005), 348; Edelstein (1967), 70. 
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The circumstances of the diseases, from which we have diagnosed, having learned from the common nature of all 

[persons and things] and from the individual nature of each [person and thing]; from the disease, from the patient. 

from the things administered, from the one who administers - because these things, too, contribute to an easier or 

more difficult development -, from the entire constitution (katdstasis) and according to the parts of the heavens and 

of each country; from habits, regimen, occupational activities, and age of each [patient]; through utterances. 

manners, silence 2' thoughts, sleep, insomnia, dreams - including their kind and timing -; plucking, itching, tears; 

from the paroxysms, stools, urines, expectorations, vomits; the successions of diseases - including their number and 

which kinds led to which - and their culminations in death or krlsis; sweat, rigor, chill, cough, sneezing, hiccups, 

breaths, belchings, flatulence - with or without a noise? - nose-bleedings, haemorrhoids. And based on these things 

[mentioned above], the things that happen because of these things (mentioned above] must be considered. 

Immediately at the beginning of this chapter, we recognise the modus operandi he employs in the 

katastaseis that make up the first half of the treatise, and in which he gives information about the 

location, the character of the seasons and the weather (placed within the astronomical context 

derived from the movements of the heavenly bodies), the diseases that occurred, the patients, and 

23 Epid. 1.10 (199.8-200.2 Ktlhlewein; 2.668-670 L. ). 
24 This semicolon Is mine. as I believe that utterances, manner and silence should be set apart from thoughts. sleep, 
insomnia, and dreams. Although I can we why Langholf has put them in one big group, when subdivided like this 
the latter group is reminiscent of Epid. V1.8.5 and VI. 8.9-10, wherein that which occupies the mind, sleep, and 
dreams are all linked together. as will be shown in chapter three. 
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their symptoms. From this, and from the checklist, we can conclude that it is clearly important to 

this author to take into account general (external) circumstances, and build a general framework 

within which the case-specific aspects of individual patients can be interpreted; this enables a 

physician to distinguish between what is typical and what is atypical in every new case. The 

checklist illustrates more specifically what this means in practice. When faced with a patient, a 

physician should already be familiar with the diseases natural to the area, so that if the patient 

suffers from one of these, he will be able to recognise it. 25 In addition, he should acquaint himself 

with his patient - what is and what is not normal for him? what sort of constitution does he have? 

etc. - and with anything the patient may have ingested, of his own accord or because someone 

else has given it to him; in the latter case, it is also important to know what sort of person this 

was. In addition, the physician should factor in the external influence of a patient's surroundings. 

In other words, he is expected not only to have paid attention to and familiarised himself with the 

character of the heavens, the weather, and the nature of the country in which the patient lives, but 

also to know what sort of effects these may have on people in general, and on the patient 

specifically. Armed with this background knowledge, he can better interpret information 

concerning the patient himself, and, taking into account things like age and gender, habits, 

regimen followed, and activities undertaken, establish what is normal and healthy for his patient. 

This, then, forms the background against which the deviations from normality, i. e. symptoms of 

disease, can be set. The physician must observe his patient and pay attention to what he does and 

does not say, and to the way he behaves; he must investigate what is on a patient's mind, whether 

his sleeping behaviour shows anomalies, and what sort of dreams he has and when they occur, in 

case of exacerbation, it is important that he examine anything the patient discharges; he must 

23 Langholf interprets he rov" vo, i» arcs as 'the types of diseases or nosological units'. Cf. Langholf (1990), 197. 
Langhoffs interpretation makes sense, since it is not very likely that a diagnostic/prognostic investigation should be 
undertaken when the disease in question is already known. In light of this, we could speculate that the author may be 
referring to the acquisition of some basic medical knowledge, i. e. what collection of diseases is already known. This 
could be supported by Robert's modified view of nosology and semeiotics (Robert (1983), 104, quoted below). 
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closely monitor the progression of the disease and know where it is headed; and lastly, he must 

attend to any other symptoms the patient may have. When all these things have been taken into 

account, 26 and it has become possible to give a thought-through, reliable diagnosis, the time has 

come to also consider k dßä To&rwv: when the past and the present have been assessed, it is time 

to turn to the future, and consider what is going to happen because all the other things in the list 

have happened. In other words, it is time to cast a prognosis. 

The general gist of this succinct yet detailed enumeration was, to a greater or lesser 

extent, subscribed to by other authors of the Corpus. On the Nature of Man, for instance, says 

that to understand any case at hand wholly and to be able to offer the best treatment possible, 

\1\tIH""I\t\H1 27 W TOY P TPOV EYaYTIOY IGTQ? 
BW TOWS KQLBfU r KO? I VOVr PATZ KW 4&01 KQ. 5 W 01 Kai 1j%UKITM (... ). 

(... ) the physician must set himself against the established character of diseases, constitutions, seasons and ages (... ). 

If a physician wants to practise medicine well, he must have a sound knowledge of diseases, 

different constitutions 28 be familiar with the character of the different seasons, and of the 

different ages of men. In other words, a physician must have a background of universal 

information against which he may set the specifics of each new individual case, a notion that 

harks back to what we have seen in the first half of Epid. I. 10. We encounter something 

comparable again in On Humours: 

26 In the case-studies following the katastaseis, the aition, or the prophasis (sc. of a disease) is sometimes mentioned. 
Hankinson (1998). 57: 'A prophasis is an evident cause, and a sign of what is likely to happen. If the physician is 
aware of it, he will be able to modify his prognosis accordingly. ' 
r Nat. Hom. 9 (189.6-8 Jouanna; 6.52 L). 
28 There is no specification as to what sort of constitutions the author is referring to, so we should bear in mind here 
that not only patients were thought to have constitutions, but also surroundings, diseases etc. 
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12ou29 

Innate constitution, country, habit, age, season, constitution of the disease, excess, defect, both what sort of things are 

lacking and to what degree, or the contrary. 

This physician too collects general information to offset case-specific symptoms. The author of 

Airs, Water, Places lays the emphasis a little differently, though it is clear that he greatly values 

the collection of general information before dealing with a specific case: 

UýETact o Iv, TaÖE , 'ý'rJ 7f01E1Y npwTOV v EvBu Ta&i Ta; wNpas Toü E-rEos, oTi 'IP, v . ovTis ý' 'Pý+K ý'ºJ'r'E �N.. 

NvaTao a7rep? 4; eoOal EK40T9r oU 7^ap Eo1Kaou' a%IA X? Ivly oUÖEV, D" 7f0 U Ia4 po ofw aUTal TE 

EWUTEWY Kal iv T&i E7TEfTß 
ÖE T(j 7[YEUJkaTa Ta BE TE Kal Ta OTQ PýV Ta 

\fIM\\\1fIIfI1IA\f 

Kowa 7räciv av8pwiro. crv, trrra äE KaS' Tra a EKaM xwpf E TSZWPia Eo1Ta. Ei N Kai Tcýv Twv 

Ev9uµeiv8as¶& &y4mas. 3° 

He who wants to follow the art of medicine in the right way, must do the following. First, he must think about the 

seasons of the year. about what effect each can have. For they are unlike one another, but are very different, both 

amongst themselves and at their changes. Furthermore, he must think about the warm and the cold winds, most about 

those that are common to all people. but also about those that are in each country separately. And he must think 

about the powers of the waters. 

Airs, Waters, Places believes a physician should always consider the surroundings first. He 

should be well aware of the seasons and their effects, understand hot and cold winds, both the 

universal kinds and those that are typical to specific countries, and know what sort of effects 

29 Hum. 1(64.1-3 Jones; 5.476 L). 
30 Aer. Aq. Loc. 1 (24,3-9 Diller, 2.12 L). 
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different types of water may have, since all of these are of greater or lesser influence on 

individuals and their health. A tendency from universal to specific is evident. 

On Regimen represents a relatively new31 approach in medical practice, i. e. that of 

prophylaxis by adjusting a person's regimen. The author explains what sort of things have to be 

taken into consideration if regimen adjustment is to be effective: 

@, nµi öe My Töv W»ovrn öp&ZiS u npd¬rv nepi örair)S ävBpwTrinS npw rov gfy 7ravTÖS 4i uw 
4v9pwirou 7Ywvar Kai 3la7Nwvar" (... ), WT, 1 U TaOTa 04Twv Kai rroTwv air&vTwv, oTm ösarrc 8a, 

öL'vaµrv (.. ), TW "V Rovcüv ra-pvwo-aErv v atýv . almv Kar Tw ,. v Kara , ev, a"rv Kal. TWV,. , ata ß105 7Now wv, (... ) 

Kai , a. .T av4wTp'aS p04S 5. , ri e, OU YOY TaVTa ý1%ý W Kai 1 TWV 1TOYWY 'R TO 7[Ä0 TWY ? ITWY Kai Y U? IY TOU.. 

&VBpwnov Kai T&4 UKias Twv oWM4Twv, K0 7rpZ; T4 4' )pa; TOÜ EVIaUTOÜ Kai 7rpO; Tats j"Ta$OX4 TW^Y 

% lrveupIrrwv, 7rpös T Ta &a-tas T(Zv zwpiwv, Ev A-i diarrwvTat, irpös -re r)pI KaTCiv-raoiv Tou" Evwavrou. 32 

I say that he who wants to describe man's regimen correctly. must first know, and know thoroughly, man's nature in 

general. (... ) after that. the power of all foods and drinks in our regimen (... ) know thoroughly the power of natural or 

violent exercises (... ) and not only those, but also the moderation of exercises in relation to the quantity of foods, and 

the nature of the person, and the ages of the bodies, and in relation to the seasons of the year and the changes of the 

winds, and the situation of the lands in which they live, and the constitution of the year. 

Similar to what we have seen in other treatises, this author too considers the general things fu-st: 

the common nature of man, the qualities of different food types, the effects different exercises 

have, seasons, winds, location, and the constitution of the year; in the more individual sphere, he 

mentions the quantity of food ingested by the patient, the patient's constitution, and his age. But 

to look only at these things is not sufficient, the author says; medical research that considers only 

these factors will let the presence of a lurking disease go unnoticed until it is too late. No, he has 

31 Besides On Regimen, we also ArL 3 (6.4-6 I.. ). 
32 Vict. I. 2 (122,22-23/122,27-124.1/124,9-10/124,10-14 Joly/Byl; 6.468-4701.. ). 
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something to add to the list, something that will enable a physician to provide prophylactic rather 

than remedial treatment: 

9to. %,, %1, Er býE Tairra eýevpqTar, Kar 7rpo Toü rcaµverv Tov avBpwnov a7o , r, º75 visePßoÄ'r7 '5, eý' onoTepov av 

yev'gTar, 7rpoSräyvwo-I;. Oü yap eüBews ai voüo-or Troio"rv avOpci»row iv en yivovTar, äAä aaTa . UKpöv 
rfrfffttýtt tý 

ov eyoµevat aOpooos ercýatvovTatr . 
flptyýovvSKpaTeia&at ev TW avßpcvr7rgJ To vytes vrro Tov vooepov, a 

. T. %., S 33 
rrao ova-ty eýeup' rw µot, Kai orrws xpo Tau a KaOla-ravat eS rqv uytei qv. 

What has revealed these things to me - even before a man falls ill due to excess (in whichever direction that excess 

might occur [viz. too much or too little]) - is prodiagnbsis. For diseases do not surface in people all of a sudden, but 

they develop little by little, without being noticed, and then suddenly appear. Thus I have discovered what people 

suffer before health is mastered by disease, and how one should change these things into a state of health. 

The author claims to have found a way to tease out the presence of a disease before it has 

established itself enough to cause any clear symptoms, something he calls prodiagnösis. The 

problem, he explains, is that people do not know how to see what cannot be perceived by the 

senses. His new way of looking at things will solve this: 

ev7%frrffr%r 01 39 
avOpw7rot EK TCJV 4avepwv Ta a(avea O'Kfrre Oa1 OUK Einra-ravTar TEx1/'n0Y yap Vecoµevot 

oi Piv avB Wniv vPec ov tvWPKOUPi" (... ) EW 8e %IWPW TE a ave a av W7rou era aPiv 

O WW 4 Eoüvas Kai davepoio r Kai aýaveari. 34 

People do not know how to see the unseen things based on the things we do see; for they do not know that the 

techniques they use are similar to the nature of man. (... ) I will show that the observable techniques are similar to 

man's ailments, whether those are observable or unobservable. 

33 Vict. I. 2 (124,28-126,3 JolyByl; 6.472 L. ). 
34 Vict. I. 11; 1.12 (134,21-22/136,5-6 Joly/Byl; 6.486-88 L. ). 
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The new techniques he is talking about include the interpretation of dreams, to which he 

dedicates the whole fourth book of his series on regimen. But we will return to this topic in the 

third chapter. 

It would seem, then, that the Hippocratics were well aware of the fact that universal factors and 

symptoms, such as location, climate, and general katastaseis had an important influence on 

individual patients, with specific characteristics themselves, and that it was imperative that they 

take all information into consideration. As Hankinson declares: ̀The Hippocratic writers are the 

first explicitly to distinguish between those internal, constitutional factors which render some 

people more susceptible to particular diseases than others, and the external triggering causes 

which set the pathogenic process in motion. '35 

1.1.2 Universal 

A tendency we seem to be able to discern in the diagnostic activities described in most of the 

Hippocratic treatises is that the point of departure lies in the universal things surrounding the 

patient; from there they zoom in, as it were, on the individual. Let us have a closer look at the 

things in that universal sphere. In many of the Hippocratic treatises, there is mention of heavenly 

bodies, such as the Pleiades, Arcturus, and the Dog Star. 36 Why would the rising, presence, or 

setting of different constellations be of interest to a physician? The author of On Regimen reports 

their use: 

Töv Fýv Eviavrov e5 TeooaPa lkePEa aialP&o, ä7ißP Fý ýA, o-ra Ylvt)oi(ouo-w of Tro oi, xeiNva, ý7ýP, BEPoS, ' 

401voirwpov" Kar xet u2va pey a7ro 7r qra wv No-to; axpI ro'µeph7; rapt";, pE air) ro'iuepih75 E, ce of 

35 Cf. Hankinson (1998), 55. 
36 For examples of this, see for instance the Epidemics treatises, On Regimen, and Airs, Waters, Places. 
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nX iäöwv E? rtToX ,6 Po SU ä7rö Tr7ý iä&wv ýexAi äPrrroüPov errrro? ý7S, ý9ivö7rwPov N &7rö äParoüPou i7 'ýS 'ý 

1 LI irA'iä&wv fiüvno5.37 

I divide the year into four parts, which most people know best: winter, spring, summer, autumn. And winter lasts 

from the setting of the Pleiades until the spring equinox, spring from the spring equinox until the rising of the 

Pleiades, summer from the Pleiades until the rising of Arcturus, and autumn from Arcturus until the setting of the 

Pleiades. 

It was vital for a physician to have some basic astronomical and meteorological knowledge: the 

stars were a way of identifying the seasons, which played an important role in ancient medical 

diagnosis. The author of Airs, Waters, Places explains: 

7fepl 
ÖE 

TUfl) CÜp¬WY 
De 
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A'º2V 

EU2105 rn5TE U7TEpßa?. 
X 

U)V TOV 

rnr. reýs.. er sý KalpOV MW l6XEI EV TE TCÜ J 
PI U aTa 7EV'Y7Tal Wpala Kal EV TW 0EpE1, 

OUTWv TO ETOSrr UytEiV6TWTOY EIKOS 

ETYat. 
9'J'v No 

1LJV XVA(i)V aÜyjk97PÖ5 Kai' 
ß6p¬105 

7EVTTal, TT 
FIE 'p E7ro(h/3pOV 

Kai' v6TIOV, 
ava7K?, 

TO Oepo; 

rsrfrerýýýrtr 
nupeTc ec Iyiveo Oal Kai'' oý a las eµvroleEly. &K0, rav yap To 7rviyo5 enlyEVTTas Eýalývrs, Tos [-re] yes 

v, yp47S Eovres vrro T, µßpWv T @v iur yK ýlýr r ciýv o ciýv eawv Kai výro Toü voTOV, avaýoov To Kaüpa eivag ano TE 

Tvº; , rýS ala/3p6xov 6060'T; Kai 9epµr5 Kai v7ro TOO ryJAiov KaiovTo5.38 

With regard to the seasons, one should consider them in the following manner, if one wants to understand how the 

year will be, either sickly or healthy. For if the signs are normal when the stars set and rise, if it rains in autumn, if 

winter is moderate and neither too mild nor excessively cold and when it rains at the right time in spring and 

summer, then the year is likely to be very healthy. But if winter is dry and visited by a Northern wind, and in spring 

it rains and a Southern wind blows, then summer is bound to be feverish and accompanied by eye-diseases. For when 

37 Vict. IH. 68 (194,22-196,2 JolyByl; 6.594 L. ). 
38 Aer. Aq. Loc. 10 (46,16 - 48,4 Diller; 2.42 L. ). 
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the stifling heat suddenly occurs, while the earth is stilt moist from the spring rains and Southern wind, the heat is 

bound to be redoubled, coming from the earth, which is soaked through and warm, and because of the burning sun. 

The character of the seasons was of direct influence on public health. If the seasons behaved as 

they should, and the meteorological features were within normal parameters, it was to be 

expected that the year would be relatively disease-free. If, however, there was deviation from the 

most favourable meteorological pattern, this was bad news. Specific deviations had specific 

effects: the author mentions that if spring is rainy and has a wind coming from the south, this 

means that summer will see fever and afflictions of the eye. The essence of this is that normality 

is good, and abnormality is bad -a concept we encounter regularly in the Hippocratic Corpus. 39 

On Humours is of a similar opinion: 

reTefe171r1tNfpv 
#v ar copal copauoc, EtTaKTws, euKPIVEO, vouoous 7roºeouQºv" aº e E7rºxwpºoº v3o-ºv wpVcº votooº b`4j7ýaº 

.raes. trrý. rr rr .rr 
tout, rpo7rou; - 0 Ti av ea app eZopT, ovµoia' avoµota go rat Ta voo, ºjkaTa, oia e, vsrrJ cvope TauT?? 

ýý crvr%, %er 40 
')'IVeTai- e ý1 

oµoiws amp, -roiovroTpo7ra Kai em 'roroü-ro eiXrcvaµeva (... ). 

If the seasons proceed normally and regularly, they produce diseases that have proper krises. The diseases that are 

typical to the seasons are clear with regard to their ways. Depending on the changes in a season, the diseases such as 

arise in that season will be either like or unlike [the usual]. If the season proceeds normally, the diseases will be 

similar or somewhat similar to the normal (... ). 

Not surprisingly, diseases that ran their usual course were easiest to treat: a physician would 

know exactly what to do and how to time his treatment. But what happened if something was 

different? 

39 Very clearly in On Regimen IV; see 3.1.1 of this thesis. 
40 Hum. 13 (84,14-20 Jones; 5.492-4 L. ). An interesting detail is that in chapter 17 the author claims that since it is 
possible to make conjectures about diseases based on the seasons, it is, similarly, sometimes also possible to forecast 
rains, winds and droughts based on diseases, Cf. Hum. 17 (5.98 L. ). 
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'Ev Toi09 KaOeoTe(UO7 Ka1poIQ7 Kai CÄpaioJS To, Wpaia a7roataloOov gTEOYV ¬ 7äO675 Kai eÜKpiveo-raiaº ai 

VOÜO01, EV N TOlq'ly aKaTGGOTGGT010'IV äKGLTQ, OTGCT01 Ka1 ! LiOKpiT01.41 

In stable times and years which produce seasonal things at their proper times, diseases are dependable and have 

proper krises, but in unstable years they are unstable and have difficult krises. 

Normal seasons produced diseases with a proper - and so predictable - krisis, the most crucial 

moment in a disease, aptly summarised by the author of Affections: 

170 fI )I t 7\ I 1\ I) 

Kpivea8at die krty ev TN^trt vovooto"ty, oTav auýwvrat at voOo-ot, 97 µapah ovrat, ' , ueTamrrrwo"ty El; 

ETEpov VÖO''Y)(O, 10 TE%IEUT0001.42 

To come to krisis in diseases is when the diseases increase, or diminish, or change into another disease, or end. 

If seasons did not run their normal course, diseases did not have normal krises, which in essence 

meant that a physician would not be able to predict the course they were likely to take, and so 

was unable to give a correct prognosis. Naturally, the result of an inaccurate prognosis would be 

that a physician's ability to prescribe correct treatment became severely compromised. Was there 

a solution? The authors of the Epidemics treatises offered some assistance with their katastaseis, 

the descriptions of the constitution of an area in which the characterisation of seasons played a 

central role. If a physician was aware of the combination of specific katastaseis and the diseases 

they seemed to prompt, the chances he would recognise certain patterns could improve 

dramatically. 

4J Epid. H. 1.5 (20,9-12 Smith; 5.72-4 L. ). 
42 Aff. 8 (16,15-17 Potter; 6.216 L. ). 
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There were other ways of knowing what the seasons held in store for man. The author of 

On the Nature of Man explains how the time of year was related to a predominance of one of the 

four humours he believed were contained in the body, and how this predominant humour might 

engender specific seasonal diseases: 43 

U ETaI ýEWUO W WUI .. KO: Ta A. fU T�CUaUB f Pw'7T TO µf 'U ý%lf''Yµa TOO O xflµ S' TOÜTO yap TxElµ . ýU? IY EOTI, 

µ IO , µaTl , EVfOYTWV' 4XpoTO. TOU ya. p fO, TIV. TOÜ E' 41P0; fTf, l µEU 1, opOU, , TO TA T(. JY EV T@, 0'W (... ý 

t'Yµ µµ 'Y' P tW X ea ., fy, ýlf a fa"irv fV T 0w aTr, Kai TO aT a aU eTar" Ta TE a ea f Wlef Kai Ta UtýaTa eTfr ºveTar, TO 

µ f, t, µßP .t Pµ'º'1! kp ý yap �, f N Te Tcýv o wv Kal uno Twv 8e E Iwv" Kara Ualy a auTCu TaüT EaTr al a au Eiar uno 

uiAio ra ToO cwav ro vypov Te yap eo Tt Kar epµov. (... ) Tob E Epeog TO Te a Tito 10x6el ? TI, Kai 17 'ß'0%l'1? 

alpeTal EV TÜ) 0'W(6aT1 Kai 7rapwreive1 e5 TÖ ýBIV07rwp0Y" Ev ÖE TW (GIVO d)pc) TZ µev aTµa o') yov yiveTal" 

EUaYT10V ya. p POV Tj ýUO'Eº EOTI' ýlf '4 ' xO4 TOO E 'PEO5 KGLTE'xfl TO 0'µ aUTOV TO BIU07lwýl Wa Kar TOO 

BevonwPov. (... ) ' To8E ' 4aE pa Tov B'EPfoS aa'& ,'e. wuTOÜ" evavTl ''r1 yap avTOü ' ?V veaTaTOV faTºv avTO ' 

, faTrv W4 . P'º7, 'º7p4 -re ya'p Eova-a Kai dfpµý. To U afka TOO ý rvoýrco t pou fJý ' , axlaTOV Ivf7ýTal ev TQ uo-el ý' 

avB ' 461vo7iwPov Kai' iPüxelv jh � apxfTar Tov avpW7rov" ýE 
I' ' wf'Aalva xo4 /ý ' PW'irq)" ý'1POY' TE ya'p f' OT! TO 

TOO ý9lvo7rwpou 7rX61'0' q Te Kal iOý JpOTaT' Ea-rrv. oTav 8f 0 XE1µwv KaTMA aµßav p, ' Te xoA4 tliuxoµfvi , to 

Oýt? M ylveTai, Kai' TO ýMEyµa avýeTal 7rcL6 Wr0 TE TWU UETWU TOU 44060; Kai TWV VVKTWY TOO µ7JKE05. 

r er r%. f. Eyes µev oiV TaOTa 7ralTa alma TO O'CU/h TOO aVBpdJ7roU, U7r0eU T'YJS wp', J 7fep: 10TatU. fvr1 TOTE jkeV 

1rAe! w yh/eTat au'Ta fwUTCi1V, Torf ag Aa0'o'w, EKaOTa KaTa µepog TE Kar KaTa uoºv. (... ) IaXUet Sf ev 

µxµ, µ, ,pqp to T eUºaUT TOTE EY 0. Er WU alllOTa, TOTE Sf TO, 'cap, TOTE U TO. Bf 05, TOTE f TO' BlY07TW OY' OUTW 

N Kal EU T Ö4UB WTf TOTE EY TO AE a! 'e,, TOTE ac' T6 aT a, TOTe aE t oX ý, 7r &rov e% vt 4º Pµ ? Fý µ ý7 x ý7 Pµ ý7 

avN, e neºTa a' Eý '4µ. arva KaXEOµ'fvºt. (... ) , 0ýfº, Xfl s ovv, TovTwv Tw fxOVTWU, , µý f oo'a v Twv 

(... ) "o-a a, vovo'71µaTwv " xerF vos au '"ýeTar, Bf 'Pfo; ý, ova Nf , pfos av° fTar, xfr, vos 47flv, o Brvfrv E 

% rTal vb`f fa f ar auTwv" oo a d`E y' ve4PoS voo'4µaTa nPo 'xea-Bar zoo ýBrvoýrw' Pou iiv a , ir' a rv "' 
,Tfifrraf, ,vr Oivwrwpsva 

vo"r paTa, ToUTWV ToO '1ipo5 ¶4v a7r6AXaýw avayK'1ý yevE al" o Tr 
3' 

aU Ta; wpa; TauTa; 

44 

unep$a ' voa qµa, ElaEVal Xp ý evravo-rov avro eo oµfvov. 

43 It must of course at all times be borne in mind that not all treatises subscribed to the same ideas as to the humours 

ppresent in the body - if they subscribed to any humoural theory at all. 
Nat. Hom. 7-8 (182,4-6/15-19; 184,3-6/9-19; 186,5-9/13-20 Jouanna; 6.46-52 L. ). 
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In winter, phlegm increases in a person; for of the humours in the body it is most similar to the nature of winter, for it 

is coldest. (... ) In spring, phlegm is still strong in the body, and the blood increases; for the cold is lifting and the 

rains arrive, and the blood increases because of the rains and the hot days; for those things of the year are most 

similar to the nature of that [humour]; for the blood is moist and hot. (... ) In summer, the blood is still strong, and the 

bile builds up in the body and persists until autumn. In autumn, the blood becomes less, for autumn is contrary to its 

nature. Bile predominates in the body in summer and autumn. (... ) Phlegm is at its weakest in summer, for that 

season is contrary to its nature, being dry and hot. The blood becomes weakest in man in autumn, for autumn is dry 

and already begins to chill a person. Black bile is at its most and strongest in autumn. But when winter returns, bile, 

chilled, becomes less, and phlegm increases again because of the abundance of continuous rains and the longevity of 

the nights. So all [the humours] exist always in the human body, each of them now increasing, then diminishing 

according to its turn and nature, due to the cycle of the seasons. (... ) And in the year, sometimes winter predominates, 

sometimes spring, sometimes summer, and sometimes autumn. Likewise, sometimes phlegm predominates in man, 

sometimes blood, sometimes bile, first yellow [bile], then what is called black [bile]. (... ) Now, as these things are so, 

such diseases as increase in winter, must disappear in summer, such as increase in summer, must cease in winter (... ). 

For such diseases as come into existence in spring, it is necessary to persist and for their retreat to be in autumn. 

Such diseases as are autumnal, of those the retreat has to occur in spring. But as to a disease that transgresses these 

seasons, one must know that it will last a year. 

Individual seasons stimulate the dominance of specific humours - winter is good for phlegm, 

spring for blood, summer for yellow bile, and autumn, finally, for black bile - and specific 

humours engender specific diseases. If diseases are seasonal, they should keep to their own 

particular seasons, and end with the beginning of the next season. However, the author warns, if 

diseases cross the boundaries between the seasons, they will last an entire year. In short, there is a 

major difference between seasonal diseases and diseases that are unaffected by the change in 

seasons and dominance of humours. Of course, all of this is based on the assumption that the 

seasons always behave as they should. In seasons that run their course as expected, diseases 

should also run their normal course, and thus be recognisable to a physician, who will be able to 
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provide an accurate diagnosis and prognosis, and choose treatment accordingly. 45 Epidemics II 

explains how it is that autumn brings the most dangerous diseases: 

'Ev 4Bivoirc p(p o' raTaº voüaor Kai 8avaT02go-raTai. To' hr7rav Ölkotov Tl4 aeiAT 7lapoý6vecT& v (i)s Toe 

eviau rov 7repiooov exovTOs Tcýv vova wv 010V 9 ýJlmoo TES vouvov" 
4 

In fall, diseases are most acute and most lethal. In general, this is similar to paroxysm in the afternoon. Just like the 

year has a cycle of diseases, so the day has [a cycle] of [one] disease. 

A year's seasons are its phases, each containing its own characteristic diseases. In the same way, 

each day of a disease had its phases, and the afternoon, most similar to the season of autumn, 

would be the most dangerous period of day for a patient. Aphorisms presents a catalogue that 

summarises which diseases are most likely to occur in which seasons: 

r. rr er r' rr srsrN 19. Nooýµavra býE 7ravra µev ev irao^ýo"i rpo-rv cýpflos yrverar, µA ov evict Kor eviaS auT&o1I Kai 

yiveTar Kai Trapoýüve'rar. 

20. TouµýEv yaap ' poS, Ta µ8Xa7Xo i Ta µavrKa, Kai Ta e7f! ? TTiKa, Kar al °µaTOS Puo"! ES, Kai ýlrrca, Kar l 

rP 
y 

ýPr'Yx `ý'º7x S. r par .s. 4or. .ý 8'i S Kuva al, Kar KZ P al, Ka! a or, Kai e, Kar %IETf 
, Karýler vE, Karaýt , Kal e av a7E 

EÄKth ee; 7rAeio-rat, Kai 46µaTa, Kai apßprrIKä. 

9f 0 it A Te T06Twv, Kai' ITVVETOI 0vveeEe5, Kai KaCO'O1, Kai TpITalO1 7TUpET01, Kai EI6ET01, 21. ToO Se Bep¬os, E 

irfrýrrer. r 
Kai atappo/al, Kai'' &SBa f, lal, Kai WvTWV IT6V01, Kai'' OTOlhaTwv EAKWOIES, Kai O'1ý7reEc eE aisa0lrwv, Kal 

ipwa. 

22. TOO BE 69I1Jo thpoU, Kai TWV BEpsiWv TA 7&LX , Kai' TtQQET01 TETapTa101, Kai 7rAaV4Te , Ka; OTX iV65, 

Kai ÜapW7TEs, Ka; ý010'1E5, Kai u-rpayyovpial, Kai %elevTEpial, Kai öva-evTeplal, Kai 10"KI4'aIE5, 
Kai' 

KUVayxal, Ka; aoOµaTa, Kai elAeol, Ka; emAijýilal, Kai Ta µavlKa, Kai Ta µeAayx0 X IKa. 

45 Cf. e. g. Vict. III. 68 (6.594-604 L. ) for different sorts of regimen in different seasons. 
46 Epid. 11.1.4 (20,1-4 Smith; 5.72-4 L. ). Cf. Epid. VI. 1.11(5.272 L. ) for the same idea of parallels between the daily 
cycle of a disease and the cycle of diseases in a year. 
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23. ToL ag Xcijk(ko , 7rAEUpfT10ES, 7T6P17TXEUjkOVI(X1, K6pu zI, ßp&'MOI, )SzeS, 7r6V01 TrAei. pEWU, 0-rTOE(. t)L, 

öv4üo5, KEýa aAyiai, i7kiyyor, a7ro? r?, ýýia:. 47 

19. All diseases occur at all seasons, but some [diseases] are more likely to occur and exacerbate at certain of those 

[seasons]. 

20. For in spring occurs melancholia, madness, epilepsy, bloody flux, angina, colds, sore throats, coughs, skin 

eruptions turning usually to ulcers, tumours, and affections of the joints. 

21. In summer, some of these [diseases occur], and also continuous fevers, ardent fevers, tertians, vomiting, 

diarrhoea, eye diseases, pains of the ears, ulcerations of the mouth, mortification of the genitals, sweats. 

22. In autumn, most summer diseases also [occur], and quartans, irregular fevers, enlarged spleen, dropsy, 

consumption, strangury, lientry, dysentery, sciatica, angina, asthma, ileus, epilepsy, madness, melancholia. 

23. In winter, pleurisy, pneumonia, lethargus, colds, sore throat, coughs, pains in the sides, chest and loins, headache, 

dizziness, apoplexy. 

For On Humours, it was not just the time of year that had an influence on the kind of diseases 

that surfaced; the author draws the lay of the land into the equation: 

ai Nv pai 7rpo5 Tas wpas aaK&i KeiµevaI To: aüra "nK-rouo i voo-TµaTa, o7roi' all Iq wp1q, 

ie' -ra6iT Op. oIwS. 
48 

Countries that are positioned badly with respect to the seasons produce diseases just like the season, in a way similar 

to it. 

It did matter where people lived, as the character, or constitution, of an area was of direct 

influence on the constitutions of its inhabitants. The treatise Airs, Waters, Places is of course the 

ultimate advocate of this concept. An example: 

47 Aph. III. 19-23 (128,13-130,11 Jones; 4.468-70 L. ). 
" Hum. 12 (84,4-6 Jones; 5.492 L. ). 
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9'5TI5 Fbei Tr6AUS 7rpo; Ta 7ivevikaTa ke1Ta! TO, BeplLa 
- Ta6Ta FI eUTI IheTTa)) Tos -re xeiµepivi avaTOAj 

TO 'Aiou Kar Tc'v aualmom Tcov xErpeprviov - Kai aüzj ravTa T& mei ikaric Eo"rr ýüvvoµa, -rcZv N a7rö 

fI 1IfIIf\I !I\ !I 

Tcüv apKTwv nveuµaTwv (rKe7rq, ev Taurp rp IT6Aet [ecrTil Ta Te u aTra 7TO a Kai uýa UKa avaly, ELM, 

rýý"n"r, rý 
f"TEWpa TO µev 9epeoc5 9epµa, Tov 8e ZErµciýLOs 4V4- TOUS TE aY8pCt17t0Us Tas Ke4a 

A; 
U'ypas fxe: v Kai 

t1AeyµaTwaEas T6, c Te KoIAias a lTEWY nUKVa EKTapammo-9a1 ä7r0 Tos KE(Wa 5 TO ýAeyµaTO5 

E7TIKaTapp¬0VTO 5 TG TE Elaea e7il To 7rXj0o5 atT ov aTOVWTepa EWVal, EO'e1EUV 
0' 

6K ay0,00V5 ElVas ouoe 

rtr%N", r fr , ," ,r, "re"r 
Tllveww' OK00701 f. GEV yap KE aAaS a0.06Yea; E, Z'oUO'IV, OUK aV EV1ýQaV aya of 7TIVEIL' ýJ yap Kpalrra ro µn Ov 

wjeE eI. voo'j,, aTä Te Taae e7CIxddpla e7var 7rp&TOL fL¬L Tä yvva(Kaq'oo'ep&S Kai' pod Sea; ETvar EiretTa 

it W5 aTOKOUS WT0 v0U0'OU, Kai 0 46O'e! TITPWO-KEAal TE 7LUKVä' T0 0'i TE irataiouT V ITii7rrefV 

o7fao-p. o <Te> Kai' Lo-6 
, aTa <Kai> a votklcoUTI TO Te OE70V iroteIV Kai' iep91V v000.0V Ebel, To10'! FIE avapaO'! 

&ioevTepias Kai acappoias Kai '14Xovs Kai 7rvpETOÜ, r 7ro)wy oviovs XelµEplv0üs Kai vrwuKTi as 7roAÄ 

Kai alµoppot ac ev Dfi E3p? 7.7rAevplTlö'es ae Kai 7repl7rvevµovlal Kai' Kavr01 Kai oK60a oýea voo paTa 

r, r, rrý .�rr voµlcovtal OK EyylyvovTa1 Ta pro a" ov yap oinov Te, oKOVý, 02, V KolXlal vypal EWVI, -ras voua"oUs Tataas 

i0elv, oýBa lal -re EyyrIvovTal vypal , Kai ov xaXEnal., oilyoxpo'vlol , 9nv µrn Tt ' KaTaýn vo 'o . 1a EK 

raßoAjs fcey4AA17s. Kar oK6Tav Ta 7rEVTlnK0VTa ETEa kfp Wal, KaTappol Enºyevoµevol EK TO 

E7Ke4&Aov TrapawkgKTsKOÜs 7ro1e0o"1 To)c aV6pth7rovs, O'KÖTav f ai4% Q%IW0ewo. 1 TAL KeqSaXý v, 11 

r 49 
pIyWOOYYI. Tav0Ta GEV Ta vo0YµaTa avTOivly errl%Wpla E0-r1' 

When a city lies in the direction of the warm winds, - i. e. between the winterly rising and setting of the sun - and in 

it these winds are daily, but it is sheltered from the Northern winds, in that city the waters are necessarily abundant 

and somewhat salty, and, lying close to the surface, they are hot in summer and cold in winter. The people have 

moist heads full of phlegm and their bellies are disturbed by condensations, when the phlegm runs downward from 

the head, their appearances are usually rather feeble, and they are not good at eating or drinking; for those who have 

weak heads, are not good at drinking; for they suffer more from intoxication. The following diseases are indigenous: 

first the women become somewhat ill and suffer from fluxes; then many become infertile because of disease, not 

naturally, and they have frequent miscarriages; the children suffer from convulsions and shortness of breath and 

those things that they say are divinely brought on and a sacred disease, but the men suffer from dysentry and 

49Aer. Aq. Loc. 3 (26,22-28,23 Diller; 2.14-18 L. ). 
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diarrhoea, ague, chronic fevers in the winter, many pustules that are most painful by night, and from haemorrhoids. 

Pleurisy, pneumonia, ardent fever, and such as they call acute diseases do not occur often; for those diseases cannot 

be strong where the bellies are moist. Watery eye diseases occur, which are not bad and last only a short time, unless 

there is a disease due to a big change. And when they are over the age of fifty, catarrhs from the head cause people to 

suffer from hemiplegia, when they suddenly put their heads in the sun or chill it. These diseases are indigenous for 

them. 

Every country, every area, every town had its specific characteristics, which inevitably had an 

influence on the natural constitution of the local inhabitants. In the case of the above example, the 

native people are likely to have a constitution that allows their heads to become moist and filled 

with phlegm. In the human body, within which health was the result of a balance between its 

constituents, such an excess was bound to have consequences. Naturally, specific imbalances 5° 

engendered specific diseases, which a smart physician, who had been paying attention to his 

surroundings, would be able to anticipate. For this very reason, the author of Airs, Waters, Places 

recommends that a physician, when he arrives in a new town, inspect its orientation, the quality 

of its waters and soil, and the prevailing regimen, so that he may have an inkling of the nature of 

the inhabitants and the diseases from which they are most likely to suffer, so that he would be 

least likely to be surprised, and perhaps even already devise possible treatments 51 The author of 

Regimen is of a comparable persuasion: 

rfrýrsrýfrýýWeq fr t 8rayrvcda Kerv. Kara rravros v ehTeiv ca e exer " epos Xwpewv öe 8errrv Kai cýua rv EKao'rcýv cT e Xoo 

IIIt 
ýG o /. q3p! v KV h&1 9¬p tOTEp1 Kai '1pO 

\II T£p7f 1 7Tp TGts C6)IpKT0Us K¬I, h. '1)S/ IOTI Eý'ý}'UTUTCU TOU ry)ýIOU 

30 Cf Hankinson (1998), 53: `The paradigm of diseases as imbalance (which perhaps originated with Alcmaeon), and 
the associated allopathic principle of treatment, became dominant (although not unchallenged) throughout the history 

of Greek medicine. ' Cf. also Nutton (2004), 47-8; Jouanna (1999), 262. 
51 Aer. Aq. Loc. l-2 (24-26 Diller; 2.12-14 L. ). 
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7I7\I1I\ f1 !I\/! 
EOTly. Ev U TauT71(ri T'O l %t pQsv a1I&)'K'17 Kai' Ta Eehea TLÜv apOP67iwv Kai' Ta ýUOI. ¬va EK 1'05 "5 

.9e. 9 ' 52 eI7po-repa Kai Bepµo-reps Kai iOXupo-repa eTvat 10 ev na-iv evavTincrsv. 

It is necessary to discern exactly the situation and the nature of each region. To speak in general terms, it is as 

follows: the [region] towards the South is warmer and dryer than the [region] lying towards the North, because it is 

closer to the sun. In those lands it is necessarily so that the races of people and the things that grow from the earth are 

dryer and warmer and stronger than [those] in the opposite [lands]. 

Each region must be considered separately, and its conditions must be duly noted. Proximity to 

the sun, for instance, is of considerable influence: in regions that are closer to the sun, both flora 

and fauna are drier and hotter, but also stronger, as the author explains. 

Breaths is of the opinion that all diseases have one cause only: the air people breathe. 53 

He reports: 

6 lk u ., p µ, µ, a aTj FW, m 4, 't: 
,p Tav ev ovv o aýToloUTOº0'1 WO ºavavºv " v6 nºv uvEº no ea eoýrºv, av W7foI TOTE 

rv%rrO vet 
fFf f% ppr 54 

vooeouo i, OTGCV 
aE 

ETEP(J TWVI EBUE( 
ýW 

ov avapp. oo ro; o w12p yEV1]TGL(f KEIUGG TOTE VOoeOU07Y. 

So when the air has been infected with such miasmas as are hostile to the human nature, then men will be ill; but 

when the air becomes unfit for another species of animal, those will be ill. 

Nature of Man, on the other hand, is of the opinion that air is not the cause of all diseases, 

although this author, too, absolutely acknowledges the potentially ruinous influence of polluted 

air: 

52 Vict. II. 37 (158,1-6 Joly/Byl; 6.528 L. ). 
53 Flat. 5 (108,8-109,2 Jouanna; 6.96 L. ). 
S4 Flat. 6 (110,6-9 Jouanna; 6.96-98 L. ). 
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ff \tI\\\\I\If 

oTav ae at voüo-ot yivwvýrat TravToaa7rat KaTa Tov avTf6v 7Covov, '? Aov otI-rt T& aiamr/jLaTa eo-rip arfIria 

EKaa-ra eKav-rota-i ( ., ) o'-ray öe, vo aTO5 evoS eruö 1'Ka6e K Gov oTt' ou Tai aiat, µaTa ai, Tta t. 
.o 

'lk ' 'º7W ý7 Q"r'º7 71 ö'r7 , 

>>larrInre tr tIIrv7 55 
EOT(Y, &. AX 0 a! a7r IFOfk6Ir TOUT WTtOV EOTIY, Ka( NXOV OT! TOLTO Y00'ep97Y T97Y arroKp: 07Y EZOY avig. 

But when diseases of all types occur at the same time, it is clear that each particular regimen is the cause in each 

case; (... ) When, however, an epidemic of one disease is predominant, it is clear that not regimen is the cause, but 

what we breathe, that is the cause, and it is clear that it contains a noxious excretion. 

A Hippocratic physician, then, would study the surroundings in which his patients lived, and 

familiarise himself with all the external aspects that might have an influence on his patients' 

constitutions. By studying the behaviour of the seasons, the character(istics) of the area - such as 

the lay of the land, and the quality of the waters and the air -, and the climate, a physician created 

a basis for further, individual, diagnosis and prognosis. In each new case, the physician would 

consider the patient's circumstances, and decide which of the surrounding influences he was to 

factor in with his diagnosis and prognosis. Thus, gaining familiarity with various aspects of a 

patient's surroundings was an important and very fundamental part of diagnosis and prognosis. 

1.1.3 Individual 

Now that the groundwork for diagnosis and prognosis has been laid, the next step takes us into 

the sphere of the individual patient, and we shall now consider which patient-specific factors 

were thought to be of diagnostic and prognostic significance. In several Hippocratic treatises, age 

is referred to as a factor that should be taken into account. It is, for example, mentioned in the 

checklist from Epidemics I quoted above, and in On Regimen age is also put forward as a point of 

55 Nai. Hom. 9 (190,2-3/12-15 Jouanna; 6.52 L 
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consideration. 56 Aphorisms even provides a classification of diseases according to the various 

periods of life: 

24. 'Ev N Týo'IV 1ýAUKl*70'l T016 6 ov. t/3alvel' T010.1 p. EV 0"µlKp010'1 Kai VEO7V01o1 Ira: ai0107v, acOal, ElkET01, 

ges, äypu7rviat, ý6ßot, o. 4aAoü ýAeypovat, wTwv uypoTg? Tes. 

25. IIpÖS U Tt Z ovTodveiv rrpoa-äyoua-ly, oüawv ö& , go-pot, 7rupeToi, o7raaµoi, Släppolal, µä)uo-ra ö+av 

äväywo"t Toils Kuv68ovTa5, Kai ToFo-t rraxuTaToro( Twv lrat'awv, Kai Toto-i Ta; Ko, Atas 47"KxTp6 fxouo-iv. 

26. flp¬a-/3uTepolat Se yevoµevoto, trapiAµla, o7rOVa6XOu TOO KaTa Tö iviov Eio"w ZZ)O-1E5, äo-BµaTa, 

Ju i4meC� f? q, ctv6es oTpoy7t Aai, aoKapihes, äKpoxopBövec, a TupraO7hoi, xorpaae;, Kai 'r'" a 461kaTa. 

27. Toio"1 öe 7rpeaßvTepoº0't Kai 7rpös T? jv ýkV rrpoo"äyouot, TOÜTWV Tä 7roW, Kai Trupetoi xpövlot 

µa))l. ov, Kai EK ptvwv aT ML10, püo"1E5. 

28. Tä öe irAeio-ra ToTo-t 7raºaiola't 7r&Oea KpivETat, Ta µev fv TeoFoapäKovTa gp, 6ppo"1, Tä SE ev eTr a 

1, 'nµ i 0.1, Ta öe Ev Erma ETEa"1, Ta ý'E 7rp3o5 T%v 'hß'º7v 7rPoaýayouýly" oKOýa , av�SlaýErvý Toiar 7rarb`rorvt, Kar 

Jkl? anoXvB" gyre t To aCTKeºv, T07171 Aeo"I gyre º Ta Tcev Kara vf(ov ra , ovl Erv euu ev. 

29. Two N v¬piaKOfa-rv, aiiuaTo; I o-ies, 49io-IEs, 7rupETOt öýies, EmXT>�1Iat, Kai TäAa vovoijkaTa, 

jzhAto-ra U Ta 7rpoErpqµeva. 

30. Two t 8e 67T9 ,v IKI V Ta L, GLOB aTa, 7rAEU (Tl3c , Ire f7r? e ovtal, XýOa o!, ELITf}! E , P T-71 ') ý1 v'ý7 Fý PSP Fý ý? P? ýP S 

Kau"vof, afäpporaº xpövfaº, xo? epar, auvevTepiar, AefevTepiar, o p. oppot es. 

31. Toivr öe TrpeaßßLTrpo"t, al'J07vofaº, KaTäppoºaº ßtBEec, o-rpayyouptal, 3vo7ouptar, äpOpwv 7r6voº, 

ve4pITiBe5, Rºyyot, änoTrA'ýiaº, Kaxeýiat, ýuo'µoi TOO 0"6µaTO5 OROV, äypvTrviar, Ko: Ai's Kai 0'ý9a%µiuv 

Kai pfvcöv vypO P) TEs, a ßharriat, yXavKwaIE5, ßapvýKotaº. 57 

24. In the ages, the following things occur: to small and newborn children, aphtae, vomiting, coughs, insomnia, 

terrors, inflammation of the navel, watery discharges from the ears. 

56 Cf. Epid. I. 10 (2.668-670 L. ); Vict. I. 2; 111.67 (6.470; 592 L. ). 
7 Aph. 11I. 24-31 (130,12-134,3 Jones; 4.496-502 L. ) The observant reader will note similarities between the diseases 

of the different ages and the diseases of the different seasons Aphorisms mentions. 
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25, At the approach of dentition, irritation of the gums, fevers, convulsions, diarrhoea, especially when cutting the 

canine teeth, and in the case of very fat children, and in those who have hard bellies. 

26. Among those who are older occur affections of the tonsils, curvature of the vertebrae by the neck, asthma, stone, 

round worms, ascarides, warts, swellings by the ears, scrofulous swellings in the glands of the neck, and other 

tumours. 

27. Older children and those approaching puberty suffer from most of the preceding maladies, from more chronic 

fevers, and from bleeding at the nose. 

28. Most diseases of children reach a krisis, some in forty days, some in seven months, some in seven years, some at 

the approach of puberty; but such as persist in boys and do not cease at puberty, or, in the case of girls, at the 

commencement of menstruation, are likely to become chronic. 

29. Young men suffer from spitting of blood, phthisis, acute fevers, epilepsy, and the other diseases, especially those 

mentioned above. 

30. Those who are beyond this age suffer from asthma, pleurisy, pneumonia, lethargus, phrenitis, ardent fevers, 

chronic diarrhoea, cholera, dysentery, lientery, haemorrhoids. 

31. Old men suffer from difficulty of breathing, catarrh accompanied by coughing, strangury, difficult urination, 

joint complaints, kidney disease, dizziness, apoplexy, cachexia, itching of the whole body, insomnia, watery 

discharge from bowels, eyes and nostrils, dullness of sight, glaucoma, hardness of hearing. 

Prognostic, too, betrays an interest in the effects of the different life stages, and indicates a 

difference between patients under and over certain ages, as can be seen, for instance, in the 

author's warnings with regard to treatment of patients suffering from acute pain of the ear: 

'' ' e(M 01 ret. r'ret 
ano7Xuvýrat Se of µev vA 'rwv av6pcunwv eßbýoµaiol Kai eTlsrBäTa ov unro TouTOU TouvooýµaTOs, of 8e 

r? E tf ttrs... 
yepov rEs no ßpaýv POL" or Tap p6ror Kar ar zrapa6powvar Tja vov auToia IV Errryryvov rar rear Ta 

Er ExmiovµEVa" aha Tavrnoi µev rj? O-IV jXrKrnorv ünoaTpoýai Toü w? a aü? oio rM ? av? a 6ßv , 

voaýµaTos emyEVÖµEVae a7roK? Eivouar TO rrXEfu-roes. Ort SJ vE(OTEpa, 7rp1v EKMMO*ar To oüs, 
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äir6AAuvrcw EirE1 91'7L E PV ?j 
EK TOÜ WTÖS, EA7LlS 7rEPI 'Yev 

o6al Tý YE4ý, '''ýv TI Kai 1QAo 
xP'º7O'CÖV aÜTCÜ ?' ?7 

orlyE"Tat o Wflov. ss 

The younger ones among men die from this disease on the seventh day or even earlier, the old much later; for the 

fevers and deliria manifest themselves less in them and because of that their ears quickly suppurate. But at this time 

of life, relapses occur, killing most. The younger ones die before the ear suppurates; when pus flows from the ear, 

hope remains for a young man, if there is also some other favourable symptom in him. 

Apparently, people of different ages may well react differently to the same disease, 59 and events 

that are characteristic for diseases in the young may occur at entirely different moments for older 

people, making age a factor very much worthy of a physician's consideration; also, a physician 

will know it to be more worrying when someone displays symptoms of a different nature or at a 

different moment than is the norm for their age group, or seems to be suffering from a disease not 

usually encountered in their age group. 

Unsurprisingly, children were a very vulnerable group - just as they are today - and the 

Author of Epidemics VI dedicates a chapter to children's afflictions and their consequences: 

NinTorar iov ýüv yau Pös Tapaxn Kai 7wPETAý ýUVExei oºawaiver µeTä KPio-ty, 81µ'nvtaiý To' ýü nav fix µ 
e1K00Tatq), Kai o184µaTa ec apopa" Kal lqv µeV KaTW TOO Oµý oO KaTaowj, Ta avco eV T010'1 KaTw 

fr f, fý fferf%,. %,, ff,, f 

, aya9ov" 997'y N avw, ovx oµorws )ever T9711 v0v0"0v 97v µ7 eK5aT" Ta ý. e ev wµoro"w eK7rveü ap6pora7rvvTa 

T0101 T'7)AIKOtrroto-t yaXtarKWVa5 Trot er" ) o"ele 3 av Kai eXKUaptwv KaTW eK uo"Is, ýV jLj a'rpoyyuXa Kat 

rýftorrf fr týý ßaeea rye, Ta ýýe TotaOTa oAOpla Kai' £AAws 7rasatotor Accrete ö av Kal aTµa payev, µä»ov öe T070-1 

TeAetoTfp010'WV E1r4aiveTat. 60 

58 Progn. 22 (223,9-224,5 Alexanderson; 2.174 L. ). 
59 Cf. also Prorrh. II. 11 (9.30-32 L. ). 
60 Epid. VI. 1.12 (12,6-14,10 Manetti/Roselli; 5.272 L. ). 
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In infants, a cough together with an upset stomach and continuous fever indicates that, after the krisis, commonly in 

the second month and on the twentieth day, there will also be swellings in the joints. And if they settle below the 

navel, and the upper [material settles] in the lower joints, it is good; but if [they settle in] the upper [joints], it does 

not resolve the disease in a similar way, unless there is suppuration; suppurations in the shoulder of children of that 

age makes them weasel-armed; 61 eruption of pustules below can resolve that, if they are not round and deep, but such 

ones are also in other ways deadly to children; it can also be resolved by a haemorrhage, but that happens more in 

older children. 

Epidemics VI is aware of the existence of specific ailments that afflict mostly, or even only, 

children. He does not, however, see children as one homogenous group; based on their different 

reactions to ailments, he makes a distinction between younger and older children - as the last 

sentence of this passage illustrates - although it remains unclear where exactly he draws the line. 

Another apparent distinctive factor was gender. A considerable number of treatises in the 

Hippocratic Corpus are explicitly dedicated to the diseases of women, mainly with regard to the 

subjects of fertility, conception, and pregnancy. 62 However, since there was no dissection of the 

human body at the time of the Hippocratic authors, any beliefs or theories regarding the female 

body were based on assumption, imagination, chance observation, superficial anatomy disclosed 

by wounds or decay, deduction of the inside from the outside, and analogies with findings in 

dissected members of the animal kingdom. 63 While the external differences were of course 

apparent, many ancient medical theories, employing a `one sex model', regarded woman simply 

61 Manetti and Roselli explain that this paragraph is "relativo al valore prognostico delle apostasi nei bambini: un po' 
di tosse, accompagnata da turbamenti del ventre e febbre continua indica the vi sara apostasi nelle articolazioni. Il 
deposito verso il basso, at di sotto dell'ombelico, t segno buono; se invece si avrä nelle articolozioni superiori avrä 
effetto positive per la coluzione della malattia sole se accompagnato da suppurazione: ma una suppurazione alla 
spalla ha come effetto secondario una malformazione. " In addition, they notice a connection with Epid. IV. 36 (5.178 
L. ), where coughs, upset stomach, and suppuration in the shoulder are also mentioned. Cf. Manetti/Roselli (1982), 
13. 
62 Jouanna discusses the topic in more detail. Cf. Jouanna (1999), 171 ff. 
63 Cf. King (1998), 37. 
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as a `variation on man'. 64 Although there was an ongoing debate regarding the question to what 

extent women were like or unlike men, 65 the general Hippocratic view confirmed the structural 

and functional difference between the sexes. 6Apart from the numerous diseases they could 

contract due to menstrual retention, 67 women might also respond differently to afflictions that 

assailed men as well, or the same symptoms might manifest themselves in a different manner. 

Epidemics VI, for instance, notices that 

Pr ea a eTar Tuvaiýi% ev ä/Uov arro oT vo Kar aia vcuTOU, Kar Tore C5 Ke aA v" 'Tap Kai av8 ao-rv 

91 07rlo-Bev µäxxov'j eµnpoa-Bev" 68 

Shiverings begin, for women, more from the loins and along the back, and then to the head; but for men [they occur] 

more on the back than on the front. 

Besides the fact that women might respond differently than men to afflictions from which women 

and men alike could suffer, there was also an awareness of the existence of diseases that were 

specific to the female gender. The author of Diseases of Women I emphasises the fact that not all 

physicians knew what to do when treating women: 

V411.9 Aga ý N Kai 01 1TTP01 aµaPTGbU0U0'IL, OUK aTPEKEWS 7tuvavýµ o EUOI 't`º1V 7TP0avly T; VOUO'OU, alX' Ws Ta 

oAdoptKa voo'ºjµaTL iWµevoi" (... ) Jtac6epei yäp ' iývis IrOAAöv Tcäv yvvaIKeiwv voo µäTwv Kai Twv 

ävöpei(ov. 69 

64 I adopt this phrase from Flemming (2000), 183. Although she speaks about Roman medicine, the same concept 
applies here. 

Aristotle, for instance, sees woman as a 'deformed male' or 'mutilated male'. Cf. GA 728a17ff.; 737a. 
66 King (1998), 39. Prorrhetic II, for instance, dedicates a number of chapters to the discussion of matters 
surrounding pregnancy and pregnant women, and some ailments that seem to afflict only women; in chapter 24, he 

gives specific instructions as to the uterus. Cf. Prorrh. H. 24-28 (9.54-60 L. ). 
King (1998), 39. 
Epid. VI. 3.11 (62,4-6 Manetti/Roselli; 5.296-8 L. ). 

69 Mul. I. 62 (114,2-4/6-7 Grensemann (layer C); 8.126 L. ). 
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At the same time, physicians are mistaken, not finding out exactly the origin of the disease, but treating it like a 

masculine disease (... ). For the treatment of women's diseases differs greatly from that of men's diseases. 

Apparently, some physicians were insufficiently aware of the differences between the genders. 

Some individual information was less obvious than age or gender, and could only be 

learnt by verbal communication with the patient 70 In Prognostic we see how the physician 

complements the information he acquires via observation with the answers to questions he asks 

the patient. In case of one-sided empyema, for instance, the reader is told that 

f\II fI !\I 

... KaTaµaY aveww xp7ffE7il TOUToio-t, ß. G15 TI exEl a) ll'j"o»a EY T(4 7rXevp41" Kai-7'9'y Bepp%Tepov' TO\ Et1Tepoy TOÜ 

rr! \tvtf !r! rnI)I! ETEpOU KaTaKAUYO(. LEYOU E7!! TO ETEpOY 7rAeupfv ep(UTa 1) EI Tl aUTE(; 1 a0KEI ßapos EKKpegauOa! EK TOÜ 

fr )f)f\IIf! f! er !\\r aYWBEY. EI yap E()7 TOUnTO! EK TOG E7il 64repa EOTIv TOf Ey rirnt4a Eý OKOTEpq aY rrAevpq To ßapoc, 

yi 
71 

MTai. 

.. 
it is necessary to inquire, in such a case, whether he has a pain in the side; and if one side be hotter than the other, 

ask him, while he is lying on the other side, if he seems to feel a weight hanging from the upper part. For if this is the 

case, the empyema is one-sided, on whichever side the weight occurs. 

Family history is another example of information that can only be obtained by asking questions. 

Hippocratic physicians postulated the existence of inborn illnesses, and familiy history could be 

of influence in the formation of a diagnosis and prognosis: it was significant to know if more than 

one member of the same family had suffered from one specific disease. The author of Prorrhetic 

II gives several examples of potentially hereditary diseases and warns the reader: 

70 On the importance of questioning the patient, see Jouanna (1999), 134-6; Langholf (1990), 58. 
71 Progn. 16 (214.9-13 Alexanderson; 2.152 L. ). 
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IIEpi äE üapcürrwv Te Kai ý9r07'wv, Kai TcZv zro? aýyp&v, r& TE Kai Aaµßavoµevwv Lwo' riffs ikp. s voo-ou 
r. ýrTýrnr K fOýlGEY1ýs, ¶626 %E'}ýW, Kaia MV Ti 7¬' 7TaLTWY TO au' To- cw 7ap U'} }'Ever s T1 TOUTWU TWY Y0o/7p6, aw, 

E071V ¬10, -Val b'uvanä arrrov e6vTa. 72 

About dropsies, consumptions and gouty conditions as well as persons taken by what is called the sacred disease, I 

say the following, that they all have something in common: for in whomever these diseases are to a degree 

hereditary, one should know that [such a disease] is hard to get rid of. 

In other words, diseases could `run in the family', and it could be a diagnostic advantage to be 

aware of this. 

The sort of regimen a patient had been keeping to prior to his disease was also of 

diagnostic interest, and to reconstruct it, a physician was largely dependent on information 

provided by the patient - largely, but not entirely, because a physician might be able to make 

inferences based on what he observed. The author of Prorrhetic II, for instance, claims that it is 

possible to know whether or not someone is keeping to his prescribed regimen, and tells the 

reader how to recognise deviations from a healthy regimen. 73 Epidemics II explains how a 

person's way of life may effect tell-tale signs in a person's appearance. 4 Regimen covered every 

aspect of a person's lifestyle, from what he had been eating, and what sort of exercises he had 

been doing to their bathing habits, their sleeping behaviour and their sexual activity. The author 

of Epidemics VI reminds the reader we guard our health through 

... 
X a?? m, axe7rýa*1, rrövoio'iv, iiirvo, o: v, ä4poaio-ioio-s, yvcýN?? " 

75 

diet, covering, exercise, sexual activity, mental activity. 

'Z Prorrh. II. 5 (234,23-236,1 Potter; 9.20 L. ). 
73 Prorrh. I1.3-4 (9.10-20 L. ). 
74 Epid. II. 1.8 (5.80 L. ). 
75 Epid. VI. 8.23 (184,13-14 Manetti/Roselli; 5.352 L. ). 
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If, then, these are the things that produce health, they can also produce illness when employed in 

a manner unhealthy for the patient. 76 This is the basis of the rising development of regimen 

treatment, i. e. the adjustment of a patient's regimen to produce a wholesome effect upon the 

patient's constitution, at the time of the Hippocratic Corpus. Regimen in Acute Diseases points 

out that this branch of medicine is a relatively new one: 

aI/ 
7Ta \p 7 

ove 
\\ 

EiarI- 
!7 7Se\v �'iov 

a 7repi M; of apxaioi avvEypaýav oU Aoyov Kai Toi µ¬ya TOCTO trap'Kav. 77 

But the ancients wrote nothing worth mentioning about regimen; although this is a big omission. 

The Hippocratic Corpus contains much information that would have helped a physician assess 

the information a patient provided with regard to his lifestyle. The second book of Regimen, for 

instance, contains a sizeable number of chapters on the powers of foods, as does Affections. 78 

Regimen II also explains the effects of different types of baths, 79 and informs the reader of the 

consequences of different actions and exercises. 80 Though most of this information would have 

been used in the treatment phase, rather than in the diagnostic phase, there were still certain 

elements that could be of use in diagnosis. This is confirmed by what we find in Aphorisms: a 

few of the remarks concerning the various aspects of regimen have an immediate bearing on 

diagnosis or prognosis; spontaneous weariness, for instance, is an indication of the presence of a 

disease, 81 and an excessive intake of food will probably cause illness. 82 There are three ways in 

76 Moderation, for instance, was a very important guideline in these matters. Cf. 2.1.1 of this thesis for an elaboration 
of this concept. 
n Vict. Morb. Acut. 1 (37,2-4 Joly; 2.226 L. ). 
78 Vict. II. 39-56 (6.534-570 L. ); Aff. 39-61 (6.248-270 L. ). 
79 Vict. II. 57 (6.570 L. ). 
80 Vict. II. 39-56 (6.570-592 L. ). 
$' Aph. II. 5 (4.470 L. ). 
82 Aph. H. 17 (4.474 L. ). 
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which this information could be put to use in diagnosis. Firstly, a physician could, based solely 

on his medical knowledge, draw a conclusion with regard to the cause of an illness - Prognostic 

would probably typify this as declaring the past or present unaided by the patient or others. 

Secondly, the physician could attempt to supplement a patient's account with his own ready 

knowledge about illnesses and their causes - in Prognostic: filling in the gaps in the account 

given by the sick. Lastly, the physician could of course simply verify his suspicions by talking to 

the patient and asking him questions, which would be the easiest way - though perhaps frowned 

upon by the author of Prognostic. Information concerning a patient's regimen could be important 

in diagnosis and prognosis, and the best way to obtain it was usually through communication 

with the patient. Though it perhaps seems fairly straightforward, this communicative process 

should not be underestimated: it must often have required considerable skill, and it is only right 

that Jouanna should point out that "To know how to question a patient was indispensable. , 83 

1.1.4 The five senses 

Even though all the diagnostic details that have been discussed so far were important contributors 

to the accuracy of diagnosis and prognosis, the most crucial information was acquired through 

observation. The most important signs, those that indicated impending death, or the opposite, 

imminent recovery, were often signs that were clearly perceptible. The famous Facies 

Hippocratica, for example, which not only in Hippocratic times, 84 but even today, is associated 

with looming death, is described in Prognostic: 

83 Jouanna (1999), 135. 
84 As all the treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus together cover approximately 6 centuries, it is perhaps useful to 
clarify that by 'Hippocratic times' I mean the period covering roughly the second half of the fifth century and the 
fourth century BC, in which the majority of the Hippocratic treatises are thought to originate. Cf. Jouanna (1999), 
373-416. 
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0 EIGC, 0 BLG 01 KOlA01, K OTGL 01 U TCf7TTWKOTE WTGÜ Kai UVE07 fLGL, KGt1 01 X0 01 TWV his ' 'ý PýWS 4ZP GL i al4, t, ' ß. 

WTWV a7reUTpaAp vos, 1«a TÖ ('EppAI, TO 7rep TO IkETWTLOV O'KÄ1'JPÖV TE KCG! 7rep: TFTajk6VOV KGG! KapfiaA . oV 

II%1III '\ I 7\ 85 

Eov Kai TO xpwpiz Tov ; vµ7ralTOs 7 O(1 o7TOU ZXwpov' µe? av eov. 

Sharp nose, hollow eyes, sunken temples, cold and contracted ears, the lobes of the ears turned outward, the skin 

around the brow hard and tense and parched, and the colour of the face in general being yellow or black. 

If trained well, a physician would know at once that he was dealing with a very serious, and 

probably even hopeless case when he saw a patient with such a countenance. But there was more 

to observation than sight. Although the eyes were of course the first to be employed upon 

meeting a patient, a physician would appeal to all his five senses in order to reach his final 

diagnosis or prognosis. 86 The author of In the Surgery typifies an examination: 

rv fa frff/f\nt .Rf\rr H oµota o avoµoia, e4 apfxºjs arroa -rwv µeyýarrwv, ano -r&v Kio-rcwv, a7ro "rcöv 7rav-r0 rrav-rcws 
r r. , Re- Iýfv eý .n. e. fý ý'IYWO-KOfJ VWVf 

a 
Kai Uf Kai 

BI')E(U, 
Ka( 

aKOCow 
EOTIU, 

a 
KL Dý Oi//Eff K& D a4 

, KZb T 'KO' , Kai 

1\I/ fI f/ (\ I !I fI 

TV pIV , Kai T. f 7AWa-a7), Kai rl yvchpý Eo-riv aia'6eoOar, a, o1s yWv(XT-KOµev alraa-w, frTIv yvwvai. 7 

What is like or unlike [the normal], beginning with the biggest signs, and those easiest to recognise, open to all kinds 

of investigation, which can be seen, touched and heard, which can be perceived by sight, touch, hearing, the nose, 

and the tongue, and by the intellect, which can be known by all the things by which we know. 

Evidence of sense perception in the service of clinical observation we find throughout the 

Hippocratic Corpus, which is riddled with symptoms that have, in one way or another, been 

obtained through perception: the treatise Prognostic is one big example of how sense-perception 

83 Progn. 2 (194,13-195,2 Alexanderson; 2.112-4 L. ). 
' Cf. Jouanna (1999), 291-301. 
87 Off. Med. 1 (30,2-6 Kiihlewein; 3.272 L. ). 
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was the very basis of a reliable prognosis, Humours contains several catalogues of symptoms, 88 

and the checklist in Epidemics 1.10 of course provides the ultimate emphasis on the significance 

of perception for diagnosis and prognosis. Epidemics IV advises the reader that using the senses 

does not necessarily mean using one's own senses: 

Orr TA7v oµ(Lao-r, rotary ovao"r, Tndr pWI, TIn Xetpi al Kpea': ec, Kai zä»a oTci yivcua"KOµev. o ao-OEVECVV, 

IM)v 0 47 6iycwv 00-/pav9Et5 0 yeua-aµevo5, Ta a a»a yvouc. TpiXE5, xpoi', öepµaTa, cÄeß¬C, veupa, 

µLE5, O'apKES, oa-rea, µv¬Aos, E7KE aAos, Kai Ta arro Tou aAµaToc, O TrAayxva, KOSAR, xoA', of a»oi 

xvµoi, ap9pa, aýuyµoi, Tpöµoi, o-Raaµoi, Au77es, äµßi rrveüµa, äýoaor, olot yrvcüo-KOµev. 89 

We know krises by the eyes, the ears, the nose, and hands, and the other things by as many [ways]. The ill person: 

seeing, touching, smelling, or tasting, and knowing in the other ways. Hair, complexion, skin, veins, tendons, 

muscles, flesh, bones, marrow, brain, the things from blood, the intestines, belly, bile, the other humours, joints, 

pulses, trembling, spasms, hiccoughs, things related to breathing, the exits, such [are] the things by which we [i. e. 

physicians] know. 

While the physician, with his medical training, can of course recognise symptoms more easily, it 

is the patient who can observe his own sensations most accurately. Moreover, he has additional 

means of gaining knowledge. 90 This passage also provides a concise overview of the parts and 

processes of the body that might be observed in medical examination - though not all of the 

items on the list were to be reached or observed with equal ease. 

88 Notably Hum. 2 and 4 (5.478; 480-482 L. ). 
89 Epid. IV. 43 (136,9-15/138,1-2 Smith; 5.184 L. ). In his Loeb edition, Smith chooses to reverse Littrd's 
reorganisation of the text. I, however, believe Littr6 had a point, and I have reinstated his reorganisations; in this 
way, a distinction appears between the things a patient can know and observe for himself, and the things a physician 
can know by observing all the different body parts and processes mentioned. 
90 Langholf too notes the fact that observation by both physician and patient was important, and puts forward 
Morb. II. 12-75 (7.18-114 L. ) as representative of this. Langholf (1990), 54. It is very possible that this `knowing in 
other ways' includes information gained through (medical) dreams. Considering the fact that Epid. IV was probably a 
product of the same author who wrote Epid. VI (cf. Jouanna (1999), 389), this is not at all unthinkable. Cf. section 
3.1.2 of this thesis. 
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Prorrhetic II clarifies the different uses of the senses: 

7ipÜ)TOV pEU yap TW yyW»71 TE Kai T010'1V 
40a%µ010'1V 

avOp0)7i0V KaTaKEi(LEVOV 
Ev 

TGÜ aÜTW Kai 
&TpeKEWS 

Ör enr»r fý ri, s, 
7iEpt0ý1or7fopE0vTa Kar Tiaµ77o a EOB ovra" e7TerTa T'fýa! ratTWµevoV pQGOV EOTt yVCÜVar, 9'9'v Tt a7fEt 0'ý, 10 

Eat avo avTa aa-r o TE Kai T%ov XE Wva aov go-rrv E a7raTäa Bar ava-avTa. at Te the 
Ev µev Toto# rrupe-ratvovot 7ro»4 -re Kai Kai i a'µatvoua"rv" ai yap öýµat µeya araýepoua"rv" tv ae Toia-rv 

IO UOUOI TE Ka! Op8&U 3ta1TWitEV010rV OUK O-13a Ti av yp oai, ut v, of Ei, To rrcp TW a0Ktµl(U. E7TEITa TOIs 

strir fr rnerftrv% 
WO vº 4WV9 5 aK0vo-avTa Kai Tob- 7rvevµaToc, e' o Ts etaytvWO KErv, a Ev Toitriv r0" ova rv ouX oµotws EoTl 

^Äa 91 

For, firstly, it is easy to know by your intellect and your eyes, if a person lying ill in the same place and charged with 

a strict regimen is somewhat disobeying, or whether he does take walks and eats a great deal. Furthermore, by lightly 

touching his abdomen and the vessels with your hands, you are less likely to make a mistake than if you do not 

touch. In patients with fevers your nose indicates many things and truly; for their odours differ greatly; but in persons 

that are well and following a proper diet, I do not know what use at all I would have for this means of testing. And 

then there is the fact that, by listening with your ears to the voice and the breathing, it is possible to discover things 

that are not equally clear in healthy persons. 

In the first place, the situation should be assessed based on sight and common sense: apparently, 

it is easy to confirm by means of sight whether someone who has an illness that causes him to lie 

in one place all day is obeying a recommended regimen of taking walks and eating plenty - we 

recognise Prognostic's unaided declaration of past or present here. Besides that, the hands are 

used in palpation, and the nose in judging the smells surrounding a patient. Smell, the author 

points out, `indicates many things and truly' in fever patients, whose odours are characteristic - 

although it is not clear what exactly should be deduced from these odours. In healthy people, 

however, smell does not seem to yield any information. Last mentioned is hearing: some illnesses 

91 Prorrh. I1.3 (224,27-226,11 Potter; 9.12 L. ). Another example of instructions on how to employ the five senses can 
be found in Epid. VI. 8.7-8 (5.344-6 L. ). 
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amplify certain qualities of the voice and breathing - the author plainly states that the same things 

are not clear in the same way in healthy people - so that they are clearly discernable to one who 

listens. 92 Even though Prorrhetic II does not go into detail here, and does not indicate what 

exactly should be learnt from the information thus gathered, it is clear that the senses were 

essential, indispensable tools in a physician's quest for accurate diagnosis and prognosis; they 

were the most important, often indeed even the only, way to ascertain the physical anomalies that 

constituted the signs and symptoms on which he had to base his conclusions. And this brings us 

to the final aspect of diagnosis and prognosis. 

1.1.5 Intellectual Activity 

All the symptoms a physician could observe, however, meant nothing if he did not process them 

in some way that enabled him to understand what they meant. The passage from Prorrhetic II 

quoted above is a good example of this: it is not only the senses, but also the intellect, the yvdµn 

that is put to use. In several of the quoted passages we have already encountered terms like 

Aoyivµös and yvwµn. In observation for diagnostic and prognostic purposes, it was necessary not 

only to use sense perception, but also to think about what had been perceived. Epidemics VI even 

mentions Aopa- 6 together with the senses, underlining their close interrelation: 

To a , P7ov ES �rY OxE , ýrv � ayEºv, o�ýºS, aKo'º1 Äº: S, aý'º7 'Yllltl70'a, Ao7ra"N-oo [Karaµav ]. 93 ioa e6avE! 

The body is instrumental in observation: sight, hearing, nose, touch, tongue, intelligence. 

92 It is not unthinkable that, in this passage, the author means to indicate a hierarchy for the various types of 
information gained through the different senses (irpw, rov ... 

&errcc... erema... ). However, the approaches to the 
various specific diseases described by the author in Prorrh. 11.5-43 (9.20-74 L. ) illustrate only the prominence of 
sight (and the intellect), and do not seem to indicate any order or hierarchy in the application of the other senses. 
93 Epid. VI. 8.17 (180,3-4 Manetti/Roselli; 5.350 L. ). 
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Intelligence and reason were employed to process perceptual information, to interpret and weigh 

symptoms and to place them in the context that was applicable to each new individual patient. 94 

On the one hand they were needed to `translate' the symptoms, i. e. to attach meaning to the data 

from the individual sense organs, and on the other hand, they enabled a physician to combine all 

the different data streams and bring together their input into a conclusion that was based not on 

one type of sign or symptom at one moment alone, but on the conglomerate of symptoms 

available from all the sense organs together. Epidemics VI further explains how important it is to 

combine different forms of sensory observation and to study the collected information as a 

whole: 

Keý4XafoV' EK 'r j IYEVE('105 Kai a40,0t4e5 Kai 7rAEkOTwV A6'ywV Kai Kara vµ: Kpa yivwvKOµevwv 

gvv4, yoVTa Kai KaTagavO&VOUTa ei o'»oic EOT 1V aý19J%o101V, <aÜe15 -r&; apo 
oi6TY)Ta5 To toto-iv>, ei 

er sereesrerrr to IN eer to % oµoiaº 4»ýrXno"iv [eioiv], ws EK 1v avoµoioTrrýTwv oµoroTýJS revii, 7ai pta" ovtw, c av 97 o36s ovTcew Kar 

Twv op92)5 ¬xövTwv ooKiµaa i, n, Kai Tciýv µrj, e7ýE7xo5.95 

In summary: from the origin and the cause, and the many accounts, and the things learned little by little, when one 

gathers them together and thoroughly studies whether they are alike, <again if they have dissimilarities >, [and] if 

those [sc. dissimilarities] are like one another, so that from the dissimilarities one similarity comes forth. This would 

be the way to go. It is also the test of things that are correct, and refutation of things that are not. 

The author wants to convey that the senses, reasoning and intelligence are not only of great 

importance in individual cases, but also in the overarching process of creating a more general 

database of symptoms and what they imply - which indeed appears to be the objective of the 

94 Cf. Jouanna (1999), 302-3; Langholf (1990), 52. Potter provides a 'schematic overview of clinical reasoning in the 
Hippocratic writings'. Potter (1988), 52-3. 
" Epid. VI. 3.12 (64,1-66,3 Manetti/Roselli; 5.298 L. ). 
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Epidemics. This processing of symptoms could take place in three ways: based on experience, 

based on a concept or theory, or a combination of both. 96 

Another aspect of diagnosis to which reason and intellect were indispensable, was finding 

out what was going on inside the body, as most of the time there was no way to see what was 

going on under the skin. The author of On the Art states: 

o, .. 9, �ý ?7p,, n5 ýýý aT'º77 97 00-GG yap ,L TWL OµµOGTWL 0 lL EK4 6 EUryEI, TGGÜTGG rn 7vW 0 E( KEKPGG TGG1. 

For such things as escape the eyesight are mastered by the vision of the mind. 

To be able to begin treatment, a physician had to form for himself some idea of what it was he 

was going to treat. There were two ways to gain knowledge of the unseen. One was the method 

of analogy, applied, for instance, by the author of On Ancient Medicine: 

KaTalkavO4veiv U aE! TaOTa EýCw9ev EK TI2V cavepivv. Toi1To I key -tap TW oT61kaT, KeXTP(; ÜypÖV oÜaev 

avao7rrao-ai;, 7rpoµU ' va; E Kai' O'UQTfI a57r1E0'a4 Te Ta xf( fa, avao7ra? EIS' Kai' em 7-e aW'v 

rrpoa9fµevos, p'i7Mws avao-rrao-a: s av o Ti 9E ois. ToLTo f ai criKVai 7rpooßaW evai eý fupeos es 

0TEVÖTEpov OUV'IJ'yjkevaI rrpi3 TOTO TETExveaTal TrpÖS TO EAKEly EK T'1s OapKÖs Kai' Ernoirao9aI, GI%1%a TE 

Tro? ä ToIovTÖTporia. T(. li 3' Am TOÜ avep(J7LOU 4 UTI Ka! O' LLa ToIOÜTOV' KÜO-T! S Te Kai KE4x j Kai' 

vo'Tepat ? vvaiýiv' 
98 

It is necessary to learn these things thoroughly from the apparent external things. For, on the one hand, with the 

mouth open wide, you can draw in no fluid; but if you protrude and contract it, compressing the lips, you can; and if 

you put a tube (against your lips], you can easily draw up anything you wish. On the other hand, cupping 

% For a discussion of the naturalistic, physiological model of human pathology that underlay the rationale reflected 
in the Hippocratic writings, see Hankinson, (1998), 51-69,82-3. 
9' Art. 11 (237,11-13 Jouanna; 6.20 L. ). 
's Vet. Med. 22 (149,15-150,7 Jouanna; 1.626-628 L. ). 
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instruments, which are broad and tapering, are made like that specifically to draw and attract blood from the flesh, 

and there are many other things like that. Of the parts inside the human [body], these are of such a nature and form: 

the bladder, the head, and the womb of a woman. 

By comparing things that cannot be seen, and about which we know little to nothing, to things 

that can be seen, examined, and known, it is, according to this author, possible to gain knowledge 

about what the author of On the Art refers to as ä8qQa, 99 obscurities. 100 The second method was 

that of semeiotics, i. e. drawing conclusions about internal things not by analogy, but by reading 

the external phenomena that can be freely observed: the oj em. Diller explains that 

diese Phänomene sind nicht Parallelen (Analogien), sondern Zeichen des zu erkennenden Vorgangs, es wird keine 

Analogie als Gerüst einer Hypothese aufgebaut, sondern von der sichtbaren Wirkung auf die unsichtbare Ursache 

zurückgeschlossen; man geht mit einem Wort nicht analogisch, sondern semeiotisch vor. 
101 

This second, semeiotic method was a fundamental part of ancient medical diagnosis and 

prognosis. In fact, this method combines the ways of collecting data described above with 

intellectual effort: the intellect cannot work on its own, it needs information to process. On the 

An illustrates this: 

'I'OTPIK'1'f Öf, 
TOTO JEY TCÜV 

elkirÜWV, 
TOÜTO 

N 
TWV T6 ')7rap 91 To u5 ve4po)5, ToCTo 

U 
TWv o-ulk7r&vTwv TWv 

rrvre ýr trrre tr v iv 'r Y'? 1 vooEUUTWU a77EOTEplýil. LE1M)2 Ti RA, Ole, Ta 7raVTa i4v-reS IKaVt WTaTWS OP(. J0'IV, o W5 VAa5 

% E opla5 01NEpyou5 EÜpe' ýWv1'JS TE 7'äp AG4L7rp6T'Y7T( Kai Tp77XO-qT(, Ka( 7rveLIhaTOS TaxiYi'YfTI Kai 

ßpaö tr« +r crs sr rý, t 
vT4Tr, Kai petµaTwv, a Siappeiv E'wGev EKao ro: o, Si (OV Eýoöoi öEý'ovTai [WV] Ta µfv o lijo-i Ta N 

9' Art. 11 (237,5 Jouanna; 6.18 L. ). 
100 Cf. also Morb. IV. 35 (7.548-450 L. ); Vict. I. 12 (6.488 L. ); Joly (1960), 62ff.; Jouanna (1999), 317-322. Diller 
(1932) provides an overview of how ancient philosophy, medicine, and historiography have dealt with 'obscurities' 
in his Opsis Adelön to Phainomena. 
101 Diller (1932), 19-20. 
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xpoinm Tä Sf aerröV 7rI Kai 7razirrJ rs o: aa-ra6µwµev�o TEKµaiperat cäv re aMµesa Taü-ra a ze 

7re1rovI6Twv ä Te rraBeiv &vaµevwv, 102 

Medicine, being prevented, in cases of empyema, and in afflictions of the liver or the kidneys, and in all diseases of 

the cavity, from seeing something with the sight by which everyone sees everything most satisfactorily, has 

nevertheless discovered other means of help: taking as criterion clearness or roughness of the voice, rapidity or 

slowness of respiration, and, in case of the fluxes, which are wont to flow through any way or exit with which they 

are presented, of some their smell, of some their colour, of some their thinness or thickness, [the physician] decides 

from which [parts of the body] those things are signs, and what things they have suffered and can suffer. 

Based on all the symptoms displayed by a patient, a physician could reason his way into an 

understanding of their cause. But symptoms were not always readily available. Sometimes, they 

needed to be coaxed into showing themselves. On the Art explains: 

"O-ray b'e TavTa Ta vvovTa b` au u07 eKOÜma ar ava ºra ev Kev vcv ua-r a co 
ßiauOeIo a µe6i, oa-iv" aveoeio-a ag hAoi roto i rä riffs -rexv' cd 6o"iv, a 7roi'J1rea. 103 

When these things are not revealed, and nature herself yields nothing readily, [medicine] has found means of 

compulsion, whereby nature, unharmed, is forced to give up her secrets. When these are given up she makes clear, to 

those who know about the art, what they should do. 

The author refers to, for example, the administration of phlegm producing foods or drugs, or 

making a patient run in order to make breath heavier and bring out sweats. Once the symptoms 

are available, the intellect can use them to reach its conclusions. 

As we shall see, medical dream interpretation occupies its own space in the art of seeing 

invisible things through visible ones. As we have seen, On Regimen, interpreter of dreams, also 

102 Art. 12 (240,1-10 Jouanna; 6.22-24 L. ). 
103 Art. 12 (240,10-13 Jouanna; 6.24 L. ). 
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speaks of visible and invisible ailments. "' By treating dreams and their contents as symptoms, to 

be interpreted by means of analogy or semeiotics, they could provide a window into the body's 

interior. 

1.1.6 Practice: an overview 

What does all this mean for Hippocratic diagnosis and prognosis in practice? Again, we must 

bear in mind that not all diagnostic and prognostic procedures that have been described above 

were used by all the authors within the Corpus. Even if prognostic and diagnostic procedures 

were the basis of Hippocratic medical practice, everyone seems to have had their own approach 

to matters. Some procedures or theories were used more widely than others, but there is no way 

of knowing for certain which or to what extent. It remains impossible to give a description of the 

Hippocratic diagnostic-prognostic process, for there was no such thing. We can distill a few 

tendencies from the evidence. There is an interest in general, i. e. external, matters, such as the 

time of year and the constitution (katastasis) of the seasons, the katastasis of the area, the 

weather, the wind, the lay of the land, and the air people breathe, which together formed a sort of 

framework within which results of further, individual examination should be interpreted. In 

individual examination, there are, again, some basic elements that occur in various treatises, like 

age, gender, hereditary conditions, a person's regimen or lifestyle, and things about the patient 

that can be discovered through use of the 5 senses. To top it all off, the importance of intellectual 

activity is emphasised, whose application was absolutely indispensable in diagnosis and 

prognosis. As for dreams, the only Hippocratic treatise so far to give them a clear and prominent 

position in diagnosis is On Regimen - and that is not even completely true, since the author 

speaks of their role in prodiagnösis. In chapter 3, we shall discuss the position of this treatise and 

104 Vict. I. 11; 12 (134,21-22/136,5-6 JolyByl; 6.486-88 L. ). 
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its ideas within the Corpus, and investigate role of dreams and the popularity of dream 

interpretation as a diagnostic technique in the Hippocratic treatises. 

1.2 Galen 

As a great admirer of Hippocrates, it should not surprise us to find Galen following in his medical 

hero's footsteps. Galen's approach to diagnosis and prognosis built on concepts and procedures 

for which the groundwork had already been laid by the authors of the Hippocratic Corpus. 

Garcia-Ballester asserts that "Galen did no more than develop certain very concrete aspects of the 

Hippocratic writings. "los In a more positive fashion, Nutton describes Galen as setting himself 

forward "as the very model of the modern Hippocratic physician, developing the insights of his 

great predecessor both practically and theoretically". 106 Even Galen himself acknowledges his 

great debt to Hippocratic medicine: 

(... ) Tra yeypaµµeva µo1 rrepi -rovTwv a7rävTwv %1v 6'066,0'W µe irpoXeyovTa yivciho*Keic, emSeBeiyµeva Trpös 

IýrnoK oo-9EVTO v ovrc PaTOVS Erdp'ýa-Oat, N. oii v avTOiS 7rP S -r'v 7rEPr t Tov )S a'4v'YFkou)S ElAPraL, '7výEP Kar' µ ýov'ý7 

Eýe: pya 'To 
(... ), 107 

(... ) know that I have said that the things I have written about all the predictions you have seen me make were 

demonstrated by Hippocrates, and that to those I only added the theory of pulses, which was the only thing he had 

not worked out (... ). 

In his unceasing attempts to improve on his predecessors, Galen formed his base theories for 

diagnosis and prognosis by elaborating existing theories, rearranging emphases, and creating new 

105 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1637. 
106 Nutton (1993), 9. 
107 Praecogn. 12 (134,1-4 Nutton; 14.665 K. ). 
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or honing old methods. And now that we have the above inventory of Hippocratic diagnostic and 

prognostic techniques to hand, it becomes obvious how much Galen owed to his colleagues of the 

past. 

The objective of this section is to provide a concise overview of Galen's diagnostic and 

prognostic theories and techniques. Unlike the Hippocratic Corpus, the Galenic Corpus consists 

mostly of treatises which can and should be juxtaposed and linked, so as to reconstruct the 

diagnostic and prognostic views and procedures Galen employed -a sizeable task indeed. 

Fortunately, Luis Garcia-Ballester has already undertaken it, and his 1981 article on the subject, 

along with the elaborated and revised 1994 version of it, will serve as the basis of this section. In 

addition, two more specialised articles by Barnes and Nutton will be drawn upon. 

In diagnosis and prognosis, Galen relies on three main sources of information: perception, '()8 of 

both universal and individual things, dialogue with the patient, and reasoning. 109 All three 

components sound very familiar, and from this alone it is already obvious that the Hippocratic 

tradition is never far from his mind. In his Therapeutics to Glaucon, he refers to the sort of 

symptoms and patient characteristics which, put together, should give a physician a fairly 

accurate idea of the nature of his patient. We see the three information sources clearly reflected: 

E( 'Yap ! wptTa(TO TIS 7rpl. UTOV FGEv T77v KaTa Tao 7j IKrac ara4opav, E4fg'Y1S N1V KaTa TaS Kpa? E! S Kai 

T4S auv&peiS Ka( T04 Ta TolS av pw7roIS U7rapXovTa, 7p0(&5 AEyw Ka! 9epµa07a5 
Ka! oz oe! S Kai% 

0" ULK! 0'EI Ka(E Kai em EUrµam Ka( Ta n o09e( N TOUT01 Kai w 'YN VT S. �rn Tý uz'º! S 'º1 h, P 'ý rSi T'º7 `S 

Sla oü ETOU Toü , "PPEvoS ýrro 7ýP "S e'º7u Pa, voa" , Oka TE KaTa " TaS xwr PaS Ka( "" TaS w<, PaS To 90 S Ka( " Ta a, 6a, UaS 

108 Dean-Jones remarks that Galen "believes that although they vary considerably, the senses must be a reliable 
source of information about the world, because animals, which possess only perception, could not survive if their 
sense data were not in some degree accurate. " D. E. Dean-Jones (1993), 14. Cf. Hankinson (1991), xxv. 
109 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1652. 
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7rep1exovTo5 I'lµäs & pos Ka-raa-r&(retc, a); XpT' aiwpio-ao-Bat, nA' o iov äv 'Kor rqs i8ia5 TOO Kc(cvovTo 

f 60eW5.110 

For if someone divided first according to the difference in age, and next according to the temperaments and 

capacities and all the other factors that pertain to human beings -I mean colour, heat, physical disposition, 

movements of the pulse, habit, activities, and the disposition of the soul - and if to these he were to add the 

difference of male and female and whatever else must be divided in terms of place and seasons of the year and the 

other constitutions of the air surrounding us, he would come close to an idea of the nature of the patient. 

Age, physical and psychical disposition, complexion, temperature, pulse, regimen, profession, 

and gender, but also external factors such as location and season played a role in Galen's 

assessment of his patient's disposition. All of these factors we also encounter in the Hippocratic 

Corpus, although the emphasis individual factors receive there differs on more than a few counts 

with the emphases in Galen's approach. 

1.2.1 The five senses 

Galen is an adamant believer in Hippocrates' skill, and, just as we have seen in the Hippocratic 

Corpus, the starting point of Galenic diagnosis and prognosis was empirical observation. "' 

Vivian Nutton has provided an overview of the role of the senses in Galenic practice in his 1993 

article in a volume dedicated to the importance of the senses to medicine throughout history, "2 

which is the starting point of my discussion of the role of the five senses in Galenic medicine. 

Nutton points out that Galen's conclusions with regard to the senses were accurately summarised 

by the mediaeval Arabic author Ibn Ridwan: 

110 Glauc. Meth. I. 1 (11.5 K. ). 
111 Garcfa-Ballester (1994), 1652; cf. Nutton (1993), 10. 
112 Nutton (1993), 7-16. 
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"For your diagnosis and the indications you observe, you should always choose things that are extremely powerful 

and easy to recognise, and these are what can be perceived by sight, touch, hearing, smell, taste and by the intellect. 

When these are properly grasped, they show the nature of the disease. "113 

Galen was convinced that empirical evidence was requisite in medicine, for it provided the 

physician with knowledge that was essential for diagnosis. An excellent example of Galen's 

belief in the importance of perception is the famous incident in Rome, when Galen, on his first 

day there, refused to begin experiments, because some members of his audience pointed out to 

him that they did not have as much faith in the evidence of the senses as he did. "4 Observation 

was the undeniable basis of Galen's method of diagnosis, not only prior to diagnosis, when it 

provided an anatomical foundation for the theory on which he based his diagnostic praxis - 

Barnes remarks that for Galen, "the science of medicine is essentially empirical, and its axioms 

must include matters of empirical factl15 - but also during it, in his collection and evaluation of 

symptoms. To Galen, however, not all senses were equally important; it was especially sight and 

touch that he developed. ' 16 But let us first have a look at his use of the other senses. 

Although the odours of things like urine, sputum, faeces, ulcers, and the patient's breath 

may each be taken into consideration during diagnosis, all that can be derived via smell is that 

something is wrong; smell does not indicate what is wrong, and therefore the nose does not play a 

very prominent role, 117 Galen has serious doubts about the accuracy of olfactory observation: 

l ýIE 00 TÜJL lL 
. 

"08EY OUa' GLaOGL'Sf'Ftý1S TEKGGJ Fý PEOBGL! 7TEPlT KPCLOEWS ' WY ý')? T , W0ýý7iEP EK 1105 7i EUOEWS 118 

13 See Nutton (1993), 10; cf. In Hip. Med. Of 1.1-3 (18b. 632-57 K. ) as summarised by Ibn Ridwan (in the translation 
by Lyons (1963), 103). 
14 Cf. Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1653; Praecogn. 5 (14.628-29 K. ). 
115 Barnes (1991), 71. 
116 Cf. Nutton (1993), 10-14; Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1654. 
117 Nutton (1993), 10-11. 
118 Simpl. Med. Fac. IV. 23 (11.700 K. ). 
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Hence one cannot draw secure inferences about the mixture of sensible objects from their smell, as one can from 

their taste. 

In Galen's diagnostic methods, taste is far more important than smell. He distinguishes seven 

different flavours: 

f\\I\ fI \I7I7 

ei µev 7repi xuµcüv aiaAeyo! µeBa, Kai oAw rrepi Twv 5 yÄwTT, g5 i ko ai rrcwv, auf Mp \ O'gw^v 
XC'y6VTWV Kal OTPU4VOV Ka! QTUýOVTa Kai aaKYWh Kai' &t\UUPOL Kai' 'j'AUKUY Kai 7TIKp6V' 

119 

If we talk about the humours, and especially about those which are perceived particularly by the tongue, we speak of 

harsh, rough, astringent, biting, salty, sweet and bitter. 

One of the procedures in which tasting plays a role, for instance, is that of distinguishing sweats: 

different types of ailments would induce their own specific types of sweats. 

EI e zrEpl Tciýv airrcüv, U OY Q(i) a Kai OY Kai E OY Ka1 OU Kai T pa Kai llEIOY Kai 14aXaK6Y 

Kai O'KA, 0p3Y, dL TE Kai &jkßU. 120 

If [we talk] about touch, [we say that the body is] moist, and dry, and warm and cold and rough, and smooth, and 

soft, and hard, and sharp, and blunt. 

However, quantity and temperature of a patient's sweats were more significant than their 

flavour. 121 

119 Loc. Aff. H. 6 (8.87 K. ). 
120 Loc. Aff. II. 6 (8.87 K. ). Cf. Sympt. Caus. I. 4 (7.105 K. ); Simpl. Med. Fac. I. 37 (11.445 K. ); In Hip. Med. Of , 1.3 
(18b. 653 K. ). 
121 Cf. Nutton (1993), 11. 
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Hearing played an important role in Galenic diagnosis. Via this sense, Galen could assess 

things like a patient's breathing, coughing, and flatulence. However, actual auscultation, i. e. 

listening to the internal sounds of the body, such as the sounds of the lungs or other intestines, 

seems to have received little attention. 122 The main role for the physician's ears lay in listening to 

a patient in dialogue. During conversation, attention had to be paid to different aspects of a 

patient's responses: for example its contents - which was the element deemed most significant 

and worthy of consideration in a diagnostic context - the ability to form words and phrases, the 

tone and quality of voice, but also the willingness, or unwillingness, to provide the doctor with an 

answer - this last aspect might provide information with regard to the patient's psychological 

condition: '23 

s YU! napEKX? n&nL w'Ev EI 's rU E7 'T10' rK4IL TlLOs 7LYa1K0s, ' Ws a ypi! 'R71OUuns EU Tal ' Kal ' wETaßa%\llOUuns 
,rff, nr,, tfr,, tt 

EcUT4 
U; XOT 

EIS aAX0 O'x'1ý(A. a KaTaK? hr'eW5, e pWU 
Ö 

a7TUpeTov E7TU80ýLG') V UiTEp EKa0ToU T()21 KaTa 

rvrsTvrrs, ri, ,, er 6, 0e 
µepoc avTýj yeyovoTWV e WY loµe' ayp nrvlas avµ alvovo as. e µoyls, ov8 oXWs lreKplveTO, 0)5 

µäT1)U EpWTWµEYTU EUaElKYUµE''v'1j, Kai Tö TeAevTaiov äiroa-rpacleIoa, ToiS Ike v e7T, 9E$Arp io1S iµaTiot; 

VV rre, ` 
oÄ(ß T(}.. 1 OWµaTt o"KE7Tao"a0'a TLäO'av EavT'º)v, w, FE TIPI µ1Kp(ý TapavTlUl ! (. ) T'YJv KEýallT, v E'KEITo 

t, v, gý ,, f. frr 
KaB41rEp 01 xpýpýovTEs LIMrvov. yWpur6ei ovv eyW ? uoiv 9aTepov avT4v Evaga'a 7raoZEiv, ' µEAayxOAIK&Ü 

ÖUO'1UµeIU ' TI AU OUjU, EU'1'? V 0 )K EBEXEIV 0p. 0A07EIV. 
124 

I was called in to see a woman, because she was said to lie awake at night, constantly tossing from one position to 

another. Having found her free of fever, I asked about each of the details that had happened to her from which we 

know the presence of insomnia. She replied hesitantly or not at all, as if to show that she was being questioned in 

vain, and finally turned over, buried her whole body deep in the blankets, covered her head with another small wrap 

and lay there like those who need sleep. On my departure I decided she was suffering from either of two things: she 

was either depressed due to black bile or she did not want to confess the thing about which she worried. 

122 Cf. Nutton (1993), 11; Wittern (1987), 85-6. 
123 Nutton (1993), 11. Rufus' Medical Questions form an important prequel to this. 
124 Praecogn. 6 (100,15-102,2 Nutton; 14.630 K. ). 
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On further investigation, which includes talking to the woman's maid, and observing the 

woman's behaviour, Galen finds out that she is in love. As Galen saw it, speaking with a patient, 

or indeed with those close to the patient, was of immense importance to diagnosis. It was a means 

to provide the physician with information he would not have been able to obtain by means of 

simple, direct use of the senses only. 

As said before, the two senses Galen used most often, and developed most extensively, 

were those of touch and sight. Touch was chiefly used in one of the following three ways: 

sphygmology, i. e. the assessment of the pulse, gauging a patient's temperature, and palpation of 

the body, especially the abdominal area. The most important of these, and indeed the most 

important indicator in the whole of the Galenic diagnostic process, was the taking of the pulse. 125 

Galen wrote extensively on the subject, 126 because, as he says, it is the pulse ̀ based on which we 

make diagnoses of things that are and prognoses of things that will be' (Eý oü Kai T015 ötayvw(ress 

-rcüv 7rap&nuii Kar Tics rrpoyvwo-eis T &)Y eo-opepwv iosoüµeBa). 127 A modern reader may marvel at how 

many different aspects of the pulse Galen is able to discern -a testimony to Galen's 

meticulousness, perseverance and dedication. 128 Let us, for example, consider his directions on 

how to deal with pulses in quartan fevers: 

f\\\\I\/I/\7It r\ 0 ag TETapTatos, ý yap Kar TovTOU Ta yvwpioµaTT o-oi yp4ýar, To\ peu EvapyEOTarov EavTOu 

TEK»b p10U evoeIKVUTau KaTQ. T1? v Lp, xq'v TCt1Y 7iapOcUG-P dv, ' viKa PlylýU07v ET! 01 v00'OÜY7E5. rtKa 1(O Yap 

P. a arot Kar ßPaaEiS auTCÜV oi a' uYFkor , yr,? vovrar" Kara e, Tas aK pa s Kar, a u, avoµE . vuov xer µ err Ta6 Ev 

"s Nutton (1993), 12; Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1656. 
17A Galen himself points out how extensively he has written on the pulse: "I wrote four books 'On the diagnosis of 
pulses', which precede four more entitled 'On the causes of pulses'. Both these works are essential to the 
understanding of 'On prognosis through the pulse' - also in four books -, which makes the first two treatises of great 
practical value. " (Praecogn. 14 (138,30-140,3 Nutton; 14.671 K. )) For a more elaborate discussion of Galen's pulse, 
see Harris (1973), 397 -431. 
127 Diff. Puls. IV. 2 (8.717,2-4 K. ). 
128 Cf. Nutton (1979), 221. 
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I ,y 91 , ,sr' 'µs ' 'n R105 ßp ins '° ap r, s, EI f, ava K Kai 7iUKU0U E Yal' 0'W ETaI tý 0W Ka! TOTE aUTCJL a TE Kal a10 TO 

7Tp00'yE7OY05 Tax0U5 Kai T'YJS 7ruKvOT?; Toc TWV 7rapoiuoµcäv Aoyiara(o. Kai yap o01/ Kai Ei 7rapaß(Uorc, Tilv 

axjk v TO TETapTa! OU 7LUpeTo , T'p TO TpITalou aK$J4 T OA)41 Tll/l 0.01 & OUO'I 96, TTÖY TE Kai TNKYÖTEpOU 

frtf, r, ýrfnr, Ev Tot; Tp(Talols at apT plal aIýUýEIU' Kai af TV ýE T'YýJS ýG c K(U'17 0'EWS EY TW TETapTa(W TIUper r 

f IN n 129 avcoµaAov EvOESKvuTa! Týv av auTOU. 

The quartan - for it is necessary also to write for you an account of the things by which it is recognised - exhibits its 

clearest indication at the beginning of the paroxysms, while the patients are still shuddering. For their pulse becomes 

quite intermittent and sluggish; but at the acme, or when the pulse becomes even stronger, it is necessarily rapid and 

frequent. Nevertheless, their particular sluggishness and intermittance persists even then, if you consider the addition 

of speed and frequency of the paroxysms. For that matter, if you compare the acme of the quartan fever with the 

acme of a tertian, the arteries will seem to you in most cases to beat both faster and more frequently in the tertians; 

and it is precisely the irregularity of one movement [of the artery] in the quartan fever that reveals its type. 

Seeing as sphygmology required such detailed inspection and perception, only someone with a 

great deal of experience and appropriate knowledge would be able to use the technique to 

diagnostic benefit, Galen asserts, and even such a person would need to apply no small amount of 

logic in the process. Of those physicians who are unable to draw the simplest conclusions from 

the pulse in the way he does, he says: 

661 ', « i, A, "L') µOYOL Gb71OEIL 0. , 71010s EO"TI T, EOIKCLO'1 Ö 71k0ýS p, '»GG . µº9fS E17LEp Ep'W T! S WL GL7WYIWYTWL 0 0' U 

aVTO)V KaT? Tvnv ä 7rpooeÄo7yivw 7rpoa-erriaoyio"ao-oaW a6vao-6a: ö1ä TO' P T¬ 60vai avveToi µ)5T¬ 

µaNo et yerpwao-Oat Töv lloyta-Ehöv. " 130 

129 Glauc. Meth. I. 6 (11.20-21 K. ). 
130 Praecogn. 7 (110,7-10 Nutton; 14.640-641 K. ). 
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"They seem, " he said, "not only to be ignorant of what the pulse of men under stress is like, but also, if one of them 

happens to know your conclusions, to be unable to reason them out for themselves because they are not naturally 

intelligent and have not trained their logical faculty by learning. " 

It is clear, then, that the taking of the pulse is a meticulous business, which should be undertaken 

only by those who have a healthy amount of intelligence, experience and logic at their disposal. 

Those who think that Galen based his diagnoses on pulse alone are deceived; any diagnosis after 

having taken the pulse took into consideration many factors that had been learnt or observed 

previously. When Galen is attending Marcus Aurelius, who is not well, and whose physicians are 

mistaken as to the cause, ascribing it to an attack of fever, he takes the emperor's pulse and 

reasons as follows: 

(... ) ýIbv&VTo; (60! T0Ü TY U7p 0 7TcLpa TO K0IVÖV jk9TP0V a7rcO'1'J5 Q. IKia5 TIE Kai' q news a(E0Tv? KEVa! TOO 

p iii ouvroS av ezri aaia , arrE va v Eio oXv ev ov$e iav E"' at nu eroü (... ) &lX apxº7 0. S ý'r! Wº7 ß'µµ, IV 

(... ) because it seemed to me that his pulse, compared with the general norm for each age and constitution, was far 

from making clear the beginning of an attack of an illness, I said that there was no attack of fever, (... ). 

Galen takes into account the age and constitution of his patient, because any pulse must be seen 

in its proper context. On its own, it was not enough to cast a diagnosis, nor was it enough to 

know what sort of fever he was dealing with. In his Therapeutics to Glaucon, Galen explains that 

it is important to consider all the signs. His approach is reminiscent of Hippocratic tactics: 

aha Kai' Ta T'? Bepµao-iar 'yvwplo-µaTa, atacbepOvTw; airroic exec. TO yap Bepµov KMI To aiaK Kai TO 

OIOY ý40Y T PITGLIWY TCUPfTCÜY OUK 06 EU L PO! S EY' TETGCpTGLI01S NfY Ou 'Y TA p, EyIO o''r EIG6, TA , IWY T -rau-Ti TGt fý 

131 Praecogn. 11 (128,9-11 Nutton; 14.659 K. ). 
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äßa Tä e wBev. oü8' yap % Traü-ra 7rapaAt7reiv, ämä rrýv -re cb uw Emo Korreia gat Troü voo oüvTos, ei . gg 

p£Xa7xoAIKWTEpa' Kai TÖY KatpÖY TOÜ ETOUS, EI ý01V07rWp0Y' Ka! r4 7rapoüoaY KaT&o-rc "w, ei 

1r er rrfrr 132 
avwµaQos. ovvrw bye Kai TOO xwpIOU TjV duo wv Kai Tiov e7nägµovvýrwv VOOYgµaTwv- 

But they also have different signs of heat. For you would not find the heat and burning and the quality that is like 

boiling of tertian fevers in quartans. These, then, are the biggest signs, and the other ones are external. For one 

should not omit them, but examine the nature of the patient, to see if it is quite atrabilious, and the time of year, to 

see if it is autumn, and the prevailing katastasis, if it is anomalous. Thus also consider the nature of the area and of 

the endemic diseases. 

The bodily humours, the season, the weather, the location and the endemic diseases, all these 

hark back to what we have found in the Hippocratic corpus. Still, this was not the extent of 

Galen's use for the sense of touch. Besides taking the pulse and considering the `external signs', 

Galen would palpate the patient's body - especially the abdomen, visiting areas of the 

hypochondrium, the liver, and the spleen, but also the face and the legs of his patients - and 

assess the temperature and quality of heat emanating from the patient's body. 133 The same 

techniques are also employed in his diagnosis of fevers: 

\ 10 % it 1I\IffI\f 

Kai Er 0"7T%l9? v µEyaS E197 Kai aTaKTOJ ITUpET01 7Tpo? f7910'avTO Kai' 4 4A$Kla T9'25 aKµ9? S e7TEKfrva Kai el peBf 

iöpcirros 7ravolvTo- xoll'Yic 3f ýaAB ; f"IMTOV EV TOÜTOIS TO15 7IUpeT01S P. 4 Tfp00'a0KGLV, ()o7Tep oüýf fV TOIS 

ä ! h¬plvoi5, 'Mov yap TWV TpITaio)v TOÜTO. 7raw0-aeaevwv 3f Tog mp TTEIV, E! TT TOO 7IUpeTOÜ O'YfEGeiöv 

f. lt ETr naP a vor Kar or 0"ýv7 oi T\ 4uIo"IV af paroTEI por I TE Kal \ gpau ITEPor 1 y1'YvovTar, TETaATaios avf f EI" WV Kara 
eIf\f f\ IItf%T 

o-aýlWS 0 TOIOÜTOS 7rupeT05. Aµrgµeprvov N 7rupETOV Toio"aav µa to ra yvwproa: S" vypoTepav yap Erval 
\ \v OePµa0'! av au ro i N-ETa TIVOS pPrWU'r'º7TOS. OÜ KaTa 'x'17 

\V 1fPW'r'º7V E7rlß'º7 0Ä \V EÜ%ÜS Ü7r07fl7rT0Üo''º95 
xP'r! TT v 

132 Glauc. Meth. I. 6 (11.21-22 K. ). 
133 Cf. Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1657. 
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W' eyxpovºcouoT5 'r' xerpos. Ka7rvth yap Tºva 9epµaa7ºav wrµw no Ac ovµµºIH 86ýaº5 avºevaº, 

,.., 134 
KaýraTrvI7O h 1Iov µä ov ev vyporºrri TO 7rupo5 TroAA' 1 avTOÜ Tr 5 UA ?c KpaToCvTo;. 

And [consider] if the spleen is enlarged and if irregular fevers precede and if the patient is past the zenith of age and 

if they go away with sweating. Vomiting of yellow bile is not to be expected in these fevers, nor in quotidians, since 

this is particular to tertians. But when the fever has gone, if the sign of the fever still remains and the pulse becomes 

more intermittent and more sluggish than is natural, such a fever is clearly quartan. You can recognise a quotidian 

fever best from the following things: for its heat is necessarily quite moist with a certain pungency - not following 

immediately, at the first laying on of the hand, but by letting it [sc. the laying on of the hand] continue. For expect a 

sort of smoky heat mixed with much vapour to arise, which occurs more because the fire is suffocated in much 

moisture than that it prevails over matter. 

Besides checking the pulse, Galen inspects the state of the spleen - we may infer through 

palpation - but also the presence and quality of the heat generated by the fever, all the time using 

the sense of touch. Galen instructs the reader that it is not so much the fingers as the palm of the 

human hand which is most sensitive and through which we are able to detect the smallest of 

Signs: 135 

ýftrffrrrrfrrv 
OU µ4 oUY kogh6TEpoY OUf 3 EUO'xTIkOVEa 'EpOV ETEp4) a la'y17U(t)0'KEIV OPyavp TO O'Wj. GaT05 o TI p ,ý 'ý Tý 

zetpt Kai XEipöc aüT'q^ oü 7räa"iv, 
Wa To1S EvTÖS p, EpEo1V, oToirEp Kai' aVTIX977rrIKo'V o'p'yavOV 

67r&pxe1. (... ) 

OWTE i a' oü oµMKpä Trpös aKps$'q ala7VWQ"iv a7raawv Twv a7rr& ' IrotoT'75Twv Kai Tö a'TpIZov Toü TavT' 
136 ÖEp, ii r05 EK T7 5 TOO 7rAwTUVOEVTO5 TEVOVTOS W TO 4 io ewS a7rEp'ya0'BEEV. 

Furthermore, it was not easier or more suitable to perform a diagnostic examination with any part of the body other 

than the hand, and not with all parts of that hand, but only with those parts on the inside, by virtue of which it is a 

14 Glauc. Meth. I. 6-7 (11.22 K. ). 
135 Nutton (1993), 13. 
136 Usu Part. H. 6 (80,18-22/80,25-81,2 Helmreich; 3.110 K. ). 
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prehensile instrument. (... ) the hairlessness of this part of the skin, resulting from the broad tendon spread beneath its 

surface, contributes no little to an accurate discernment of all the qualities susceptible to touch. 

Touch was a vital sense indeed for Galenic diagnosis. As has already been mentioned, however, 

there was one sense even more important than that of touch. Even in Hippocratic times, sight was 

the most important of the senses in diagnosis, 137 as it still was for Galen. With his eyes, a 

physician could assemble a whole variety of data on his patient's condition. Garcia-Ballester 

summarises aptly: 

Visual inspection not only of the urine, but of the faeces, their colouring, consistency and composition, `which is 

very useful for diagnosis' (finding material like pumpkin seeds indicates flat worms, platefas elminthos); the 

appearance of the pupils; the postures the patients adopts when asleep and their characteristics; the characteristic 

colouring of the cheeks in those affected by inflammation of the lungs, peripneumonikoi; the look of the nails which 

become curved in consumptive diseases; the colouring and dryness of the skin; watering or dryness of the eyes; the 

appearance of the blood in bleeding; greater or lesser wetness of the tongue in feverish people; inspection of the 

tonsils and nasal passages, placing the patient in such a position that the sun's rays penetrate the nostrils as far as 

possible. Equally, Galen also observed signs of the movements of the spirit: dejection, sadness and so forth. 138 

Nutton - who appropriately characterises Galen as a `medical detective' - adds that Galen not 

only considered signs read directly from the patient's body. As a good follower of Hippocratic 

tactics, he also took into account his patient's environment, ranging from the direct environment, 

such as the sickroom and his house, to the city and region he inhabited and their 

characteristics. 139 Testimony to this approach are the many case histories in Galen's oeuvre, 

perhaps the most famous of which is the story of Galen's diagnosis of a liver inflammation in a 

137 Nutton (1993), 13; Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1655. 
'm Garcfa-Ballester (1994), 1654-1655. 
139 Nutton (1993), 13. 
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patient he attended for the first time, seemingly based only on the patient's pulse. In fact, Galen 

had based his conclusion not only on many details he had shrewdly observed in the patient's 

house and sickroom, which had escaped the attention of his onlookers, and thus Galen seemed 

almost omniscient in their eyes. 140 

A few words need to be said about the deceptive image of the Galenic physician who 

bases his whole diagnosis on urology and sphygmology. True, Galen allots these two techniques 

very prominent positions in diagnosis, but he is well aware of the fact that other symptoms 

cannot be ignored and should at least corroborate the conclusions drawn from urine and pulse. He 

also concedes that some signs might be more apparent than others, but that all should be in 

accordance when the eventual diagnosis is made: 

eio-eABövTas oüv y'plo 7rpo Töv aQ6Evo1vza 7rpwTov µev a ro Tcüv lkEyto-rwy oxo7reIO0at Tä Ka-r' au', roy, 

P µaAAov e% e7reITa $e Kai äßö Tciv ! Uwv µnoei wS olöv -re junöe TO: M' EAax1OTwv lraPaAEilrovTaS. To' Yä 'q 

JTTov Tg irapa 'r&ii peyto-rwv Eiaeig¬I 7Q ET EIv eK T45 Tcüv " wv 7rpoo 5Kns ylveTat. µeytaTa E. cE1I N 

Toffs 7rupea'o-ouo-iv a7raa"ty ev Te Toffs (rýuyµois eo-rt Kai Toffs oüpots yvwpiap. aTa" rrpoo riOevat Se xpý 

TouTots Kai "rrAAa av. Crrav'ra, Ta TE ? rcpt To ? rpoaw7rov 7rap' In7roKpcT0V5 Eipiµeva Kai Ta Tiov 

% pr KaTaKA! QEC)v TE Ka! Ta T ava7TLO4ýKai o0'a KaTO) TE Kai a1W KEVOUTat. (... ) Ki7rEiaav WT7rep xopos 

at, »(bwvwS aiiavTa g6EyyW11Ta1, Oappeiv -re ýjbý, n xcý (... )141 

Now, when we go to the patient, it is necessary first to examine the signs that are most predominant in him; then also 

the other ones, so that we do not leave out even the least of them, as far as is possible. For greater or lesser trust in an 

indication drawn from the most important signs is born from the other indications. Now, the major signs in all those 

with fever are in the pulse and the urine; to these must be added all the others, both the things said by Hippocrates 

about the face, and the things derived from the reclining postures and from respiration and whatever is expelled both 

140 Loc. Af V. 8 (8.362-6 K. ). 
141 Glauc. Meth. I. 2 (11.8-9 K. ). Interesting: Galen draws in the still well-known legacy of the Hippocratic face. 
[There is a grave omission in Dickson's version of the Greek (yiverar. µeyra-ra µEv N Tor"; 7rupevvouorv ärrai rv e°v re 
T010. I 
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from above and from below. (... ) And then, when all chime together harmoniously, there is already reason to be 

confident (... ). 

As a rule, the strongest signs, usually provided by urology and sphygmology, are most deserving 

of attention; at the same time, however, it is the sum of all the symptoms that should form the 

basis of a diagnosis, which is why the less prominent signs must be considered as well. 

1.2.2 Intellectual Activity 

Similar to what we have seen in the Hippocratic Corpus, Galen not only counted on the usual five 

senses of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch; he reserved an important and considerable space 

for reason. 142 Information gained through the senses was of no use if it could not in some way be 

processed, a fact the Hippocratics already recognised well enough. But Galen goes even further 

than that: he is convinced that all scientists, including physicians, should not only employ reason, 

they should be trained in logic as well. '43 According to Galen, logic is the answer to medical 

malpractice and corruption. Barnes summarises: "Logic is the science of discerning truth and 

falsity; and logicians are thereby technically equipped to detect falsehoods and to discover 

truths. " 144 In his treatise To Thrasyboulos, Galen states: 

\! /1II f\ t! 

Tiv 'yap AoyIKIOtv ovoµacoµevTv 7rapa -roil tAoo-6c6o1s Oewpiav oto-ris av hKavws arK)o-n, 7räv ov-ros 

S(iokow 8vvq oe rau µeTaxeIpl cea-Bai Tº?, ua. 145 

He who is sufficiently practised in what among philosophers is called logical theory, that man can undertake any 

enquiry with equal success. 

142 Nutton (1993), 10. 
143 Barnes (1991), 52. 
144 Barnes (1991), 61. 
145 7hras. 4 (35,25-27 Heimreich; 5.810 K. ). 
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Galen's insistence on logic as a part of medicine was novel in his time - indeed, he is credited 

with its addition to the art. 146 While the basis of diagnosis must always lie in sensory exploration 

combined with information gained through dialogue with the patient, all this would come to 

nought if the doctor were unable to process his findings in a logical manner. 147 Barnes praises 

Galen: 

Only Galen's method, which advances beyond the primary indications of the Methodist, systematises the 

disorganised observations of the Empiricist, and takes the theorising of the Rationalist to its proper end in physical 

science, can provide a reliable and scientific mode of therapy. And the superiority of Galen's method is attributable 

to logical theory. 148 

The importance of anatomical knowledge must not be underestimated in this. As Garcfa-Ballester 

Says, 

... what allowed Galen to go a step beyond the Hippocratics and develop diagnosis by reason, which they had 

already proposed, was the spectacular advance in anatomical knowledge and a more complex vision of the nature of 

the individual (physiology) and all the individual's relationship with Universal Nature, as a precise and systematic 

knowledge of the causes capable of affecting, not only the nature of the individual but also his relationship with the 

rest of the cosmos, and thus of provoking disease. 149 

Galen's greatest and most famous contribution to the medical diagnostic process was the 

localisation of affections. In his On the Affected Parts, Galen points out just how important it is 

to know which part of the patient's body it is that needs treatment. He tells us, for instance, of the 

'46 Barnes (1991), 56. 
147 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1663. 
148 Barnes (1991), 102. 
149 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1661-2. 
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man who had lost sensation in three of his fingers, and for whom treatment of these fingers did 

not have any effect. After learning that the man had received a blow to the upper part of his spine 

shortly before losing sensation in his fingers, Galen proceeded to treat the spine instead of the 

fingers, thus curing the man. What Galen had of course realised was that not the fingers were 

damaged, as his colleague had assumed, but the nerves leaving the spine in the upper part of the 

back. '50 Obviously, none of this was possible without sound anatomical knowledge. Anatomical 

knowledge was still not enough, however. To be able to logically infer from perceived signs and 

symptoms what was not obvious to the naked eye, or indeed the naked senses, it was necessary 

for the physician to have a good understanding of the human body: 

övvaa-Oar Trva K&' w rao'a ar Ta vo aTa, 7r tv o ov Toü vcd aTO ETf10"KE aa-Bar v 

(Uolv. 
151 

(... ) one cannot cure diseases properly before having carefully studied the nature of the entire body. 

In order to recognise diseases, it was necessary to understand the human body. And an 

understanding of the mechanics of the human body implied intimate familiarity with the 

workings of the four primary qualities (hot, cold, wet, dry) and their effects: for Galen the four 

qualities were the causes of both health and disease. 152 Barnes summarises Galen's train of 

thought succinctly: 

In order to cure disease you must know what diseases are; in order to know what diseases are you must know what 

causes them; in order to know what causes them, you must know what causes the functioning of the healthy body; in 

150 Loc. Aff. I. 6 (8.56-58 K. ). 
151 Meth. Med. I. 2 (10.17 K. ). 
152 Cf. Barnes (1991), 93-94. 
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order to know what causes the functioning of the healthy body you must know general physics, i. e. the theory of the 

four elements. 
153 

While unwavering in his belief in logic, Galen did recognise the obvious tension between 

scientific, logical understanding, on which he built his nosography, and the therapeutic reality of 

individual cases: the universal theory versus the individual patient. 154 In Galen's oeuvre, the grey 

area between the two is occupied by the case histories, 155 and Galen allots them their place in the 

following manner: 

µeµvýjv$ar b'' t')/k6,; µir. 7lra-ra ; dpi Tcäv yevrKwv BecvýMµäTCVV, äär1 xai Ka96AO 1 irpoaayop6 ¬Tar, Koºvä 
f/ %0 ff ff%/ tI % 

gyro iuv ovýra T(ov KaTa µepos, iv E7rl 7T&O 0 uA92s Tcöv KaTa µepos 7rpayµiTwv yvµvaý00-0e 

örayrvwa7Kew aUTZ Tax¬ws. 156 

It is most necessary for us to remember those of the general principles which are called universal, and which are 

common to many individual cases, so that in every matter of individual cases you are trained to diagnose them 

rapidly. 

A physician must be aware of the universal, but at the same time be capable of applying this 

universal knowledge to individual patients: the use of case studies was lost on one who did not 

have a command of logic. As Barnes has it, logic 

bestows the capacity to discover. Without that capacity a physician may, if he is sensible, achieve some diagnostic 

and therapeutic success; but his successes will be haphazard and in the lap of the gods. 157 

153 Barnes (1991), 98 (culmination of the argument that started on page 95)- 
154 Cf. Garcfa-Ballester (1994), 1644; Barnes (1991), 63 (especially n. 46); cf. van der Eijk (forthcoming), 4-5. 
us Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1646. 
'56 Loc. Aff. V. 8 (8.366-7 K. ). 
157 Barnes (1991), 65. 
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In his Therapeutic Method, Galen declares: 

ra""trra st ra".. frfr fr 
WS EirE1a'Yf TO -rq; EKaO'OU ýuvEWs löiov app, qTOV EUTC Kai 7rpo5 T4 aKplßEo-TcTrº2v E TiMµ77v a rq7rrov, 

IN If v. if "rtrrtrr 
OUTOS av ap10TOs iaTpo5 E19ý TWV KaTa p, GEpo; a7ravTwv voo-T baTWV, 0p 6oSov Tlva 7roplo"aµevos Eý 

4; 

fr 1. trfrfr 158 ? lw 0071Ko IkiV ¶0)v 41110'¬W11 EO'OITO, OToxaO nKOS aE TWV EKar"r 1FIWV la(daTWV. 

Since the particularity of every individual's nature is ineffable and cannot be grasped with the most accurate 

knowledge, he would be the best doctor for all individual diseases who has provided himself with a method by which 

he can diagnose their natures and conjecture the particular cures of each. 

And this was what Galen did. It was impossible to know or describe all individual cases, much 

less remember them. What was more, it was not necessary to remember them, for although the 

objective of medicine was to cure the individual Tom, Dick or Harry, this could not be done if 

there was not some sort of framework in which to place them and their ailments. However, it was 

... impossible to arrive at a universal theory by induction from particulars, for each particular case will add new 

information and it will be a never-ending process, 

as van der Eijk recaps Galen. 159 In order to solve this, Galen had a firm belief in the existence of 

a `common human nature': based on knowledge and theory about the human body, this common 

nature would provide a physician with the framework he needs to be able to devise treatment. 

Still, experience was a major factor in a physician's chances of success, and this is where the case 

histories come in. Theoretical knowledge alone was insufficient: a physician could never have 

full knowledge and understanding of a patient's condition, as all he had to go on was what he 

could discover via perception and intellectual activity. That is why `the best one can do is to work 

158 Meth. Med. III. 7 (10.206 K. ). 
159 Van der Eijk (forthcoming), 5. 
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on the basis of a combination of general theoretical knowledge and practical experience', van der 

Eijk summarises. 160 The downside to this is that it makes medicine a conjectural profession 

(TEXvn OTo UTIKIY'), and for this reason a physician can never be certain of success. 161 

1.2.3 Practice: an overview 

Even though at first sight it may look like the first thing Galen did when he saw a new patient 

was take his pulse, on closer inspection, it becomes clear that several actions probably preceded 

this. Galen started with the facts he could observe. Just as for the Hippocratic authors, this 

observation would commence long before he even saw his patient. He would consider the 

patient's general surroundings, the seasons, and the weather, he would search his patients' 

immediate surroundings for signs that could tell him something his patient might forget or 

withhold from him. Once faced with a patient, Galen would establish a history of what had been 

happening until that point, either by talking to the patient or to those close to him/her. He wanted 

to have as much information as possible to support any conclusions drawn from the pulse. We 

see him hesitant to take people's pulse when they are unfamiliar to him, because in such cases he 

has no idea of what their pulse is like when they are healthy - even though he does tell us that a 

physician might understand a great deal already based on study knowledge and experience. When 

Galen finally did take a patient's pulse, then, he knew he was prepared at least to a certain extent. 

Taking the pulse, he would see if there were any irregularities that signified a specific affection or 

ongoing process in body or mind, 162 and any conclusions drawn were based both on what he 

observed in combination with what he had learnt from study and experience. At this point he 

might deem additional sensory exploration necessary. After the pulse, a patient's urine was the 

160 Van der Eijk (forthcoming), 7. 
161 Opt. Sect. 4 (1.114-5 K. ); Plen. 11 (7.581 K. ). Cf. Barnes (1991), 63 n. 46; Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1664-5. 
162 Cf. e. g. Praecogn. 3 (14.617 K. ) on how the beat of the pulse could be a sign of pollution of the humours being 
expelled, and Praecogn. 6 (14.632-3 K. ) on how the mind can be of influence on the tempo of the pulse. 
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most important signifier; additional signs might be sought in a patient's face, posture, breathing, 

and so forth. But no matter which signs were considered, it was important that they were 

considered together and not individually, and they should all point in the same direction. Only 

then were the chances good enough to inspire confidence. 

Garcia-Ballester includes the interpretation of dreams in the array of Galenic diagnostic 

tools, 163 as indeed does Galen himself. In the third chapter we shall discuss in what way Galen 

thought dreams might be of use, and verify to what extent he is likely to have used the 

interpretation of dreams in his diagnoses. 

163 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1639-40. 
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2 Sleep 

TO' 
fI\I7\\ cI I) )\ 

Ti ö EOTI To EVU7NIOV, Kai 7iw 7iVETaf, EK TGÜV 7r¬pi TOV U7TVOV O'Uj. ßaivovTwv µaAio-r av 6ECwp47o"aghev. 

What a dream is, and how it comes to be, we may best study from the circumstances surrounding sleep. 

Aristotle's reasoning is sound: if dreams come to us in sleep, it seems only logical that in order to 

understand them, we must first conduct an investigation into the workings of sleep. 

To be sure, the two most substantial medical corpora that have come down to us from 

antiquity are the logical place to start. In the Hippocratic Corpus, much has been said with regard 

to sleep in a context of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment or prophylaxis - albeit only in the form of 

brief remarks or paragraphs. The same goes for the Galenic Corpus, though luckily Galen's work 

comprises more elaborate passages on the topic, providing us with a more detailed image of the 

ideas and theories that underlie the shorter remarks we encounter in his oeuvre. In addition to 

these medical sources, we will discuss a third source, one that is closely connected with both the 

Hippocratic and the Galenic Corpus. Aristotle is the only ancient source to provide a complete 

and organised physiological theory to explain the workings of the processes of sleep, and, as we 

shall see, in both Hippocratic and Galenic theories - as far as these are retrievable to us - we can 

clearly discern similarities to this philosopher's ideas. These, then, are the sources we shall study 

to gain an understanding of ancient medical thought on the phenomenon of sleep - and so of the 

context within which to place the occurrence of dreams. Using the available material, we will 

attempt to give a clear account of the ideas and theories with regard to sleep present in each 

source. 

1 Ari. Insomn. 459a23-5. 
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Previous scholarship on the subject of sleep has been written mainly from a literary or a 

philosophical point of view -I mention for instance Georg Wöhrle's Hypnos der Allbezwinger in 

the Palingenesia series, Thomas Wiedemann and Ken Dowden's theme issue Sleep in the 

Nottingham Classical Literature Studies series, and Andre Lardinois, Marc van der Poel, and 

Vincent Hunink's Land of Dreams as recent examples of this. Aristotle's sleep theories, for 

example, have received ample attention, mainly towards the end of the eighties, within the wider 

context of the Parva Naturalia and as a prelude to the Aristotelian theory of dreams, 2 and also in 

relation to Aristotle's concept of epilepsy. 3 Only recently, the debate on the consistency of the 

treatise On Sleep and Waking by Aristotle has even been re-initiated by Stephen Everson. 4 The 

medical side of the matter, however, has received hardly any attention. 5 Marelli's article on the 

ancient precursors of Aristotle's theories on sleep is probably the most elaborate and informative 

source we have, which, due to constraints of space, cannot do justice to a topic so intricate 
.6 It 

is 

not unthinkable that this oversight is due at least in part to the fragmentary nature of the 

information on sleep within the two medical corpora; Aristotle of course provides a clear cut 

treatise dedicated specifically to the topic, and its accessibility no doubt greatly facilitated the 

study of it. Although Hippocratic and Galenic views on sleep are not as coherently presented as 

Aristotle's, to collect and discuss any information on sleep we can distil from scattered remarks 

will still greatly benefit our understanding of this aspect of the two corpora. 

2 Cf. e. g. Drossaart Lulofs (1947); van der Eijk (2003A & B); Gallop (1989) & (1996); Holowchak (1996); Lowe 
(1978); Sprague (1977); Wiesner (1978); Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978). 
3 Debru (1982). 
4 Everson (2007). 
s Cf. By] (1998), with a word frequency study, an overview of adjectives qualifying sleep, and a brief outline of 
some of the ideas on sleep and waking to be found in the Corpus; Strobl (2002), an overview study based mainly on 
litererary primary sources, but also including brief synopses of some ancient medical and philosophical views - 
notably those presented in the Hippocratic Corpus (unfortunately presented by Strobl as the actual, coherent works of 
Hippocrates), Galen, Aristotle (although Strobl's treatment of pseudo-Aristotelian works as written by Aristotle does 
create a somewhat inaccurate impression of Aristotle's views) and Celsus. Regrettably, the sheer number of primary 
sources visited in Strobl's study precludes any in-depth discussion. 
6 Marelli (1979). 
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2.1 The Hippocratic Corpus 

In studying medical theories about the phenomenon of sleep in the Hippocratic Corpus, it is 

imperative that we are aware of the diverse nature of this collection of texts. There is no such 

thing as the Hippocratic view, as the corpus contains texts by many different authors, all 

expressing their own personal ideas and theories. If, then, we are unable to distil a coherent 

theory of sleep from this corpus, this should not come as a surprise. On the other hand, it is well 

possible that we find elements in the various different approaches towards sleep on which two or 

more authors agree, things that were generally considered normal or good and abnormal or bad. 

In mapping out the theories on sleep in the Corpus, such agreement may help to gain a better 

understanding of sleep as it was perceived in Hippocratic times, although we must of course 

remain vigilant, and be careful not to make assumptions about one text based on the theories of 

another. 

2.1.1 Basics of sleep 

"E'e05 N, E WL Ü'YIGLIUOgEU, Mt 'rfo'1, o-KE'R'n01,1i0U010IL, U1r1oIosv, 64pobý: otolvl, 7'UW(J. ')). 
7 

And habit, the things that contribute to our health: diet, covering, exercise, sleep, sexual activity, mental activity. 

The author of Epidemics VI names six things that help maintain our health. From the presence of 

sleep among them, it seems safe to conclude that he considers sleep to be something beneficial. 

However, the same author also warns that one should observe moderation in at least some of 

these areas. 

Epid. VI. 8.23 (184,13-14 Manetti/Roselli; 5.352 L. ). 
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rtr 

irovot, o"i-nra, TroTa, vernvos, a4pob`ýo"ia, p. eTpwa. 

Exertion, food, drink, sleep, sexual activity, in moderation. 

The compiler of Aphorisms concurs on that point: in book II he points out that too much sleep or 

waking are bad symptoms ("Trrvos, aypu, rvi, q, äµý6Tepa jka. XXov Toü µ¬Tpiou yevöµeva, KaK6v. ), 9 and 

in book VII he warns that such practices may well result in disease ("Tmios, äypu7rviq, apJ6Tepa 

14ä ov Tov peTpiou yivogeva, vouo"os. ). 10 That Aphorisms should emphasise the importance of 

moderation in sleep or waking is not surprising, as its author believes that there is a natural 

measure for everything: 

OU nArjoµov'ºj, oü Atµös, ovS' äßo oübýev ä Ya9ov, 0 Tt au patUov -rr; ý vo tos i II 

Neither repletion, nor fasting, nor anything else that is more than natural is good. 

Evidence of the importance of moderation to health in general can be found throughout the 

corpus: for many, if not most of the authors of the Corpus, health was regarded in terms of 

equilibrium and balance, 12 and excessive influence of any kind on the body would, from that 

point of view, be illness in the making. 

8 Epid. VI. 6.2 (124,2-3 Manetti/Roselli; 5.324 L. ). 
9 Aph. II. 3 (108,18-19 Jones; 4.470 L. ): "Sleep, insomnia, when either of them has become more than due measure, it 
is bad. " 
10 Aph. VU. 72 (212,13-14 Jones; 4.602 L. ): "Sleep, insomnia, when either of them has become more than due 
measure, there is disease. " 
11 Aph. II. 4 (108,20-21 Jones; 4.470 L. ). 
'2 Jouanna (1999), 214-15,262,325 ff.; Nutton (2004), 80-8 1. Moderation not only concerns ideas with regard to a 
balance of the constituents of the human body (e. g. Vet. Med. 14 (1.600-604 L. ) & Nat. Hom. 4 (6.36-40 L. )), but also 
with regard to a balance between food and exercise (e. g. Vict. III. 69 (6.604-606 L. )). 
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Further to basic conceptions of sleep, the authors of Prognostic and Coan Prenotions'3 

agree that in normal circumstances, a man follows a pattern of being awake during the day and 

being asleep at night. 

nE 1 ÖE U'1fY0U W07fE Ka! KCGTa UO'lV IY U SE EOT1Y, Y fY EYf0 EYaI ,L ! ýE YUKTa p. , U' �p. ý 'º7b4 ýY'ºJ ýS ri Fý 4j rpiº7 'rpf, J/ p %P'!? rr 

KaEEUýEIL. HV ýJE TOUTO eTa E ýl EYOY , KGLKlOY IYfTaI. KlOTa ýE aL %1U7If01, E! KO! 1i1T0 7f WIE TO 

rr, r,,,, r.. .e. rer,,.. 

TprTOV p epos 'r' ý7µep' . of bye arro TovTOU Tou xpovou v7rvoi irovl7poTepor e! 0"! v. KaKla, rov bye µý Kolµaa t al, 

µnTe Tos vuKT c� µ5Te T'S ýµEp's" yap urro o uv ; Te Ka! 7rovou aypu7rvoi' av rrapaepoV7o-er arro 

TOÜTOU TOÜ umpel0U. 
14 

Concerning sleep, as is also naturally habitual to us, it is necessary to be awake during the day, and sleep at night. If 

this should be changed, it is quite bad. Least harm will be done, if [the patient] sleep from early morning for a third 

part of the day. Sleep after that time is quite bad. Worst is not to sleep, neither at night, nor during the day. For either 

pain and distress cause insomnia, or the patient becomes delirious after that sign. 

To sleep at night and be awake during the day is exactly how it should be, because it is the 

natural way of things. If any change should occur in this pattern, it is not a good sign, the reader 

is cautioned, and subsequently various degrees of harmfulness are established. It is least 

dangerous if someone sleeps the early first third of the day; sleeping after that time is not good. It 

is worst when someone does not sleep at all, the reasoning behind this being that the 

sleeplessness is either caused by pain and distress, or it will be followed by delirium. A complete 

lack of sleep is seen as a sign of most serious trouble. 

13 The text of Prognostic is one of several that have served as a source for the compilation text of Coan Prenotions. 
Cf. Jouanna (1999), 379. 
14 Progn. 10 (205,9-206,2 Alexanderson; 2.134 L. ). This passage is found practically verbatim in Coa. 111.27.487 
(5.694 L. ). 
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For the author of On Regimen, in some seasons this natural pattern seems to be 

insufficient to maintain health. In book I, he warns that it is important to have short siestas in 

summer, to prevent the season from drying out the body: 

tIaI 

Qj 
\ tI 

ý\ ýµýepet ýe Kai' ev! Trc. 4 Bepet Tj; ýµepiý virvota-t ZojoOal ßpaxeo't µ rro oio-ty, oruws µ aTro jparvr -a: 

TO QWµa WTO T92; WP') S' 

It is also useful occasionally to have a short siesta in summer, to prevent the body from being dried up by the season. 

Clearly, he believes sleep has a moistening effect on the body. 16 A remark in book III refers to 

this notion again: the author tells us that after the autumn equinox, one must not sleep during the 

day: 

Kai Toils zreplnäTOVs zroleioßaº ev ä, %eß" OepµoXouTi? jo1 TE xpjAal, Kai Toils iimovs fjµepwoüs äýalpeiv, 

Kai T0171 01T10U71 O¬pµ0TEp010Y Kai J0'0'OV ÜypOFTI Ka! Ka6ap01U'f Kai T010't 7rÖp.. a07 µ¬%avTEp010'1, 

µaXaKOl07 N Kai' µ7f ÜBapE07 T0-I0'1 Te %a &vo101 NpoIo iv 'o ov Tl, r -re £AA SIal r Trpo(rayely Tran 

Twv O¬plvicety acmipeovTa, Toto-1 U ZEºµEplvoim X0-Bat µ1 e; ? Kp0V, 07rW5 KaTaoT970'E1 WS Eyylo'ra Trs 

ýS. xelµeply iº S1arrºýs, 6'v ýµep oo I öuoiv 8eov roi 7revTý KOVTa µexpl 7r iaowv o io toc afro t'mgµepi lý 

[One should] take walks in the sun, take warm baths, and suppress sleep during the day; one should have warmer, 

less moist, pure foods, and darker drinks that are mild and not diluted, and dry vegetables, in smaller quantity; one 

should, in all the rest of the regimen proceed suppressing [the regimen] of summer, and adopt [a regimen] of winter, 

but not entirely, so that one comes as close to a winter regimen as possible in 48 days, from the equinox until the 

setting of the Pleiades. 

15 Vict. I. 35 (156,14-15 Joly/Byl; 6.522 L. ). 
16 This idea is supported by what is recommended in a moist regimen: to rest and sleep until recovery comes about 
(cf. Vict. IV. 89,1.47) Additionally, this author thought that sleep would come about if the flesh became (too) moist, as 
in the case of plesmone( cf. Vict. III. 71). 
17 Vict. III. 68 (200,16-22 JolyByl; 6.604 L. ). 
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The autumn equinox takes place in September, and signals the beginning of the colder and wetter 

part of the year, when apparently extra sleep is not required to keep the body sufficiently 

moistened. That different sleeping habits apply in different seasons was something the compiler 

of Aphorisms also noticed: 

All Ko: Aiat xeq. uovos Kai Jpos Bfp OTaTai ýüTei, Kai ü7rvoi p aKpöýraTOt. 18 

It is natural for bellies to be hottest in winter and in spring, and for sleep then to be longest. 

In winter and spring, he remarks, sleep is longer than in other parts of the year; apparently this is 

due to the increased heat in the belly. The implications of this remark will be discussed in a 

moment. 

Epidemics VI provides some more advice in its fourth chapter. Firstly, the author warns 

that when sleeping in a cold environment, one would do well to sleep under covers. 

"Tnvos Ev i 6xei ernßeßAT t vq . 
19 

Sleep covered in the cold. 

A probable line of reasoning underlying this is that under a blanket, one can stay warm, while at 

the same time still benefiting from the fresh air. 20 In addition, the author says that sleep will be 

sound if drowsiness overtakes us even before we lie down to sleep. 

18 Aph. I. 15 (104,26-27 Jones; 4.466 L. ). 
19 Epid. VI. 4.14 (94.1 Manetti/Roselli; 5.310 L. ). 
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"Tirvos eopasos, op&p vuaTayµös. 21 

Sound sleep, [when] drowsing erect. 

If we are really tired, almost sleeping on our feet, as the aphorism suggests, it seems only logical 

that we should sleep well 22 

Ancient physicians were evidently aware of the fact that sleep was more than something 

that came over a person at night and happened to be of a good and natural character. Sleep had 

certain effects on the body of which one ought to be mindful, but also effects that could be put to 

good use in treatment, if one were to manipulate a patient's habitual sleeping pattern. The views 

traceable in the Corpus are not merely the result of experience; it is clear that theories were 

developed about what happened in the body before, during and after sleep. These theories will 

have strengthened physicians in their practice, and they may even have played a role in gaining 

patients' co-operation in carrying out treatment. 

20 See Epid. VI. 4.14 (5.310 L. ); cf. Littre 5, p. 310-11, n. 6. This interpretation is supported by Epid. II. 3.1 (5.102 L. ), 
as Littr6 points out. 
21 Epid. Vl. 4.15 (94.2 Manetti/Roselli; 5.3 10 L. ). 
22 There are some problems with regard to this passage. See Littrb 5.311, n. 7; Kühn 17b. 175-179; Manetti/Roselli, 
94-95. Manetti and Roselli, like Littrd and Galen (K17b. 175), have 6p9cp wo-rayp k, while Smith in his Hippocrates 
Loeb Vo1. VII has chosen to use 4p9ovvo-rayp65. I have opted for the former, as it makes more syntactic sense that 
way. The main problem, however, lies in Eöpaios. There are two possible translations here: 1) sitting up, and 2) deep, 
or firm (sleep). At first sight, the former seems to be preferable, as ̀ sleep in a sitting position' creates a good contrast 
with the dozing öpOCp, `standing upright' of the second half of the aphorism. Both Manetti and Roselli's translation 
and Smith's Loeb translation prefer this option. However, on closer inspection, it turns out that this translation 
renders the meaning of the aphorism quite obscure. The second possible translation, opted for by Littrd and in the 
Latin translation provided by Kühn, improves the logic of the aphorism: when someone is dozing while he is still on 
his feet, he must be so tired that his sleep will be all the more profound when he does lie down. This is also Galen's 
interpretation. 
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2.1.2 Cause of sleep 

Though nowhere in the Hippocratic Corpus is it exactly explained how sleep comes about, we 

can still glean something from various scattered passages and remarks, and it would appear that 

the primary qualities, hot, cold, wet and dry, have something to do with it. 

In several Hippocratic treatises, heat is marked as the key ingredient for the beginning of 

life because of its power to attract breath. 23 No wonder, then, that this quality takes up a very 

central position in many processes that take place in the body. Sleep and heat are mentioned 

relatively often in connection with one another. The diagram below charts the position of heat in 

relation to various processes that take place in sleep as described by various different authors in 

the Corpus. 

exercise=food for the joints & flesh 

sleep=food for the viscera (Epid, 6) 

ý'ýscera 

Even before the Hip. Coip. 
Most Hip. audºors agree 

Pepsis 
HEAT 

(Epid. 6) 
Movement of blood (warm) inward 

Blood is the hunotu most associated with heat 

In winter & spring, bellies 

warmest, sleep longest (Aph. ) 

Seasons 

(i"Ict. ) 

Sleep and waking reside in 
the hottest fire 

Waking: warm outfcold in 
Sleep: warm iu'cold out 

(Epid. 6) 

Let us begin on the right and follow the diagram clockwise. The author of On Regimen is 

convinced that the body consists of two main elements: water and fire. 24 He attributes control of 

everything in the body to fire in its purest form, `-r3 BepµöTarov Kai iotup6Tavrov ýrüp', 25 and 

23 Cf. Gundert (2000), 16-17. Cf. Carn. 2 (8.584 L. ); 6 (8.592-594 L. ); Nat. Puer. 12 (7.486-488 L. ); Vict. I. 9 (6.482- 
484 L. ); 27 (6.500 L. ). 
20 Vict. I. 3 (126,5-19 JolyByl; 6.474 L. ). 
25 Vict. I. 10 (134,17 Joly/Byl; 6.486 L. ). 
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declares that it contains what Gundert refers to as `the principles of life', i. e. soul, mind, 

intelligence, movement, growth, decrease and change, and also the matters of sleep and waking. 26 

Unfortunately, he never tells us how it is that sleep and waking are contained within this purest 

fire. 27 

The author of Epidemics VI provides some information on what happens to the body 

when we fall asleep. In sleep, he says, blood withdraws into the inner regions of the body. 28 Since 

blood was the humour most associated with heat, it logically follows that with the blood heat also 

withdraws into the body, gathering in the belly. This ties in wonderfully with the fact that 

elsewhere, the author asserts that a person is warm on the outside and cool on the inside when he 

is awake, and warm on the inside and cool on the outside when he is asleep. 9A whole new 

aspect of sleep comes into play here. Even before Hippocratic times, heat had been linked to the 

digestive processes in the body, a concept that was still valid at the time of the Hippocratic 

authors. 30 Digestion, seen as a form of cooking or putrefaction of the ingested food - it was 

called 'Pepsis, from rr&rw, to cook - depended mainly on the presence of innate heat; the 

stomach was the `cauldron' in which this process took place. It is no surprise, then, that sleep, the 

period of time when there is a concentration of heat in the belly, is also the time during which 

digestion is optimal. The following remark from Epidemics VI illustrates this: 

IIövos, Toio-ty äpBp010'1 Kai o-ap' O rros, ü7rvo5 o-rrAanvoro rv. 
31 

Exercise is food for the joints and the flesh, sleep [is food for] for the viscera. 

26 Cf. Gundert (2000), 17. 
27 We might speculate that it has something to do with the suppression of fire and its functions by water, i. e. 
nourishment, during sleep, which would logically result in a cessation of the body's ability to move and act. 

Epid. VI. 5.15 (5.320 L. ). 
29 Epid. VI. 4.12 (5.310 L. ). As Byl points out, some of the Presocratics already commented on the change of 
temperature in the human body at the inception of sleep. Byl (1998), 36. 
30 Nutton (2004), 47. 
31 Epid. VI. 5.5 (110,1-2 Manetti/Roselli; 5.316 L. ). There are various other interpretations of this passage. Littrd 
summarises them: cf. Littrd 5,317 n. 8. 
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We have already seen that the author deemed exercise essential to the maintenance of health. In 

this passage, the objective of health is the basis for a comparison between food and exercise. 

Because sleep is the time during which digestion is optimal, it is also the time when the viscera 

work hardest. The parallel between physical exercise during the day - considered food for the 

joints and flesh - and digestion during sleep, which can be seen as exercise - and thus food - for 

the intestines can now be easily understood. But Epidemics VI was not alone in its belief that 

sleep benefited digestion. In the same vein, the author of On Regimen recommends sleep after a 

meal32 and, as does the author of On Regimen in Health, he suggests more sleep so as to 

compensate for indigestion. 33 

As mentioned earlier, the author of Aphorisms observes that in winter and spring, when 

the belly and its contents are hottest, sleep is longest. One of the consequences of the increased 

heat in the belly, the author points out, is that during these colder seasons, more nourishment 

must be taken in. The complete aphorism reads 

Al KoiAiat xetik@vos Kai 'pos Oepjk6m-rar cvo er, Kai virvoi µaKpöýraror Ev Tairr7 my oüv T3 rw Wff A p? Jrri raai 

Tä 7rPooaAN-ara Iraeiw SoTEOV" Kai 'YäP TZ ev 6ePµöv iro? ü" TPo oüv TrXEiovoS b`eovrar" µývro 'ýS o'^º]µeiov, 

, ai XIKiai Kai 01 a6A')Jrai 34 

It is natural for bellies to be hottest in winter and in spring, and for sleep then to be longest; so in these seasons more 

sustenance must be given; for there is much innate heat: so more food must be given; the young and athletes are a 

sign of this. 

32 Vict. II. 60 (182,23-4 Joly/Byl; 6,572-74 L. ). 
33 Vict. Sal. 7 (6.82-84 L. ); Vict. III. 80 (6.626-628 L. ). 
34 Aph. I. 15 (104,26-106,3 Jones; 4.466 L. ). 
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Aphorisms seems to be suggesting that people's constitutions in winter and spring are similar to 

those of athletes and young people: relatively hot. This line of reasoning ties in with what we 

have already discussed in reference to the belly, heat, and pepsis: heat is needed in the belly for 

the digestive process, and it should logically follow that when there is much heat, there is much 

digestion. The question why we should eat more when the innate heat is great - and digestion is 

peaking - has already been answered in the previous aphorism: without sufficient sustenance, a 

body with great innate heat will literally `be consumed' (aw&Aio-KeTw). 35 

There is some consensus as to heat playing a central role in the processes that take place 

during sleep, but to say that it actively induces sleep is unsubstantiated. Nowhere is it said, or 

even implied, that heat has any influence on the actual inception of sleep, even when heat and the 

absence of heat do seem to play a prominent role in the process. The author of On Breaths 

concurs: he says that 

tI 
'Yap 

I /v /t cl I% "ý 

N(Itt 
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`I" T 

6X 

VV* E7TgX ft TCÜ 0'W aTi o vrrvoc, TOTE To al a E-rai" UTEI yap o u7rvoCý nE uKEV eiv" 
36 

For when sleep comes upon the body, then the blood is chilled; for it is in the nature of sleep to chill. 

But that still does not tell us what causes sleep to `come upon the body'; both chill and the 

accumulation of heat in the stomach area seem to be effects rather than causes of sleep. 

Could the two other primary qualities, wet and dry, be more suitable candidates for a role 

in the causation of sleep than the qualities hot and cold? The closest to an attribution of cause we 

find in On Regimen: 

33 Aph. I. 14 (104,21 Jones; 4.466 L. ). 
36 Flat. 14 (121,15-122,1 Jouanna; 6.110-112 L. ). 
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ras E -rive; Twv av, pcw7Wv, o7nves, oTav KpaT¬WYTat of 7TOVOI trno OTITiWV, Kai TOQ6 7ravXova-IV' 
1/\ 

apxoµEVq2S pev rqs 
fIf 

nXi2o-gov1s vt/rrvoi µaºcpoi\ Kai' '8teis aUTo7to-iv Frr7iyivovTai, Kai Tr rqS glkepq?; 

Ie. Uv %er 37 
E7[IKOIµ(t1UTO4 0 ý1E M05' WET S TES 0-aPK05 U'ypaVBE10''Y)S (... ) 

There are some among men, who, when exercise is overpowered by food, experience the following things: at the 

inception of the surfeit, long and pleasant sleep befalls them, and for part of the day, they slumber; and sleep occurs 

after the flesh has been moistened (.. ) 

However, although sleep appears to be a result of moistened flesh, we have seen that the same 

author also prescribes sleep as a means to moisten the body, which suggests that moistness is to 

be associated with sleep, but is not, in fact, its cause. 

Still, dry and moist do play a role: another indication of what might bring about sleep is 

provided by the author of Airs, Waters, Places, who tells us how insomnia dominates in countries 

where people's constitutions are hard and dry: 

.. OKOU 3. EOT(Yil xW' ? 17 ! 97 TE Kai "ý OGYWXVP05 Kai ? p)7 fl2 , K2l .' U7f0 TOÜ XEIN LOS 7TIcfUN. ýEY'º? Kai 1 E UTfO TOD 

tI7\\7I7I 

OU KEKaUF6EV17, EVT 000 U 0'Kl 17jO0US TE Ka1 ITVOO\ Kai' al97pGpW f GEYOUS Ku)' EYT6VOUS Kai' ado a; TD TE 

epyaztrtov op evF4 ev I OW-Et T Trotavrp Kai' To aypumov Ta Te TBea Kai ras opyas avOi eas Kai 

r& w ova zov TE a rou äýJtov ETe ovTa Tou e ou (... ) '. 'ý 5 7'1 u' Ep 38 o, p 4h Suý 7P' At 

But where the land is bare, waterless and rough, oppressed by winter and burnt by the sun, there, [one will find that 

the people are] hard, lean, well-articulated, well-braced, and hairy, and that there is a high level of diligence and 

wakefulness in a nature of such a kind, and that the characters and tempers are stubborn and self-opinionated and 

more partial to wildness than gentleness. 

37 Vict. III. 71 (202,33-204,1 JolyByl; 6.610 L. ). 
38 Aer. Aq. Loc. 24 (82,6-11 Diller; 2.92 L. ). 
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Here, too, moisture is conducive to, and even seems to be a requirement for, sleep: the absence of 

water in the environment has a profound effect on the constitution of indigenous people, and 

through it on their sleeping habits. 

All in all, based on the available evidence, there appears to be a mild inclination towards 

moist as a candidate for the cause of sleep - even if there is, as we have seen, still some unclarity 

as to its exact role. Heat, on the other hand, though central to sleep, does not appear to do 

anything until after the inception of sleep. 

2.1.3 Sleep and Hippocratic medicine 

2.1.3.1 Effects of sleet) 

According to the author of On Regimen, sleep moistens the body. But it does more: the author 

devotes almost an entire chapter to the different effects it has under different circumstances. From 

this paragraph, it becomes quite clear that the effect of sleep is not always the same, but depends 

on the condition of the body prior to and during sleep. After a meal, he asserts, sleep moistens 

and warms the body. 39 This seems to be the `normal' way of things, and it is in keeping with the 

siesta he recommends in the summer season. The author also recommends sleep after a meal - 

sleep was, of course, thought to be beneficial for digestion - because, thanks to its warming and 

moistening qualities, it helps to spread the food over the body. 4° If one does not sleep after a 

meal, the author explains, nourishment cannot be distributed in the body. However, during 

abstinence from food, sleep reduces and cools as it evacuates moisture from the body, but only if 

sleep is not too long. If sleep is prolonged, it will heat and melt the flesh and on the whole 

weaken the body; this problem is, however, of less concern to one who fasts. Sleep after a 

39 For remarks that further illustrate this author's belief in the warming quality of sleep see Vict. III. 75 (6.616-618 L. ); 
78 (6.620-624 L. ). 
40 Vict. II1.78 (6.6220624 L. ). 
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morning walk dries, as labour does also; inaction, on the other hand, moistens the body. 4' 

Schematically: 

On Regimen 11.60 

sleep after a meal 

sleep when fasting 

prolonged sleep when fasting 

sleep after early morning walks 

inaction 

labour 

moistening drying warming cooling 

x x 

x x 

R 

R 

R 

R 

While the author of On Regimen thinks that sleep normally warms and moistens, the author of On 

Breaths is of a different opinion. He states that the reason why the blood cools off when we get 

the urge to sleep is because it is in the nature of sleep to cause chill. The blood, then, is also 

chilled, and moves through the body more slowly, making it heavy. Because of this, the body 

gets a downward tendency, as do the eyelids, which is the reason why they close. In addition, the 

intelligence is altered by the chill, and, as the author has it, 

.,. 42 öo; aº -r¬ ei-repat rives ev$iawrptßovo-iv, a. b'ý evvrrvta KaXEovTat. 

certain other fancies linger, which are called dreams. 

But we will return to that topic in the next chapter. As to the moistening effect of sleep, this 

notion appears to be shared by Internal Affections, and illustrated by its description of a 

phlegmatic illness, of which the author says: 

41 Vict. 11.60 (6.572-574 L. ). 
42 Flat. 14 (122,5-6 Jouanna; 6.112 L. ). 
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\I/I t1 f\tI\f 

Tovro "ro voo-Iip, a yive-rar µaA(o-ra BEpeos wp' aTro 1oponwo197S Kai vTrvov" 43 

This disease occurs mostly in summer from drinking water and sleep. 

It would seem that drinking water and sleeping have the same - moistening - effect on the human 

body 

In Epidemics VIA, the author links sleeping and waking to the sensations of hunger and 

thirst, and to the physical process of thinning and fattening. 

r" .v 
Kai' a7pv7rvir 
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q ßropov. sEv8erpg 

p 4vQei Kai 
. 9ep copa? p, Kord ev 

ret 
rraxvver, ev Bepnµcp Töuip ßopop4i 

ýlE7iTUVEI. 7i0UWY. ý1GL(OU UliYO GGll 'BU TLÜ ' Erp'm0PEL, l6! fSldis E7'i17i0 s "Aa-moo-t5 UrlEl'ns, ' KO GGP1'n Tp0cýns, 'OKUI 
äKOS, 'r'º7S 3' Eý v7rVOU ¬yepO l. 44 

Water makes one hungry and insomnia makes one hungry. For a warm nature in a warm season, sleep in the cold 

fattens, while sleep in warmth makes thinner. Maintenance of health: moderation in eating of food, not shrinking 

away from exertion. Sleep is the cure for superficial thirst that occurs in waking, waking [is the cure] for [thirst] that 

has its origin in sleep. 

It is difficult to fathom what the basis of the first of these statements may be: theory or 

experience? If we assume that by `water', he means the ingestion of it, it seems only logical to 

further assume that the author is talking about the effect of water on the body, and thus, by 

association, about the effect of insomnia on the body. More we cannot deduce without resorting 

to downright speculation. This also applies to the different sorts of thirst that are mentioned: one 

variety comes into being during sleep, another is generated in a state of waking. The first is cured 

43Int. 21 (142,13-14 Potter; 7.220 L. ). 
44 Epid. VI. 4.18 (94,6-96,3 Manetti/Roselli; 5.312 L. ). 
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by waking, the latter is cured by sleep - the notion that opposites are cures for one another is not 

uncommon among authors of the Hippocratic Corpus. More than this, however, cannot be 

inferred for lack of information. Fortunately, the author is more informative with regard to the 

possible physical effects of sleep. Similar to On Regimen, he observes that sleep has different 

effects under different circumstances: if someone with a hot nature sleeps in the cold in a hot 

season, this will fatten him; if he sleeps in warm conditions in such a season, this will make him 

thinner. Although it is again difficult to establish the basis of the author's remarks, in this case we 

can at least venture an explanation. Earlier, we discussed the author's theories about the 

concentration of heat in the inner parts of the body in sleep, and the improved digestion that was 

a result of this. 45 If heat, then, is the power responsible for digestion, then sleeping in 

surroundings with a relatively high temperature will only augment this process, while a lower 

temperature will counter it. 

It turns out that a whole range of different effects and characteristics was attributed to sleep. 

Apparently, moistening, drying, warming, and cooling were all thought to be possible effects of 

sleep - Epidemics VI alone adds hunger and thirst, and fattening and thinning to this list. It 

should not be a surprise, then, to find that sleep was deemed worthy of a physician's attention. 

2.1.3.2 Sleep and insomnia as symptoms 

In the Hippocratic Corpus, sleep is mostly mentioned in a diagnostic or prognostic context; 46 

focus is not so much on the processes of sleep itself, but more on the information that can be 

gained from its presence, absence or (ir)regularity. It would seem, then, that to a Hippocratic 

physician sleep and insomnia were mainly symptoms, the former generally a good symptom, 

45 Cf. Epid. VI. 4.12; 5.5; 5.15 (5.310; 316; 320 L. ). 
46 Cf. Jouanna (1999), 169. 
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often heralding recovery, the latter a bad one, usually indicating deterioration of the patient's 

condition, and sometimes even looming death. In the Corpus, we encounter a clear illustration of 

this particular attention to sleep and waking in the diagnostic `checklist' provided by the author 

of Epidemics I. In it, 

aý vvIr tr N er 47 
... Urrvol07Y, OUx U7LVOl07Y, EIAMV10l0'I, 01010'1 Kai OTE, ... 

... sleep, insomnia, dreams - including their kind and timing -... 

are explicitly mentioned as two of the circumstances of the diseases on which the author bases his 

medical diagnoses. When examining the remainder of the treatise, it is clear that the author pays 

attention mainly to sleeping behaviour that is considered to be out of the ordinary, like short or 

light sleep48 and insomnia, 49 the latter of which has his chief interest. Remarkably, he also 

appears to notice the absence of anticipated deviances from the norm, for instance when he 

explicitly refers to the absence of insomnia in the sixth case history. Although in light of the 

relatively limited understanding of the subject of sleep terms like `ordinary' and `norm' may 

seem out of place here, the use of such words is, in my view, warranted because it is obvious that 

the author uses some point of reference in his assessment of patients' sleeping behaviour - even 

though it remains unclear to us what that norm exactly is. Parallels to this we have already seen 

in Aphorisms, Prognostic, and Coan Prenotions, as discussed under 2.1.1, in which moderation 

and normality in relation to sleep were central. so 

47 Epid. I. 10 (199.16-17 Kühleweiin; 2.670 L. ). 
" Epid. I. 13 (2.684,2.688,2.716 L-)- 
49 Epid. 1.4; 1.9; I. 13 (2.624,2.652,2.692,2.694,2.700,2.704,2.706,2.712 L. ). 
50 Cf. Aph. II. 3; VII. 72 (4.470; 602 L. ); Progn. 10 (2.134 L. ); Coa. 1II. 27.487 (5.694 L. ). 
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As far as we can tell, the Hippocratic physicians who provide information on the topic seem to be 

of the opinion that sleep is one of the `six things that help maintain health', 51 and they seem to 

agree that sleep is - or at least should be - good for the body. This concept is set off by the fact 

that insomnia, on the one hand a clear deviation from natural sleeping habits, on the other a 

violation of the rule on moderation in waking, is never considered to be a good sign. Remarks in 

Coan Prenotions and Prorrhetic I, for instance, indicate that sufferers from insomnia are in a 

hightened state of susceptibility to bad influences; 52 similarly, a passage in Critical Days warns 

that patients who after fever have insomnia or sleep badly are likely to have a relapse; 53 

additionally, Prorrhetic I mentions it as a symptom of phrenitis 54 And these are but a few 

examples. That insomnia should be bad news is not entirely unexpected, as it is obviously a 

signal that the normal order of things, the precious balance that keeps the human body healthy, 

has in some way been upset. 

Insomnia or troubled sleep can play either of the following two roles in disease. Firstly, 

they can be the result of physical problems. In such cases, the cause may lie in an imbalance in 

the body, or some other form of physical trouble, like pain. Thus, sleeplessness becomes a factor 

within the process of physical disease, the result -a symptom - of some underlying physical 

ailment. The same goes for bad or troubled sleep. Evidence of this we find, for example, in 

Prognostic, where pain and distress , (o' vqs TE Kai 7r6vav) are mentioned as possible causes of 

sleeplessness, 55 and Ancient Medicine, where the incapacity to digest wreaks havoc on patients' 

ability to sleep peacefully (&xrKOr ro i(rl). 56 Additionally, numerous casual references to 

sleeplessness as symptoms of specific diseases or in case studies can be found all over the 

Hippocratic Corpus. In the case histories of Epidemics 1.13, for instance, there are reports of 

51 Epid. VI. 8.23 (5.352 L. ). 
52 Coa. I. 2.36; 41 (5.594; L. ) & Prorrh. I. 68; 74 (5.526; 528 L. ). 
53 Jud. 39 (9.304 L. ). 
34 Prorrh. I. 1; 4 (5.510-512 L. ). 
55 Progn. 10 (206,1 Alexanderson; 2.134 L. ). 

Vet. Med. 10 (131,8 Jouanna; 1.594 L. ). 
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uncomfortable nights (es ))üKrra, e7wrovw5 or vvKT avo4öpw5), lack of sleep (oüK eKOI 5Olj or ürrvoi 

O UK ev4 oav), or light sleep (ürrvoi Aerorot); On Regimen 111.73 mentions restless sleep (EV Tois iiirvors 

Tapao"aovrar); Prorrhetic I. 1 and 4 report insomnia (ä. 7pu7rv¬ovTe5; äypü7moia"iv); and these are but a 

few illustrative examples. The second possible role of insomnia and bad or troubled sleep 

manifests itself in a psychological scenario. The cause of too much waking can have its origin in 

the psyche, as is for instance the case in Humours 9: 

r"r er 70 fý 7 fr r 

u s, aKpaýýý ýroTCiýv Kai ßpwµaTwv, uýrvou, eyp17yopo"ios, qi epw-ras Tivas, oiov Küßwv, 97 M 

7\ 77II/\ ^t I 7\ 71 57 

Texvac Sr ava7Kas KapTepr92 7rovcov, Kai covTwcev TeTayµev' a'TaK ros" 

Of the psyche are: intemperance in drink and food, sleep, waking, endurance of distress, either because of a love of 

things, like for instance dice, or because of work, or due to necessity, and the regularity or irregularity of such 

endurance. 

If there is a prolonged situation of too much sleeping or too much waking, this in turn is likely to 

effect physical symptoms. In such a scenario, then, insomnia or troubled sleep can become the 

cause of physical problems rather than a symptom of them. This does, of course, not imply that it 

is always good to sleep. Danger of violating the moderation rule aside, 58 there are several cases in 

which sleep is actively discouraged, simply because of its potentially detrimental effects on the 

body: 59 in book II of Aphorisms, the author warns that if sleep causes complaints or suffering 

during a disease, it is most certainly not a good sign, and the patient may well die; 60 on the other 

57 Hum. 9 (80,1-4 Jones; 5.488 L. ). 
S$ Cf. for instance Prorrh. I. 109 (5.544 L. ); Coa. II. 8.342 (5.656-658 L. ); Epid. VI. 5.15 (5.320 L. ), Epid. VII. 67b 
(5.430 L. ); Int. 9 (7.186-188 L. ) where (too) much sleep has a (potentially) negative effect on the body. 
39 Cf. e. g. Epid. VII. 67b (5.430 L. ); Int. 9 (7.186-188 L. ); see also sleep management in the purging process (vide 
infra). 
60 Smith remarks here that 8av6otµov means dangerous, and not deadly. I disagree: how often will an illness get 
worse in sleep? Not very often, and I can imagine that if it does get worse, it may well be a deadly illness. At any 
rate, I do not really see Smith's reasons for interpreting 'deadly' as 'dangerous', so why deviate from the Greek, 
which seems clear to me? 
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hand, if sleep is beneficial for the patient, the disease is not deadly 61 Put simply, sleep should 

normally be a healthy thing, which means that if it does cause harm in any way, the condition of 

the patient must be extremely poor. 

2.1.3.3 Treatment 

A physician's job was to cure his patients by correcting the wrongs that lay at the basis of their 

illness. For a long time, the two main ways of doing this had been the rather invasive methods of 

surgery and pharmaceutics. It was at the time of the Hippocratic Corpus that a third sort of 

treatment came to be more and more established: the professional adaptation of a patient's 

regimen to his body's requirements. 2 This sort of treatment could affect all aspects of a patient's 

life style, 63 and was adaptable to each individual's needs. Sleep and waking did not play a solely 

passive role in this type of treatment. M The author of On Regimen - an expert in this area, as the 

title of his book suggests - uses sleep on a number of occasions to cure a variety of ailments. His 

advice regards the time, quantity, and circumstances in which sleep should take place, and he 

employs sleep both in a prophylactic and a remedial fashion. He is a firm believer in season- 

specific regimen: 65 he recommends a daily short siesta as part of the summer regimen, to prevent 

the season from drying out the body, 66 but warns against sleep during the day after the autumn 

equinox, as this is the beginning of a wet part of the year when no extra moisture is needed within 

61 Aph. 11.1 (4.470 L. ). Cf. Epid. VI. 8.5 (5.344 L. ). See also Prorrh. I. 109 (5.544 L. ); Coa. 118.342 (5.542,5.544, 
5.656-658 L. ), where it is explained that spasms may be caused by sleep because of the heat that builds up in the 
belly; Int. 21, where the moistening quality of sleep may cause problems; Coa. lI. 4.177 (5.622 L. ) where comatose 
sleep is considered unfavourable, possibly because of its cooling effect. 
62 Cf Nutton (2004), 97. 
63 Cf. Vict. I. 2 (6.468-472 L. ); Jouanna (1999), 162. 
64 It is interesting to note here that in the Hippocratic On the Art, regimen treatment is mentioned as belonging to the 
art of medicine. The author argues that even when no physician is called in to heal the sick, the art of medicine is still 
at work in their recovery; apparently, people still have some clue about what benefits or aggravates their condition, 
and react to their illness by means of, for example, abstinence or an abundance of food or drink, taking or not taking 
baths, exercise or rest, waking or sleep, in short, by means of regimen therapy; cf. Art. 5 (6.6-8 L. ). 
65 This is especially clear in Vict. IH. 68 (6.594-604 L. ). 
66 Vict. I. 35,111.68 (6.522,6.602 L. ). 
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the body. 67 In a particular type of surfeit (rrX-noµovoj), the author prescribes a short sleep after 

lunch (virvq ärrö Toü äpio"rou tki gaKp(ö). 68 Which specific quality of sleep he means to make use of 

in this treatment is not immediately clear. Joly suggests that the author wants to use the 

moistening quality of sleep, something that can be recognised by the fact that only short sleep is 

allowed. If prolonged, he explains, referring to chapter 60, sleep would bring warmth, which is 

contra-indicative in cases of fever. 69 I have some difficulties with this interpretation. Joly points 

out that sleep only heats when it is prolonged, but chapter 60 speaks of the effects of sleep in 

cases of fasting, most likely because these conditions bring out qualities in sleep different from 

those it would have in normal circumstances. Joly seems to pass over the preceding remark: 

v'er, re. ' +ý -eir Trrvoi ý. e výjaTrv ýuev ra7varvovar Kar iUxouarv, rqv µ7 paKpor EW01, KEVOÜUTES TOU UiropxoVTOS v7pOU. 

Sleep during fast, if it is not long, makes thin and cools, while it empties the body of its moisture. 

When only prolonged sleep warms, this is because short sleep has had a cooling and drying effect 

- not moistening. While sleep does warm and moisten after the intake of food, 

ßeßpwKo1 $e OepµaivovTec üypaivovo", riv Tpo ri es TO 0-4µa ? caxeovrec. 71 

After a meal, [sleep] warms and moistens, spreading nourishment over the body. 

It is never claimed that, under normal circumstances, sleep moistens first and warms only later. 

The warming in a later stage of sleep only coincides with abstinence of food. I do not believe, 

67 Cf. Vict. II1.68 (6.604 L. ). 
" Vict. 11I. 73 (206,3 Joly/Byl; 6.614 L. ). 
69 Cf. JolyByi (1984), 291. 
'0 Vict. 1L60 (182,21-22 JolyByl; 6.572 L. ). 
71 Vict. 11.60 (182,23-24 JolyByl; 6.574 L. ). 
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then, that it is the author's intention to moisten his patient's body. A more logical aspect of sleep 

for the author to employ in treatment is its digestive power. This interpretation is supported by 

information presented elsewhere in chapter 60, where it is clearly stated that 

fI \) II77n\I 72 AypvirvlýJ U ev µev TOITI o-rriora-i ßA47rrer OC K ecoa*a ýro o7rrrov z+rlxea'Bar. 

Insomnia during digestion is harmful, because it prevents the food from dissolving. 

All of this provided, of course, that the behaviour of the innate heat is within normal parameters, 

which is not the case in the type of rrX, ývµový (surfeit) subsequently described. In treatment of it, 

the author makes use of sleep again, but not because of its moistening or digestive properties - at 

least not primarily -, but for its heating quality. 73 In this particular type of surfeit, the belly is 

cold and cannot digest food at night - which is of course odd, because, as we have seen, night is 

the time when digestion should be most active. The author remarks that 

o¬: oüv ¶roUT) rrapao"Kevao-al rfl KotAiryl 6epµao'i'v a rö Te T)7 Orairgs Kai TW) 7rovoo 74 

For such a patient, it is necessary to heat up the belly both through regimen and exercise. 

As part of this treatment, which is evidently designed to bring warmth, 75 the author prescribes 

long sleep (virvoio i µaxpoIci), and sleep after exercise (v' rvoso-i &rn % T& ,v yuµvaa iwv). 

Other authors, too, employ sleep or waking in medical treatment: spasms, for instance, are 

a tricky sort of ailment: the authors of Prorrhetic and Coan Prenotions are of the opinion that in 

72 Vict. II. 60 (182,25-26 JolyByl; 6.574 L. ). 
73 cf. Vict. II1.78 (6.622-624 L. ). 
74 Vict. 1II. 75 (206,33-34 Joly/Byl ; 6.616 L. ). 
75 Cf. also Joly/Byl (1984), 292. 
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some cases sleep is good, 76 and in other cases sleep is not good. 7 The latter author also discusses 

treatment that requires a mere good night's rest, 78 and the author of On Diseases of Women 

recommends sleep after taking certain drugs. 79 Regulation of sleep and waking also has an 

important function in the purging process: several authors refer to the counteractive effects sleep 

has on it. Aphorisms explains clearly that a patient should be made to move about in order to 

increase the effects of ingested hellebore, a potent purgative, and that he should sleep and not 

move in order to counteract or stop the effects of the drug. 80 The author of Epidemics V tells of a 

patient who sleeps only a little during purging treatment, an indication that one process 

counteracts the other, 81 while the author of Diseases III recommends prevention of sleep as much 

as possible, so that katharsis may be all the more active and abundant. 82 If a patient is weak, 

Places in Man warns, a soporific should be taken after an emetic, presumably to cut the purging 

process short before it can drain the patient of all his energy. 83 In the same vein, the author of 

Affections tells us that soporifics bring calm and rest to the body. 84 

In treatment, then, sleep was applied in a variety of ways, most of which put to use one or 

more of the effects of sleep discussed above: it was employed to moisten or to warm, or to 

enhance digestion or the effects of certain drugs, or to counteract the effects of purging 

medicines. 

76 Coa. H. 8.352 (5.658 L. ). 
7' Prorrh. I. 109 (5.544 L. ); Coa. II. 8.342 (5.656-658 L. ). 
's Coa. 11.26.473 (5.690 L. ). 
79 Mul. III. 215 (8.416 L. ). 
B0 Aph. IV. 14-15 (4.506 L. ). Similarly, the author of the spurious Letter 21 (9.388-392 L. ) advises movement after 
drinking Hellebore, and not to give in to sleep, implying that to do so will neutralize its effect. 
8' Epid. V. 15 (5.214 L. ). 
82 Morb. III. 16 (7.148 L. ). 
83 Loc. Hom. 33 (6.324-236 L. ). 
84 Aff. 36 (6.246 L. ). Cf. Byl (1998), 33-4. This notion is also reflected in the spurious Letter 24. Its author refers to an 
effect of sleep we can relate to in modern society, namely that it relaxes the body. This is normally a good thing, 
unless the body is unexercised, as the author points out, in which case the relaxation will go too far and become 

measureless. The importance of balance in the processes and constituents of the body is clear once more: in this case, 
one must not only balance sleep and waking, but also the amount of exercise versus the amount of inactivity. 
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2.2 Galen 

With the exception of a number of texts which we know to be spurious, the Galenic Corpus - as 

opposed to the Hippocratic Corpus - was written by one man. A great advantage of this is that 

the ideas expressed in the texts are likely to have their roots in one uniform underlying theory, 

and will therefore support one another. This is important, for we have to reconstruct Galen's 

views on sleep from passages scattered throughout the Corpus; no treatise on sleep and waking 

by his hand has come down to us. 85 A second advantage of the Galenic Corpus is that it provides 

much information on the opinions and beliefs of one man, so that we can reconstruct Galen's 

theories with relative accuracy, 86 something that is virtually impossible in the case of the authors 

of individual Hippocratic texts. 

In the plethora of data the Galenic Corpus provides, the treatises containing the most 

substantial passages on sleep, and thus yielding the most information on the subject, are most 

notably On the Causes of Pulses and On the Causes of Symptoms, but also On Fullness, On 

Hippocrates' "Prorrhetic", On the Movement of the Muscles, On the Olfactory Organ, On the 

Powers of Foods, and On Hippocrates' "On Regimen in Acute Diseases ". 87 Besides the 

relatively elaborate and instructive passages found in these treatises, sleep is mentioned in a more 

cursory fashion on a considerable number of occasions. We shall commence our investigation 

with these latter, less extensive passages, and thus create a framework of general information on 

sleep, reconstructing a first impression of Galen's ideas on what was `normal' and what was 

`abnormal' sleeping behaviour, on sleeping habits of specific types of people, and on the factors 

85 There is a pseudo-Galenic treatise On Sleep and Waking in Arabic, which has been translated into German by R. 
Nabielek: Die ps. -Galenische Schrift ̀Über Schlaf und Wachsein", zum ersten Male herausgegeben, übersetzt und 
erläutert, Berlin, 1976. According to Nabielek, it is a compilation of information gained from various Galenic texts. 
There is a summary of it in Oribasius (Collectiones Medicae VIA (156,8-157,26 Raeder). 
86 With the exception of a few treatises, everything in the corpus can confidently be attributed to Galen himself - 
though it must of course always be taken into account that, throughout his long life, Galen also developed his views. 
87 Caus. Puls. 3.9-10 (9.131-142 K. ); Sympt. Caus. 1.8 (7.139-144 K. ); Plen. 11 (7.576-577 K. ); In Hip. Prorrh. I. 2.37 
(16.592 K. ); 1.2.81 (16.669 K. ); Mot. Musc. 2.4 (4.439 K. ); Instrum. Od. 3 (p. 58,9-20 Kollesch; 2.880-1 K. ); 
Alim. Fac. 1 (6.487 K. ); In Hip. Vict. Acut. 2.55 (15.624-5 K. ). 
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he believed could play a role in the preservation or disruption of sound sleep. In this framework, 

we will subsequently place the more elaborate passages on sleep, in which Galen postulates his 

theories on the mechanics of the sleeping process. And lastly, once we have established a better 

understanding of what sleep is and what causes it, we will briefly explore the significance of 

sleep in Galenic medicine. 

2.2.1 Basics of Sleep 

In his commentary on the Hippocratic Prognostic, Galen agrees with its author that to sleep at 

night and be awake during the day was the natural way of things. He also concurs with the notion 

that it was a bad thing not to sleep at all, because such sleeping behaviour was probably a 

symptom of some underlying ailment. However, Galen feels something is lacking. Although it is 

of course good to follow habits that are natural, Galen points out that the Hippocratic approach 

does not provide for those whose habit it is to sleep at other times than is considered normal or 

natural, like some of the rich elite who sleep in the daytime and wake in the night time, and still 

manage to maintain their health, According to Galen, it has become even more important to 

follow the pattern one is used to than to do what is considered natural. 
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88 
T(2v 7rAouo rcvv 7vvamK o Fcovov, OX '337 Kai' avapwv ovK oA! ymv. 

Concerning sleep, as is also naturally habitual to us, it is necessary to be awake during the day, and sleep at night. If 

this should be changed, it is quite bad. Least harm will be done, if [the patient] sleep from early morning for a third 

part of the day. Sleep after that time is quite bad. 

Not only did he speak rightly about the signs in sleep, but he also added their cause, referring by 'naturally' to all 

that is good, and with the opposite things he finds fault because they are unnatural. So, too, it is with habitual 

behaviour. For that to which someone is accustomed is good, but that to which he is not accustomed is bad. But at 

the time of Hippocrates, it was not so that `according to nature' was one thing, and 'according to habit' another, but 

now the rich do things the other way round, especially in sleep: sleeping by day, and waking at night. Now, 

concerning those who are used to living countematurally, the lore proclaimed by Hippocrates does not hold true for 

them. For in present times, habit is more important than nature, not only for the rich women, but also for not few 

men. 

This does not mean that Galen approved of not sleeping at all. He still thought that a state of 

permanent wakefulness was not beneficial for someone, for if a man does not sleep at all, Galen 

contends, he leads the life of a bat, not that of a man. 89 

It is clear that Galen was aware of the fact that his patients would differ from one another 

in various respects. After all, every individual had different habits, which meant they were all 

subject to different influences - this had to be borne in mind at all times. Another factor to be 

taken into account was age. Galen believed that people have a moist constitution when they are 

young and that, as age advances, they slowly dry out - the result of which is of course a dry 

88 In Hip. Progn. II. 10 (269,19-270,12 Heeg; 18b. 128-130 K. ). 
89 In Hip. Epid. L3.6 (17a. 238 K. ) 
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constitution at old age 90 With his patients' relative uniqueness in mind, Galen gives the 

following advice. Not everyone should indulge in the same things - in the area of, for instance, 

wine, food, exercise and sexual activity, but also in that of sleep and waking - because what is 

good for one particular individual may be bad for another. Moreover, what is good for someone 

when he is young will probably not be good for him all his life due to the changes his body 

undergoes as he progresses in age: 91 

r sr %r%r91r%v%9r rr rr KaBa7TEp OiVWV TE Kai O'ITIWV Ka! ')'U/A. Va07WV f7p'1q'YOpp'EWS TE Kai U7TVWU Kai a4poalo wv aAXov aAAWg 

änollaüeiv npoo ei KaTÖC Täs aiaýepoüvas j/ IKias. 92 

Just as wine and food and exercise, waking and sleep, and sexual activity, it is fitting for different people to enjoy in 

different ways, according to their various ages. 

But it is not only habit or age Galen takes into account, it is the complete individuality of his 

patient's constitution. When the constitution of the body is optimal, he says, and the surrounding 

circumstances are also most favourable, it is suitable to have a perfect balance in everything. 

With regard to sleep and waking this should not be a problem, as they are naturally regulated in 

cases of optimal constitution and surrounding conditions. If, however, the mixtures of the 

different components of the body are not optimal, and circumstances are less than perfect, then 

the balance between for instance sleep and waking must be adjusted accordingly - which of 

course entailed something different in every individual case. 93 

Moderation was a key word for the Hippocratic authors, and it remained central to 

Galen's ideas on what was and what was not good. To keep the body perfect, extremes were to be 

90 Cf. On Marasmus (7.666-704 K. ), in which the corruption of the human body due to dryness is discussed. 
91 San. Tuen. I. 11 (6.57 K. ) 
92 San. Tuen. I. 11; 27,9-11 Koch; 6.57 K. 
93 Ars Med. 24 (1.370-1 K. ) 
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avoided in every way, because if the body was anything less than its perfect, average self, it 

became susceptible to all sorts of disorders and ailments: 
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And now it is our aim to keep the best body in best shape, so above all moderation must be chosen for it, in massage, 

in exercise, in baths, in food, in sleep, making the condition of the body neither softer nor harder (for one [condition] 

is more easily overcome by external causes, and the other hinders growth), and neither thicker, for that gets in the 

way of the residues of digestion in the flesh, nor thinner, because then what we need flows away. And in the same 

way, [someone] must not be made more slender than his usual self, nor fatter, if he was in the best condition, because 

we know that the more slender condition is exposed to harm due to external causes, and the fatter condition to [harm] 

due to [causes] that arise from the inside and the body itself. 

Clearly, intemperance was not to be permitted, lest the body become too soft, too hard, too thick, 

too thin, too slender, or too fat. On a more general level, Galen briefly touches upon the fact that 

any excess in the four primary qualities of the body should be avoided, emphasising once more 

how moderation is the key to good health at every turn: 9s 

94 San. Tuen. II. 12 (70,6-16 Koch; 6.158-9 K. ). 
" San. Tuen. II. 12 (6.158-9 K. ); Galen repeatedly stresses the importance of moderation in relation to sleep. Cf. also 
San. Tuen. II. 2 (6.84 K. ) (cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 3.29 (17b. 84 K. ) (limos is missing in the Greek Kuhn text. Wenkebach 
does have sleep, copied from the H manuscript; 169,4 Wenkebach; San. Tuen. V. 2 (6.312-7 K. ); VI. S (6.403-7 K. ); 
Alim. Fac. I (6.464 K. ); Loc. Aff III. 6 (8.162-3 K. ); In Hip. Vict. Sal. (15.179 K. ); In Hip. Prorrh. 1.2.81 (16.669 K. ); In 
Hip. Aph. 73 (18a. 189 K. ); In Hip. Artic. III. 82 (18a. 600 K. ); In Hip. Progn. I. 17 (18b. 63 K. ). 
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What need is there to say that it [sc. the body] must not be made warmer, or cooler, or drier, or moister, if it is 

perfectly constituted? So in such a body, the objective in all health matters is moderation and the average, that which 

is exactly in the middle of both extremes. 

Individuality and moderation, then, seem to have been the key-words in Galen's basic 

considerations with regard to sleep. Although each patient's particular constitution implied 

different health standards, and thus called for different sleeping habits, it was always important to 

avoid extremes and strive for moderation in everything, including sleep. 

2.2.2 Cause of Sleep 

We have seen that, in the Hippocratic Corpus, the inception of sleep somehow seemed to be due 

to the effects of the primary qualities present in the body. The concept endured, and Galen, too, 

was aware of the fact that hot, cold, wet and dry had something to do with the sleeping process. 

2.2.2.1 Qualities & Humours 

The matter of sleep is not easy to understand, according to Galen. In his On Mixtures, he cautions 

that it is one of those things that 

r. rrffrrf. rrfr 
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96 San. Tuen. II. 12 (70,16-20 Koch; 6.159 K. ). 
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... require a very long process of enquiry, and perhaps even then it cannot be found out, if one were not first to 

understand moist, dry, cold and hot mixtures. 

As Galen warns, the role of the four primary qualities in sleep was no straightforward matter. As 

all four qualities were always present in the body, the influence they exerted is not easily 

explained. In the body's mixture, or krasis, of the two pairs of opposite qualities, the dominance 

of one or two of the qualities was decisive for its constitution and thus its needs and habits. 98 This 

krasis, in turn, was closely linked to the dominance or weakness of one or more of the bodily 

humours. Galen's physiology deals mainly with four humours - yellow bile, black bile, phlegm 

and blood - each of which is associated with a pair of primary qualities. Yellow bile is dry and 

hot, black bile is dry and cold, phlegm is cold and moist, and blood is moist and hot 99 People of 

different kraseis, i. e. people in whom different humours, and thus different qualities, are 

dominant, would, logically, display different kinds of sleeping behaviour. 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the exact role of the primary qualities, let us have a 

cursory look at the way in which Galen linked them to sleep throughout his works. The below 

table will illustrate how the four primary qualities played an important role in the processes that 

effect the inception, termination and deprivation of sleep. 10° 

97 Temp. II. 2 (49,5-8 Helmreich; 1.586 K. ). 
Secondary qualities, like for instance acrid or sweet, also played a role in the inception or deprivation of sleep - 

see for instance in San. Tuen. IV. 4 (6.259 K. ) - but it is impossible to draw up a coherent, systematic table 
accommodating all these. 
9' For a discussion of Galen's views on humours and their properties, see Siegel (1968), 216-236, with a helpful table 
on p. 218, and of course Galen's own On Mixtures. 
10° This table is not intended to be comprehensive, merely illustrative. The most important treatises dealing with 
sleep have been left out, as they are discussed elaborately elsewhere in this chapter, serving as touchstones, so to 
speak, for conclusions drawn from the table. 
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Treatise Qualities Effect 

require little sleep, which is light 
hot & moist brain 

(ßpaxeon ümoºS, µrae ßaOeF; [ümrvot]) 

cold brain prone to sleep (ümwaea-repo() 

dry brain insomniac (äypv u. oi) 

long and deep sleep 
moist brain 

(ümvor noAAoi Kai ßaot ) 

extremely insomniac 
Ars Med. 7-8 (1.325-7 K. ) hot & dry constitution (ä ypvini ru«oraT01) 

trouble staying awake long (oi jcnv 
oua" eyp'ryyopevaº a6vavtral 84X01 

aAeiovo5) 

hot & moist constitution comatose / insomniac (KwµaTwöeºs l 
i ypumoº) 

prone to image-rich dreams 
(4avrao (els ToIs öveºpaviv) 

moist constitution much sleep (iimvovs irAeio-rous) 

dry constitution little sleep (9Xaxio-rov5iim'ovs) 
Temp 2 (1 585 K ) I1 . . . . excessive moistness & cold 

soporific (bm. 'oiroios) 
(from drinking, bathing, drugs) 

coma & longer sleep 
excess cold humours 

(Kw(baTr Kai 01 NLaKpoTEpO1 TW0 '1TV(JJV) 

San. Tuen. IV. 4 (6.259 K. ) insomnia, dreamful & troubled sleep 

excess hot (& acrid) humours (ciypumia, OavTaouüaeºy Te Kai 

eopuß(Laeºs Vmoº) 
excess phlegm (cold & moist) soporific (i nv ers) 

excess black & yellow bile 
insomnia (aypum('av) 

(dry & cold/hot) 
576-7 K ) Plen 11 (7 . . . cold & moist primary sense organ 

sleep (i)'Wvo, ) 
(located in the head) 

hot & dry prim. sense organ insomnia (äypuirviar) 

Loc. Aff. I11.6 (8.160-2 K. ) cold foods & drugs soporific (epy6eTaº Toüs ümovs) 

heating of head insomnia (äypvnv1-rºKai) 

cooling of head sleep (KaTaOop, Kai) 

moistening of head sleep (KoTa4op(Kai) 

bilious (dry) & hot disease insomnia (ciypum(as) 

torpor & dozing (vwBphirräc Te Kai 
phlegmatic (moist) & cold disease 

xwraýopa) 
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dyskrasia inclined to hot insomniac (6ypum ruKiv) 

dyskrasia inclined to cold dozing (KaTa4, op: Kiov) 

dyskrasia inclined to dry insomniac (äypv rv ruKwv) 

dyskrasia inclined to moist dozing (KaTaýop, Kwv) 

moist constitution of youth soporific (1nrvcüögs) 

dry constitution of old age insomniac (äypUTrvry) r:, ) 

most soporific: it alone brings long 

excessive moistness and deep sleep (haKpoü5 Kai ßa865 
ü7WoU5 Ep764eral) 

second most soporific (KQTv, 4optKa 

excessive cold 
Ka( KQpWÖ'1) 7r6. ef PUViQTaTar) 

most causative of waking: it alone 

excessive dryness causes insomnia (äypvirvias 

Epy4mal) 

excessive dryness of the brain insomnia (iaypunvia) 
Praesag. Puls. IV. 8 (9.407 K. ) 

excessive moistness of the brain sleep, coma (hinlos, Kiuµa) 

symptoms include light & little sleep 
Meth. Med. VIII. 2 (10.543 K. ) yellow bile (dry & hot) 

(UnVO1 ). eirTOi Kai oAiyol) 

possible cause of depression and thus 
Praen. Posthum. 6 (14.631-2 K. ) black bile (dry & cold) of insomnia 

('bEAa o%UKIUS ÖUO"&Up., ely, Q7j'pUnrvlaS) 

dry & hot prim, sense organ waking (eypi yopa'ºs) 
Hip. Prorrh. I. 2.53 (16.646 K. ) 

moist & cold prim, sense organ sleep (üm7vov) 

choleric humours (dry) insomnia (wypunvia) 

Hip. Prorrh. I. 2.81 (16.669) phlegmatic humours 
soporific (Karaýop&) 

(cold & moist) 

sleep; sleep related afflictions (ü7rvol 
cold & phlegmatic (moist) humours 

Hip. Epid. III. 1.5 (17a. 530 K. ) KaxoaeI; Kai T(i Ai9ap7tKa MOT) 

hot (& acrid) humours insomnia (äypv=iaº) 

From this table, the following can be deduced. The quality dry is the least sleep inducing of the 

four; in fact, it causes waking. It is also the only quality that can cause insomnia. 101 The quality 

hot is a close second: though it certainly does not induce sleep, it does not induce insomnia 

101 The difference between insomnia and waking may seem somewhat unclear. I take waking (eyp nopms) to be a 
normal, natural state, while insomnia (aypumda) is more of a pathological condition: one wants to sleep but is unable 
to. One could say that in between these two is the condition of wakefulness, which means that less sleep is needed, as 
for instance in old people. Cf. Thras. 40 (88,22-89,14 Helmreich; 5.884-5 K. ). 
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either, as dryness does. The most sleep inducing quality is moist, which has the power to bring 

long and deep sleep over a person. Second to it is the quality cold, which can be the cause of a 

number of sleep related illnesses rather than of natural sleep. 102 Illustrative of the sleep and 

waking inducing properties of moist and dry respectively is Galen's observation that infants are 

prone to sleep, while old people are prone to wakefulness, something he attributes to their 

respective moist and dry dispositions. 103 

Galen worked with combinations of qualities, the kraseis mentioned earlier, in which one 

of the four possible pairs (hot and dry, cold and dry, hot and moist, and cold and moist) was 

usually dominant. What we can deduce from the table, but what also logically follows from the 

effects of the qualities on a person's sleeping behaviour, is that the combination of hot and dry 

will be most causative of waking and insomnia. Cold and dry is somewhat conducive to sleep, 

while hot and moist is even more so. Lastly, the combination of cold and moist is most conducive 

of (deep) sleep. 

Galen speaks words of warning with regard to the application of some soporifics, because 

not all of them bring natural sleep. He designates moistening agents as truly hypnotic, i. e. sleep- 

bringing, but he warns that things that do not (only) moisten but (also) cool will bring about 

unnatural, sleep-like conditions -a discussion of which is irrelevant to our current investigation 

into the workings of normal, natural sleep. Additionally, too much warmth and dryness are not 

good either, as they will cause irritation and insomnia, and eventually insanity. 104 

That the four primary qualities influenced a person's sleeping behaviour has now been 

sufficiently illustrated, but the exact process of sleep has not been expounded as yet. How did the 

interaction of heat and moisture, according to Galen, effect sleep? In On Mixtures we find a brief 

102 Cf. Sympt. Caus. I. 8 (7.143-4 K. ). 
103 Loc. Af III. 6 (8.162 K. ); cf. Temp. 11.2 (1.585 K. ). 
104 Sympt. Caus. 1.8. (7.142-144 K. ); In Hip. Epid. 11L 1.5 (17a. 530 K. ); cf. also Loc. Af H. 5 (8.131-2 K. ). 
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and rather uninformative description of how sleep comes about and what the role of the primary 

qualities is in this: 

I/I7\tItIIt 

Katzot Tovrovs ye, ýao1v, ovae\ µavets avf1Tts eTEpw; q)y jo-atTo yipeo-Oat 'J\ Toü BepµoO vtKqOevTo5 7 WS 

Kai ßapvv9ev-ros inro &vi 9ovs vypö-rrros. 105 

Even crazy people, they say, would not think anything else than that [sleep] comes about when the heat is somehow 

subdued and weighed down by the quantity of the moisture. 

In order to find a more satisfying explanation, and learn the details of this mysterious interaction 

of moisture and internal heat, we will now turn to the treatises that provide more elaborate 

information on sleep and its mechanics. 

2.2.2.2 Sleep and Sense Perception 

In his De Plenitudine, Galen declares that sleep has its origin in the state of the brain, as insomnia 

does also. 106 What is more, he claims that it is actually possible to identify the location in the 

brain where the conditions of the brain known as sleep, waking, insomnia, and suchlike originate: 

Ke4aAaA7la gh&11 , LTIKpu; hAo o-a TÖY 7Te7rov8ÖTa olrov, ri7'pu7 iN T[) ytv(, )trKoyTt Kara (Staf epoüo-as 

EyKEg5DIOU ataOe0'EIC, EIYPI'I-yopo V TE Kai U7rvov aypu7rviaV TE Kai KW1kG6 IY17VOIkEVa. 
107 

A headache downright reveals the afflicted spot, and insomnia [shows] to the expert the things that come into 

existence in the various conditions of the brain, i. e. waking, sleep, insomnia, and coma. 

105 Temp. H. 2 (48,16-19 Helmreich; 1.585 K. ). 
106 Plen. 11 (7.577 K. ). 
107 In Hip. Prorrh. 1.2 (53,15-17 Diels; 16.592 K. ). 
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One should simply observe a patient suffering from both headache and insomnia, and ascertain 

where in the head it comes from. Once that is clear, it is also clear where processes like sleep 

come into being. 

In his On the Causes of Symptoms Galen gives a more detailed explanation of the 

workings of sleep. As he sees it, there is a direct connection between sleep and sense perception. 

During the day, when all the sense organs are active, the proton aisthetikon - which, according to 

Galen, is located in the brain108 - sends its agent, a perceiving dunamis, to the individual sense 

organs: 

diuiainis ]PROTON thou nis 

IIEEIIIi: AISTHETIILON 
SENSE ORGANS 

By virtue of the influx of this dunamis, the sense organs are able to register change, which 

constitutes sense perception, and in turn the brain becomes aware of the change as well. '09 

However, in the course of the day, the working brain becomes depleted, dry and weary, and by 

the end of it, the brain is in need of rest, recuperation and replenishment: 
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ýrrOW; evepyeiac, avanavoýe ws TE a fka Kar avappwo-ew; Zop CCs. 1 

So, because of the emptying of the dunamis that is sent away by the brain, and also because of the weariness, which 

it experiences due to its many activities, it needs rest and at the same time recovery. 

108 Cf. Siegel (1970), 4,30,175. 
109 For a more elaborate explanation of the workings of sense perception, see On the Opinions of Hippocrates and 
Plato 7.4 if. Galen uses the rather broad term dunamis in the explanation in On the Causes of Symptoms. If we look 

at his account of sense perception in On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 7.4-5 it is likely that the power he is 

referring to may be identified with pneuma. There is no clarity as to the exact location of the primary sense-organ 
within the brain, but Rocca (2003) is keen to point out that it may be anywhere except in the ventricles, as this is the 
location where the (psychic) pneuma, the agent of the primary sense-organ, is concentrated, and it is clear that the 
two are not the same. Cf. Rocca (2003), 196-7; 236; 245. 
"° Sympt. Caus. I. 8 (7.141 K. ). 
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The flow of the perceiving dunamis to the sense organs ceases and the peripheral sense organs 

are rendered inactive, because the perceiving dunamis has to go in search of replenishment. " 

This is when and how sleep naturally sets in. People who have worked hard, and whose brains 

have sent away much dunamis, will sleep deeper than people who have worked less hard, and 

whose brains have sent away less dunamis. However, experience shows that people who are 

asleep are not entirely cut off from perception, as Galen clarifies in his On the Movement of the 

Muscles, they are just not very susceptible to impressions (oü yap avaia-6ý-rot bauz&, raa iv elow of 

ümwTTov'res, ä7aä ava-aiorrol): 112 From the fact that sense perception is apparently possible to a 

certain extent, he concludes that the flow of the dunamis to the perceiving parts is not brought to 

a full stop but is only heavily reduced. The clarity of what sense perception remains depends on 

how much dunamis still flows; therefore, it is likely that sleep is deeper when the influx of 

dunamis is smaller, and lighter when the influx is greater: ' 13 

I py. eýe s. ovýe , ,v Jrrov e071 Kar 'ws Kara , Tous iIrrrvovs , it I Ta navTanaa rv ' aP7o 'a 6'º1a erS, Eva a rv at ar 97 

aµuöpws evepyoüa"rv. euAoyov ouv dA y'v Trva e7rºpperv rTvWKaüta uvafCrv arro Ti a'px's Toil KaT? 

pApoS. Kai To ye ßa0ew5 Te Kai 1. V1'7 ßaOEwS Kor Aai, ToÜTO Ö7f TO CFVV ' 6wS EKaO'TOie Aeyöµevov, 
e'v r4) 

,.,,. ,., t,, eV4 

i114 roacp rigs emppoýs eom. Tooovzrp yap hEIOV ezrºppeiv EIKO5 eo, rw, ooxprrep av o tnn os ga6vTepo5. 

It is also no less clear that in sleep the senses are either altogether inactive, or they function weakly. So it is likely 

that under these circumstances a little bit of capacity flows from the arche to the individual [sense organs]. And to 

"1 Cf. fragment 25 (156,1-8 Larrain) of Galen's commentary on Plato's Timaeus [Galeni de eis quae medice dicta 
sunt in Platonis Timaeo] in Larrain's edition of Hs. scor. graec. DIII-1 I (Revilla 230), pp. 123`-126" [= Larrain 
(1992)]. In this fragment, it becomes clear that the perceiving dunamis, i. e. the pneuma psychikon, needs air and 
blood to feed upon. Both are to be found in the inner body, which is why it directs itself downward into the body. Cf. 
Larrain (1992), 156-7. 
112 Mot. Musc. 2.4 (4.439 K. ). 
113 Sympt. Caus. 1.8 (7.139-140 K. ). 
114 Sympt. Caus. I. 8 (7.140 K. ). 
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sleep deeply or not deeply, as we are wont to say, depends on the quantity of the flow. For it is likely that the smaller 

the quantity of the flow is, the deeper sleep will be. 

In any case, it seems clear that during sleep accurate sense perception is impossible. 115 Sleep 

comes into being in the brain, ' 16 and it is primarily a relaxation of the processes of sense 

perception. 1 17 

Galen reminds us that to improve sleep, it helps to do exercises, and eat a moderate 

amount of food; it also helps if one is of a moist disposition, or, failing that, to drink wine, or 

bathe the head in warm water, because these things too fill the head with moisture. And fullness 

of the head helps to bring about sleep: 

t, p yUp. S µ, p, p, to % 

wa-rrE U Em To5 r vaa ror ETOr OTe Ov TE Kai ßa UTE OL U7f1lOÜO (V, OilTw Kai T0vn oýeve Ka Evor, p( p 'Y p 

Kar 00-W rep ay vypozepa Tov duo (v u7rap , Too-oUTC; J p ov Umoüvrv" ouzw U Kar oTvov 7rAerova 

7rpoo"apäµevo(, Kai Aovo"ciµevo( AouzpoiS aat&(AEOI äep(Lo75 KaTä TES Ke4aAý5. a7ravza yap Ta TorauTa 

4aiv¬Tai 7rAnpoüvTa TOV EyKEWoi, ÜypoMos, '1 5 äpa aJe1Ta! KEKg'OKWS Te Kai Ka-reeopaQ' J1loS 

To e er S' ei, Talc 'no aS evepyErarS. (... ) S Ta erapovza , zoi X6 -you 3V'a"rNovw ,dSo' E'YKE i aaoS 

livrKa µEv Eßt: TrIeov auTOc evepy'5o"a5 avarraue ar o. A ui, Tr v KaTa uarv t7rvov E7raye( Tii cwcp, Kar 

, W� to"ta eireröav vypoTýToS l'aýiºAouS airoAaue(v' ev at rp OpeirttK« KvaW5 ems. 118 

Just as after exercises people sleep more easily and more deeply, so too [people sleep more easily and more deeply] 

after having eaten something, and the more moist someone is by nature, the better they will sleep; so too do those 

who have drunk quite some wine and those who have bathed their head in plenty of warm bath water. For all those 

things appear to fill the head with moisture, which it needs when [the brain] has become tired and dessicated in a 

similar way in its many activities. (... ) The usefulness for the present aspects of the discussion [is] that the brain, 

115 Cf. also Sympt. Caus. 1.8 (7.140 K. ); Instr. Odor. 3 (2.880-1 K. ). 
116 Plen. 11 (7.576-7 K. ). 
117 Sympt. Caus. 1.8 (7.140-142 K. ). 
]I8 Sympt. Caus. I. 8 (7.141; 7.143 K. ). 
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when full, itself wishes to take a break from its activities, brings over the animal a natural sleep, and especially 

whenever the nutritive dunamis is able to benefit from abundant moisture in itself. 

When the head is full, the brain itself, weary and dry, will want to stop working and brings sleep 

upon the individual, for it needs the excess moisture to recuperate - this is what ̀ distracts' it from 

sense perception. So the cause of sleep is not only in the brain, it is the brain: it instigates sleep 

because it wants to - or so Galen has it - and especially, so when the brain contains an abundance 

of moisture: weariness is the reason why we need a full head and why we need sleep. "9 

According to Galen, then, the processes concerning perception lie at the basis of the 

inception of sleep. But there was more: he also linked the process of pepsis, i. e. digestion, to 

sleep. 

2.2.2.3 Sleep and psis 

Galen agrees with Hippocrates that in sleep, the blood prefers to withdraw into the inner regions 

of the body: TO' aTµa ev ü7rvw eo. w µä)Jlov ý6w'2° This retraction, he explains, has to do with the 

movement of the innate heat, which for the most part consists in blood; and when blood and 

innate heat make their way to the inner regions of the body, the outer regions become cold as a 

natural consequence. 121 

Kar Kara Tov e 7r odEV ao ov avTO EaEvev Xe rv oeow, 6E oTe o Ta E cu, v 
EO'CU N 46TEPOS, 

Ka9EÜ3W J TävavTia. " Kai vvv oüv vöµice r1 TrPOKEIpAvf ETYaf KOW 1L EKEiv77Y T ? '7V 

E 1')'}" OW. a lap E7r1 TO 6p(/AD r KW'Y2QEWS Kai' T43 FGETa(7Ta0'EWS 15KOWM5 E'}p) 7OPOTWY TE Kal 

119 Sympt. Caus. 1.8 (7.141-143 K. ); Loc. Af3 (8.162 K. ). Cf. also Larrain (1992), 149,152. 
120 Hip. Epid. VI. 5.15 (118,2-3 Manetti/Roselli; 5.320L. ). 
121 Cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 30 (17b. 298-9 K. ). Cf. Larrain (1992), 152. 
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KOIµWµEUWVf TGLÜTa UOýLGIýE Ka! 7repi TOÜ al(GaTos aKTKo 1'cL . To yap Eµ UTOY BEpfGOY EY TOUT(P TE Kal 

T015 EK TOUTOU Tp¬1 ojkeU0t; ¬o r 7TAEIO70U. 
122 

Also in the previous aphorism he himself wrote the following phrase: "In waking, the external [regions of the body] 

are warmer and the internal colder, in sleep the opposite. " And so now consider that to be the common explanation 

of the aforesaid. For the things you have heard with regard to the warmth of the movement and the change of 

waking and sleeping, consider to have heard them too concerning the blood. For the innate heat consists for the 

most part in it [sc. the blood] and in those things which are nourished from it. 

The reason why the innate heat retracts into the body is the process of digestion, or pepsis, which 

takes place in the body's inner regions. The process of digestion had been linked to the innate 

heat long before the time of the Hippocratic authors, and in Galen's corpus, it is now clear, the 

concept still held its ground. In his On the Causes of Pulses, Galen further explains the relations 

between heat, digestion and sleep. According to Galen, the innate heat changes direction when 

sleep sets in: 

c, ý (... ) 417 S)fIý. ,, PSto lt1L 3 v7TLCt1L T(70 Ka-4 vaýrv evevr (... Eo vov v aa Kar ano oüvTO v'YPoT07To öa rXoü TSS 

TOO KGLTI q 607V iV Toi; ý6015 BEp/GOÜ Ka! aid TOOTO O'UVIÖVTOS E! S Ta O'7 Xa? XVa Kai' T' V ya( Tepa TWV 

MVWY 7Ivoµevwv (... )123 

`The genesis of natural sleep (... ) is when the heat that is naturally present in living beings both lacks and needs 

plenty of moisture, and for this reason gathers in the intestines and the stomach, while sleep comes about (... ). ' 

Note that the innate heat changes direction because sleep sets in: the change in direction of the 

innate heat is not the cause of sleep, which, as we have seen, lies in the suspension of the 

122 In Hip. Epid. Vi. 30 (311,3-9 Wenkebach; 17b. 298-9 K. ). 
123 Caus. Puls. II1.10 (9.140 K. ). 
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perceptive processes. The innate heat is the dunamis responsible for digestion. 124 In sleep, this 

dunamis directs itself towards the food situated in the inner regions of the body, because, just as 

the dunamis that is responsible for perception, it is in need and in search of moisture125 - after 

all, `all dunameis that govern the living being are simultaneously affected'. 126 The idea that 

digestion takes place particularly in sleep is reflected in the following Galenic aphorism, 

TO (EV 7vµvaorov Toi; apOpors Kai Trail aapwv W EAeiav irap¬xei, &iTOs U Kai limos Toil 0-nXayxvos5.127 

Sports benefit the joints and the flesh, food and sleep benefit the intestines. 

which is Galen's revised version of the Hippocratic aphoristic remark that 

IIövos Totow äpOpo1o"1 Kai TapKd elTO 
, rrvos o, r)ä7xvotov. 128 

Exercise is food for the joints and the flesh, sleep for the intestines. 

Galen explains that exercise helps the body maintain its health and good shape, and that the 

viscera are similarly maintained by the digestion of food, which takes place during sleep; the 

viscera are at work when the rest of the body is inactive and are thus exercised. 

Once the digestive dunamis has changed direction for the purpose of digestion, it seems to 

become weak at first, but that is only a phase. Just as a fire that has received much fuel and is 

almost smothered by it needs some time to grow and blaze again, the digesting dunamis first 

124 Cf. Maras. 3 (7.674 K. ). 
Cf. Caus. Puls. III. 9 (9.132 K. ); 10 (9.140 K. ). 
Caus. Puls. IH. 9 (9.133 K. ). 

127 In Hip. Epid. VI. 5.10 (279,36-38 Wenkebach; 17b. 262 K. ). 
128 Epid. VI. 5.5 (110,1-2 Manetti/Roselli; 5.316 L. ), 
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needs time to digest some of the food it encounters before it can itself benefit from the digestive 

process, regain its strength, and cause the heat in the individual to increase again. 

ºa y oüv Tv E0"W Kr"vºv Ka1 oTr rrep! T'v U)Mv Evepyfi, To pev 7rpWTOV olov appwOTOTfpa Kai 
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pwµaAEWTepov yi 
X 29 

veTal. 

So because of the inward movement, and because it [sc. the dunamis] has an effect upon the matter, it first seems as 

if it becomes weaker and is weighed down, but if after a while it has benefited from the food, which it digests, it 

strengthens itself and increases the warmth in the living being. 

(" ") 
For they [sc. Hippocrates et al. ] say that it becomes less than its usual self and seems to be smothered when suddenly 

it encounters a great quantity of internal matter, just like fire, when it encounters a great quantity of stacked wood. 

Just as that same fire, when it has gained the upper hand over the matter, becomes strong and rises to greatness, so 

too the innate heat becomes greater and stronger than its usual self, when it has benefited from nourishment, after it 

has had an effect upon the humours in which it had fallen. 

As we have seen, natural sleep comes about when the innate heat, due to weariness and too much 

dryness, directs itself towards the food situated in the inner regions of the body. If, at the end of 

sleep, the innate heat is hindered in its outward movement by too much moisture, the result is 

129 Caus. Puls. III. 9 (9.132,8-15/133,18-134,8 K. ). 
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unnatural sleep. 130 Waking ensues when the innate heat has recuperated sufficiently as a result of 

the digestion of the food in the belly: 

au rapKws S arroXaua avTOC, Taurgs, cos ' o' rqv Kara uo iv exerv irororOra, yr eyp97yopa ew, c 

a7rOTEAOU! 
/, EV1 s 

131 

And after it [sc. the innate heat) has benefited enough from this, so that it regained its natural condition, then waking 

is brought about. 

When the innate heat - along with the other `dunameis that govern the body' - has been 

replenished, it `remembers' its movement outward once more. However, in order to facilitate a 

renewal of this outward movement, some force is needed to clear the pores and the rest of the 

body of the damp moistness that is a by-product of the process of digestion and make everything 

penetrable again for the innate heat: 
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.rrrr 132 
Tropiµov eaWTgZ To Qwµa 7rapao=, o"c6oepwv Kai ßialwv Twv npcwTwv KIvrga'eü)Y. 

At that moment, when the changes take place, it is necessary to use a certain amount of violence. For during 

digestion of food, much vapourous moistness is produced by the warmth itself and the pores and everything from the 

130 This helps us understand the `somehow' in Galen's remark `Ka(ro, Tot roes ye, ýao-iv, oW payeiS äv rf fr pw5 
9' 5o'a/To y'Veo-6a ' ro O¬pp, 4ou vts O vToc 7rw5 .ai ßapvv69vTo; ' mm irA'i Sou; 6yp6TTTo5. [Even crazy people, they say, 
would not think anything else than that [sleep] comes about when the heat is somehow subdued and weighed down 
by the quantity of the moisture. ] It would seem, however, that Galen is speaking of unnatural sleep rather than natural 
sleep. See Temp. II. 2 (1.585 K. ). 
131 Caus. Puls. III. 10 (9.140,19-141,2 K. ). 
132 Caus. Puls. III. 10 (9.141,2-10 K. ). 
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middle of the body to the outside skin. The outward movement is no longer as easy for the heat. So now it is 

necessary that, for the body to shake and drive this [sc. the vapourous moistness] off and clear the pores well and 

make itself penetrable all over, the first movements [of the pulse] be violent and forceful. 

If innate heat is the driving force behind digestion, it seems only logical that the more innate heat 

is present in the belly, the better digestion of food will be. Galen emphasises: 

µ fLT01 Kai , O., TI , K2Ta T92 L 7a0'Tf , pa TOUTI TO . E/J4UTOV BEPµOY Tf%lEOVaýOY ' aP S EP7 4 Kai ! 0'l"a a&c ETaI Ta a; Tr EI S 

T@v crri 1Y, [c ] a'To; Ev 'Aýop: 
o . toffs eý1'Yýf%w0'¬v eiirL1Y" "Al KOiXtal xflµwvos Kai ýjpoc, Bepp4raTal 

,f., ,, uo-Er, xar. u. U1771/01 µaxpoTaTOr" Ev Ta a"lv ouv To"! v wp? 70"1 Kai Ta npoo-apµaTa 7r flw oTEOV" Kai' 7ap To. 

133 eµ4UTov Bepµöv 7roXv" Tpocks oüv 7r? e: ovos NOVTar" o'oµeiov, ai'AIKial Kai of äeATTat. " 

So it is settled, then, that when that innate heat is plentiful in the belly, it improves the cooking of the food, as he 

[sc. Hippocrates] made clear in his Aphorisms, when he said: "It is natural for bellies to be hottest in winter and in 

spring, and for sleep then to be longest; so in these seasons more sustenance must be given; for there is much innate 

heat: so more food must be given; the young and athletes are a sign of this. " 

In the previous chapter, an explanation of the Hippocratic aphorism was found in the fact that a 

body with disproportianately great innate heat will be consumed., 34 Galen's explanation of this 

aphorism is that in a colder season, people are colder in general, on the one hand because their 

surroundings are cold and people cool off more, on the other hand because winter offers mostly 

foods that are transformed into phlegm -a cold humour - and according to Galen, a dyskrasia in 

favour of this humour would logically result in more sleep. 135 In addition to this technical 

explanation, he gives a more straightforward reason why sleep should be longer in winter and 

133 In Hip. Epid. VI. 4.25 (239,27-240,5 Wenkebach; 17b. 205-206 K. ). Cf. Aph. I. 15 (4.466 L. ). 
14 Galen refers to Hip. Aph. I. 15 on a number of occasions: In Hip. Nat. Hom. 1.35 (15.89 K. ); In Hip. Epid. VI. 4.14; 24; 
(17b. 170; 205 K. ); In Hip. Aph. 1.15 (17b. 415-6 K. ); Plac. Hip. Plat. 8.7 (5.705 K. ). 
135 In Hip. Nat. Hom. 1.35 (15.89-91 K. ) 
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spring: the nights are simply longer in those seasons. 136 The belly is warmer in the cold seasons 

due to the fact that at this time of year, the natural heat flees more from the increased 

surrounding cold, Galen explains with reference to Aristotle's views on this. It has been shown 

above that the innate heat is the dunamis responsible for the process of pepsis. If this dunamis is 

stronger, it would seem only logical that the rate of coction is higher also, and for this reason 

more food is required. 137 For a better understanding of why it should be bad for the innate heat to 

have nothing to digest, let us draw in Galen's explanation of what happens in sleep to people 

who have been purged: 
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If in sleep the blood and of course the innate heat have an inward inclination, but in waking they reach outward, the 

things in the belly and the liver are cooked in sleep, while in waking the whole body is nourished. So when in an 

empty person the heat is inwardly inclined and has nothing to cook, then it becomes weak and dies out. For first of 

all it is itself nourished by food, just like fire is by fuel. 

Sleep and the process of pepsis it facilitates are not only of importance for the intestines, the 

cooking process is of vital importance for nutrition and to overcome disease. In his On the 

Therapeutic Method, Galen explains that sleep cooks, and so prevents raw humours from 

spreading in the body and weighing down the internal organs. Waking, on the other hand, does 

136 In Hip. Aph. 1.15 (17b. 416-7 K. ) 
X 37 In Hip. Aph. 1.15 (17b. 415-7 K. ) 
138 In Hip. Epid. VI. 5.32 (313,30-314,2 Wenkebach; 17b. 300 K. ). 
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exactly what sleep does not and spreads (diaphorei) humours through the body. ' 39 Additionally, 

coction not only prevents raw humours from spreading, it plays an important role in the healing 

process, because it `cooks' any illness present in the body. 140 In light of the fact that sleep cooks 

and waking spreads raw substance in the body, it is logical that if one experiences strong 

insomnia, this causes food and drink, and even illness, to remain uncooked, while if one's 

sleeping habits change to the opposite and sleep is longer than normal, the effect will be 

overcooking - which dissolves the body and makes it slow - and a heavy head because of all the 

vapours, a byproduct of pepsis, which rise upward from the stomach. 141 

Practical evidence of the cooking properties of sleep Galen gives in his On the Natural 

Faculties. Ordinary people, he says, can eat things that would be indigestible for people of the 

upper classes, because they are engaged in manual labour on a daily basis. 

afraffa, efrr 
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And, ignorant of these things, the ordinary people praise the strength of their body, seeing themselves eating and 

digesting things that none of us can take and digest. And since for those who work much and hard sleep is deepest 

and since this contributes quite a lot to digestion for them, they are harmed less by ingested bad food because of that. 

If, however, they should be forced to stay away for several consecutive nights, they immediately fall ill. These 

people, then, have this one good thing in the digestion of ingested bad food. 

139 Meth. Med. XII. 3 (10.823 K. ). 
140 Cf. e. g. In Hip. Vict. Acut. II. 2.44 (15.598 K. ); Comp. Med. Loc. III. 1 (12.611 K. ). 
x'01 In Hip. Vict. Acut. 1I. 55 (15.624-5 K. ). A similar concept can be found in Aristotle. Vide infra. 
142 Alim. Fac. I. 2 (220,15-23 Helmreich; 6.487 K. ). 
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Most people who engage in heavy physical exertion sleep deeply, something that contributes 

greatly to digestion. And this is exactly the reason why they can eat things that would not be 

digested by someone who has not exerted himself during the day and who would sleep normally. 

So according to Galen, the deeper one sleeps, the more thorough digestion is. 

2.2.2.4 Mechanics of sleep: synopsis 

In his On the Preservation of Health, Galen asserts that increase and diminution of the innate 

heat is to be associated, among other things, with sleep and waking. '43 Now that we have some 

insight in the mechanics of sleep, we can follow his line of reasoning. When after a day of hard 

work the dunamis of sense perception tires, we can deduce that all the dunameis are tired, as all 

dunameis are similarly and simultaneously affected. At this point, the perceiving dunamis is in 

need of food and recuperation - as is the innate heat, which is the dunamis that is responsible for 

the process of pepsis. The innate heat then moves to the inner regions of the body, which is 

reflected in the fact that the perceiving dunamis no longer flows toward the peripheral sense 

organs and causes sense perception to cease. Once there, the innate heat sets about digesting the 

food it encounters in the belly, transforming it into something that is used for the dunameis to 

recuperate their strength. A side effect of this digestive process is a vaporous residue. After the 

recuperative process is complete, and the dunameis are restored to their normal condition, the 

innate heat will resume its natural movement outward once more. However, in order to enable 

this movement, it is first necessary to clear the way outward by vehement motions of the heart 

and pulse, so that the body can shake off the vaporous residue of digestion. Once the movement 

143 San. Tuen. II. 11 (6.149 K). 
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outward has started, and the remains of the process of pepsis have been shrugged off, waking 

comes about. 144 

2.2.3 The Soul in Sleep 

We have now established that sleep has a profound influence on the functioning of the body. 

Sense perception is all but suspended, and the body as a whole has entered a state of rest and 

restoration. All of this, however, depends on the behaviour of the dunameis, which fall under the 

hegemony of the soul. 

At this point, it is useful to provide some limited insight into Galen's views on the brain. 

In his time, those interested in the human body could roughly be divided into two groups: those 

who thought that the governing principle of the soul, the hegemonikon of the body, resides in the 

heart, and those who thought it resides in the brain. 145 Galen belongs to the latter group, and 

places the seat of the rational soul in the brain. 146 The rational soul, according to Galen, is 

responsible for the acts of sensation, voluntary motion, imagination, reason, and memory. 147 it 

exerts its influence by means of a physical agent Galen calls pneuma psychikon (1n e Lac *J XIKÖV), 

which is formed in the body in several stages in several different locations: air is brought into the 

body via the lungs, where it is changed into pneumatödes substance. This substance is then 

transported to the heart, where it is elaborated into pneuma zötikon (7rveüµa cWTu 6v). This 

pneuma is then transported to the ventricles in the brain, where the choroid and retiform plexuses 

perform the last stage of elaboration, of which the pneuma psychikon is the end product. 148 The 

144 Caus. Puls. III. 9-10 (9.131-142 K. ). 
145 For a more elaborate representation of the views regarding the hegemonikon, see e. g. Rocca (2003), 17-46. 
146 Cf. Rocca (2003), 19,196-7; Larrain (1992), 149. 
147 Cf. Rocca (2003), 245. 
"g Usu. Part. VII. 8 (3.541-542 K. ). Cf. Rocca (2003), 64-65; 210ff. Innate heat is vital for the elaboration of pneuma; 
the whole elaboration process is much like that of coction. Cf. Rocca (2003), 65,212. Another, more direct way to 
create pneuma psychikon seems to be elaboration of the air that comes in through the nose by these same ventricles 
(Rocca (2003), 66). 
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pneuma psychikon is sent out to the individual body parts through the nervous system, which has 

its origin in the brain. How pneuma works, however, is a detail Galen does not explain. 149 How, 

then, does this fit into what we have already discussed with regard to sense perception? Galen 

never mentions pneuma, psychic or otherwise, in his explanation of the role of the brain in the 

inception and termination of sleep in On the Causes of Symptoms. However, what he does say 

about the function of the dunamis seems to be generally compatible with the working and 

flowing of pneuma. '50 Galen never specifies where exactly in the brain the (perceptive part of 

the) soul has its seat, '51 but he does tell us where it certainly does not reside, and that is in the 

ventricles of the brain; he appears to be keen on differentiating between the soul and its agent, the 

pneuma psychikon. '52 

During the day, when the individual is awake, the pneuma psychikon stretches out over 

the entire body. At night, however, it is dry and in need of food, rest and blood, and since all 

these are to be found in the inner regions (TÖ (3&Goc) of the body, this is where the pneuma 

psychikon retreats in sleep. 153 Sleep, then, does not only affect the bodily functions, it also affects 

the functions of the soul, because, in effect, its agent is distracted. 

To gain a better understanding of the condition of the soul in sleep, let us consider the 

following. In his On the Movement of the Muscles, Galen explains how it is that people can move 

in their sleep. He first reminds us that the only muscle position in which the muscles are truly at 

149 Cf. Rocca (2003), 66. 
150 Rocca (2003) encounters the same problem with regard to muscle movement. Cf. Rocca (2003), 66-7, n. 97. I 
agree that the dunamis seems to behave in the same way as pneuma, as both of them are said to 'flow' to the 
individual (sense) organs. Cf. Sympt. Caus. I. 8 (7.140 K. ). Cf. Also Siegel (1968), 183; 192; (1970), 47; 71. In this 
thesis, however, I will continue to use the term dunamis rather than pneuma, as this is the term Galen uses in the text 
with which we are concerned here. 
'S' Cf. Rocca (2003), 245. The interchangeability of the terms 'brain' and 'proton aisthetikon' we see in On the 
Causes of Symptoms seems more understandable now. 
'52 Rocca (2003), 196-7; Siegel (1970), 74. 
153 Cf. fragments 24 and 25 (147,1-9; 156,1-8 Larrain) of Galen's commentary on Plato's Timaeus. In addition, see 
Larrain's commentary on these passages (Larrain (1992), 146-157). In relation to the movement of the pneuma I 
dunameis, cf. also Caus. Puls. III. 9-10 (9.131-142 K. ). 
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rest is the `middle position'. '54 Consequently, he explains that, in general, it is rare for the 

muscles to be completely at rest - i. e. in the middle position - even in sleep. Neither is it 

possible, on the other hand, to maintain an `extreme position' in sleep. As to all other positions, 

he reports, we normally maintain them when we fall asleep - after all, some people have been 

known to sleep sitting upright or even while they were walking. Galen supports his point with an 

anecdote from his own experience: he once walked close to a stadion while he was asleep and 

distracted by a dream, and didn't wake up until he walked into a stone. '55 As for people who 

sleep in a position that is more usual for the dormant, Galen points out that precious few of those 

who sleep lying down do this with all body parts exactly in the middle position. He gives the 

example of someone holding something in their hand while asleep, which implies a certain level 

of muscle tone in that hand. Additionally, he points out that the fact that, the lower jaw does not 

usually come away from the upper jaw in sleep is another piece of evidence that indicates muscle 

tone. If a sleeping person's mouth is open when he is lying on his back, this is not a good sign - 

something which, Galen reminds us, Hippocrates already noted in his Prognostic 156 
- because 

this is a middle position and indicates complete relaxation in sleep, a condition that is only 

caused by drunkenness, apathy or extreme exhaustion. So sleep is by no means a guarantee for 

complete muscle relaxation. How else can one turn 157 or make strange movements158 in sleep? 

Even more vital, how else would it be possible to breathe? 159 

How does all this translate to the condition of the soul? For the psyche, Galen explains, 

sleep is not a period of complete relaxation, but more a cessation of tension. He puts the case of 

perception during sleep forward in support of this claim: after all, it is not true that those who 

154 Mot. Musc. II. 1; 11.3 (4.422-26; 4.430-35 K. ). 
155 Mot. Musc. II. 4 (4.435-6 K. ). 
'56 Cf. Hip. Progn. 3 (2.120 L. ). 
157 Comp. Med. Loc. VIII. 2 (13.46 K. ). 
158 In Hip. Epid. III. 3.76 (17a. 763 K. ). 
'59 Cf. Loc. Af V. 1 (8.300-301 K. ); Mot. Musc. H. 6 (on the voluntary and involuntary movement of muscles in sleep); 
8-9 (on the workings of the respiratory muscles) (4.444-446; 4.454-464 K. ). 
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sleep cannot perceive at all, as we have seen earlier. They just perceive with difficulty, 160 which 

is an indication of at least some activity of the soul in sleep: some dunamis still flows to the 

individual sense organs. The soul, which governs muscle movement as well as perception, is 

apparently not rendered entirely inoperative: movement and perception remain possible, albeit 

only to a certain extent. If we usually do not remember doing anything in sleep, this is no proof 

that nothing happens, the soul is entirely inoperative, or that the things we do are done 

involuntarily. It is merely a matter of how memory works: 

TO a T01 aYTaO'IOU £LOY 0 Ti TfOT av TaUTO TOÜTO Kal OYfUfIY EOIKEL, aY EY OUY 

EYCLpyet5 TOÜS TÖ7rou; T()U 7rpL7/h2TlUU EV Talc 4alTLL0'16615 M, 
OIWTdJW EI A9XOI 7raVTÖS, Kai' TOTO j k4 

TO µ TJAOVEVerv ¬07P 6t 

For in effect, the imaginative part of the psyche, whatever that may be, that exactly is also [the part that] appears to 

remember. So if it were to receive clear places of things in the imagination, it saves [these] forever; and that is 

remembering. 

The imaginative part of the soul (rö ýavTaa soupevov vs 4x55) only stores clear sense impressions 

in memory; obscure or vague impressions from outside, such as those we receive in sleep, are not 

stored, and hence we do not remember them: 

14 av E ap0p(ä5 Kai' navTa7raaly e l7roA4s, ou iavw el, Kai' TOOT earl To m' IXE ja76al. Kai' Sla ToCT ev 
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160 Mot. Musc. Il. 4 (4.439 K. ). 
161 Mot. Musc. II. 6 (4.445 K. ). 
162 Mot. Musc. H. 6 (4.445 K. ). 
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But if [it receives] faintly and altogether superficially, it does not save [these things]; and that is forgetting. And that 

is why afterwards nothing is remembered of the things they have done in anger, sorrow, intoxication, phrenitis, fear, 

and on the whole in strong affections of the psyche. It is hardly amazing, then, that also in sleep, while the psyche 

works faintly, the images also become faint, and because of it unstable. 

Voluntary movement is governed by the soul, so if such movements occur in sleep - and Galen 

adamantly explains that they do163 - only the soul can be accountable for it. From all this, then, it 

can be concluded that, in sleep, the soul is active after all. 

2.2.4 Sleep & Galenic medicine 

2.2.4.1 Treatment 

Galen's theory of sleep enables him to use sleep in his treatment of patients. 'TM According to him, 

it is possible to determine which is the dominant dyskrasia in a patient by monitoring his sleeping 

behaviour and vice versa. 
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So it is necessary to keep an eye on the sleep[ing behaviour] of those who have lost their memory or wits (for 

sluggishness is the loss of wits), in particular whether the patients are barely sleepy, or moderately sleepy, or not at 

163 Mot. Musc. H. 6 (4.445-6 K. ). 
164 Larrain rightly remarks that the main function of sleep is to keep the pneuma psychikon's levels of dryness and 
moisture balanced and so prevent unhealthy extremes. Larrain (1992), 152. 
165 Loc. Aff. III. 7 (8.164-5 K. ). 
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all sleepy at first, but to what extent they are in a natural condition on top of that. For in that way you can find out the 

dominant dyskrasia. 

If the body should, for example, become too soft, or too wet, one of the things he would check is 

whether the patient has slept too much (4' v"nvwv, ei nýeious), 166 

To the layman, there may seem to be a slight discrepancy in Galen's ideas on warming or 

cooling properties of sleep because in one treatment he uses sleep in a diet to warm, in another he 

employs it in a diet that is designed to cool. 167 This makes things confusing: does sleep warm or 

cool? The fact that in sleep Galen has the innate heat move inward would suggest that the outer 

regions of the body cool off. His belief that in winter and spring people cool off more implies the 

same. Fortunately, Galen provides clarification in his commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics 

VI: 
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I am of the opinion that those who think that sleep always cools do not know something vital about the techne. For 

sleep always moistens, just as insomnia [always] dries (and this he has taught us himself), but it is not in its nature to 

always warm or cool. 

Galen was a great believer in the importance of regimen treatment, the medical approach which, 

from the Hippocratics to Galen, had had more than half a millennium to evolve. He divided and 

subdivided the `art concerning the body' into two branches, healing and preservative - 

'66 San. Tuen. V. 2 (140,3 Koch; 6.316 K. ). 
167 Cf. e. g. Ars Med. 37 (1.406 K. ); San. Tuen. V. 2 (6.315-318 K. ); VIA (6.401 K. ); In Hip. Prorrh. 1.3.110 (16.749 K. ). 
'" In Hip. Epid. VI. 4.17 (224,21-24 Wenkebach; 17b. 177 K. ). 
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preservative, that is, of the existing constitution. 169 The latter of these concerned all matters that 

constitute a person's regimen: not just eating and drinking, but also rest and exercise, bathing, 

sexual activity, sleeping, waking, and all things that go on in the human body. 170 Sleep, waking 

(egregorsis), and insomnia (agrupnia) - note the clear distinction between waking and being 

unable to sleep - also belong to this `preservative' branch of the art. 171 The main reason why 

regimen is so important, to Galen's mind, is that things which make up regimen are of immediate 

influence on the constitution. 172 Additionally, it is simply impossible to avoid some of these 

things, i. e. factors that cause change in the body, and sleep and waking fall under that heading. 173 

If necessary, Galen knows how to put the characteristics of sleep to good use in the 

treatment of his patients, as he realises that a change in the arrangement of sleep and waking may 

be required if the circumstances call for it. 174 Should the body be full of indigestion, for instance, 

Galen prescribes rest and sleep, and abstention from exercise and motion in general to help 

digestion of undigested foods. 175 
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'69 Ars Med. 23 (1.367 K. ). 
170 Cf. San. Tuen. I. 15 (6.79 K. ); In Hip. Epid. III. 3.9 (17a. 660 K. ). 
171 Thras. 40 (5.884-5 K. ); cf. San. Tuen. I. 15 (6.79 K. ). 
172 San. Tuen. I. 5 (6.19 K. ). 
13 Ars Med. 23 (1.367 K. ); cf. also Thras. 18 (5.837-8 K. ). 
14 Cf. e. g. Meth. Med. XIII. 3 (10.824 K. ). 
'" San. Tuen. IV. 4 (6.247 K. ); cf. also In Hip. Vict. Acut. IV. 100 (349,25-350,3 Helmreich; 15.887 K. ). 
176 San. Tuen. IV. 4 (108,34-109,2/109,6-10 Koch; 6.246-7 K. ). 
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The whole body is filled with bad humour. We shall no longer make someone like that exercise or move at all, but, 

ordering rest and sleep during a fast, we shall keep an eye [on him] all day; 

i" ") 
And we must, when things stand thus, evacuate what is already clearly in a bad condition via perspiration and urine, 

because the bad humour can no longer be digested, and we must cook through what is semi-digested and complete it 

into something useful. And this is best accomplished through rest and sleep. 

Even better would be sleep after a bath, he adds later, because 

' µ. º1 ape P '5 µ ý'º7P ES N 'S µ oaEv ov., -rcA TrErrer Ev Ta ne6jvat auv' va is ocE Tov o ov ov (o'5 o eTa To 

ßaAaveiov ü7rvo5.177 

nothing cooks the things that can be cooked and disperses bad humours the way sleep does after a bath. 

As we have seen earlier, Galen also employed moistening properties of sleep, alongside the 

warming or cooling effects it could have. 

In a more passive approach, it was useful to observe a patient's sleeping habits, because 

certain conclusions could be drawn from the sleeping behaviour someone displayed of his own 

accord: 
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177 San. Tuen. IV. 4 (114,8-10 Koch; 6.258 K. ). 
178 San. Tuen. IV. 4 (114,20-25 Koch; 6.259 K. ). 
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For the most part, moreover, it is also possible for you to make a diagnosis of the excess fluids from sleep and 

wakefulness. For with cold fluids, there is coma and longer sleep, but with warm and acrid fluids there is 

wakefulness, and if he should fall asleep, dreamful and troubled sleep come upon him, and they rouse [him] quickly. 

Deviations from a normal sleeping pattern were a reflection of the condition of the bodily 

humours. Only people with a perfectly balanced constitution would have what could be called a 

self-regulating sleep rhythm: they sleep when the need arises, and wake up when they no longer 

need sleep. 179 

2.2.4.2 Can sleep be harmful? 

The question of whether or not sleep could cause damage was of course interesting from a 

treating physician's point of view. In his commentary on the Hippocratic Prorrhetic, Galen tells 

us that the sophists say that sleep helps, or if it does not help, it at least does no harm -a 

statement that may remind us of the Hippocratic Epidemics 1.5, ̀ to help or do no harm' (týeAeII 

µý AXai n rev). Much sleep sometimes appears to be the cause of convulsions, but Galen does not 

seem to take that as an indication of the harmful effect of sleep, but of the seriousness of the 

illness in question: 
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[the phrase] `there is much sleep in such people, which is causative of convulsions' provides an occasion for the 

sophists to enquire whether sleep can sometimes be harmful. For they say that sleep helps or, if it does not help, it [at 

179 San. Tuen. Il. 7 (6.131-2 K. ). 
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least] never harms. But I have spoken about this before in my commentary on the Aphorisms. It is indeed not the case 

that much sleep, even if it is harmful, appears to be the cause of spasms, but it only makes clear that the disease is 

dangerous. 180 

In short, there is no answer to our question here. Even if (much) sleep appears to be damaging, 

this is only a sign of the severity of the disease, and there is no certainty as to the precise role of 

sleep. However, in his commentary on the Hippocratic Aphorisms, to which he refers, Galen 

discusses the subject more elaborately. There are two passages in this treatise that are likely 

candidates for this reference. 181 The first is the passage in his commentary on Aphorisms IL 1: 

s2r er rre. . er vrrr 
E182 v c71 voo5µaTi Uirvos ýrrovov 7rottei, eavao"iµov" rev ýe v7nvos U+X&O, ou Oavao"giiov. 

A disease in which sleep causes distress is deadly; but if sleep helps, it is not deadly. 

In his commentary on this passage, Galen begins by explaining that there are two types of 

damage that may have their origin in sleep: one type is of a general nature, i. e. when sleep 

coincides with the beginning of a paroxysm; the other type is of a specific nature, i. e. when sleep 

coincides with a particular affliction: 

v'º75ý oTav ev Tais apxais Tciýv napo uoµciýv, as oü e uirvou 0'% 8e 8ý'ý'ý'º75 T* ßM ß'º75 'ßj5 µev Koi 

,rfrtr't 
ibýir 

err ff f 

7ria"µao"lac, ovoµacouaiv, or KaµvovTE; KOtjkgOäio"i, Dc býas, (A'); Errs Tivwv voa-rrýµaýrwv, oýrav Ev a7Ac. 
183 

TIVI KWp(), 7TEpl TO. 1J1 GLUTOV '1]1YETEOY Ae etv. 

180 In Hip Prorrh I. 110 (127,21-27 Diels; 16.749 K. ). 
181 Although Diels gives only one in his text edition, namely 17b. 451ff. K., I believe 17b. 747-749 K. is another likely 

candidate. 
182 In Hip. Aph. 11. l (17b. 451,5-6 K. ). Cf. Hip. Aph. II. 1 (108,16-17 Jones; 4.470 L. ). 
183 In Hip. Aph. Il. 1 (17b. 451,9-452,4 K. ). 
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And the damage from sleep being double, either general, when [this occurs] in the beginnings of the paroxysm - 

which are called episemasias [symptoms, and hence the `access' of a disease] - the sick sleep, or specific, like [the 

damage] in some diseases, every time when [it occurs] at a different moment, it must be assumed that he is talking 

about this [damage]. 

Galen then explains the first type in more detail. In sleep, there is a general movement inward of 

blood, pneuma and innate heat, which is the reason why the extremities and outer regions of the 

body become cold. The opposite is the case in waking; then, the inner regions of the body are 

cold. If the beginning of a paroxysm coincides with sleep, the inward concentration of heat that 

occurs in sleep may interfere with the development of a fever. If at such a time there happens to 

be an inflammation in the viscera, it will increase in sleep; or if there are any bad humours in the 

body, they will collect in the inner regions and increase, because they remain uncooked in this 

type of sleep. 184 In such circumstances, it is wiser for the sick to stay awake, because the natural 

outward movement that attends helps to counteract these things: 

Ta paKfXEUOµfea T01 " 7p o y0PEUaI � UIKGLÜTa T9U U7T0 , gis Eyp'nyoporeWs Eng Öla i/Ta T01 Kal 7Tas KaµLOUO'IL E 

", t"r" to ,nIfrrt 
Ta EKTOs ýopav Toü mrvfuµaTO; Kai Tou alµaýros Kai T115 fV aJTOis fpµao-las, avTITarrodTes ws µfylo-rov 

laµa Tip KaTa Tas E7noýµao"lac E7rlylvoµfv? J 7rpoc, To 9A; auTwv fopp,. U Kai call av TI; oUK aXoyws 

v 'ara's Ta ýa 's ß'ßa; Ev TovT T KalPOyr'? VEo*9al vnýua-Er TOO eraPova-100, KcuXuopfvas Ut vno vns 
av 'I Elv lSav U Kai TauT" ciwaýly of Eoýr'EP ''YP'h'Yo"Po fwS, Enf º75 a-rEp1 1' Ka FkvovýrfS, ' EvaP'Y fT O'v ßXa "ß. v, ' ov1 x 

rr. e. rýssrsr 
Tip irpoo-epxeo-Oai Tiva býia Tovýv7rvovv eTepav ßßa v, WM TQ) T )V eK T3; eypqyopo ¬W d Aeiav 

airoyiveo-9aU. oü-ros µev oüv ö Äoyos Eni3EiKvuot µ'oaeµiav Ev -rai; apxais rio'v irapoeua-µwv ßA&$. Ce 

cr rfffr1rfrr 1$5 

virvov 7tvoµevqv, aA a rrro N toirro µovov, a7rova-! av &) EeXvas 

184 In Hip. Aph. II. 1 (17b. 452,6-16 K. ). 
185 In Hip. Aph. 1I. 1 (17b. 452,16-453,11 K. ). 
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For those reasons we urge the sick to stay awake, because under those circumstances we can put to use the 

movement of the pneuma and the blood and the innate heat, which is outward due to the waking state, and which is 

the best cure against the movement that comes into being during the episemasias (onset), which is directed towards 

the depths of the body. And therefore it would not be illogical if someone said that those damages occur at those 

moments because of the nature of the paroxysm, and are hindered by the waking state; and that, when the sick lack 

that [i. e. waking], they feel the damage more clearly, not because of the approach of some other damage, caused by 

sleep, but because of the removal of the beneficial effects of waking. So, this explanation shows that no damage at 

the beginnings of paroxysms comes forth from sleep, but [it shows] only this: the absence of help. 

In cases like this, then, the alleged damage due to sleep is not, in fact, damage, but, as Galen says, 

the absence of help. Next, he goes on to give some examples of `specific' damage that occurs in 

sleep - such as for instance the development of coma186 - and explains them as follows: 

\/\\I f1 t/ /1 90 

ovpßarver aE raCTa iravra ara 7-16 Tiov xvuiov KaKO44Bflav, ovs, oTav pev t1 oXupoTEpov ý ro EE4 rov 

6e ov %ov, ea7er-re1 Kara -rov v7rvov " oTav U aa9eveo-re ov, EviK ev vor ercEIvcov, ßa uveTai 8 
2er. erert sr 187 

uir avrwv ra Q'! rM')'xva Kai Toi5 Elp'rg. t V015 &Xr 10KETa! 7faO-ºý, uaaºv o av6pccýrros. 

And all these things happen due to the badness of the humours, which [sc. the humours], when our innate heat is 

rather strong, it [sc. the innate heat] cooks in sleep. But when the innate heat is quite weak, and is subdued by those 

things, the viscera become heavy because of them and man is seized by the afflictions that have been described. 

Apparently, not only the time of the paroxysm is important, the condition of the innate heat is 

also of the essence. If it is inferior, and there are harmful substances in the body, there is a good 

chance someone will fall ill in sleep. Again, not sleep is to blame in such a case, but the presence 

of bad humours. 

186 This is not the modem 'coma' we know; it is a sleeping, or perhaps better: a sleepy disorder, the workings of 
which are explained by Galen in his On Coma According to Hippocrates. 
187 In Hip. Aph. II. 1 (17b. 454,14-19 K. ). 
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Later on in the same treatise, Galen returns to the subject of damage due to sleep, and, in 

commentary of the aphorism, states that 

ff tI f\ %! 188 
fE' V T0107 7rvp¬T010'IV 01 EK TWV UTMOV 0690117 0h660'µ01 KaKOV. 

In acute fevers, the fears and spasms that come from sleep are something bad. 

Now, some authors, Galen says, do not speak of fears (cößot) but of complaints (rrövol); and they 

are quite right to do so, he agrees, for he knows fears and complaints and spasms have often 

come forth from sleep. 189 This happens as follows. 

2 to 

Kal S Ee u . »ELTOt Kai TEBrEapEBa 7i0»aK15 EV 0 f%lEBP101r S VOoMita0'1 Kai 0 Q6ßOUS Kai i 7i0V0U5 Kai i 07 . fa0' OU U7TYOU 

rv. rf to .. frefr 
7¬11o! GEY0U5. EOIKE SE TOÜTO 0'Up ßalvety, Of-ray EY To, i5 U7Tvo: 5 im TOV EyKE(b ov 0 ? U7L(WY agiK'Y7Tal x4 M. , 

fr rrnn fr .r 
wa 

f 
EO'w KIVOU(ýGEY'1')S T7f wwKaÜTa D1 (auvewS µaAov '7rep Eg u. Kai (A, EVTOI Kai a'rrep E7f1 Tr] Tpo 

KaTeverß&VTES ei VlTVOV TrA'OpovvTal -r v Ke jaX) Y, oUrw Kci Tals nA'00wpsKai5 Sla9eo-eo-ty 01 limiot 

f%r%f. f. srs. c 
ýýýpoüvTe az mv 

ßapUvou07 TOV E'YKelb0. A0V. 6wý. GEV oiv pe a7Z0 IKWTEpOV 77 TO 7lý19ýBOsf 01 ýOßoi 

ylyvovTal, µ10 Tol0UT0U FIE OYTOS of novot Tf Kai of o-rraoµol, Kai of urtvot E ov6Ts ala itavTOS av 

ffrfr EßMairTov, oa'ot, v firs To avppet , iv VG To ßaOoS Tf Kai ra o, nA6 va Trv u, A'v, ei µ% Tip TES trgýEWS Aoycp 

7fXE WL jxE TO T'5 wf 4eXrelaS '"'Rep TO' T'75 ßÄ&ß975 ß97S EOTI, Y EK r5 fEO'W P07f65OUf µOY6OV Of 1ý Kara T, OL 

, yKf rýaXov f, fPcrµ µX0'1pIßµ µ ýg 4, p f rµ % fv ýrTW aTa f oua Iv, a Kai Kara To azo a auTOV aB of o evol o of of Tolaüýra a 

., tr tfrrrfft r55 yao-rpOS, lCev Kai µäAov Ev ToiS ulrvotS ai ava uµlaa-esS ylyvovTat, µevovTwv a7 er 7rrwv auTiov, o)5 

at yf 774frs Tons ioýexiµovS eirl, Epova-rv u7rvous. 190 

(... ) indeed in lethal diseases we have even often seen fears and complaints and spasms come into being due to sleep. 

And that seems to happen, when in sleep the damaging humour comes to the brain, while at that moment the natural 

1811 In Hip. Aph. IV. 67 (17b. 747,15-16 K. ). Cf. Hip. Aph. IV. 67 (152,14-15 Jones; 4.526 L. ). 
189 In Hip. Aph. IV. 67 (17b. 748,8-9 K. ). 
190 In Hip. Aph. IV. 67 (17b. 748,9-749,9 K. ). 
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movement is inward rather than outward. And indeed just as in those who after food have fallen asleep the head is 

filled, so in plentiful conditions does sleep fill it [sc. the head] and weighs down the brain. If, now, the filling be 

quite melancholic, fears are generated, but if this is not the case, complaints and spasms [are generated], and sleep 

would of course always do damage, in so far as the flowing together of the mattter is into the depth [of the body] and 

the viscera, unless the benefit [that happens] on account of the digestion is superior to the damage that is there as a 

result of the tendency inward. Not just the bad humours that collect in the brain itself bring on such symptoms, but 

also [the bad humours that collect] at the stomach mouth, where, especially in sleep, the rising vapours of exhalation 

also come into being, while the uncooked [humours] remain; that is how pepseis bring beneficial sleep. 

In sleep, the head is filled, especially after the ingestion of food - this has already been explained 

above. Galen now points out the different effects of different types of `filling': if it contains 

relatively much black bile, the sleeper will be seized by fears; if it is of another nature, 

complaints and spasms are the result. A third possible scenario is that bad humours collect in the 

interior of the body and cannot be dealt with by the innate heat - this is the `specific' type of 

damage, discussed by Galen before. Humours collected at the stomach mouth have the same 

effect - black bile brings about fears, while other humours will cause complaints and spasms - 

not only via the brain that is filled with the vapours that rise from the stomach to the head upon 

digestion, but also via the stomach mouth, if, because of insufficient pepsis, uncooked humours 

remain after exhalation (anathumiasis). 191 And that, Galen contends, is how good pepsis helps to 

bring about beneficial sleep: it cooks all the raw humours in the stomach, leaving none left to do 

damage. 

There are two possible ways of regarding sleep in light of the possibility that it may 

sometimes have damaging effects. One is that sleep, and all the things that occur during it, are 

seen as a whole, all falling under the same heading: together, they are sleep in the broadest, most 

191 It should be noted that Galen also considered too much sleep to be dangerous, because overcooking could result in 
heaviness of the head due to an excess of the vapours that rise from the stomach and fill the head. Cf. In 
Hip. Vict. Acut. II. 55 (15.624-5 K. ). 
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inclusive sense of the word. If that is the case, then it appears to be quite clear, based on the 

above evidence, that sleep can, indeed, be harmful. The other way of regarding sleep is that it is 

purely and only the incapacitation of the proton aisthetikon -a process for the express purpose of 

recuperation, the opposite of harm. How could we, in this case, say that sleep may sometimes 

have a damaging effect? Ultimately, the latter seems to be exactly Galen's point of view. He may 

not provide a firm definition of sleep, but he does give us an explanation of the process, which in 

itself does not seem to leave any room for damage. Based on this and on the evidence from his 

commentary on the Aphorisms, it is safe to say that, if there is any damage during sleep, the 

`guilty' process is digestion, pepsis - or lack thereof - and not sleep. After all, in his commentary 

on the Hippocratic Epidemics VI, Galen states: 

Xa v bye Tºva Kai oUv v e7rº e eºv ouK &))20c, avw uvºav TE ly&p Kai w eXeºav äÄÄov o vivo , ou 

Toüvavriov 7ME VKev Epyaceo9at (,., ), 192 

It is not true that sleep brings any damage or pain, for it sooner brings painlessness and healing; it is not in its nature 

to cause the opposite (... ). 

2.3 Aristotle: On Sleep and Waking 

That philosophy and medicine were closely related in antiquity has become increasingly clear 

over the past few decades. 193 It should not come as a surprise, then, that a man we know primarily 

as a philosopher provides us with the only ancient Greek text that contains a systematic 

discussion of the phenomenon of sleep. Aristotle's treatise On Sleep and Waking gives a 

"ý2 In Hip. Epid. VI. 5.10 (279,30-32 Wenkebach; 17b. 261 K. ). 
193 Cf. Nutton (2002); van der Eijk (2005), esp. the introduction for general linkage. 
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physiological account of the processes surrounding sleep and waking and contains some views 

akin to earlier and contemporary medical concepts, most notably to certain notions found in 

Hippocratic texts. 194 In turn, Aristotle is one of the predecessors whose ideas are frequently 

discussed and emulated by Galen. 195 Hence, apart from the fact that Aristotle's treatise on sleep 

and waking cannot really be omitted in any discourse on ancient views on sleep, it has an 

especially important place in the current research into the topic because of the author's apparent 

ties with the medical side of the story. 

2.3.1 On Sleep and Waking: introduction 

In the first paragraph of his work on sleep and waking, Aristotle tells us which subjects he is 

going to discuss in the course of this treatise. He announces that he will attempt to find an answer 

to the question what exactly sleep and waking are, whether they belong to the soul, to the body, 

or to both, and to which part of the soul and/or the body they belong. He will also investigate 

how it is that they also belong to animals, and whether they belong to all animals, or just to some. 

This done, he embarks on his mission to find the answers to these questions. 

2.3.2 Sleep and sense perception 

Aristotle commences his investigation by presenting us with a statement: sleep and waking 

clearly belong to the same part of the animal. Opposites (Tä evavTia), he explains, always pertain 

to the same part of a living being, and so it is also as regards sleep and waking: absence of the 

one entails the presence of the other. 196 His next step is to determine which part of the animal it is 

194 Cf. e. g. Lloyd (1978), 224; van der Eijk (2005), 178; Wiesner (1978), 269-70. 
1" Cf. van der Eijk & Hulskamp (forthcoming). 
196 Sprague asks: `Sleep is a privation of waking, but is waking equally a privation of sleep? ' She then proceeds to 
argue, convincingly, the middle position of sleep in between waking and what she calls a plant-like state `analogous 
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that they belong to. It is generally accepted that we recognise whether someone is awake by the 

fact that they are able to perceive. If waking, then, is nothing more than being able to perform the 

act of perception, sleeping must consist in the absence of this ability. Either way, the part of the 

animal that is responsible for perception is also the part that is responsible for sleep and 

waking. 197 

For Aristotle, perception was a joint experience of body and soul, in the sense that it not 

only affected the body, it also affected the Soul. 198 As he puts it, 

r ý. "ý 
NN ýle7otkgv T a'Q'ßw, c ( 

... 
) KilIwIS TI; ala TOO 0th(iaT05 rý VXj; Ecru. 

199 

what is called perception (... ) is a certain movement of the soul by means of the body. 

But not all living beings have the ability to perceive: plants, for example, do not possess the 

perceptual part of the soul (aIO4gTIKÖY), and hence they cannot perceive. All animals do possess 

the part of the soul that is responsible for perception, from which it logically follows that all 

animals also partake in sleep and waking. However, there is no animal that is always awake; if 

one condition occurs, than the other condition must also be present in potential in the same 

animal. The reason for this is that all natural functions, including perception, can only be 

performed for a limited amount of time before a pause is required, as the organs that were 

designed to carry out the natural function are subject to fatigue and wear; to ignore the need for 

pause and recuperation may lead to pain and even damage. Hence, when the amount of time for 

activity expires, the capacity to act is temporarily lost: 

to sleep'. Cf. Sprague (1977), 234-5. Van der Eijk also notes that sleep and waking are not perfect opposites. Cf, van 
der Eijk (2003A), 33. 
`' Arist. Somn. 453b25-454a7. 
1" Cf. Kahn on the question whether Aristotle was a dualist in his theory of sensation. 
199 454a9-10. For all quotations of the Parva Naturalia, I have used Gallop's text edition. 
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I% cr fr rr %verrvrrr 
F7ret oowv eoTI TI epyov KaTa cvo"ty, arav virepß6AAý rov Xoovov oaov övvaTat Ti Troteiv, avaýyKq 

a L1vaTeiv (... ) Kai 7raüear6ai ToOTO notoüvra (... ). 200 

Because for those of the things that have a natural function, it is necessary, whenever the time for which they can do 

something is exceeded, that they are unable to do it (... ) and that they cease from doing it (... ). 

In the case of perception, this incapacitation amounts to what we call sleep. In the same vein, no 

animal can always be asleep. In view of the fact that sleep is an obstruction of the capacity to 

perceive, whoever sleeps must possess the perceptual part of the soul. It is, however, impossible 

to actively perceive whilst being asleep, which is why all those who sleep will eventually 

awake. 201 

If sleep pertains to the a1'0'B'gTIKÖV, then which sense-organ is - or which sense-organs are - 

responsible for this condition? Not all animals possess the five senses, but this is not relevant as it 

seems clear that all senses are affected: ordinary sense perception is impossible during sleep: 

(... ) aa6vairov a' Eo-riv än\ws o7rotavoüv wo-6gviv aio-%veo'9at TO' Ka%63ov ciiov (... ). 202 

a sleeping animal is generally unable to experience perception in an unqualified way. 

This aspect of sleep will be of considerable interest in the next chapter. 

200 454a26-27. 
201 Arist. Somn. 454a7-455a3. Sleep is a state of 'first entelecheia', a state of possessing a faculty but not using it. Cf. 
van der Eijk (2003A), 29, (2005), 177; Sprague, 231. Sprague explains more elaborately how the doctrine of the 
potential and the actual applies in the case of sleep and waking. See Sprague, 238-40. Cf also Wijsenbeek-Wijler 
(1978), 178 on why sleep and waking have to alternate. 
202 455a9-10. 
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At this point it is useful to have a brief look at Aristotle's ideas on sense perception per 

se. There are several stages to the act of sense perception. Sense objects may be perceived by the 

sense-organs by means of movements (Ki"(re(c) that are brought about by the sense objects and 

carried to the sense-organs through an intermediary substance. Once these movements have 

reached the sense-organs, they cause movement there as well: this is the first part of perception. 

All individual senses have specific sense objects that they were designed to perceive; the nose 

was designed to perceive smell, the ears to perceive sound, and so forth. The last stage of 

perception consists in the movements now present in the individual sense-organs to be 

transported to the heart, where they are perceived by the master sense-organ, the KüpIov 

10 &7r, K6V 203 The vehicle for transportation of the sense movements seems aia j piov, or 7rp&rov a' 

to be the blood - although Aristotle remains vague on that point . 
204 All individual sense-organs 

have in common their link to this master sense-organ, which acts as a point of convergence for 

sense perception. Van der Eijk summarises: `a sensitive impulse is transmitted from the 

peripheral sense-organs to the heart, where it is received, recorded and noticed, and connected 

with movements supplied by the other senses. 205 Modrak observes that the great advantage of this 

is that `The senses acting together and "perceiving as one" possess powers they do not possess 

individually. ' Put differently, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. The master sense- 

organ is able to combine or compare the input from the individual sense-organs to form a unified 

picture. 206 So, while all senses have specific sense objects, they have in common their connection 

203 Aristotle uses several different terms for the common sense-organ. 
204 There is an ongoing debate concerning the substance through or by which the movements travel within the body 
to the heart. Despite the universally recognised inconclusiveness of Aristotle's remarks, there are two camps: one 
that favours blood as the vehicle for sense-movements (cf. Modrak, 73-75; van der Eijk (1994), 81-87; (2003A), 31; 
(2005), 183; Oser-Grote, 243) and another that favours pneuma (cf. Rocca (2003), 29-30; Johansen (1998), 92-93; 
Lloyd (1978), 222-223). I find especially Modrak's and van der Eijk's arguments in favour of blood most 
convincing. Cf. op. cit. 
203 Cf. Kahn, 56ff; van der Eijk (2003A), 31. 
206 The passage in De Somno that best summarises Aristotle's theory of sense perception is Somn. 455a13-21. For a 
more elaborate discussion of Aristotle's theory of sense perception see Modrak, 55-77; Oser-Grote, 241-282. Kahn 

argues that the On the Soul and the Parva Naturalia should be considered together, so that what he refers to as 
Aristotle's 'progressive exposition' may be fully appreciated. See Kahn, 63. For brevity's sake, I exclude the issue of 
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to a master sense-organ, and what they perceive is relayed to this master sense-organ, the KipIov 

aio-O, OT, jptov, in order to combine, for instance, the sensation that something is hard with the 

sensation that it is sweet and the earlier sensation that it was white and rectangular, so that we 

may conclude, in the end, that what we have in our mouths is indeed a lump of sugar. 

Let us now continue our discussion of De Somno. Despite the fact that not all animals 

possess the five senses, Aristotle contends that all animals do possess a master sense-organ, the 

rcüpiov aio rºjptov. Sleep and waking, now, are experiences that befall all senses at the same time, 

not just any individual sense. This strikes Aristotle as odd: why would organs that operate on an 

individual basis be affected simultaneously? From this, he concludes that it must be the master 

sense-organ, upon which all individual sense-organs are dependent, that is affected in sleep. After 

all, if this organ is disabled, all other senses will be immobilised, whereas if one individual sense- 

organ ceases to be active, this would not affect the master sense-organ. 

Tov yäp Kupiou Tcäv aAAWv iravTwv aia Mpiou, Kai trpöc, ö ovv-reivet i XXa, 7re7rovßö-ros TrI avuaräo; rewv 

I .. '. 'rtrrsvrrre 207 
ala7KatOV KW T. A017Ta 7ravTar EKEIVGIV ÖE TIV05 a' aVVaTouVT0S OUK OVGt7K'Y] TOUT ao 'aTes'. 

`For when the sense-organ that is master over all the others, and upon which the others converge, has undergone 

some affection, then all the rest must experience it also, whereas if one of them [sc. the peripheral sense organs] is 

disabled, it [sc. the Küpiov a10-grºjpiov, or master sense-organ] need not be disabled as well. 

Sleep and waking, then, are conditions of the 7rpWTov aia ß'riTIKÖV, the primary sense-organ, or 

"piov air6Mpiov, as mentioned before. Sleep is the incapacitation of this primary sense-organ, 

and thus renders all peripheral sense-organs inoperative also. 208 

perception of koina, things that are perceived by more than one sense-organ at once. For a discussion of this 
phenomenon, see Modrak, 62ff. I also omit discussion of the phenomenon of apperception, which is the awareness of 
perception and reflection on what is perceived. Cf. van der Eijk, 2003B, 15-6. Modrak refers to this phenomenon as 
'reflexive awareness': Modrak, 56. (Personally, I like to think of it as a sort of `secondary perception'. ) 
201455a33-455b2. 
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2.3.3 Sleep and digestion 

Nature, Aristotle reminds us, creates things for a reason, 209 and that reason always consists in 

something good. 210 Rest is both necessary and wholesome for anything that is naturally inclined 

20'a Arist. Somn. 455a4-455b13. There has been some discussion about the interpretation of 455a21-28. First of all, the 
antecedent of rovrou in 455a26-7 is slightly unclear: Aristotle has just remarked that the organ of touch is most 
closely related to the primary sense-organ, and in this sentence he concludes that 'it is now clear that waking and 
sleep are an affection of this [tavepöv rolviv ö-rt Toüzov eori n/h9os 4 fyp'jyopOIs Kai ö limos]. ' While the remainder of 
the text makes it clear that To&rou refers to the primary sense-organ, and not to the sense of touch, the close relation 
between the two Aristotle mentions has puzzled interpreters. If he means to designate the primary sense-organ as the 
organ responsible for sleep, why mention the organ of touch? Wijsenbeek-Wijler's interpretation of this passage is 
convincing, even though it may not be entirely waterproof: there is one master sense-organ, and all peripheral sense- 
organs are dependent on this master sense-organ, yet it is not dependent on them; the only sense common to all 
animals is touch, which is very closely related to the master sense-organ (she seems to interpret this close relation to 
be the earlier mentioned dependency of any peripheral sense-organ on the master sense-organ, which is, to my mind, 
the part of her interpretation that does not hold); seeing that all animals have the sense of touch, all animals must also 
have the master sense-organ, and thus it follows that sleep and waking are an experience shared by all animals. She 
draws in Drossaart Lulofs' interpretation, who attributes the close relation of touch and the primary sense to their 
respective hot natures (cf. Drossaart Lulofs (1947), xviii-xix) and Wiesner's, who contends that it is the opposition 
primary sense-organ vs. peripheral sense-organs that is referred to here (Wijsenbeek-Wijler refers to a German 
version of the article that was published in English in Aristotle on Mind and the Senses. ). However, while she 
concedes the possibility that Drossaart Lulofs may have a point, and while she agrees with Wiesner, she gives no 
conclusive interpretation of the passage. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 182ff. Wiesner makes it clear that it is 
impossible for the sense of touch to be the same as the primary sense-organ, let alone for sleep to be an affection of 
touch and not of the primary sense-organ. Cf. Wiesner (1978), 244ff. A wholly different approach is that of Gregoric 
(2007), who believes that Aristotle is not referring to the primary sense-organ, but to the sense of touch (Gregoric 
(2007), 167-8), and that roümu refers to the organ of touch, not the primary sense organ. I am not convinced by his 
arguments. Based on the general tendency of the treatise, i. e. that sleep and waking are affections of the primary 
sense-organ - on which point, by the way, Gregoric also agrees (Gregoric (2007), 168-173) - it seems clear to me 
that Toi' rou indicates the primary sense organ rather than the sense of touch. I would offer the following, relatively 
simple solution to this problem. The close relation between the sense of touch and the master sense-organ lies in the 
status both organs enjoy in relation to the (other) peripheral sense-organs. Both the sense of touch and the master 
sense-organ are depended on by the other peripheral sense-organs, although they do not depend on them. Of course, 
the sense of touch is still dependent on the master sense-organ. The whole objective of this little excurs, then, is to 
establish that even animals with only a sense of touch are in possession of a primary sense-organ, and since all 
animals have a sense of touch, all animals are subject to sleep and waking. (Cf. also Gregoric (2007) 171). Van der 
Eijk's addition of the word 'zintuig' does little to elucidate the meaning of -roGrou (van der Eijk (2003)), and neither 
does Gallop's literal translation 'this' (Gallop (1996)); Hett (1957/1975) avoids the whole problem of interpretation 
by simply placing 455a24-6 in brackets in both the Greek and the translation - like Beare & Ross (1931), who do the 
same in their translation - which at least gives the reader a clue as to the direction in which to think. 
209 In his discussion of the explanation of sleep, Aristotle employs his famous 'four causes approach'. He announces 
that he will discuss four explanatory factors: (1) T(3 Tivos vegcev, the final cause, (2) (3 8¬v4 äpß j uw 4oews, the 
efficient cause, (3) 4 Uq, the material cause, and (4) ö Aöyos aTTios, the formal cause or definition (455b13-17). For 
more information on Aristotle's four causes theory, see e. g. Hankinson (1998), 132ff.; Ross (1995), 74-77; Schofield 
(1991). Cf. also Phys. II. 3&7; Metaphys. I. 3-9; V. 2, APo. II. 11, GA. I. 1. There is some disagreement with regard to 
whether or not Aristotle keeps his promise to discuss all four causes, which has close relations to the discussion on 
the unity of the treatise. See e. g. Gallop (1989), 268; (1996), 126-8; Drossaart Lulofs (1947), xv-xliii; (1973); Ross 
(1967), 260; Wiesner (1978); van der Eijk (2003B), 60-2; 69; Lowe (1978), 279-88. The most recent contribution to 
this debate comes from Everson (2007), who convincingly argues in favour of the unity of De Somno, and against 
those who believe there are inconsistencies in the text, of whom Lowe is his main target. 
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to move yet cannot do so indefinitely, as at some point pain or damage will occur. It is logical 

then that sleep, a form of rest, occurs to preserve the animal's nature and its well-being. 21 1 

waýrE o"w is everca Tciýv wwv una et. eo a-ýTeo " To aiý6avEOýBat Kai To oveiv (... ) " TqP, S 'ý ý. ) , Px 75'Y PSs ya. P' ýP 

7r&o1 Teaos 075 ü7rapxet Bärepov airrwv. ßeA-ria-ra yäp -ravTa, -rö bye -reaoc, ßAvo-rov, i"o-re ävayKaiov 
srrrr%v 212 

eKao-rco -rwv ýc ojv urrapxewv -rov v7rvov. 

(... ) so it follows that sleep is for the sake of animal preservation. But waking is the objective. For perceiving and 

thinking are the objective of all creatures to which either of them belongs. For these are the best, and the objective is 

what is best, and hence it is necessary for sleep to belong to every animal. 

Though sleep is preservative, the final goal of the animal is to be awake, for it is only in this state 

that perception and intellectual activity may be exercised by those who have the ability to do so; 

for these are the best activities, and the ultimate goal is to do what is best. 213 Hence, all animals 

must partake of sleep, as it is a necessity to preserve their very existence. 214 

Sleep is not the same as any other condition that deprives the perceptual part of the soul 

of its capacity to act, like for instance, unconsciousness, choking or fainting, but finds its origin 

in the nutritional process: 215 

ovK �eo-rcv 6 U"Trvos a, b'uvaILi, a, Träo-a TOG aº, -rercoü, a ? v%' e, rc .r g15 nePi 'c' riv TPo4'º7 v (6a9utkia(rew5 'Yi"ryv e-VU 

TÖ 7taeoS TooTo. 
216 

210 According to Aristotle, Nature does nothing in vain. For a list of references to places in Aristotle's work where 
this is literally mentioned, cf. Gallop (1989), 259 n. 3. 
211 Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 185. See also Gallop (1989), 259. 
Zit 455b22-26. 
213 Cf. Chapter 2, p. 134 n. 201. 
214 455b17-28. 
215 456b9-12. 
216 456b17-19. 
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Sleep is not each incapacitation of the perceptual part, but this affection comes into existence from the exhalation217 

accompanying nutrition. 

Now, it has already been established that the primary sense-organ, located in the region of the 

heart, is the origin of both sleep and waking. In what way, then, does it fulfil this role? How is it, 

that sleep and waking have their origin here and what does it have to do with digestion? Aristotle 

begins at the beginning. Every animal experiences movement in the primary sense-organ upon 

perception: this is what constitutes perception. 218 This movement is only possible if one possesses 

the strength and power for it, which is why we need to take nutrition, he explains. In animals, 

now, the last stage of food is blood - in bloodless animals it is the substance that functions as 

blood. 

\I7\\IIt7I7\ 

rrJS µev ouv'jBupaBev Tpoýý, c ei)vtouIrvýs eis Taus SEKT1KOLC To7rOus yryveTat nJ ava uµiaaºs et -ras 4Aeßas, 

EK¬ 39 FGETaßa ovo-a e al(haToCTaf Kai 7TOPEUETa! em T'pi aPXIIL. 

When food from outside enters into the parts fit to receive it, exhalation into the veins takes place, and, changing 

there, it [sc. avaeuµiao'is, the exhalation] is transformed into blood, and travels to the point of origin [sc. the heart]. 

After we have ingested food, and this food has arrived in the place where it can be absorbed - the 

stomach - it steams up into220 the blood vessels due to the presence of heat, and is turned into 

217 I agree with Gallop that 'exhalation' is preferable to `evaporation' (cf. e. g. Hett, Ross) as translation of 
ävccBvtriccýýs, as the latter really only suggests the change from liquid to gaseous, while in fact there is also a 
conversion of solid to gaseous (sublimation). He likens the process to the 'steaming up' that occurs in a swamp 
(Gallop (1996), 131). 
218 The heart is also the origin of all movement in the body. Cf. PA 665a10-15. See also Ross (1995), 149-151. 
219 456b2-5. 
220 Van der Eijk (2003B) translates: `een proces van verdamping in de bloedvaten'; Gallop (1996) translates 
'exhalation proceeds into the veins', which I think makes more sense. Cf. also Hett (1975): 'evaporation of it passes 
into the veins' and Beare & Ross (1931): 'the evaporation arising from it enters into the veins'. 
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blood there. Then it is transported to the heart, the origin of all blood vessels. 221 Aristotle also 

explains the relation of the ingestion of food to the inception of sleep: 

p ,ý ,p 1ý' S 'y 'ý7 TO U 8E OV EKGGO"TOU T(UV CJWY 7fp0,5 TO GtYW 7fE UKE ýE EQ'BGG! ' OTGLL p EY To-t5 co CL. LT07fOf EY TGLf, 

p , ov , pe, bEi rcai rcaTace, peTai. Mio aýi .A , a-ra yi, 7ovTai �u7rvot , ano. r, º75 TPoý'º7S"-z22 aBo ýraýw av rºo-r 

The heat of each of the animals is naturally carried upward. But when it has reached the upper parts, it turns back 

again en masse and is carried downward. That is why sleep occurs mostly upon [the intake on food. 

The exhalations, formed in the heating process, rise from the stomach to the head along with the 

innate heat, which by nature has a tendency to move upward. Once in the upper regions of the 

body, the hot exhalations come to a halt, cool off and condense, for the brain is the coldest part of 

the body - and this is what makes the head feel heavy and what causes nodding - before turning 

around and descending to the area of the heart in a mass. 223 As a clarification of this process, 

Aristotle brings the reader in mind of what happens when the tide streams into in a narrow 

channel: it also has to change course and turn back. When the - now cool - matter returns from 

the head, the heat in the area of the heart is dispelled, sleep ensues, and the animal lies down to 

221456a30-b6. 
Aristotle saw the heart as the starting point (äpß) of the blood vessels (456b1), but also as the origin of the blood 
(458a15-16). In this light, the &p mentioned in 456b3-6 is difficult to interpret with certainty. Most interpreters 
clearly choose to believe that Aristotle refers to the heart in its capacity of origin of the blood vessels, as do for 
instance Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1976), Hett (1975), Beare & Ross (1931), and Gallop (1996). Van der Eijk (2003B), 
however, remains faithful to the Greek and gives a neutral translation: "hier ondergaat deze damp een verandering, 
wordt in bloed omgezet en beweegt zich naar de oorsprong ervan [my italics]. 
222 456b21-24. 
223 In Aristotle's explanation of the digestive processes, there is some unclarity concerning the route of the `food 
turned blood' to the heart. First Aristotle claims that the blood formed in the blood vessels upon digestion is 
transported to the heart. Later, he explains how the exhalations from the food first travel to the head along with the 
innate heat, and then descend to the heart, an explanation that seems, at first, to be irreconcilable with the first 
explanation. As I see it, there seem to be two possibilities. One is that the exhalations and the formed blood are two 
different products of the digestive processes, the other is that the exhalations are, in fact, the same as the blood that is 
transported to the heart, and that the blood vessels just take the route via the head. I am partial to this latter option, as 
will become clear below. It is of course impossible to be conclusive on this point - Aristotle claims to have discussed 
the digestive processes in his treatise on nutrition, which would be very helpful here, but unfortunately this treatise 
has been lost to us. 
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sleep. 224 All this, Aristotle contends, is why sleep occurs especially after the ingestion of food. 25 

To summarise, sleep is due to the concentration and natural downward flow of heat that takes 

place as a consequence of the processes we have just described; this is why movement in sleeping 

people is considerable. 226 Certain consequences of this moving around of heat and cold are easily 

noticeable. The cold takes over the upper and outer parts, which causes, for instance, drooping 

eyelids, while the heat that is dispelled when the cooled matter returns from the head warms the 

feet and interior of the body. 227 

At this point, Aristotle draws our attention to what seems to be a contradiction in his 

explanation of sleep. 228 The process that leads to sleep finds its origin in heat and things that are 

hot, while, as we have seen, sleep itself entails a process of cooling. He discusses several 

solutions to this problem. The stomach, when it is empty, is hot, but when filled with food it 

cools off because of the movement the digestive process brings with it. Perhaps the same happens 

in the head when it is filled with the exhalations of the food? 

Alternatively, maybe the cooling in the head is similar to what happens when people 

shiver if hot water is poured over them: the cold rallies against the heat and counteracts it, 

causing the hotness to lose its strength and subside. A third possibility is that upon the intake of 

food the heat responds much like a fire does after new logs have been placed on it: just as the fire 

cools off until it has consumed the new fuel, so the heat diminishes until digestion is complete. 

Aristotle once more explains how the processes leading up to sleep proceed: the exhalations of 

ingested food rise up to the head to be cooled off until this is no longer possible because the head 

224 I suggest a slightly altered translation of 'KaOeüael' in 456b28. Hett and Gallop both translate 'falls asleep', and 
van der Eijk has `is in slaap gevallen'. Based, firstly, on the general gist of what Aristotle remarks in 457b24-6, 
secondly, on Aristotle's use of 'KaOeüaw' instead of, for instance '&mid w' (although in this case an argument of 
variatio could apply) or no addition at all to the in itself quite clear '? 4&L-rar ö irmos', and, lastly, on the literal 
meaning of the word, I propose the translation 'lies down to sleep'. 
225 456a30-456b28. 
226 457b3: aiö iroAA''i Kiw)o is rou" ümoüvros. Meant is the movement inside a sleeping person. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler 
(1978), 192; van der Eijk (2003B); Wiesner (1978), 253. 
227 457a33-457b6. 
228 457b6ff. 
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is full; then it must reverse course and it flows downward. This time, however, Aristotle adds a 

new, surprisingly modern concept: sleep can apparently be divided into stages. After the material 

has flown downward it first causes unconsciousness, and in a later stage it causes fantasies 

(ýavTaa-iai) - this last matter will be discussed elaborately in the next chapter. 229 

Yet, however plausible the explanations he has just given seem, Aristotle does not deem 

them adequate enough. Although they are all valid cooling factors, the region around the brain - 

or the analogous part in animals that do not have a brain - remains the most dominant cooling 

factor, and it is the brain that is really mainly responsible for the cooling, as it is the coldest part 

of the body. This is due in part to the fineness of the blood vessels in the head, which besides 

aiding the cooling effect also aid the resistance to the exhalations. 30 A simile is again invoked as 

clarification: Aristotle likens the whole process that leads up to sleep to the evaporation of 

moisture by the heat of the sun, which, after rising upward until it hits the colder upper 

atmosphere, condenses and falls back to earth in the form of rain. 31 But apparently not all of the 

exhalations descend. Aristotle discerns two sorts: the superfluous exhalations (7reptrrcoµaTIK 

ava8uµiao-t; ) that are transformed into phlegm in the head- which is the reason why a cold always 

seems to start there, as Aristotle remarks helpfully - and the nutritive and harmless (rpdctiµos Kai 

µj voa-d ä) exhalations that gather and travel downward to cool off the heat (-rö Bepµöv). 232 

229 457b6-26. 
20 I presume in the manner described earlier with the tides and the narrow channel. 
231 457b26-458a10. 
232 Holowchak and Wiesner wonder which heat Aristotle actually means by'r 6epp4v mentioned in 456b27 and 
458a5. Holowchak remains fairly vague when he suggests it may be some residual heat in the `lower regions', 
possibly around the region of the heart. Cf. Holowchak (1996), 406 n. 3. Wiesner states we can only be sure that it 
must be the `warmth in the upper parts'. Cf. Wiesner (1978), 260-1. It is a bit unclear what they consider 'upper' and 
what 'lower' body, but that is of little consequence here, as both seem to agree, that it concerns the area of the heart. 
Although she does recognise the fact that this area and the upper extremities of the body cool off, Wijsenbeek-Wijler 
interprets it to be the `rest of the warm, undigested food'. This seems a bit too indistinct to me, and seems almost to 
ignore the area of the heart. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 191-3. Gallop seems to ignore the problem entirely and 
translates this r6 Bepµöv in the same way as the earlier TZ 9epu6v in 456b22: the hot matter. I believe this to be an error 
in judgment. I believe that Tö 9epµ6v in 456b27 and 458a5 refers to the innate heat of the heart, which is the 
generative power behind the working of the primary sense organ. When this heat is no longer present in sufficient 
quantity, the primary sense organ can no longer function and sleep sets in. 
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Just before the end of his treatise, Aristotle introduces yet another aspect of the sleeping 

process. After food has been absorbed into the vascular system, two sorts of blood become 

intermingled: a pure, thin sort of blood, and a murky, thick sort. Aristotle explains: 

a\ \\I/1111 t/ I 
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And sleep comes about because the blood becomes more intermingled after the ingestion of food, [and it lasts] until 

the purer type of blood has been separated into the upper regions and the murkier type into the lower regions. When 

that has happened, they [sc. animals], released from the heaviness due to the intake of food, wake up. 

In the middle chamber of the heart, the two sorts of blood are separated again. 234 After digestion 

is complete, and the two types of blood have been successfully divided, meaning that the pure 

blood has assumed its proper place in the head, while the murky blood has moved to the lower 

regions of the body where it belongs, and the heat that had been driven into the lower regions of 

the body and confined in a limited space by the cool material returning from the head has once 

more - literally - regained the upper hand in the body, the heaviness experienced at the onset of 

sleep will have lifted completely, and the living being wakes up. 235 

233458a21-25. 
234 Interesting and possibly slightly confusing: on the one hand, Aristotle uses a comparativus (adiakritöteron) that 
suggests a certain degree of intermingling of blood before ingestion of food. On the other hand, he makes it seem as 
if the living being only wakes up after the two blood types have been separated. Of course, there is no need for the 
blood to be separated for an animal to be awake; only mixed blood returning from the head en masse brings sleep. 
For an elaboration of the process, vide infra. 
235 458a10-25. 
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2.3.4 Soporifics and sleep inducing circumstances 

Aristotle explains the working of soporifics according to his theory regarding the sleeping 

process. The processes that follow the ingestion of food, as described above, also seem to occur 

after the intake of soporifics, be they liquid or solid - he mentions poppy, madragora, darnel and 

wine. As is the case in digestion, a result of these sleep inducers consists in heaviness of the head, 

which manifests itself in the fact that, close to sleep, the head droops, and one experiences 

difficulty in keeping the eyes open. Some states of fatigue, Aristotle adds, also have this effect, 

because fatigue acts as a solvent; the dissolved matter that is a product of this process acts as 

undigested food does - unless it is cold. The same applies to illnesses that are due to a hot and 

moist residue, such as lethargy and fever. The reason why young people sleep deeply is that all 

the food they ingest travels upwards - Aristotle's proof of this is that the higher parts are larger 

than the lower parts, because growth takes place in that direction. Epilepsy occurs when air 

moves upward in large quantities and subsequently descends again, thus constricting the passage 

ways for air; a process very similar to that leading to sleep - Aristotle even classes sleep as a 

form of epilepsy. Because of this close relation between the two conditions, epilepsy is found 

primarily in children, because their heads are already full of food, and in those who are (about to 

fall) asleep. In the same vein, both in drunks and in children much moisture is transported upward 

to the head. This, then, is the reason why wine, which contains much air, should only be given to 

children in small doses. 236 

2.3.5 Types of people and their sleeping behaviour 

It is a commonly known fact that some people are more prone to sleep than others. To the first 

group of people belong those with narrow, unpronounced blood vessels, large-headed people, and 

236 Arist. Somn. 456b28-457a21. See Gallop (1996), 132 for some elaboration on the mechanics of soporifics and 
sleep inducing circumstances. 
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dwarfs. Narrow blood vessels cause moisture to descend only slowly, while in large-headed 

people and dwarfs, there is much upward movement. In contrast, pronounced, wide blood vessels 

facilitate the downward movement of moisture, resulting in an inclination to waking. Also prone 

to waking are melancholics, in whom there is not much heat to cause exhalation of food. 237 Black 

bile is cold, and cools off the body parts and the place where exhalation of food should take 

place. This is also the reason why they can eat much and yet remain thin. 238 

2.3.6 Sleep and its causes 

In conclusion to his treatise on sleep and waking, Aristotle summarises the cause of sleep: `it is 

the reverse flow of the solid matter, carried upwards by the innate heat, en masse towards the 

primary sense-organ. ' Sleep itself, then, is `a seizure of the primary sense-organ with the effect of 

it being incapable of functioning. ' The reasons why it occurs are necessity and preservation: sleep 

preserves the animal, and is therefore a necessary condition for its existence. 239 We may infer 

from this that the `reverse flow of solid matter' (j Toü o"Wµa-rtöous av-rnrepio-rao-i5) somehow 

impedes the primary sense-organ. However, it would seem that Aristotle has neglected to tell us 

what this `somehow' exactly entails. In his discussion of the sleeping process, the two main 

factors that have been put forward as the causes of sleep are the cooling effected by the brain, 240 

and the intermingling of blood after the intake of food 241 However, for neither of these has it 

been made clear how exactly they would have an effect on the primary sense-organ, or which is 

the more important factor in the process of sleep. Aristotle does specify when the incapacity of 

237 Wijsenbeek-Wijler rightly questions Flashar's explanation of the special nature of the melancholics as due to an 
excess of warmth. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 230; Flashar p. 712-3. 
238 Arist. Somn. 457a21-45703 
239 458a25-32. 
240 Wijsenbeek-Wijler gives some background information on an animal's need for refrigeration. See Wijsenbeek- 
Wijler (1978), 193. (Aristotle refers to cooling by breath and moisture in 455b29-456a15. ) 
241 Wiesner believes that the mixed blood is the fetter of the primary sense-organ; Gallop agrees. Cf. Wiesner (1978), 
264ff; Gallop (1996), 134. Wijsenbeek-Wijler, however, sees things differently and argues that `the ultimate cause is 
the chilling of the blood'. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 197. 
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the primary sense-organ occurs, i. e. when sleep ensues, and when this incapacitation ends and 

waking comes about. Sleep ensues 1) when the cooled matter returns from the head and dispels 

the heat in the upper parts, and 2) when the blood that reaches the heart is in need of separation 

into pure and impure blood. Waking comes about 1) when the heat that was confined to the lower 

body during sleep once again has the upper hand, and 2) when the blood that was mixed in sleep 

is now un-mixed and the two types have assumed their respective proper places in the body. 

Which of these two, then, is the ultimate condition for sleep? According to Wijsenbeek-Wijler, 

the cooling function of the brain is only of secondary importance to the process of sleep, 242 but I 

disagree. If it was not for the cooling action of the brain, the (no longer) hot matter would not 

`descend to the heart in a mass'. Wiesner acknowledges the importance of the composition of the 

blood for sense-perception and elaborates on the evidence in Parts of Animals. Drawing also on 

evidence from the subsequent treatise, On Dreams, he asserts that it is `the mixture of the blood 

and its turbulent movement' that `are the factors affecting the primary faculty. '243 According to 

him, then, the primary sense-organ is not so much impeded by the descending cold, but by the 

mixture of blood, which explains why this incapacitation mostly occurs after the ingestion of 

food. I believe there is no need to choose between the two explanations, because both accounts 

refer to one and the same process. After the intake of food, Aristotle contends that the ävaßu iams 

is changed into blood - or rather: a sort of blood-like vapour - in the blood vessels, and 

subsequently proceeds to the aX, i. e. the heart (456b3-6). It does this via the head: the 9epµöv 

[äva0vµiwjcevov] must rise upward in an animal and only after it has been cooled off by the brain - 

which is, after all, the brain's specific function - it comes back down to the heart in a mass, and 

causes sleep (456b20-24). The whole process is very much akin to the formation of rain from 

moisture on the ground, to which Aristotle astutely likens it (457b31-458a6). The cool mass, 

242 Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 198-199 (conclusion to the discussion starting on page 189). She supports her view 
with evidence from Parts of Animals. 
243 Wiesner (1978), 266-7. 
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consisting of the condensed blood-vapours, which arrives at the primary sense organ from the 

region of the head brings sleep not just because it cools, or just because there is now mixed blood 

at the primary sense organ, but both: the mixed blood, in this case, is cold and repels the heat 

normally present at the heart; the only way to remove this mass from the primary sense organ is 

to separate it into pure blood and murky blood, so that these two types of blood can go to the 

region of the body where they belong. Once this has happened, and the pure blood has gone to 

the head (Eis Ta iivw 458a23-4) while the less pure blood has gone to the nether regions (eis Tä 

K6Tw 458b24), it logically follows that the heat that had been driven away from the heart can now 

return and resume its function there. So in fact, there are two processes at work in the generation 

of sleep and waking. The first process, the anathumiasis of food, is instrumental in the generation 

of sleep, for it results in a cold, mixed matter that ends up in the area of the heart, thus 

incapacitating the primary sense organ and bringing about sleep. The second process is that 

which produces waking: the separation of the mixed blood is, basically, the clearing away of the 

incapacitator of the primary sense organ. Once it is gone, the innate heat can return from its place 

of exile in the lower regions of the body and resume its role in the area of the heart, thus reviving 

the primary sense organ, which in itself constitutes waking. If we read the text like this, taking 

the coolness and the mixed blood to be part of, essentially, one and the same process, Aristotle's 

own summary of his treatise is now wonderfully complete and satisfying: 
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So the cause of sleeping has been stated, [i. e. ] that it is the reverse flow of the solid matter, carried upwards by the 

innate heat, en masse towards the primary sense-organ. What sleep is [has also been stated], [i. e. ] that it is a seizure 

of the primary sense-organ with the effect of it being incapable of functioning, which occurs of necessity (for it is not 

possible for an animal to exist while the conditions that produce it do not coincide), and it is for the sake of 

preservation: for rest does preserve [an animal]. 

2.4 Conclusions to chapter 2 

2.4.1 Hippocratics 

Though the Hippocratic Corpus is a collection of a great number of different texts, authored by 

almost as many different writers, and though nowhere in the Corpus a full explanation of the 

process of sleep is available, some important notions about sleep and the processes that lead up 

to, occur within, and terminate it can still be inferred from a selection of Hippocratic texts. There 

was, for instance, an awareness of the fact that sleep occurred in a specific rhythm, and more than 

one author believed that this rhythm could be a reflection of a person's physical condition. The 

grounds for this belief lay in an acceptance of the fact that sleep always had a certain effect on the 

body, which generally corresponded with one of the four primary qualities; there was no 

consensus as to which of the qualities this was, but when it concerned sleep under normal 

circumstances, the majority seems to have been inclined towards moist. This notion, combined 

with a firm trust in the rule of moderation, whicht taught that excesses would disturb the precious 

bodily balance that was the basis of health, stood at the basis of the conviction that too much 

sleep and too much waking were bad indeed, because they were sure to upset the bodily balance. 

Theories about the goings on in the body during sleep are also traceable in various Hippocratic 

treatises, mainly involving the four primary qualities, and they explain, at least in part, how 

different authors thought sleep worked. For most authors who give information on sleep, heat is 
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clearly an important factor, central to several different processes in and notions about sleep; 

examples of these are the movement of heat and cold in the body, the importance of heat for 

digestion, and the dependance of the duration of sleep on the amount of heat present in the body. 

Moist is a close second in significance, mentioned only by few authors, and it appears to have a 

bearing on the occurrence and inception of sleep; dry is, unsurprisingly, its opposite in this. A 

more general conviction in the Corpus is that normal, natural sleep is a beneficial process. For 

most, if not all, authors, insomnia - not waking! - is a sign of trouble, because it is a clear 

deviation from natural sleeping habits and disturbs moderation. Thanks to its effects on the body, 

sleep was also generally recognised as a process that could be of use in medical practice, both 

passively, as source of information about the body in diagnosis and prognosis, and actively, to be 

adapted and manipulated in order to put its effects on the body to good use in treatment. 

2.4.2 Galen 

Normality was important in Galen's views on sleep as well, but it was combined with, and 

sometimes even overruled by his consideration of the individual and what he or she was used to: 

for Galen, what was habitual was more important than what was normal, and in that he deviated 

from the Hippocratics. Galen's views on moderation, however, are very similar. He too believed 

that extremes were to be avoided if one was to maintain his health, and this rule applied to sleep 

as well. Something else in which Galen followed the Hippocratics was his belief that the four 

primary qualities played a central role in sleep. But while in the Hippocratic Corpus, there is no 

consensus about the components of the body, which makes it impossible to generalise even 

slightly, Galen follows On the Nature of Man and his four humour theory; so for Galen, it is the 

mixture of these four humours that is accountable for the krasis of the primary qualities. And this 

krasis, in turn, showed in a person's sleeping behaviour. As for the effects of sleep, Galen is quite 
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clear on the matter: sleep always moistens, but it depends on circumstances whether is also heats 

or cools. Galen's views on sleep are much better attested than the Hippocratics' views on the 

matter, and from different treatises by his hand we can reconstruct most of his views about its 

inception and termination - which, we have seen, much resembles Aristotle's. Two processes 

were central to sleep: perception and digestion. Digestion has a significant role in both 

Hippocratic and Aristotelian views on sleep, but perception is not really mentioned as a factor in 

sleep in the Hippocratic Corpus, and so is mainly reminiscent only of Aristotle. In a nutshell: 

after a day of hard work all the dunameis are tired, including the dunamis of sense perception, 

because all dunameis are similarly and simultaneously affected. The perceiving dunamis is then 

in need of food and recuperation, just as the innate heat, which is the dunamis responsible for the 

process of pepsis. The innate heat then moves to the inner regions of the body, and the perceiving 

dunamis no longer flows toward the peripheral sense organs, thus causing sense perception to 

cease. In the inner regions, the innate heat sets about digesting the food it encounters there, 

transforming it into something that is used for the dunameis to regain their strength. After the 

recuperative process is complete, and the dunameis are restored to their normal condition, the 

innate heat will resume its natural movement outward once more. Once the movement outward 

has started, and the remains of the process of pepsis have been shrugged off, waking comes 

about. Like the Hippocratics, Galen also used sleep in medical treatment, both in diagnosis, for 

instance in the determination of a dominant dyskrasia by his sleeping behaviour, and in 

treatment, when a change in the arrangement of sleep and waking, and thus of their respective 

effects on the body, is beneficial. Only people with a perfectly balanced constitution would have 

what could be called a self-regulating sleep rhythm: they sleep when the need arises, and wake up 

when they no longer need sleep. Strictly speaking, of course, it is incorrect to say that Galen 

believed that sleep itself had any kind of effect on the body's organisation of primary qualities. 

While we cannot reconstruct these matters with regard to the Hippocratic Corpus, because there 
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is simply no information available, when it comes to Galen, data has come down to us, from 

which we know that he believed sleep to be purely and only the incapacitation of the proton 

aisthetikon -a process for the express purpose of recuperation, perhaps better described as a 

pause. However, not all processes in the body, i. e. all activities of the soul, were paused in sleep. 

Experience taught Galen that people move in sleep and some even perceive to a certain extent. 

And since both these activities are governed by the soul, only the soul can be responsible for 

them, from which it follows that, despite the reduced flow of dunameis in sleep, there is still 

some activity of the soul. 

2.4.3 Aristotle 

Aristotle's is of course the only complete theory on sleep that has come down to us. In a nutshell: 

after the arrival of food in the stomach, this food steams up into the blood vessels in the form of a 

blood-like vapour, because of the heat present in the belly, and from there this vapour, 

anathumiasis, is transported upward to the head. There, it cools off and descends to the heart in a 

mass, dispelling the heat present in that area, and causing a cessation of perception, which can be 

identified with sleep. This mass of matter is a mixture of pure blood and murky blood, and the 

only way to remove it is to separate the two, so that the pure blood can go to its rightful place in 

the head, while the murky blood can return to the lower regions of the body. Once this has 

happened, there is nothing left to monopolise the area of the heart, and the heat, that had been 

driven downward, can now return, bringing about waking. In fact, then, there are two processes at 

work in the generation of sleep and waking. The first process, the anathumiasis of food, is 

instrumental in the generation of sleep; the second process, the separation of the mixed blood, 

produces waking: the removal of the occupying mass is what allows the innate heat to return to 

the heart and revive the primary sense organ, which constitutes waking. 
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2.4.4 Sleep in relation to diagnosis and prognosis 

In both the Hippocratic and the Galenic Corpora, sleep, unnatural sleeping behaviour and 

insomnia all received attention in diagnosis and prognosis. Sleep was usually seen as a good sign, 

occurring mostly when the patient was on his way to recovery, while unnatural sleeping 

behaviour and insomnia were signs of trouble. Galen, along with some of the Hippocratic 

authors, believed that, from a patient's sleeping pattern, much could be inferred with regard to the 

condition of the body and the dominant components therein. For Galen, this refers to the bodily 

humours, for the Hippocratics, there was a number of different theories offering different options. 

All agree, though, that one or all of the primary qualities hot, cold, moist and dry play a role in 

sleep, and that each one of these can exert influence on the body and thus on the sleeping process. 

2.4.5 Sleep in relation to dreams 

In the whole of the Hippocratic Corpus, there is only one author who directly links the sleeping 

process to the occurrence of dreams: On Breaths. He explains that the reason why the blood cools 

off when we get the urge to sleep is because it is in the nature of sleep to cause chill. The cooled 

off blood then moves through the body more slowly, and makes it heavy, giving it a downward 

inclination along with the eyelids, which is why the eyes close at the inception of sleep. Due to 

this cooling off, the intelligence is altered, enabling `certain other fancies' to `linger'; these 

fancies are what we call dreams. 245 

Galen does not really say anything about the direct relation between dreams and sleep 

either, but there are a few things we might infer from what he does say. The rational soul, 

according to Galen, is responsible for the acts of sensation, voluntary motion, imagination, 

245 Cf. Flat. 14 (122,5-6 Jouanna; 6.112 L. ). 
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reason, and memory. As has been argued, the soul is not completely at rest during sleep, and 

there is still some activity, some movement, some use of the muscles, some dunamis that flows. 

People can sit up straight, hold things, walk, talk, do all manner of things while they are in a state 

of sleep; they can even, to a certain extent, perceive, because, for the soul, sleep is not a period of 

complete relaxation, but one of much diminished activity while its agents, the dunameis, are 

mainly occupied with recuperation. However, we do not remember the things we do in sleep, 

because our memory cannot retain them. Still, the fact that the soul is active at all is interesting, 

for, surely, if we dream, this must be an activity of the soul. Galen does not actually say this, but 

since the soul is indeed able to act in sleep, this suggests that whatever part of it that is 

responsible for the occurrence of dreams can also be active during that period. Moreover, why 

would anyone act at all if there were not some sort of exhortative, like, for instance, things seen 

in a dream? Also of interest to this subject are Galen's views concerning the potential effect of 

the humours on the emotional state. In his discussion of the question whether or not sleep can 

cause harm, Galen mentions that if there is much black bile in the stomach or in the head, these 

will generate fear in sleep. This of course begs the question: how would one experience this fear? 

The likely answer would be: in dreams. 

As for Aristotle, his whole explanation of sleep accommodates the consecutive 

explanation of dreams. After all, he suggests that to understand dreams, one must first understand 

sleep. Still, in On Sleep, he does briefly refer to dreams, and what he says is very similar to what 

we have just suggested with regard to Galen's possible views on the relation between sleep and 

dreams: 

K1VOÜYTa1 
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Some people move when they are asleep, and do many waking things [sc. things they would purposefully do in 

waking], but indeed not without some mental image and some form of sense-perception; for a dream is in a way a 

sense-impression. We must discuss these things later. The reason why people remember dreams after they have been 

awakened, but on the other hand fail to remember the waking acts which they have performed [i. e. while asleep], has 

been said in the Problemata. 

It seems hardly possible that this should be a coincidence. Galen discusses the exact same topics 

as does Aristotle, movement and memory in sleep, only Galen omits dreams as an explanation for 

actions undertaken by sleeping people. Of course, this is no reason to believe that Galen had the 

same convictions as Aristotle, but it does strengthen our position, for Galen knew Aristotle's 

works well, and the Aristotelian influence on his oeuvre is considerable. 247 

2'°6 Cf. 456a25-29. 
247 This is especially noticeable in his ideas on sleep and waking. Cf van der Eijk & Hulskamp (forthcoming). 
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3 Dreams and Dream Interpretation in Medical Practice 

Now that we have studied the process enveloping medical dream interpretation, diagnosis, and 

the process enveloping dreams per se, sleep, and have obtained a better understanding of these 

two processes, the moment has come to investigate what the Hippocratic authors, Galen, and 

Aristotle respectively say about the subject of our central research question: dreams and their 

interpretation. 

3.1 The Hippocratic Corpus 

In the Hippocratic Corpus, we find the earliest known text with a systematic account of medical 

dream interpretation: On Regimen IV, also referred to as On Dreams. This fourth book of On 

Regimen has often been considered an oddity, not only with regard to the rest of the treatise - for 

a long time, On Dreams was thought to be only loosely connected to the rest of On Regimen 1 

but also within the wider context of the Hippocratic Corpus. As regards the latter point, however, 

the truth is that insufficient research has been conducted into the position of the treatise On 

Regimen within the Corpus. If little to nothing is known of other Hippocratic authors' ideas on 

dreams, how are we to assess whether or not the ideas postulated by On Regimen were or were 

not alien to those of his fellow physicians? Van der Eijk asserts: "it would be a gross 

exaggeration to say that in his overall medical outlook, the author of On Regimen is completely at 

odds with what we find elsewhere in the Hippocratic writings, " and I agree. 2 In the following, 

views on dreams held by On Regimen, but also those held by other Hippocratic authors will be 

1 As book IV does have the appearance of a separate discussion, some scholars have typified its structure as 
`compilatory' in the past. Cf. e. g. Fredrich (1899), 221-222; 226ff.; Palm (1933), 99ff. Recent scholarship shows that 
On Regimen Ito IV are all part of one coherent argument. Cf. e. g. Diller (1959); Joly (1960), 172-9; (1967), xxii; 
(1984), 20-22; Oberhelman (1993), 129; Jouanna (1998); Holowchak (2001), 388 n. 15; van der Eijk, (2004), 193-4. 
2 Van der Eijk (2004), 189-190. Cf. also Palm (1933), 99-124; Joly (1960), 183-203; Joly/Byl (1984), 36-44. 
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considered in order to illuminate the theoretical environment within which the author of On 

Regimen conceived of his system of dream interpretation, and to verify to what extent this system 

was indeed the novel invention its author claims it to be. 

3.1.1 On Regimen 

As its title already suggests, On Regimen is concerned with the protection of people's health by 

means of careful regulation of their regimen. To this end, the author states in his second chapter, 

one must of course have a thorough knowledge of human nature in general, and of the things 

regimen comprises: food and exercise. For although these two have opposite qualities, when they 

are well balanced they produce health. In addition, it is necessary to be aware of all the things, 

both internal and external, that may have an effect on either the amount of food or the amount of 

exercise needed. But, he says, even when all this is known, it is not enough: 
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For if it were indeed possible, in addition to these things, to find for each individual nature a measure of food and an 

amount of exercises in proportion to [that measure], with no excess or defect, then one would have exactly found 

health for everyone. 

After briefly lamenting the fact that no one has yet been able to conceive of a way to tailor a 

person's regimen exactly to his constitution's needs, he boldly states that he has discovered such 

a way, and, what is more, that he has discovered a way to predict illness: 

3 Vict. I. 2 (124,17-19 JolyByl; 6.470 L. ). 
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What has revealed these things to me - even before a man falls ill due to excess (in whichever direction that excess 

might occur [viz. too much or too little]) - is prodiagnösis. For diseases do not surface in people all of a sudden, but 

they develop little by little, without being noticed, and then suddenly appear. Thus I have discovered what people 

suffer before health is mastered by disease, and how one should change these things into a state of health. 

The author has realised that prior to illness, there is a build up towards it in the body, and this 

build up can be identified if one knows but how. And this is the author's claim: he does know 

how. Integral to the author's methods is the interpretation of dreams, to which the whole fourth 

s book of On Regimen is devoted. Through dreams, it is possible to gain information about the 

condition of the body that would otherwise have remained hidden. In chapter 86, the first chapter 

of the fourth book, the author explains how this is possible. In sleep, while the body is at rest, the 

soul is active: it is aware of everything (ywvwo Key rrävTa), and on its own performs all the acts it 

would in the daytime perform together with the body, such as seeing, hearing, walking, touching, 

feeling and thinking. 6 

4 Vict. I. 2 (124,28-126,3 JolyByl; 6.472 L. ). 
s For a more elaborate discussion of the links between books 1-3 and book 4 and the indirect references in the first 
three books to dream interpretation, see van der Eijk (2004), 194-5. 
6 Vict. IV. 86 (218,9-12 JolyByl; 6.640 L. ) There is some discussion as to the origin of this idea. For arguments in 
favour of an Orphico-Pythagorean theory cf. Palm (1933), 62-69; Joly (1967), 97 n. 1 and (1984), 27-30; Oberhelman 
(1995), 131; Godderis (2000), 588-90. For the orphic view cf. Dodds (1951), 119. For pythagorean roots cf. Kessels 
(1969), 415; Hoessly (2001), 298; and for arguments against the orphic element cf. Cambiano (1980), 91ff.; Palm 
(1933), 62-69; Joly, (1967), 97, note 1; Joly/Byl (1984), 27-30,92; Dodds (1951), 119; Oberhelman (1993), 131. 
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But when the body is at rest, the soul, being set in motion and awake, manages her own household, and performs all 

the activities of the body herself. For the sleeping body does not perceive, but she [sc. the soul], since she is awake, 

knows all, and sees what is visible, hears what is audible, walks, touches, feels pain, ponders, in her limited dwelling 

space. Functions of the body or of the soul: in sleep, the soul performs all those. 

Dreams are made up of the acts the soul performs on its own. It is perhaps impossible to 

understand the precise mechanics of this, but it is helpful to have an inkling of how sense- 

perception works in this author's view. Gundert paraphrases it succinctly: "Sense-perception 

takes place when the sensations coming into the body through sight, hearing, and touch meet the 

soul on its revolutions, mix with it, shake it, and thus are sensed by it. s8 But in sleep, although 

there is still perception by the soul, there is no sense-perception, and hence there are no 

sensations coming into the body from without. Cambiano clarifies the situation: according to 

him, what takes place when sleep sets in is a change in the object of perception. Since sleep 

prevents there being any connection between the soul and the outside world, the object of 

perception for the soul can only be the body and all that goes on within it. 9 That there is a direct 

link between the things the soul does and experiences during sleep and what someone sees in his 

dreams is made abundantly clear by the author of On Regimen himself: 

Vict. IV. 86 (218.7-12 JolyByl; 6.640 L. ). 
s Gundert (2000), 23. 
9 Cambiano (1980), 93. 
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as the experiences of the body are, so are the visions of the soul when sight does not function. 

Of course, this is still no explanation of the mechanics of the dream. How is it that, in a dream, 

allegorical representations can appear of the things that are going on in the body? What exactly is 

the relation between the two? Unfortunately, the author does not provide a straight answer to that 

question, although he does have much to say about dreams. 

At the beginning of the fourth book, he explains that there are different types of dreams. 

The first type are divine dreams that 

P c'', 7NL N4'r1 ýN 'º' 'ij Ib' y 11 
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prophesy to cities or individuals bad things or good things that will take place. 

The author wants nothing to do with this sort of dream, as there are other professionals who are 

capable enough to interpret them. 12 By thus acknowledging dream interpretation as a true techne, 

the author paves the road for himself to create a specialisation within this techne to be occupied 

only by those who also possess the skills of his own techne: that of medicine. 13 According to him, 

it is this group of people who should interpret those dreams in which 

10 Vict. III. 71 (204,5-6 JolyByl; 6.610 L. ). 
11 Vict. IV. 87 (218,14-5 JolyByl; 6.640 L. ). 
12 The fact that the author of On Regimen wants to distance himself from oneirocritics is reminiscent of what the 
author of Prorrhetic I does with regard to diviners and charlatan physicians in the case of prognosis. Cf. Chapter I. 
13 On the acceptation of dream interpretation as a techne cf. Lloyd (1979), 227; on the creation of a division of 
labour, cf. van der Eijk (2004), 197-8. 
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the soul foretells affections of the body, surfeit or depletion of things that are natural, or change into unaccustomed 

things... 

For although non-medical dream interpreters may have the ability to see that something is amiss 

- and if we can believe the author, this is not even always the case - they do not possess the 

(medical) skill to actually do anything with this information, and the help they can provide their 

clients will consist of a general warning, or at best of the advice to pray to the gods. 15 No, this 

sort of dream can be put to much better use by a professional physician, whose expert insights 

will actually aid the dreamer and send him on his way back to health. In order to help those who 

wish to approach dreams from a medical perspective, the author of On Regimen provides in his 

fourth book a guide to the interpretation of medical dreams. 16 It is, in fact, the earliest dreambook 

that has come down to us from antiquity. '7 

In chapter 88, the author of On Regimen introduces one of the most basic principles in the 

interpretation of medical dreams: similarity of dream images to normality is good, and 

dissimilarity is bad. 18 

14 Vict. IV. 87 (218,16-7 JolyByl; 6.642 L. ). 
13 Vict. IV. 87 (6.642 L. ). 
16 It has been argued that the author of On Regimen took old, existing dream imagery from the Greek non-medical 
oneirocritical tradition and fitted it with a new, rational background to match his medical purposes. Cf. Fredrich 
(1899), 206-17; Dodds (1951), 119; Joly (1960), 168-178; Oberhelman (1987), 54; Godderis (2000), 591; 
Holowchak (2001), 395,398. Potential parallels with divinatory material from other cultures have also been put 
forward. Cf. Capelle (1925), 381-7; Palm (1933), 83-93; van der Eijk (2004), 206-215. I believe a combination of 
these two approaches is very likely. 
1' Cf. Lieshout (1980), 100; Oberhelman (1987), 49. 
18 Holowchak points out that Artemidorus adheres to a similar principle in his Oneirocritica. Cf. Holowchak (2001), 
394-5. 
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Those of the dreams that, at night, repeat someone's day-time actions or thoughts in the way they occurred, just as 

they were done or planned with regard to an appropriate action during the day, these are good for a man. For they 

signify health, because the soul persists in the ventures of the day, and is overpowered neither by surfeit nor 

depletion nor by any other external occurrence. But when dreams are contrary to the acts of the day, and there occurs 

about them a battle or a triumph, this signifies trouble in the body; if it [sc. the battle] is violent, [it signifies] violent 

trouble, if moderate, feebler trouble. (... ) I advise treatment of the body. For the occurrence of some surfeit has 

resulted in a secretion that has disturbed the soul. 

If things are normal, dreams about the previous day will show images that are true 

representations of the experiences and thoughts the dreamer had when awake, without any 

abnormalities. When something is wrong, however, the soul is disturbed and the images seen are 

of things other than the thoughts and experiences of the previous day. Put differently, the soul 

relives the past day, unless it is distracted by something out of the ordinary within the body, 

which, as we have seen, is the only possible source of any impressions - not sensory impressions, 

of course - which may be perceived by the soul without the aid of the body and its sense 

organs. 20 The objective of the recommended treatment is to purge the body, and adjust the 

19 Vict. IV. 88 (220,1-7,9-10 JolyByl; 6.642 L. ). 
20 There is great similarity to Aristotle's ideas on dreams, as Cambiano already noted. Cf. Cambiano (1980), 94. The 
differences between the two theories will become clear in the discussion of Aristotle's views below. 
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balance between exercise and food so that the effects of surfeit, indicated by the dream, are 

overcome: depending on the severity of the disturbance - the extent of which can be derived from 

certain aspects of the dream imagery - an emetic is suggested, accompanied by a light diet and 

relatively arduous exercises. 21 

The principle of similarity-good/dissimilarity-bad first explored in chapter 88 applies to 

most of the dream images described in the treatise, most notably to chapters 89 and 90, both of 

which are to be interpreted following an analogy between microcosmos (the body) and 

macrocosmos (the world and the universe), based on a generational theory expounded in chapters 

9 and 10.22 There, the author has explained that everything - including all animals - is composed 

of two elements: fire and water. Fire is the driving force, which can instigate movement and 

change, while water is the nourishing force; one cannot exist without the other. 23 In the 

construction of the human body, fire arranges everything in the image of the cosmos, and in 

chapter 10 it is then described how the structure of the human body relates to that of the earth and 

the universe: 

, po7rov avýr. o . ecoin4 Ta Ev z a"c,, )µatr To irup, airor 91 Evt Se ýoyam ýravzýa SteKOaýf. V, 5aato Kara zN- XIrv Toü 

aou, µucpa IrPo%S ge'Y4Xa Kai µe74a 1rP0'5 j41rcPa. KOIXIX v 10 hv T97v laE IY tU71 v, Dýýaam 'nP Kai u ý7P 

Trapeiov, Soüvat 7T OTi Kai Aaßeiv 7rapä Träv-rwv, 0a%äco"oM5 Süvaµrv, ýýwv avµ, öpcwv Trpoýöv, äwµcöpwv 

SE üw aravrv ý80Pov,. irePr , Se Tau, , D? 7v uSaTOS 4XPov Kai "" u7Po , 
SrEýooSov 7rveu ý»aTOS 4XPouL Kai 9ePNoiu, 

altoµrµ1)7a rv 11'q5, Ta eneo~rriirrovTa navTa otouu' s. Kai Ta av tarcov, -r& e' aZ9ov, o-ii, tv uSwros 

?. e7rro0 Kai irupos errotrýo-awro qEptou, acaveoc Kai 4avepou, afro Troü OVVEOT? KOTO5 azroKpra'iv, ev W 

21 Vict. IV. 88 (6.644 L. ). There is a clear parallel in this chapter with Vict. III. 71 (204,1-6 Jo11Byl; 6.610 L. ): irav öe 
13 t, j aE Tat 'err 1rö ociuµa . ryv it? T(ovmv, äar6Kpiorv .5 äýii)o-rv go-a) k 91 1); TT-; 7repto ov äjTtj u7revavTroij Trpo"j 

rp äno Twv oircuv ropao-ver nv ctv . oüu err N Kara ToCTOV Töv xpövov ti eFS of vmvor, W' 
avicyl soparrveuBar -röv 

iiv9pwrrov, Kai Bot Iv pbXeou9ar" (`But when the body can no longer contain the surfeit, it incites a secretion inward due 
to the force of the periodos, which, opposing the nourishment from food, disturbs the soul. At that moment, sleep is 
no longer agreeable, but the patient is inevitably disturbed, and thinks he is battling. ' 
22 Cf. Cambiano (1980), 96; van der Eijk, (2004), 200; Hoessley (2001), 301-2; Oberhelman (1987), 59 and (1993), 
132. For a more elaborate discussion of the analogy between microcosmos (the body) and macrocosmos (the world 
and the universe) in On regimen, see Joly (1960), 37-45 and Jouanna (1998). 
23 Vict. I. 3 (6.472-474 L. ). 
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P, µ .spa., µo pfl PwE N", rP fO EUa TfaVTa e; TO ave ov, aýIKUElTaI EKaOTa 1 7Tf7i L EL SE TOUTCtI E7i01ý7QaTO <TO') 7LÜ 

rýrýeýs. ýneýýntn 
zrfpl6Sovs Tplo"oac, 7repalvovaas 7rpo5 a ýXas Kai' E"010) Kai' f w" al µfv 7rpos TM Koma Twv uypwv, 

I If a fxý"s Suvaµrv, at Se Irrpos T97 Etw rrEprcbop97v, ) Urpos TOY 7TEp1 XOlPra 7rayov, avzpwv Suvaµly, at Se 

µEaar Kai Evw Kai Ew rreparvovaal <' A to' u Svvaµly Exovrs>. To BepµoTaTOV Kai IaXupoTaTov 7rüp, o7rEp 

navTwv K aTEi, SlVrov exaa-ra xaTa vvly, aBIKTOV Kai o el Kai avvEl, Ev TovT(, A) , voü , ov o"1 , 

xl 01 , au or, wari%a vrrvo Ef. TOUTO 7IaYTa ra ýrav TO xv E i"º7 S 'ý7 S µEtr S, Sra% r ýr5, tr S, 7 Pýr Sn ýS ß Pv4ý, Kai' t Ta}lE xa!, 

EKewa, OU '¬KOT¬ aTpEjki1 ov. 
24 

In a word, the fire arranged all things in the body by itself in a way suitable to it, making a copy of the whole, small 

things in likeness to great things and great things in likeness to small things. [It makes] the belly biggest, a storage 

place for dry water and moist, to give to all and to take from all, [the belly has] the power of the sea, [providing] food 

for creatures suited to it, [bringing) destruction to those not suited. And around it [there is] a concretion of cold and 

moist water, a passage for cold and warm breath, a copy of the earth, which changes all things that fall into it. 

Consuming some things, and increasing others, it made a scattering of light water and of aerial fire, the invisible and 

the visible, a secretion from the formed substance, in which all things are carried and come to light, each in its own 

time. And in this, fire made three groups of circuits, adjoining one another within and without: the [circuits] towards 

the hollows of the moist, the power of the moon; those towards the enclosing mass, the power of the stars; the middle 

circuits, bounded both within and without <contain the power of the sun>. The hottest and strongest fire, which 

controls all things, ordering all things according to nature, inaccessible to sight and touch, therein are soul, mind, 

thought, growth, decrease, motion, mutation, sleep, waking. This governs all things always, both here and there, and 

is never at rest. 

In this description, the belly is like the sea, and the area of the stomach and the lungs is 

represented by the earth. Around these, there are three groups of circuits (periodoi): that of the 

moon, that of the Sun, and that of the stars. The circuit of the moon corresponds with the inner 

circuit of the diaphragm or the peritoneum, the circuit of the stars corresponds with the peripheral 

circuit, the outer circuit nearest to the skin. The circuit of the sun corresponds with the 

24 Vict. I. 10 (134,5-20 Joly/Byl; 6.484-6 L. ). 
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intermediary circuit - although this is not made explicit here - probably that of the heart; it is in 

this circuit, where the hottest and strongest fire is located, that the soul moves. 25 Let us now turn 

to chapters 89 and 90 consecutively, and examine the dream imagery the author describes, and 

the significance he attributes to specific images. 26 In the table below, to which we will refer in the 

discussion, a systematic overview is provided of the contents of both chapters. 

CHAPTER 89 

Dream image significance Treatment underlying 
theory 

pure and light, appearing normal health adhere to the regimen that is 

1. already being followed 

sun, violent contrast violent illness treatment according to more 
moon, contrast with specific descriptions of dream 

heavens, normality mild contrast light illness imagery provided in the 

stars: remainder of the chapter 

by mist or clouds feeble sign frequent increasingly long runs 
disfigured, disruption of wearing clothes, to enhance trouble is in the 

2. gone or by water (rain) or more outer circuit by sweating; frequent walks after outer circuit, 

one of the unmoving in hail powerful sign moist and exercise; reduction and gradual necessitating 

stars its perlodos phlegmatic increase of food; vapour baths, purgation through 

secretion depending on severity; dry, acrid, the skin 

astringent and pure foods; drying 

exercises 

disruption of inward revulsion; emetic after revulsion must be 

3. hollow parts of acrid, salty and soft foods; sharp directed inward 

moon idem the body circular runs; walks, voice- as the trouble is 

exercises; reduction and gradual at the hollow 

increase of food; parts of the body 

relatively runs on the double and round revulsion must be 

4. idem powerful tracks; walks and all other directed inward 

sun affliction that exercises; reduction and gradual and outward as 
is harder to increase of food; additional the trouble is in 

eliminate increase of food over 5 days after the middle circuit 

emetic 

no exercises; humid and patient is 

crushed, seeming to be weak danger of falling ill softening regimen; baths; rest and overcome by the 

sleep until recovery dryness of the 

circuit 

25 Cf. Joly (1960), 41-2. 
26 Cf. Jouanna (1998). 
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purging with hellebore before 

change of regimen OR watery 
S, influence is regimen, abstention from wine 

stars in a dominant / illness / illness with fatal (unless white, thin, soft, and 

clear sky presence of a victorious over the oucome diluted); no hot, acrid, drying or 
fiery and hot stars salty food; as much as possible the hot influence 

influence natural exercises and runs indicates a 

wearing clothes; no massage; no bilious secretion 

wrestling; frequent sleep on a soft 

influence is put to bed; rest, apart from the natural 
flight, chased by if no treatment: delirium exercises; walk after dinner; 

the stars vapour bath followed by emetic; 

eating less than appetite for 30 

days; after that, 3 times a month 

emetic after sweet, watery and 
light foods 

6. wandering about, without apparent disturbance of the soul rest; turn the mind to comical disturbance of the 

a star reason originating in sorrow things OR to other pleasurable soul originating 
things for two or three days in sorrow 

when a pure 

pure and bright, substance in the 

going towards the health body is secreted 

east from a circuit 
falling away from west to east, 

7. from their all is normal 

stars orbit towards disease 

dark the we can derive 

and west reduction of food; emetic that an impure 

dull, into the diseases of the bowels followed by gradual increase of substance must 
moving: sea food to normal (twice) have been 

into the tumours in the flesh secreted, which is 

earth not as it should 

upward fluxes of the head be 

what comes from 

pure and moist health the air and 

penetrates the 
8. settling on body is pure, and 
heavenly the dreamer the soul sees it as 
bodies it is 

prevention of 
black, impure and illness coming not from surfeit relatively heavy exercises; soft consumption of 

opaque or depletion, but from an and light diet the body; heavy 
intervention by an agent from breathing will 
outside the body help to expel the 

foreign agent 

pure things from a pure god health: what enters the body is 

g, pure 

gifts from prevention of 
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a god impure things from an impure god unfavourable: what enters the relatively heavy exercises; soft consumption of 
body is diseased and light diet the body; heavy 

breathing will 
help to expel the 
foreign agent 

gentle rain from a clear sky, no health: breath coming from the 
10. downpour or thunderstorm air is well-proportioned and pure 

weather violent rain, thunderstorm, tempest, illness due to inhaled breath same regimen, but with much less 

impure rainwater food 

CHAPTER 90 

Dream imagery significance treatment underlying theory 

in. to see and hear clearly what is 

on the earth 

1b. to walk or run surely, quickly, 

and without fear 

1c. to see the earth smooth and the body, its circuits, conduct, 

well cultivated health and secretions are normal 

ld. lush trees bearing much fruit 

le. rivers following their normal 

course, with pure water, not more 

and not less than normally 
If. springs and wells (with pure 

water, not more and not less than 

normally) 

2. anything that is the reverse (of some sort of harm has befallen the 

the above) body 

3. disease in the region of the head in addition to the regimen 
impaired sight or hearing hitherto followed, more walks 

in the morning and after dinner 

4. revulsion with emetics; more 

damaged legs wrestling in addition to the 

regimen hitherto followed 

5. rough earth impure flesh longer walks after exercises 

6. shedding leaves corruption of the human seed warming and drying regimen corrupting agent is a moist and 
fruitless trees cold influence 

healthy foliage corruption of the human seed cooling and moistening regimen corrupting agent is a hot and 
dry influence 

7. high water excess of in blood regimen to decrease blood 

rivers/ blood circuitry 

streams low water defect of blood regimen to increase blood 

impure water disturbance of the bowels runs, walks will stir up the impurities 

because of accelarated 

respiration 

8. springs / cisterns trouble of the bladder purging by diuretics 
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9. troubled sea disease of the belly purging by light, soft laxatives 

if dreamer is healthy: change from change of regimen: emetic; present diet is the cause, hence 

10. health to illness gradual resumption of a change in diet will be 

trembling of the earth or of a nourishment beneficial 

house if dreamer is sick: change from continuation of regimen the change to health is already 

illness to health in progress 

11. disease emetics; no lunch; exercises; much moisture in the body 

earth flooded by water or sea dry diet; little food, then gradual 
increase 

danger of catching a violent or no exercises; no dry, acrid and excess of dryness in the flesh 

even fatal disease diuretic foods; well-boiled 
12. barley wate; very light meals; 
black or scorched earth much well-diluted white wine; 

many baths, though not on 

empty stomach; soft bed; much 

rest; no chill; no sun; prayer to 
Earth, Hermes and the Heroes 

normally: not good drying regimen; increased indicates an excess of moisture 
13. exercises 
diving in lake, sea, or river for a fever patient: good sign heat is quenched by the 

moisture 

In chapter 89, which deals with motion and appearance of the heavenly bodies, the author first 

shows us the workings of the normal/good -abnormal/bad principle in this chapter: to see the 

celestial phenomena as they normally are signifies health (KaT(L TP07 OII öpeo(EVa eKaOTa, äya%), 

while deviance from normality signifies illness (Ei Sg -ri -ror rwv irrrevaYriov yevom, vo6o 6i -r: va Tc, 

vtµa-rº a-Tµaivel) 27 As an aide memoire, the author then briefly mentions the order of the 

celestial phenomena in the cosmos and the circuits in the body to which they correspond: 

äo-rpwv µev oüv ý' eýw rrepioOos, ýAiou N I' 1490M, 016X J"Uj rrpo Ta Koi%a. 28 

The stars are in the outer circuit, the sun is in the middle circuit, the moon in the circuit next to the hollow [part of 

the body] 

27 Vict. IV. 89 (220,18-21 Joly/Byl; 6.644 L. ). 
28 Vict. IV. 89 (220,22-3 JolyByl; 6.644 L. ). 
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This clarified, more specific dream imagery is linked to various conditions of the body, and 

treatment is recommended accordingly. The way in which abnormality - and with it, trouble - 

with regard to dream imagery can be discerned and interpreted, is explained in 2 through 10 in 

the table: not only does the author impart the significance of specific types of (in this chapter 

mainly celestial) images, he also recommends treatment and often also provides a theoretical 

background to such treatment, based, first of all, on his microcosmos-macrocosmos 

understanding of the body. The author has mentioned the correspondence of the heavenly bodies 

and their periodoi to the circuits in the body at the beginning of the chapter, but it is only further 

down (see in the table under 7) that we encounter additional correlations : images of the sea 

correspond with the bowels (matching what has been explained in chapter 10), images of the 

earth with the flesh, and images of high regions with the head. In combination with this 

microcosmos-macrocosmos theory, we come across the application of a number of other medical 

theories also encountered elsewhere in the Hippocratic Corpus: the acceptance of the existence of 

various bodily humours, and their potentially injurious influence on a person's health when 

present in the body in excessive quantity (2,3,4,5); fluxes (7) ; 29 surfeit and depletion (8); 

purity/impurity (9); 30 and even the potentially healthy or detrimental influence of the air 

surrounding us (10). 31 In 6, we encounter a remarkably modern notion, namely the concern for 

the state of a person's mind, or rather, of his soul (psyche). Clearly, the soul can become ill, and 

so it also needs to be healed. 

If we now briefly consider the treatments32 recommended by the author based on the 

dream images, we find a certain straightforwardness to the logic underlying the majority of them. 

Trouble in the outer circuit is solved by outward purgation; trouble in the inner circuit is solved 

29 For a succinct explanation of the theory of fluxes, cf. Craik (2001), 104ff. Cf. also Nutton (2004), 78. 
30 Hoessly argues that the tradition of katharsis takes up an important position in On Regimen. Cf. Hoessly (2001), 
298-309. 
31 This of course immediately brings one in mind of On Breaths. 
32 Joly has analysed the different dietetic measures in book IV, and has shown them to be in general agreement with 
the information provided on (powers of) foods, sleep, exercise and diet in books II and III. Cf. Joly (1960). 
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by inward purgation; trouble in the middle circuit is solved by both inward and outward 

purgation; dryness and bile (hot and dry) are defeated by moistening measures; for sorrow, 

laughter is the best medicine; an impure substance in the body necessitates purging; a foreign 

agent in the body requires expulsion. None of these seem to be strange or out of place in the 

author's frame of reference, and a modem reader can, without too much trouble, follow his train 

of thought. 

At the end of chapter 89, specific gods are suggested, to whom one may direct prayer: 

Helios, Zeus Ouranios, Zeus Ktesios, Athena Ktesia, Hermes, Apollo, and the Averters of evil: 

Gaia/Ge, and the heroes. Regarding the reason why these specific gods are to be invoked, van der 

Eijk compellingly argues: 

"As to the identity of the gods mentioned here, the reference to 'celestial' deities such as Helios and Zeus Ouranios, 

and perhaps that of Apollo, makes good sense considering the 'celestial' contents of the dreams and their 

correspondence with the microcosmic system of bodily circuits. Zeus Ktesios and Athena Ktesie are invoked 

probably because of their general protective capacity with regard to a person's private life and livelihood. As to 

Hermes, who is mentioned again later on, his presence here is to be explained perhaps not so much because of his 

status as provider of dreams (the relevance of which is dubious in the light of the author's belief in the physical 

origin of the dreams he is dealing with), but more likely because of his ambivalent role as a mediator between life 

and death. The latter presumably also explains the invocation of the other `chthonic' deities Earth and the Heroes. " 33 

Though the appearance of gods here has long been viewed as a sign of the author's 

undiscriminate copying of earlier dreambooks, 34 it must be recognised that, actually, it precisely 

follows the recommendations given in chapter 87: while the author concedes that it is prudent to 

33 Van der Eijk (2004), 204. Palm gives an explanation of the use of gods that is based on the assumption that they do 
not represent On Regimen's own opinion. Cf. Palm (1933), 77-79. 
34 Cf. Palm (1933), 78. 
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pray to the gods, he does urge people to do something about things themselves in addition to 

prayer. 35 

Chapter 90 deals with the earth and things on it, and is a continuation of the microcosmos- 

macrocosmos analogy, only `closer to home'. First, the author presents the reader with a number 

of images that can be interpreted as favourable, and in which the principle of normality/good - 

abnormality/bad unmistakably comes to the fore again. However, there seems to be an extra 

quality to some of the favourable images: to run, not just without stumbling or any other form of 

impediment, but surely, quickly and fearlessly; the earth, not only undisturbed, but well- 

cultivated and smooth; trees that are not only bearing rich foliage but also bearing fruit in 

abundance - while normality is of course good, all of these images show an inclination to 

excellence that clearly surpasses normal standards. The concept of the locus amoenus springs to 

mind when reading the description of images that signify health. What follows is an introduction 

to the part of the chapter containing imagery that signifies an unhealthy condition. A relatively 

elaborate analogy between the macrocosmic dream images and their microcosmic somatic 

meaning unfolds. Sight and hearing refer to affliction of the head; earth, as in chapter 89, 

signifies the flesh; fruitless trees have a bearing on a person's fertility; rivers and streams indicate 

the circuitry in which the blood moves; spring and cisterns are analogous to the bladder; the sea, 

also seen before in chapter 89, is the belly; a house or the earth can apparently have a bearing on 

the dreamer's overall condition, for its meaning is change; floods indicate an excess of moisture, 

while diving in water can mean either an excess or a beneficial amount of moisture; black or 

scorched earth mean dryness of the flesh. As for treatment, in this chapter, too, the explanations 

for recommended treatments are for the most part based on an intelligible line of reasoning: moist 

and cold are counteracted by hot and dry, while hot and dry are neutralised by cold and moist; 

excess must be followed by decrease, and defect by increase; impurities in the bowels are stirred 

35 Cf. van der Eijk (2004), 205. 
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up by rapid breathing, which in turn facilitates their removal; the bladder is purged by diuretics; 

the belly is purged by laxatives; a pending change for the worse calls for a change in regimen; 

excess of moisture requires drying measures, while too much dryness demands moistening 

measures; heat is suppressed by moisture. In short, opposites cure opposites. 

The dream images described in chapters 91-93 are decidedly more symbolical in 

character, and the microcosmos-macrocosmos principle is not applicable here. The subject of 

chapter 91 is clothing. Just as in the previous chapters, it is first made clear what sort of clothing 

indicates health: clothes that are exactly right, not too large, nor too small, garments of white 

colour, and the most beautiful shoes. 36 It is not good to be wearing clothes that are too large or 

too small - the first means that there is need for a slimming regimen, the latter indicates a need 

for augmenting regimen. Nor is it favourable to be wearing black clothes in a dream; such an 

image commands a softening and moistening regimen. New things can be either good or bad, 

because they indicate change. In the imagery of this chapter we can easily recognise the 

normal/good - abnormal/bad principle. In addition, the metaphorical element is fairly 

straightforward: clothes that are too large indicate a need for lessening, while clothes that are too 

small indicate a want; white is good, black is bad; beauty is good; new represents change. In 

chapter 92, which deals with the dead, roughly the same applies. The author first states that the 

dead provide nourishment, growth, and seed. He then explains that when in dreams one sees them 

clean, wearing white garments, and giving clean things, it means that the body of the dreamer is 

healthy, and that something clean has entered it. Once more, the norm has been set in terms of 

what is good. The description that follows instructs the reader that it is unfavourable to see the 

dead naked, or clothed in black or unclean garments, or taking something out of the house: these 

things signify disease, and indicate that something harmful has entered the body. Purging is 

36 Joly & Byl translate "ses plus belles chaussures", which suggests that the shoes seen in the dream should be in the 
dreamer's possession; I am not convinced this addition in the translation is necessary, although the author's remark 
that "new things signify change" may point in that direction. 
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required, through runs and walks, and an emetic, and a soft and light diet - the metaphors are not 

too complicated. 

Chapter 93 consists of a range of wholly different images, some of which are a step 

beyond the relatively clear cut and direct metaphors of the previous chapters, others of which are 

of a separate character entirely; while the other interpretative chapters are arranged around a 

central theme, chapter 93 has an air of being a collection of the interpretational indications that 

were leftover37 and could not be fitted in anywhere else. 38 The apparently haphazard way in 

which the various dream images are mentioned strengthens this impression. The chapter starts 

with a metaphor: to see scary, malformed bodies signifies an excess of unfamiliar foods, a 

secretion, a bilious flux, and a dangerous disease. The link between imagery and significance is 

not easily understood: the only immediately recognisable feature is the strangeness of the bodies, 

which can be linked to the unfamiliarity of the food; perhaps the danger of the disease can, in 

turn, be linked to the scary quality of the bodies, would already be taking interpretation of the text 

a step further. Where the significance of secretion and bilious flux come from remains unclear, 

and we can only guess, which would no longer be interpretation of the text. As for treatment, we 

can discern a somewhat more direct logic in this: according to the author, the right response to 

dreams containing such imagery as has just been described would be purgation, followed by a 

light diet that is not acrid, dry or hot, natural exercises, warm baths, rest, and avoidance of sun 

and cold. There are certain elements here that can be understood if we take the information 

provided in the preceding chapters into account: purgation seems to be a logical step, as there is 

an alien substance in the body, and/or a secretion, both of which require expulsion; in addition, a 

37 This of course begs the question "Leftover from what? ". Was there a limited set of dream images the author had to 
discuss? Theories have been proposed as to the origin of the medical dream imagery discussed in On Regimen IV 
(see also Chapter 3, p. 160 n. 16), and these could also account for the choice of dream images: if it is true that the 
author used the limited number of images within an existing corpus that point towards physical danger or trouble, 
and if, in addition, it is true that there is no evidence of an empirical study (as Holowchak contends, cf. (2001), 395, 
398), what reason then would there be to discuss imagery outside of that limited set? 
38 Others who have noticed the ecclectic nature of chapter 93 are e. g. van Lieshout (1980), 189 and Oberhelman 
(1993), 132. 
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light diet would be advantageous, both for purgation and excessive bile, and the latter would also 

warrant the evasion of acrid, dry and hot things. Next comes a section concerned with 

descriptions of dreams that indicate desires of body and soul, some of which are clearly wish- 

fulfilments. 39 If, in sleep, one seems to be eating or drinking things one would normally eat and 

drink, a want of nourishment and a desire of the soul are indicated. 40 This would qualify as a 

wish-fulfilment dream: something is wanted or needed, and in the dream the desired object is 

obtained. Eating very strong meat, 41 however, represents a strong excess, and meat that is less 

strong a lesser excess. The reasoning behind this, the author explains, is that whatever it is good 

to eat in real life, it is good to see oneself eating in a dream, while whatever it is bad to eat in real 

life, it is also bad to see oneself eating in a dream. The general gist of such a dream is then of 

course that one should eat less, because there is an excess, - the opposite of a want - of 

nourishment, 42 and this is exactly what the author recommends. 43 The same interpretation is, 

apparently, applicable to dreams that show the dreamer eating bread with cheese and honey 44 In 

the same sphere of food and drink, the author explains that to see oneself drinking clean water 

does not indicate any harm, but drinking any other kind of water does. And here the familiar 

principle of normal/good - abnormal/bad comes to the fore again. Having cleared up what dreams 

of eating and drinking indicate in the way of needs of body and soul - we must bear in mind that, 

according to this author, the soul is physical and consists of the same elements, fire and water, as 

39 Cf. Dodds (1951), 119. 
40 Littrb, Ermerins and Joly/Byl have substituted ä9uµio with eniBupiq, an option which, though not provided in the 
manuscript tradition, is very understandable and defendable. Joly & Byl argue that this choice is justifiable by the 
parallel with 230,2. Cf. Joly/Byl (1984), 300. Jones, on the other hand, has kept ä9uwi., which is in the manuscripts, 
but which makes the text more difficult to comprehend. 
41 Joly & Byl explain that `strong' is used in a pejorative sense here, and is used in antithesis to the things one would 
normally eat and drink (Twv ovvn9 üw 7roTcüv. erriwv). Cf. JolyByl (1984), 300. 
42 Cf. JolyByl (1984), 300. 
43 The Greek is difficult to understand here, and Littrd and Jones both suggest rearrangement of the text. Cf. Jones 
(1967), 445 n. 1. Joly & Byl, however, comment: "Le pensde est cohdrente, mais, comme ailleurs, son expression est 
'suche et archaique. " Cf. JolyByl (1984), 301. 

I do not see the logic of this interpretative step. Could it have something to do with the double, and therefore 
unnecessarily luxurious or superfluous filling? 
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the body45 - the author feels compelled to specify that desires of the soul are not just indicated by 

dreams about food and drink, but by all familiar things seen in sleep. 46 The last four metaphors 

display some similarities with the first one, not only because their imagery appears to be in the 

same general sphere, but also because some of the recommended treatments are comparable. The 

first two of these metaphors pertain to the body's circuits. To run away in fear signifies an arrest 

of the blood flow due to dryness, and calls for drying and cooling of the body. The link between 

affliction and treatment is comprehensible. Battling, or being pierced or bound by someone else 

means that a secretion opposed to the periodos has been produced in the body. The author 

recommends vomiting, drying out of the body, walking, light food, and increase of food in five 

days after the emetic - measures that also occur elsewhere in On Regimen. 7 Crossing rivers, or 

seeing enemy soldiers, strangely-formed monsters signify illness or madness (mania). The 

recommended treatment following dreams of this type is somewhat difficult to understand: the 

patient should eat small quantities of light and softening foods, and take an emetic. After that, he 

should increase nourishment in five days, do frequent natural exercises, except right after dinner. 

He should avoid taking warm baths, rest, cold, and the sun - all of which, it will be noted, were 

recommeded in the first metaphor. The measures prescribed are difficult to understand mainly 

because there is no explanatory element in the text, telling us what the author assumes is 

happening in the patient's body. 

It is clear, however, that the author sees a correlation between the way in which something 

is represented and the meaning of a dream for its dreamer. There is no doubt that the author is 

convinced that dream interpretation is a great, if not the best, aid to creating a healthy, tailored-to- 

fit regimen and thus to being able to lead a life free of disease. He states: 

45 Cf. Vict. 1.6-9; 35-36 (128,24-134,4; 150,29-156,32 JolyBYl; 6.478-484; 6.512-524 L. ) 
46 This reading is supported by the repetition of emtuµin" 
47 Cf. Vict. IIi. 71(6.610 L. ); Vict. IV, 88 (6.644 L. ). 
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Tovroia º oew evos, wä yeyparrrar, üyravei Töv ßiov. 48 

Using these things, as described, a man will live his life healthily. 

For in dreams, the soul speaks to the dreamer, as it were, and forewarns him of any impending 

bodily problems, the seed of which has already been planted, or informs him of needs that have 

come into being. If a physician can interpret his patient's dreams correctly, they enable him to 

cast a prodiagnösis, an evaluation of his patient's condition and identification of the excesses 

within his body concerning the humours and the primary qualities they represent (hot, cold, wet 

and dry), before any disease has had a chance to manifest itself. 49 Armed with the interpreted 

information, the physician is now able to adjust his patient's regimen according to his body's 

exact needs. This prodiagnösis, however, does not consist of an exact indication of a specific 

illness. Van der Eijk remarks that 

it is striking that the author is using a very descriptive, if not rather ̀ primitive' nosology: technical terms for diseases, 

e. g. phrenitis, pneumonia, ileus etc. are absent, and the terms in which the author's pathology is cast - belly, blood, 

flesh, ̀ periods' - are very similar to those he used in his anatomical and physiological theories in Books 1-3.50 

If, however, one considers what the author claims to have invented, his great personal discovery, 

it will become clear that it is not surprising to find no disease names in On Dreams 51 The author 

of On Dreams believed that by interpreting a patient's dreams, a physician could learn much 

about the condition of his patient's body and the effects of diet and exercise thereon. 

48 Vict. IV. 93 (230,11 Joly/Byl; 6.662 L. ). 
49 For an explanation of prodiagn6sis, see previous chapter. Apparently, it is also possible to detect desire of the soul 
[Vict. IV. 93 (228,27; 230,2 JolyByl; 6.660 L. )], but the author seems to do no more than take note of this; there does 
not seem to be any treatment. 
50 Van der Eijk (2004), 202. 
51 Incidentally, one is strongly brought in mind of the closing remark of Prognostic: "It is not necessary to wish for 
the name of any disease, just because it happens not to have been written here. (IIoOeIv Se vi ouaEv65 vovoip. roc 
, roüvoµa, öTi µßj -rvyxävi ev862e yeypaµ tevov)" Cf. Progn. 25 (231,6-7 Alexanderson; 2.190 L. ). 
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`T7revavTia ev ä &) 'X rsv e'et rä býuvä isS oira Kai zrövoi avµe' ovýrai U 7r O'5 ! Xa it ö SFB 'Y P 'ý O ow SwpPS ý7 PS 
f1/\\If\I\\7 

vyei'Ov" wovor µev yap 7recýuKao"ty avaM)o-at Tra vTrapxovTat " Oi'Ta U Kai' 7roTa CMTX17p%2oat Ta 

KeVOJ0EVTa. 52 

For food and exercise, possessing opposite powers to one another, work together on the way to health. For it is the 

nature of exercises to use up the things available, and of food and drink to compensate deficiencies. 

In line with the ancient medical belief that illness was a result of imbalance in the elements that 

constitute the body, he reasoned that if you could diagnose at an early stage which element was in 

excess, you would be able to know in advance that illness was to ensue in the near future, 

something the author calls prodiagnösis. This is not the foreknowledge of imminent diseases, but 

of imminent disease, which left the physician-interpreter with some time to adjust any misgivings 

in the body via adjustments in the patient's regimen. Translators have, in general, opted to 

translate prodiagnbsis as `prognosis'. However, this is not what the author says or, indeed, 

means, and use of this term here clashes with both modern and ancient use. Prodiagnösis refers 

to an understanding of a patient's present condition, before any illness manifests itself. 

Treatment, accordingly, is not treatment of a disease, but of the condition that may lead to 

disease. This is not to say that the author would not only interpret the dreams of sick people, or 

only those of healthy people. The example of the dream about a trembling house or trembling 

earth in chapter 90 (see in table under 10), whose interpretation is different for healthy people - 

namely illness - and people with fever - namely improvement - makes it clear that the author 

would also interpret the dreams of those who have already succumbed to illness. The same goes 

for dreams about diving into water: these mean trouble for a healthy person, but salvation for a 

fevered patient, because in the latter case, `the heat is quenched by the moisture'. This last 

52 Vict. I. 2 (124,6-8 JolyByl; 468-470 L. ). 
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example ties in perfectly with the author's idea of prodiagnösis: a dream of this kind indicates a 

certain state of affairs in the body; for fevered people, it is a beneficial state of affaris, due to 

which the fever will go down, but for healthy people, the same state of affairs indicates 

impending illness. And this dual position of such dreams is the reason why fever and its 

disappearance or impending illness play no role in the dream, literally or metaphorically. 

3.1.2 Epidemics VI 

Within the Hippocratic Corpus, the passage on dreams that seems to display ideas closest to those 

formulated in On Regimen is to be found in the eighth book of Epidemics VI. Paragraphs 9 and 

10 of this treatise have long been subject to ancient and modem scholarly debate. Two main 

problems make interpretation of these paragraphs difficult: firstly, the shorthand style of the text 

inevitably reduces any interpretation to little more than an educated guess, an issue Galen already 

saw himself faced with; and secondly, the fact that in several places the text is almost certainly 

corrupt automatically undermines any guesswork. Nonetheless, I believe that the two paragraphs 

are potentially very interesting to the subject of medical dream interpretation, and a discussion of 

these passages from that angle seems in order. Until now, the two chapters have been read as 

follows: 

9. `H7Xiou 9/LAiros, tt o5, Teyýt;, ýpör'º7S' µ¬Taf3oX' Siä oTa, eý oiwv, e; oia [exe: ]. rn vor, apyiar, iorvoi, 

aypv7rviar. Ta ev 1)7rv(4)" evvirvra, Ko1Tar, Kar ev Dims, Kar uý oiwv. 

10. Kai -rq; ''vcýµýs" vvvora, aütý7 rca9' ewvrýv, xwpic T WV öpyävwv Kai Tciýv 7rprýyµýcTwv, L%9ETar, Kai 

äjö¬Tar, Kai cboßeITaº, Kai Bapo-ei, Kai eA1Tic¬I, Kai t aaOV er t oiov 11 3 ̀ I7rno66OU oiKOVpöc tvc 'Y IthIL 5 

53 am; Ka9' ewv"jv ercio µos eou"oia t Twv eV Tf voüaicJ Enryevoµevwv... 

53 Epid. VI. 8.9-10 (174,1-8 Manetti/Roselli; 5.346-8 L. ). 
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9. Sun's heat, cold, dampness, dryness, the nature of alteration, on account of what it occurs, from what to what. 

Pains, lassitude, sleep, restlessness. Phenomena of sleep: dreams, going to bed, both in what circumstances and from 

what cause. 

10. Even the mind's consciousness, itself by itself, distinct from the organs and events, feels misery and joy, is 

fearful and optimistic, feels hope and despair. Like the servant of Hippothous, although by herself in her mind she 

was conscious of the things that followed on her disease. 54 

To make these two capita more comprehensible, I would like to propose a change in their 

subdivision. They belong to the text from a writing tablet containing awKeirrea, things to which a 

physician should pay attention when treating his patients. As it is, paragraph 9 deals with several 

different phenomena. First mentioned is the natural influence of the four qualities from the 

outside - or so we may assume: the author speaks of the sun's heat, which leads us to conclude 

that the other three qualities mentioned are also influences on the human body from the outside ss 

Next, the process of change is mentioned, followed by two pairs of opposite events: exertion and 

rest, sleep and insomnia. As said before, the shorthand style of the text makes it difficult to see 

what this passage is really about, but I think there is a connection between the two pairs of 

opposites and the external four qualities, which is formed by the process of change the author 

mentions, the µeraßoAj ö: ä ola, Eý oiwv, e; A. The notion that this process of change is the 

connecting link even seems to be supported visually by its position in between the two groups of 

words. It is clear from the previous chapter that exertion (rrövot) and rest (apyiat), and sleep (i'mM) 

and insomnia (aypum iau) are just a few of many symptoms on which an eye is to be kept during 

illness. In addition, the concept of illness as a result of imbalance of the components of the body 

54 Translation by W. D. Smith. 
ss Galen sees it differently: he takes sun and O6)1To5 to be seperate from each other, which leaves him free to interpret 
the subsequent four qualities as properties of the body, and not as external influences. However, Galen seems to be 
the only one to read 6Ato5 instead of QMou. Cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 8 (455 Pfaff); Manetti/Roselli (1982), 174. 
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is not uncommon in the Corpus. 56 If we now consider what we have learnt about sleep and 

waking - the symptoms that are most important to our main research question - in the previous 

chapter, and what we have learnt about the roles of the four qualities in these processes, it is 

easily confirmed that the theme of `change from one into another' figures here. 57 

Now that the author is on the subject of sleeping and waking anyway, he smoothly turns 

to the things that happen in sleep; and it is here that I would like to propose a change in paragraph 

division. It seems to me that paragraphs 9 and 10 should not be separate at all. Firstly, paragraph 

10 begins with Kai, something Manetti and Roselli clearly thought out of the ordinary, as they 

saw the need to justify its position as the first word of a paragraph. Secondly, the text 

arrangement as it is now makes the second half of the paragraph quite incomprehensible, 58 

especially if one also takes the corrupt passage into account. And thirdly, if one looks at the two 

paragraphs with the idea of medical dream interpretation in mind, things become clearer 

immediately. These changes carried out, I propose the following translation of the merged 

paragraphs: 

S 4z05, 'Ye S eop'rn5.1£e$ 'º7 la ora �cv, ,s ora [, Z , py, Z H7ýlov BaJýýro 
, TE 1, o Ta o, E orv, e5 f frl. trovor, a rar, vnvor, 

, ypuýtvlal. , Ta EL U7TLý' ELU7ivla KOITar, Kai EL 010'1, Kai .. Uý, ý, OIWV. Kai WU, a , 5s 'v ' tLrns e'LV01a, aU'ten Kae' 

EWVrýv, xwplc, TcZv opyavWY Kai Twv 7rp-J7taTWV, a ¬Tar, Kar'BETar, Kai 4oßeITar, Kar Bapo-e', Kar 

, A, c it, gE, t. ,ý 'ITrrro p JS t -res 7vW' µ'º7S aÜ'r' ' ,r'' ik St f7il EI Kai aý10 Ef oºov 6oov oºKOU o Ka9EWV v EmQ' o foüa a 

¶r%o'v ev voü0(; ) ýrriyevoµevcuv... 

Heat of the sun, cold, moistness, dryness. Change, due to what, from what to what. Exertion, rest, sleep, insomnia. 

Things in sleep: dreams, circumstances in which and because of which one goes to bed, and the meditation of the 

"6 Cf. Jouanna (1999), 326,328; Nutton (2004), 79-81. 
57 Galen sees the two pairs of opposites as influencing, not influenced. Cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 8 (456-457 Pfaff). It is a 
possibility; maybe one interpretation does not have to exclude the other, in which case the connection could work 
both ways. This is defendable, seeing as the processes of sleep and waking can fulfill both the role of result of and of 
influence on the qualities in the body. 
58 Even Galen speaks of 'dunkle und rätselhafte Worte'. Cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 8 (460 Pfaff). 
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intellect on its own: separate from the sense organs and physical activity it worries, is happy, does and does not fear, 

hopes and despairs, like Hippothoos' servant, 59 who, while her intellect was on its own, was aware of the things that 

happened during her illness... 

If read in this manner, a change of focus occurs and the text now explains how the things the 

yvcb experiences in sleep, which constitute dreams, can be of importance to the diagnostic 

process. Thus, the passage is strongly reminiscent of the beginning paragraph of On Regimen IV, 

where the role of the soul in sleep is explained: 

er rtr. src. ,ý 
o-rav öe To ýwµa 97 vxaa Diu KrveoýCM Kar eyprJyopEOVýa 1O K¬ r' ecrývrrJS o7K0V Kai Tal; TOD 

tI\tt\/. ))It7 

o coµarros irpýetas airavas a)rrq atazrp7Iovetat. TO µev yap o coµa KaOeü$ov ours aia-Baverat, 

Eo Eovo-a 71VWG'Kel 7ravTa, Kai Op?? TE Tao Ta Kai arcouEi Ta arcova-ra, aSi Ei, avEt, XU7LEITal, 

E IOi. EITW, EL Aiy(. p iou(r 6.60 

But when the body is at rest, the soul, being set in motion and awake, manages her own household, and performs all 

the activities of the body herself. For the sleeping body does not perceive, but she [sc. the soul], since she is awake, 

knows all, and sees what is visible, hears what is audible, walks, touches, feels pain, ponders, in her limited dwelling 

space. 

While there is a difference in terminology - On Regimen speaks of the soul, 4xi, while the 

Epidemics text speaks of the intellect, 7vwµrq -61 it is beyond doubt that in both cases we are 

dealing with the concept of independent observation of the body and its condition in sleep by 

59 Unfortunately, no additional information is available concerning this servant and her condition, or concerning her 
master. 
60 Vict. IV. 86 (218.7-11 JolyByl; 6.640 L. ). 
61 Galen seems to identify the Tv6p., * with the soul - Pfaff's translation of Galen's commentary reads 'Seele' - which 
brings paragraphs 9 and 10 from Epidemics VI and paragraph 86 from On Regimen IV even closer. Additionally, 
Galen mentions that some interpreters have taken the dreams mentioned in the Hippocratic text to be 'die 
Traumbilder, die der Kranke während des Schlafes sich vorstellt. ' He further paraphrases these interpreters' views on 
what was to be done with such dreams as follows: `Man müsse untersuchen, ob sie beunruhigend und beängstigend, 
ob sie häßlich, widernatürlich oder ob sie gewöhnliche und übliche Visionen sind. ' All of these properties we see 
described in On Regimen IV, with recommended treatment to boot. Cf. In Hip. Epid. VI. 8 (458-460 Pfaff). 
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some other part of the same individual, which has the ability to act independently of the body; in 

the case of Epid. VI. 8.9-10 this is the ryvth 7, and in the case of On Regimen the Diu 
. In addition, 

there is one earlier indication that the author was thinking of mental processes in sleep. 

Epid. VI. 8.5 is closely related to the issues addressed in Epid. VI. 8.9- 10: 

Ta Fv -roia-iv vrrvotm era o uvo eva, Kai ovowiv arc ea ne I Urar Kai w Ta aa-veTai, Kai Tama 

öoa Trepi ünvov Toiavra, Kai Dian TavavTia. 62 

Affections with paroxysms in sleep, and cases in which extremities become cold and the mind disordered, and all 

other things concerning sleep, and cases in which the opposite happens. 

The author mentions a number of symptoms that occur in sleep, among which the cooling off of 

the extremities and the confusion of the yvwµq. From here the step to the actions of the -&6µn in 

sections 9 and 10 is relatively small. 63 All things considered, it would seem that On Regimen IV, 

once singled out as an oddity in the Corpus Hippocraticum, does not occupy a position of 

complete isolation after all. 

3.1.3 On the Sacred Disease 

A passage that is most illuminating with regard to the physiological processes surrounding at 

least one specific type of dream is contained in chapters 14 and 15 of On the Sacred Disease. In 

chapter 14, the author first makes it very clear that the brain is the origin of our joys and pains, 

but is also the organ that is responsible for perception, thought, and the process of forming an 

62 Epid. VI. 8.5 (164,5-7 Manetti/Roselli; 5.344 L. ). Manetti and Rosellli notice the connection as well. Cf. 
Manetti/Roselli (1982), 165. In addition, there is the potential link to Epid. IV. 43, mentioned in Chapter 1, p. 42 n. 90, 

where the author refers to a patient's ability to know things `in other ways', which may well include (medical) 
dreams. 
63 Manetti and Roselli also discern a link with Epid. VI. 8.9 (5.346 L. ). Cf. Manetti/Roselli (1982), 165. 
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opinion TM If, however, the brain becomes ̀unwell', i. e. if the brain becomes too hot, cold, moist, 

or dry, or if it enters a condition that is in any way different from its normal condition, this can 

result in madness, delirium, disorientation and suchlike, but also in for instance fears and 

anxieties (öeiµaTa Kai ý6ßoi) that can manifest themselves both in the day and at night: 

CU .. TovT Kai ev Týö. au-r('» e'iµ ýaºvoµe9arcaº ýrraPa4Poveo v, Kai I Et b4a-raKat qoßof naPºorýravTat O'µiv T. a µ. 
f, f,,, f, ,, 

vvrrtwp, Ta ae 
Kai µ¬B 7fµep7)v, Kai aypvrrvºat Kai 7rXavoº aKarpoº, Kai týpovTla¬s ovxf wvevµevat, Kai 

a72dw? ral TV Ka8E4"TetTwv Kai aoOtal. Kai TaOTa TlaoXoµ¬v a7fo TOO E7KEý4A0v TfavTa, oTav oUTOS µý 

srfsf, rr fý f, erf. , 
Uylalv, p, 10 BEpµoTepos Tic, r¢UO Ios yEL'YJTaI 10 1ýi I7J $TEpOS 90 U7pOTEpoS 77 e97p6Tep05,0 

T( a»o 

%. c. .f. 65 
nerrovßniraßoc rapa Trºýv ývo-ty o µ« ew9eº. 

And because of that [sc. the brain] that we are mad and delirious, and that fears and anxieties come to us at night, and 

in the daytime, and sleeplessness, ill-timed fits of uncertainty, unjustified worries, failure to recognise real things, 

and a sense of not belonging. And we suffer all these things because of the brain, when it is not healthy, but has 

become warmer than normal, or colder, or moister, or dryer, or suffers from some other unnatural affliction to which 

it is not accustomed. 

A small problem in the text arises at this point, concerning one of the symptoms mentioned. 

Manuscript M has Ev iin ia, while e and Co have ayp. nrviw. 66 Grensemann chooses äypu v aß, 67 

while Jouanna in his Bude edition opts for Eviimia, because he is of the opinion that it fits better 

into the argument the author is pursuing. He further supports his choice by referring to the ideas 

on sleep and dreams voiced in the treatise On Breaths. I take issue with both these points. First of 

all, it is only because of the translation `nightmares' that evümia would fit into the argument and 

into the summation better than &''punviai. However, based on the concordance of the Hippocratic 

64 Morb. Sac. 14 (6.386 L. ). 
65 Morb. Sac. 14 (26,4-14 Jouanna; 6.386-8 L. ). 
66 At Morb. Sac. 14 (26,7 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
67 Morb. Sac. 14 (82,43 Grensemann; 6.388 L. ). 
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Corpus and what LSJ give in the way of translation, I do not believe that Evüirvia should be 

translated with so strongly negative a word as `nightmares'. As far as I can tell, there are no 

parallels of such a pejorative interpretation in the Corpus, at least not without an additional 

adjective like phobera or some other descriptive word or phrase to the same effect. Should we 

then translate EvG7rwa simply with `dreams', the whole meaning of the text changes, and dreams 

per se now become a symptom of an unhealthy brain. While this may of course be a possibility, it 

does not seem to be in keeping with the rest of the author's argument, as will be shown below. 

Besides, there is no indication within the text itself that the öfiµaTa aai ý6$o: 7raplo-ravTai'3µiv Ta 

µev Ldt rwp, Ta U Kai . ¬O' 97µep'v should be taken to have any bearing on what follows, as the 

subsequent symptoms are on a par semantically with the ? EiµaTa Kai 46ßo:. Secondly, the 

reference to On Breaths, appropriate though it may seem since it shares the topic of the `disease 

called sacred', has no actual relevance here. Even though there is great likeness between the two 

treatises, there are some fundamental differences, pointed out by Jouanna himself, which make it 

very difficult to justify an assumption that the two authors are of a like opinion on the matter. 68 

Besides, as shall be pointed out in the discussion of the On Breaths passage in question, 

Jouanna's explanation of those dreams being a perturbation of thoughts seems to be somewhat 

imprecise, making the comparison even more unsatisfactory. 9I believe it best to follow 

Grensemann in this case, as aypvmviaº seems to be the most defendable reading here. 

Sleeplessness fits in seamlessly with the theme of symptoms relating to disturbing or disturbed 

mental processes, both in the day and at night, whereas having (normal) dreams, which in 

antiquity too was a relatively normal phenomenon, would not. 

66 For a more elaborate comparison between the two texts, cf. Jouanna (1988), 34-37. 
6' Perhaps a more suitable passage for comparison would have been Gland. 12 (8.564-566 L. ), where it is explained 
that the retention of fluxes by the brain may cause the intellect to become confused (j 7Yd)j% rapärrerat) and the 
patient to become delirious, have hallucinations and see strange images (&AA0K6krorvr qav rä0-µaa iv). 
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The author goes on to explain the effects of a brain that is too moist. More wetness than 

normal makes a person mad - µatvope6a - because the brain moves around, which makes 

perception unstable, and which in turn causes rambling. It is only when the brain is stable that a 

person maintains his sanity. 0 In chapter 15, the author continues his clarification of madness, 7' 

while at the same time embarking upon an explanation of the two main deviations of the brain: 

deterioration (8taoOop') and modification (.. eräo-ra t; ). The first is an elaboration of the matter of 

madness, which is caused by either bile or phlegm: both humours cause the excess of moistness 

in the brain that makes the brain move around. 72 A calm variety of madness has its origin in 

phlegm, and a tempestuous, rowdy variety is caused by bile. 73 This concludes the author's 

clarification of madness. The case of modification of the brain is slightly more complex; the 

symptoms are fears and anxieties (again: 8eiµaTa K MIA c66gol), 74 and the causes are heating or 

cooling of the brain. Phlegm cools the brain, which results in random distress and anguish, and 

the affection is accompanied by gaps in one's memory. 5 Heating of the brain, on the other hand 

may happen when bile rises to the head and enters the brain via the blood vessels. 76 Fear subsides 

when the bile leaves the brain again through said vessels. '? At night, heating of the brain may 

also occur. In bilious people, the brain can sometimes be heated suddenly, which causes its owner 

to cry out and shout. This does not happen to phlegmatic people, from which we can infer that it 

must have something to do with an influx of bile into the brain, similar to the waking situation 

described above. 78 The brain may also become heated when an abundance of blood comes into 

the brain through the blood vessels and boils there. This happens when the person in question has 

70 Morb. Sac. 14 (26,13-27,4 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
71 Cf. Jouanna (2003), 113-115. 
72 Cf. Jouanna (2003), 116. 
73 Morb. Sac. 15 (27,5-11 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
74 Morb. Sac. 15 (27,11-12 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
'S Morb. Sac. 15 (28,4-7 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
76 Jouanna points out that bile has its seat in the liver, and phlegm has its seat in the head. This is why bile has to rise 
up to the head and phlegm does not. Cf. Jouanna (2003), 115. 
' Morb. Sac. 15 (27,13-28,4 Jouanna; 6.388 L. ). 
78 Morb. Sac. 15 (28,7-10 Jouanna; 6.388-90 L. ). 
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a frightening dream (EVÜnvºov ýo$epo'v) and is in distress - the author likens the process to what 

happens when, in waking, a person's face reddens and his eyes become bloodshot when his 

? vwµ, q contemplates doing something bad. This condition, too, ceases when the person wakes up 

and comes to his senses, and the blood disperses again. 79 

These last two cases are of interest to our present examination. Let us break down the 

facts. If a person's brain becomes (suddenly) heated at night, he will cry out and scream. This 

heating of the brain may have either of two causes, the first being that he is of a bilious 

disposition - from which it seems logical to infer that, in such cases, it must be bile that is the 

direct cause of the heating of the brain - the second that there has been an influx of blood, the 

boiling of which makes the temperature of the brain rise. The reason why blood would flow into 

the brain is the occurrence of a frightening dream. What the author does not share with us, is the 

cause of such a dream. Or does he? 

He did mention that the brain, when out of sorts, may cause fears and anxieties, both in 

the daytime and at night. He even explained the mechanics of the process, or at least the part that 

takes place at daytime: bile is responsible for fears and anxieties that occur during the day; at 

night, bile is responsible for people crying out in their sleep. So can we not conclude from these 

two pieces of information that the reason why such people cry out is that they are having scary 

dreams? The other option is that it is the discomfort of the brain being hot which makes people 

cry out, but this seems unlikely. Surely, if the hotness of the brain caused any discomfort, this 

would affect people who are awake as well, especially if the discomfort were so great as to make 

people cry out in their sleep. No, it is far more likely that the reason for the nightly crying out has 

something to do with the ability of bile to inspire fear, which particular quality of this humour has 

been dealt with elaborately by the author. The second cause of heating of the brain is surrounded 

by discussion again. In his interpretation of the text, Jouanna sees the influx of blood merely as a 

79 Morb. Sac. 15 (28,10-29,3 Jouanna; 6.390 L. ). 
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second heating factor, leaving the question of the origin of the frightening dreams open. S° 

Grensemann, in my view, is closer to the truth here. By deleting the Kai before errv, he gives 

only one cause for the heating of the brain, sc. the influx of blood -a solution of which Jouanna 

disapproves, and I agree with him on this, for there are certainly two different components of the 

explanation of the rising temperature in the brain. 81 I believe the key is provided by the author 

himself. Both Grensemann and Jouanna pass over the question that lies at the basis of the matter, 

that of the generative cause of the nightmare. If bile is responsible for scary dreams, as the author 

has just explained, this would mean that it is responsible for further heating of the brain by means 

of boiling blood. In that case, the heating of the brain by means of boiling blood is additional to 

and dependent on the heating of the brain by means of bile; it is not a second, but a secondary 

cause. 

For the author of On the Sacred Disease, the medical relevance of dreams seems to be 

small - at least, as far as we can tell from this treatise - and his interest in the contents of dreams 

appears to be limited to their general nature. He is only interested in dreams when they disturb 

the patient's sleep as nightmares and make him cry out, because in such cases there are a number 

of things he can infer with regard to the condition of the brain and the types of humours and 

qualities that are at work there. We could imagine that based on these findings, the physician is 

able to draw conclusions about the rest of the body as well, seeing as there must be something 

wrong with humour management for there to be bile and phlegm in excess in the first place; but 

such of course remains a matter of conjecture. 82 Besides, it must be taken into consideration that 

On the Sacred Disease was written from an explanatory, not a diagnostic point of view. This 

could explain the lack of any apparent interest in the potential significance of dreams with regard 

to medical diagnosis. 

80 Cf. Jouanna (2003), 116-7. 
B' Cf. Grensemann (1968), 100; Jouanna (2003), 117. 
82 In the apocryphal Letter 19, the content of Morb. Sacr. 14-15 is paraphrased. 
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3.1.4 On Breaths 

In the preceding, the view of the author of the treatise On Breaths has already come up. It is an 

interesting view, and the only one that provides a physiological explanation for the occurrence of 

normal dreams. True, there is no medical significance to these dreams, but studying the theory 

will provide some valuable insights. 

The discussion of the dreaming process occurs within a discussion of the `disease called 

sacred' (T4 ' IPIq V Ka; IEOýLAVýV VO ov ý. 83 The author claims that blood, of all the components of the 

body, contributes most to 4p6vqars: if the blood alters in any way, he explains, this has an 

immediate effect upon ýpövýa is. 84 To prove his point, he invokes the example of what happens in 

sleep - this being a universal phenomenon facilitates verification. Sleep, he reminds the reader, is 

known for its chilling effect. When sleep sets in, the blood cools off, and as a result its passage 

becomes sluggish - this is clear from the fact that the body becomes heavy and slumps. The eyes 

close, and, as an alteration has occurred in the blood, an alteration occurs in the Mvw-ss also: 

'º] &6"o-t; s ,ß, aýoioüTai, booai -re e TEpat Ttve Evb`iaTpiovaýty, �a ,. evtrmia KaaeovTai. 85 

The intelligence is changed, and certain other notions linger, which are called dreams. 

The effect of the chilling of the blood is that the cpö"ar's is now occupied with other 36ýai, better 

known as dreams. 86 Dreams, then, constitute a phenomenon that is inherent in the process of 

83 Flat. 14 (121,6 Jouanna; 6.110 L. ). 
84 Flat. 14 (121,9-13 Jouanna; 6.110 L. ). 
85 Flat. 14 (122,4-6 Jouanna; 6.112 L. ). 
86 Flat. 14 (121,13-122,6 Jouanna; 6.110-2 L. ). In his notes to Morb. Sac., Jouanna states that in Flat. "les reves sont 
conside rds comme des perturbations de la pensee". Cf. Jouanna (2003), 112. I do not think this is entirely accurate: 
dreams do not perturb thoughts, they replace them. 
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sleep, and their occurrence is, in itself, no indication of any abnormality. However, besides the 

chill of sleep, there are other factors which can change the blood: in drunkenness the blood 

becomes more copious, which has an effect on someone's thoughts, 87 and apparently there are 

also circumstances which can effect such disturbance in the blood as to extinguish thought 

altogether. It would seem that the further we are removed from whatever condition is natural to 

us, the more our thought processes are affected, up until the point that there is no more ýpöv, a-is at 

all. 88 At this point, one has to wonder: Does this mean that the absence of dreams could be reason 

for concern, as it indicates inactivity of 4pövia-rs? And, secondly, is there any way for a physician 

to learn diagnostically important things from the nature and content of dreams before ýpövra. rs 

ceases? However, the answers to these questions must remain a matter of conjecture. Although, 

in light of our research question, it seems promising that On Breaths considered the quality of the 

blood to be of direct influence on the occurrence of dreams, there is no indication in the text that 

this author considered dreams, let alone their contents, to be of value in diagnosis. 

3.1.5 Wet Dreams 

Another text that is most enlightening with regard to the mechanics of dreaming and the effect of 

the body on the dream images someone sees is On Generation. The author sets out to explain the 

processes that surround the production and excretion of semen. First he explains how semen is 

formed. When the privy parts are stimulated, all the fluid present in the body becomes hot, liquid 

and frothy because of the movement: 

87 Flat. 14 (122,6-10 Jouanna; 6.112 L. ). 
88 Flat. 14 (122,10-16 Jouanna; 6.112 L. ). 
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Nn77II\I1nI\ 

Tp1$OIZE1OU 
N TOO al(ý010UI Kai' TOO av9pu)TroU KldeUp, EVoU7 TO Ufypov\9Epµalv¬Tal Ev T() a-coµaTl Kai 

öiaXEiTaº Kai KAOV6FTat vrrö D Krvý005 Kai a, pei (... ) 89 

When someone's privy parts are rubbed and he moves around, the fluid is heated up in the body and it is diffused and 

becomes agitated, because of the movement, and frothy (... ). 

At this point, the strongest and fattiest part of the fluid separates from the rest and moves to the 

spinal marrow, 90 from there to the kidneys, and from the kidneys through the testicles to the 

pudenda. And it is not via the urethra that ejaculation occurs, but via another route. 91 Now that 

the technicalities have been clarified, the author briefly turns to the mechanics of the wet dream. 

When, due to for instance physical exertion, the fluid in someone's body is liquid and hot, it 

becomes frothy, just as it does during sex. The result of this is that such a person sees erotic 

scenes in his dreams and ejaculates: 

. Kai ol E , overw p , ao-ovTeýýa s. Ta , aE e overw p , avouo-iv" v. v Toypov, , ev -r(,, ) . µaT# SiaKeXVN-r(4, ) ýw evov Kai 
rv ýr .. srsse öiiOepµov, ei sr re e. urro 'ra)a17rwpi0sr , eI-re Ka. ir un .o &AAou 'rivos, va p¬I Kai a7roKpwvoµevou s an au-roü opäv 

rrear er Ir er r 
napIo"TaTat of 97 AayverýJ" exec yap TO vypov i-o: ovro oirep Aa7veuovýri"9 

And those who have wet dreams have them because of the following: when the fluid in the body becomes diffuse 

and heated through, either because of hard labour or because of something else, it becomes frothy. And ejaculation is 

accompanied by erotic scenes [sc. in dreams]; for the fluid behaves as it would in coitus. 

B9 Semin. 1 (44,10-12 Joly; 7.470 L. ). It is interesting to note that Aristotle's views on the reproductive processes also 
feature heat and foam. Cf. e. g. GA 11.3 ('normal' reproduction); III. 11 (spontaneous reproduction). 
90 Two older theories about the origin of sperm are drawn upon here: 1) sperm is derived from all parts of the body 
(pangenetic theory) 2) sperm is derived from the brain and the spinal marrow (encephalo-myelogenic theory). Cf. 
Lesky (1948), 302; 304-305; Lonie (1981), 101-102; Joly (1970), 44 n. 4; Jouanna (1983), 257. 
91 Semin. 1 (44,14-45,3 Joly; 7.470 L. ). 
92 Semin. 1 (45,3-8 Joly; 7.470-2 L. ). 
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So in case of a wet dream, there is a direct link between the bodily humour and the contents of a 

person's dreams: it is the state of the fluid in the body - hot, liquid and frothy - that leads a 

person to see erotic dreams and ejaculate in his sleep. However, it is not made exactly clear how 

these dream images are generated or where they come from. Does the soul perhaps play a role 

here? The author indicates that he has already dealt with this type of dream elsewhere, but 

unfortunately the work he is referring to seems to have been lost; 93 we can imagine that it might 

have contained some answers for us. 

Wet dreams also occur in other Hippocratic treatises, where they usually figure as 

symptoms in disease descriptions and individual case histories. There are two elements that occur 

more than once in these instances, and will therefore receive especial attention: on several 

occasions, there is mention of the (spinal) marrow; 94 and the patients invariably suffer from some 

form of heat or fever. 95 In Diseases II, a patient of dorsal phthisis (consumption of the back) - an 

affliction that has its origin in the marrow - has wet dreams (övetpt(46), whether or not he sleeps 

with a woman. He also has involuntary loss of semen when going to the bathroom 96 Initially, 

such a patient has no fever, but, as the disease progresses, he suffers from violent fevers, which 

lead to his death. 97 In Internal Affections, there are two diseases that are accompanied by 

nocturnal emissions. In a specific type of typhus, over-heating of the blood-vessels causes them 

to dry up and prevent the blood from moving through them. The patient frequently has wet 

dreams (fýov¬: pwvoei), and he also experiences involuntary loss of semen when he is walking. 98 

Elsewhere in the same treatise, a sufferer of one of the `thick' diseases often passes semen in 

sleep that is livid and mixed with blood (7roXäºn5 aE Kai 4 -r4 ü7rvw -rö ? vevµa üýaiµov 

93 Semin. 1 (45,8- 10 Joly; 7.472 L. ). 
94 A vestige of older generational theories of semen. Cf. Lesky (1948), 302. 
95 A common assumption in medical authors is the reciprocal causal relation between heat and disturbance or 
irritation; an example of this is the friction that occurs when the privy parts are rubbed, as discussed above in On 
Generation 1. Cf. Lonie (1981), 100-101; 106. 
9'Morb. II. 51 (188,12-15 Jouanna; 7.78 L. ). 
97 Morb. I1.51 (188,9-10/17-18 Jouanna; 7.78 L. ). 
98 Int. 43 (216,17-19 Potter; 7.274 L. ). 
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7rpo¬pxeTal irr rozrrAI&ov). 99 The patient has a fever, and suffers from itching, heat, and pain; the 

heat of the sun and drinking water are pointed out as causes of the disease. 1°° Epidemics IV tells 

of one Nicippus, who repeatedly had wet dreams (eýwveipaae) during a fever, but when the fever 

reached its krisis, they stopped. It is juxtaposed with the story of a man who had dreams that 

caused him erections during a fever, but which, too, stopped after the krisis. 101 In Epidemics VI, a 

twenty-five year old male frequently has wet dreams (Eýoverpt o re rrAeoväxrs) and diurnal 

involuntary semen emissions for years on end. When he approaches thirty, he becomes 

consumptive and dies. 102 Diseases of Women II contains a description of dropsy, in which the 

patient has a fever and involuntary semen emissions. 103 Lastly, the author of On Regimen, in a 

catalogue of plants and their properties, points out that night-shade helps to prevent nocturnal 

emissions of semen (E oveipwvoretv) due to its cooling effects. In his commentary on this passage, 

Joly states: "` eýoveipwovv-etv' a toujours ce meme sens dans la Collection. (... ) On trouve aussi le 

simple ovetp6aoveiv. s104 There are, in fact, some variations on the verb, as Jouanna explains, but 

they all mean the same: Tous ces verbes ont un sens technique: `avoir des emissions 

spermatiques en revant'. 11105 With this in mind, let us consider the other passage in On Regimen 

which may well concern wet dreams, but the interpretation of which is somewhat problematic. 

The passage in question describes the soul of a person in whom fire has prevailed over water. 106 

Because of this, the soul becomes sharp (öýea. ), and such people are said to 0'velpJooelv. 107 The 

problem lies in the translation of o'veipthao-eiv. Taking into account Joly's opinion on the meaning 

of eýoverpthooeiv and ovetpiooareiv, i. e. that it always means `avoir des pollutions nocturnes', it is 

99 Int. 47 (228,22-23 Potter; 7.282 L. ). 
100 Int. 47 (226,20; 228,5/11-12; 230,1-2 Potter; 7.282 L. ). 
101 Epid. IV. 57 (150,1-6 Smith; 5.196 L. ). 
'°Z Epid. VI. 8.29 (190,5-192,3 Manetti/Roselli; 5.354 L. ). 
103 The notion that women, too, produced semen was not uncommon. Cf. Lonie (1981), 119-120. Cf. also Vict. I. 27 
(6.500 L. ); Mul. I. 8 (8.34 L. ); 17 (8.56 L. ); 24 (8.62 L. ). 
104 JolyByl (1984), 275. 
pos Jouanna (1983), 258. 
106 For an elucidation of this, see 3.1.1 of this thesis. 
107 Vict. I. 35 (156,4 JolyByl; 6.520 L. ). 
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puzzling to find that, in this passage, he translates the verb he: pü, a-vetv with "ont des cauchemars" 

- he does not account for his choice in the commentary. While övEtpcý, va-w can of course mean `to 

dream', the meaning `to have a nightmare' seems to be taking things a step too far. Lonie, in his 

commentary on On Generation, argues: "The verb might simply mean `dream' here, but the 

tendency of the passage suggests that erotic dreams are meant. " If indeed we look at the 

circumstances of a `sharp soul', we find the presence of heat (the dominance of fire in the body) 

and inflammation, 108 which both fit in well with what we have already learnt of the circumstances 

surrounding wet dreams. 109 All this suggests that On Regimen 1.35 also speaks of wet dreams. 

While the spinal marrow features in a few of the passages discussed about, the one 

constant in all of these instances is the presence of some form of heat. It is not unthinkable, then, 

that a Hippocratic physician, faced with a patient experiencing wet dreams, may well have 

immediately drawn the conclusion that his patient had too much heat in his body. 

3.1.6 Imagery 

So far, we have discussed texts that mainly deal with the mechanics underlying the dreaming 

process. The actual content of dreams has only come up in the On Generation passages - besides 

of course On Regimen - and in that case, there was no disease or illness at play. However, in the 

Corpus, there are two text passages that bear a resemblance to some of the imagery described in 

On Regimen. One is the case of anxiety (gpovrris) described in Diseases II. The symptoms seem to 

manifest themselves both physically and psychologically: 

108 Vict. I. 35 (156,3/5 JolyByl; 6.520-522 L. ). There also mention of a condition bordering on madness 
(ko iveo6aº), and Lonie explains that there may well be a connection between madness and erotic dreams. Cf. 
Lonie (1981), 109-110. 
109 It is remarkable that, in his list of occurrences of wet dreams, Jouanna does not mention Vict. I. 35; on the other 
hand, he does not mention Vict. II. 54 either. Cf. Jouanna (1983), 258. 
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öoK¬i ev ToIcn 07TMTXvoio-iv ETvat oTov a'Ko v9a Kai K¬vTeTv, Kai £o 7 airrov Xäý-rar, v ai Tö ý%vc, ýe 'ei 

Kar Tou avB w7rov , Kar To a"KO-ro rXEi, Kat oo Xa eTar, rear ar eve or8eoua"rv Errro , Kar ak ei 

iGLýUOJkELOS, KGL! 0ßE 
. 

G6TG6 0P4. KGGIlOUEIPLGTCL 0ßEPCL KG61 , TOUS TfeU7)KOTGLs fUIOTE '110 ITGGIý KGG! SEI1 

In the viscera there seems to be a thorn pricking, and nausea attacks him, and he flees the light and people, and he 

loves the dark, and he is attacked by fear, and the diaphragm is distended, and he suffers when touched, and he is 

scared, and he sees frightening things and scary dreams and sometimes the dead. 

The patient is plagued by pricking pains in his intestines, nausea, a distended diaphragm, and 

over-sensitivity to touch. He is afraid of light and people, prone to anxiousness, sees frightening 

things (3eiµara), has fearful dreams (oveipara ooßepä), and sometimes even sees the dead. 

Although most of the symptoms described do not occur in a state of sleep, the correspondence to 

some of the imagery described in On Regimen IV is striking. However, before proceeding with 

our analysis of this passage, let us first consider the second passage in question. 

Chapter 48 from Internal Affections contains a description of a `thick disease' (iraxü). It is 

interesting to note that in Critical Days, this disease description appears practically verbatim, but 

typifies acute diseases (rt .U 49a T(7 )v vooýµ6, Twv). 111 Because Critical Days is a compilation, we 

will focus on the Internal Affections passage. The cause of this disease is an accumulation of bile 

in the liver and in the head. As a result of this, the liver swells up and starts to exert pressure on 

the diaphragm (avarrnioo-errcu npös -ras ýpevas); the patient also experiences severe pain in the 

head, especially in the area of the temples. His perception is impaired, there is fever and 

shivering, and carphology. 112 The point in the disease where things start to become interesting 

with regard to our research is when the build-up of bile continues and the liver expands even 

10 Morb. II. 72 (211,15-20 Jouanna; 7.108-110 L. ). 
'1 Jud. 3 (9.300-302 L. ). 
112 Int. 48 (230,18-232,14 Potter; 7.284 L. ). 
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further against the diaphragm. Now the patient begins to display symptoms of a more 

psychological nature: 

Ka! ' o*Tav ' TojeraP µä r) zrPo'; Ta ý; eva;, naPaýPovfflý Ka! nPo r r' SoKEre! 7rPo' ý7ýov avaýrTV alvEa9a! o! Tcýv 

oýeaAµiuv Ep7reTa Ka! aXXa 7ravTo&ana kpIc Kai' 67rAU1Ta! µaxoµ¬vol, Ka! a6uTo5 Ev av, To1o: 
SOKEE1 

xEO'Ba! ' TOIaÜTa Xf ryfl . Ws 0. p . E7iEPxfTa!. Kai ' a7fEl , 'º7U 107 Tl5 a'UTOL Ef Wq �& EiIEVaIr " Kai' WU Ka! EI 

IF rs ti v er 9rrrn, r it 9,71 
oTav KaOev3ý, avaiaraýe! EK TO u7rvou oTav evurrvla DO ýoßepa. r4 ee ylvWaiKOµev, oT! a7ro Ev i rviwv 

äio-veº Kai ýoße1Tat" brav evvoos yevTTat, äý17¬ITaº Tia evünvta ToºaüTa opav oTroia Kai Tw ocäµaTº 

E7roi¬t Kai rp 7AWO a ¬A¬7¬. 113 

And when the liver expands more against the diaphragm, he becomes deranged; and in front of his eyes reptiles seem 

to appear and beasts of every other kind and fighting hoplites, and he seems to be fighting among them himself; he 

talks as if he is seeing such things and he attacks and withdraws, if someone does not allow him to go outside; (... ) 

and when he sleeps, he starts up out of his sleep when he sees scary dreams. We know that he starts up and is afraid 

due to his dreams thanks to the following: when he is in his right mind again, he relates that he has seen such dreams 

as correspond to what he did with his body and said with his tongue. 

The author speaks of derangement (irapa4poveiv), which is apparently directly linked to the 

repressed position of the diaphragm, which in turn is caused by the expansion of the liver due to 

the collection of bile there. Curiously, this type of derangement - seeing reptilian creatures, 

soldiers and fighting, the impression of participating in the fight, and seeing frightening dreams at 

night - only seems to come on when a certain line in the severity of the affliction is crossed. 

Additionally, the verification included in the description is intriguing; it is proof of a direct link 

113Int. 48 (232,14-20/232,22-234,3 Potter; 7.284-286 L. ). 
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between the patient's actions, which are visible to observers, and the things he sees in his dreams, 

which are of course unobservable to anyone but the patient. 114 

If we compare the two passages, we see that they both report problems regarding the diaphragm 

(at' cpgve5), and in both cases the patient experiences psychological problems, most notably fears 

and anxieties, and their dreams are frightening (Diseases II has övetpa-ra ýo$epa; Internal 

Affections has Evümia co/3epä). Although the content of the dreams is not specifically mentioned, 

there does seem to be a suggestion of a link between the images seen in waking and those seen in 

sleep. However, even if this is not the case, there is still an interesting resemblance to chapters 92 

and 93 of On Regimen. The below table illustrates just how many likenesses there are between 

the three text passages: 

Morb. II. 72 Int. 48 Vict. 92-93 

distended diaphragm (at pressure on diaphragm ((6a>rrGo-o-erar 

4p e5) 7Tpö5 Tal iPevaS) 

scary dreams (4 roivºv ü1rvoror 
scary dreams (iveipaTa 6oßepä) scary dreams (evkvia 4oßepä) 

1 
4+oße 

) 

seeing the dead (Tot)5 TeOvIKÖTac) seeing the dead (-roüs ä7ro9avoyTa5) 

strangely shaped, frightening bodies 

seeing reptiles and other beasts (w6jkop4a otüµaTa) 
seeing of frightening things (öeiµara) 

(epireric Kai LUG TravTOöa7raa 9'gpia) & strangely shaped monsters 
(Tipara Wopopýa) 

fear (4oße? Tau) fright and fear (atocre1 Kai , oße7Tat) fear (4oßei Töv &v9pwirov) 

collection of bile (xo)kj) in liver and bilious flux (xoAepav) 

114 The passage from On Generation (Semin. 1) discussed above is the only other concrete example of a direct 
response of the dreamer's body to what he sees in his dreams. A potential reference to the concept we find in 
Humours 4, where the author recommends paying attention to a patient's dreams and what he does in sleep (ev irw 

o%, äv öp'f 
, Kai ev Tolan' ünvoºvºv A, äv not' [Hum. 4 (68,19-20 Jones; 5.480-2 L. )]). Incidentally, it is interesting to 

note that Potter, in his Loeb edition, has Morb. II. 72 describing the symptoms of phrenitis, which is understandable, 
considering the evidence elsewhere in the Corpus. Cf. Af. 

.. 
10 (6.218 L. ); Morb. I. 30; 34 (6.200 L. ); Morb. IIl. 9 (7.128 

L. ). In turn, the similarity of Int. 48 is doubly interesting for the following reason: on the one hand it is very similar to 
Morb. II. 72, which Potter thought to be dealing with phrenitis, on the other it has a fascinating potential to be linked 
to Prorrh. I. 5, because it tells us that dreams of those who suffer from phrenitis are vivid (evap'r c) - as will be 
discussed below. Phrenitis has the potential to function as the `missing link' here. Elaborate discussion of this topic, 
however, is beyond the scope of this footnote. 
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head 

thick disease (that may end in death)/ 
if untreated, deadly dangerous disease (vou"oov KrvövvO¬a) 

acute diseases (= Dieb. Jud. 3) 

purgative treatment purgative treatment (änoKaOaipeO'Bat 
purgative treatment (KaBaipErv) 

(hellebore, KXuýeiv) [92] and elrerov non5o-ao&u [93]) 

imagining to be fighting 
To be fighting (µäxeTaº) 

(aUT6; ÖOKEet p. c eoOw) 

seeing fighting hoplites 
enemy hoplites (önÄiTal noYµror) (67rAITa1 gaXopevor) 

derangement (napa4poveer) madness (N. aviiv) 

pricking (KEVreiv) sensation in 
being pricked (KEVrEFTar) by someone intestines 

Chapter 92 clarifies what it means to see the dead in dreams, imagery that is mentioned in 

Diseases 11.72 as well. While there is no specification of the images seen in Diseases II, On 

Regimen shows some differentiation. There is a distinct difference between the imagery related to 

health and that related to illness: the colour white and purity in combination with the deceased are 

qualities that indicate good things and health, whereas the colour black and impurity signify 

disease. The recommended treatment involves purgation, a method of treatment that also has a 

prominent place in Diseases 11.115 The similarities to chapter 93 are more numerous; it mentions 

strangely shaped, frightening bodies that scare the patient, which indicate a bilious flux and a 

dangerous disease; purgation is again recommended. In Internal Diseases, bile is also the origin 

of trouble, and the disease it causes is one that may well end in death, so it could be called 

dangerous. To believe oneself to be fighting in, or to be witness to a fray is imagery we encounter 

in both Internal Affections and On Regimen. Derangement or madness seems to be directly linked 

with it. And lastly, to imagine oneself to be pricked is something Diseases II and On Regimen 

have in common, just as the recommended treatment of purgation. 

115 Cf. Joly (1960), 196,200; Hoessly (2001), 307-309. 
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Of course, the fact that there are a number of similarities between the three passages is no 

grounds for assuming that the authors' views and underlying theories were of a kind, but there 

are other indications that a comparison might be fruitful, '16 and it does seem to indicate that there 

were certain ideas that had penetrated wider circles than others. If, for argument's sake, we 

assume that the three passages complement each other, some interesting information is revealed. 

An example: bile seems to be the factor that inspires fear. Though in Morb. II. 72 there is no 

mention of this humour, if we complement the information with that provided in Int. 48 and 

Vict. IV. 93, the former provides the missing link: in all three treatises there is fear, in two treatises 

(Morb. II and Vict. ) there is distension of the diaphragm, and in two treatises (Int. and Vict) there 

is bile at play, from which we can deduce that in Morb. Il, too, bile may well play a role. If 

nothing else, the above embeds On Regimen more into the Hippocratic tradition and goes towards 

negating its alleged position as an isolated treatise. 

3.1.7 Dreams as symptoms 

There are four texts left in which dreams are mentioned; in all these cases there is no mention of 

specific dream content, although this does not mean that the contents are not important or left out 

of consideration. 

In a summation of things that are to be paid heed, On Humours 4 mentions "the dreams a 

patient sees" and "what he does in sleep" (Evu7rwa oia äv öp? -2, Kai ev ToiTºv üMoia-iv oTa äv 7roin). 117 

This harks back to what we have seen in Internal Affections 48, where the link between actions in 

sleep and dream imagery was made explicit. Humours does not provide any additional 

information - which in itself is not surprising as this is a summation - and we are left to assume 

116 Joly has already pointed out that Diseases II, Internal Affections, and On Regimen (mainly book III) display 

remarkable similarities. Cf. Joly (1960), 193-201. Also, Jouanna points out that Internal Affections 'contains wording 
similar to that of Diseases II'. Cf. Jouanna (1999), 395. The likeness of Morb. II. 72 and Int. 48 to chapters 92 and 93 

of On Regimen has also been noted before, e. g. in the text editions by Littr6, Joly/Byl, and Jouanna, and by Palm 
(1933,73) but, as far as I know, the three passages have never been subjected to elaborate comparison. 
117 Hum. 4 (68,19-20 Jones; 5.480-2 L. ). 
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that the meaning of the two nightly symptoms is either already clear enough not to require further 

explanation, or made clear elsewhere. ' 18 

Prorrhetic 1.5 informs us that "in phrenitis, dreams are vivid" ('Ev67rvia Ta eV 4PewTIK0I5 

evapyea). 119 There is no more information contained in the aphorism, and the surrounding 

aphorisms are not very helpful either. The only meaning that could be extracted from chapters 3 

and 4 is a hint that dryness may play a role here; as it happens, Galen's explanation of the clarity 

of dreams also features dryness as an important factor. 120 This aside, the aphorism also brings us 

in mind of Int. 48, where dreams are apparently so vivid as to rouse someone from his sleep. 

Perhaps this effect was to be expected in cases of phrenitis? 

On Ancient Medicine 10-11 relates things that happen in digestion to the sort of dreams 

that will occur in sleep. A simple change to one's regimen will cause the body discomfort, and 

perhaps even illness. Missing lunch may be the cause of many symptoms, such as weakness, 

hollow eyes, paler and hotter urine, bitter taste in the mouth, hanging bowels, dizziness, 

depression, and incapacity to work. If after this dinner is taken, it will not be digested well, the 

food goes down accompanied by colic and noise and burns the stomach. If this is the case, sleep 

will be bad, and disturbed and turbulent dreams will occur (ey nrviaýovTar TeTapayjkEva Kai' 

Oopu$W3ea). 121 All these symptoms together will indicate the beginning of illness for many 

people. 122 Dreams, then, are one of a collection of symptoms. Their occurrence seems to be 

closely related to the state of the stomach, a connection which we will encounter in Galen as well. 

The last passage in which dreams are mentioned is the by now familiar checklist in 

Epidemics 1.10. The author mentions that he has taken into account thoughts, sleep, insomnia, 

118 It is interesting to note that in Tub. Mb 23, a medieval commentary on the Hippocratic On Humours, this little 
phrase is linked to Vict. IV. 88 (6.642-644 L. ). Thus, if `what a patient dreams and what he does in sleep' is unlike 
reality, this can indicate an excess or deficiency. The commentary also draws in Plato and Galen, and rejects 
Aristotle. Cf. Demont (2007), 159-160; 181-182. 
19 Prorrh. I. 5 (75,10-11 Polack; 5.512 L. ). 
120 Gal. In Hip. Prorrh. L1.5 (16.525,11-12 K. ). 
121 Vet. Med. 10 (131,8-9 Jouanna; 1.594 L. ). 
122 Vet. Med. 10 (129,14-131,10 Jouanna; 1.590-4 L. ). 
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and the type and time of dreams (Siavoýjµaviv, Uirvoiviv, oüx ü7rvoia iv, evumrvioia r, oiö1a"i Kai' 0"T6). 123 

Not unexpectedly, there is no further explanation, as it would not suit the summation, but we are 

brought in mind of the passage from Epidemics VI (above). The fact that thought, sleep and 

dreams are all mentioned in close proximity to one another may indicate a similar train of 

thought. Yet, even if there is no direct link between these two texts, there is still the author's 

interest in the content of dreams, which does indicate an intention to link dreams to the condition 

of or processes within the dreamer's body, especially because the author not only mentions the 

importance of the type of dream, but also the time of its occurrence. 

3.2 Galen 

As is well known, dreams were of great importance to Galen, both professionally and personally. 

He would, for instance, not have become a physician had his father not had a dream that made 

him send his son away to study medicine; or he would perhaps have followed Marcus Aurelius 

into war, with all its potential consequences; or he might not have found a cure for the abcess he 

once had under his diaphragm, which came to him in a dream. 124 Galen, it seems clear, was a 

firm believer in the potential value of dreams. What, then, was his professional view on the 

interpretation of dreams in a medical context? Did he regard them in a way similar to that of On 

Regimen? How did he appreciate dream interpretation as a diagnostic tool? Although there is 

relatively little evidence of Galen's opinion on the use of dream interpretation for diagnostic 

purposes, it is still enlightening to consider the passages that are available in those works that 

have come down to us. 

123 Epid. I. 10 (199,16-18 Kühlewein; 2.668-670 L. ). 
124 Cur. Ven. Sect. 23 (11.315 K. ). 
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3.2.1 On Diagnosis from Dreams & Galen's Commentary on Epidemics I 

In the Galenic Corpus, there is a small independent treatise on dreams called On Diagnosis from 

Dreams (hereafter DD). It has the reputation of being spurious, but Guidorizzi has proven it to be 

at least likely that it is a compilation or an excerpt from Galen's original work. 125 An important 

part of the treatise appears practically verbatim in Galen's commentary on the Hippocratic 

Epidemics I, which is attributable to Galen with certainty, 126 and this contributes to the status of 

the DD text. Guidorizzi, and later Oberhelman, have argued that the treatise is likely to be a 

collection of passages on dreams from Galen's oeuvre, most notably from the lost work On 

Regimen in Health (flepi öºarnqs 6ytetv4i), which Galen himself mentions as the treatise in which 

he has dealt more thoroughly with dreams. 127 

In DD, dreams are very clearly presented as an aid to medical diagnosis, as they can be 

interpreted as an indication of the condition of the humours: 

Kai iY67mov ag ýµiv evaeIKwrat bpi&Beo"ty Tov o"cdµaToc. IIuprcaºäv µev <7&p) Ti; öpcöv övap ürrö T, 1^2; 

av evo eiTat o7ý "" ei U Ka7rvov a vv aBu TKOTO v7ro eX aý oX ""o0 ae ins x7ý x ýn ' ýi ' xJý' 9iß s. ' ins w 'ins x 'ns "µßp s' 
av vo 7p6TnTa nXeovgeiv evaxtc , ov bye Kai, Kpuvý"raýos KaiIxa-Jýaca, ýXeypa 4xP eiKVUTai" ov. l 

125 Cf. Guidorizzi (1973). 
126 Cf. Oberhelman (1983), 40 n. 28; (1993), 139; Guidorizzi (1973), 96. Virtually the same passage also appears in 
the pseudo-Galenic commentary on the Hippocratic Humours, which is a Renaissance forgery. Cf. K. Kalbfleisch 
(1916), 138; Demuth (1972), 53; Guidorizzi (1973), 96; Oberhelman (1983), 40 n. 28. Siegel mistakes the origin of 
the Epidemics commentary for that of the Humours treatise and asserts that the former is a forgery. Cf. Siegel (1973), 
169 n. 202. 
127 In Hip. Epid. I. 3.1 (108,2-3 Wenkebach; 17a. 214 K. ). Wenkebach suspected DD to be a compilation from the 
passage in the commentary on Epidemics I: "Fragmentum quod adhuc in editionibus circumfertur libelli qui 
inscribitur Ilepi riffs eý evumiwv öwayvwo-ews (VI 832sqq. K. ) ex hoc commentario Epidemiarum I. 1 compilatum esse 
videtur. " Cf. Wenkebach (1924), 108. However, Guidorizzi has convincingly proven this not to be the case, as 1) 
there are parts in the DD text that are not present in the commentary and, most notably the theory on dreams and 
their causation, and 2) Galen himself states that he deals with dreams in another treatise, with which both DD and the 
commentary must be connected. Cf. Guidorizzi (1973), 98. Oberhelman agrees with Guidorizzi, though he adds his 
own interpretation, i. e. that DD is not an extract, but a compilation of passages. Cf. Oberhelman (1993), 139-4 1. Of 
course, this must remain a matter of conjecture. 
128 Dign. (103,1-4 Guidorizzi; 6.832 K. ). I use the critically edited text provided by Guidorizzi in his 1973 article; 
occasionally, minor changes have been made to it by me. 
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And a dream shows us the condition of the body. <For> someone seeing a conflagration in a dream is being plagued 

by yellow bile; if smoke or mist or deep darkness [appear in a dream], [someone is being plagued by] black bile; 

torrential rain shows an excess of cold moisture; and snow and ice and hail [show an excess of] cold phlegm. 

Analogy of the dream images to the qualities of the dominant humour seems to be the key to 

interpretation: blood is hot and moist, phlegm is cold and moist, yellow bile is dry, and hot and 

black bile is dry and cold. 129 One might think the fact that one quality belongs to two different 

humours could pose a problem, but the difficulty seems to be surmountable, since the intensity of 

the quality is apparently not equal, as is attested in Galen's work: we can deduce, for instance, 

that fire is a metaphor for yellow bile rather than blood because the former is much hotter than 

blood. 130 There are, however, other problems. Medical dreams, i. e. dreams that contain 

metaphorical representations of dominant humours in the body, are only one type of dream; other 

dreams may have their origin in a person's waking thoughts and actions, while others again may 

carry some prophetic meaning. To see the difference between type one and two, it is stated, 

should not be too difficult, as it merely requires filtering out anything that has no connection to 

waking thoughts and actions. It is the third, prophetic type that complicates things: 131 

'Eirdl 'e Kai µavTIK6 Tiva ovyxwpovµev elvai, rc äv Taü-ra SiaKpt6Ei? Tci&v a7ro Toü orwµaTos 

opµcwp evwv, oü pp o: ov ei7reiv. 132 

And since we allow for some [dreams] to be prophetic, it is not easy to say how those are to be discerned from the 

ones that are generated by the body. 

129 Cf. Siegel (1968), 218. 
130 Cf. Temp. Il. 2 (1.584 K. ). 
131 Dign. (103,13-104,3 Guidorizzi; 6.833 K. ). 
132 Dign. (104,21-22 Guidorizzi; 6.833 K. ). I made one small correction in the text: Guidorizzi has pä, Gov, but I 
suspect this to be a typo. 
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To distinguish between this type and the other two types is so problematic that even those with 

ample experience in such matters can be deceived. 133 However, no direct solution to this problem 

is offered. Still, to make interpretation of medical dreams as accurate as possible, some helpful 

suggestions are made. It is important to take into account at least the following factors. One is the 

time of the dream. It is pointed out that the meaning of a dream can be highly dependent on the 

moment at which it occurs. An example is provided: if a patient dreams that he is being covered 

in snow, this can mean two things. Should such a dream occur at the onset of a paroxysm that is 

accompanied by cold and shivering, the dream is a result of these experiences. However, if it 

occurs after the acme of the disease, it is much more likely to be an indication of the humour that 

is most dominant in the body at that time. 134 In other words, it is possible for the (potential) 

effects of a dominant humour on dream images to be obscured by more acute, stronger 

experiences of the body. A second factor consists in the food a person has ingested. Humours in 

the stomach can be the origin of dream images -a topic discussed more elaborately elsewhere in 

this chapter - similar to those that would occur if the same humour were dominant in the 

dreamer's body. Hence, if no phlegm-producing food was consumed prior to a dream featuring 

snow, it can be concluded that phlegm is dominant in the body, and thus responsible for the 

dream images seen. 135 

The mechanics underlying these dream processes are also explained. While the soul is 

responsible for, the occurrence of prophetic dreams - it is not explained how exactly this works - 

the soul is also responsible for the occurrence of dreams that are linked to the condition and the 

needs of the body: 

133 Dign. (104,23-26 Guidorizzi; 6.834 K. ). 
13' Dign. (103,5-9 Guidorizzi; 6.832-3 K. ). 
135 Dign. (103,10-12 Guidorizzi; 6.833 K. ). 
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ý'0lKf fV T01U7T1J01 E! TO TOÜ 0'W aT0 EIO'ý1Ü0"a Kai TWL EKTO a7T0 O'a0'a 7a&P S'S 'S ' ß4005 µSm ýx'º7 w 'S xWP'ý 

a10'87fTWV TºýS KaTa TO O'W(. Ga 3ia6f0'EWS a! 0'e6VeAal, irav-rWV -re toi, ÖPE7¬TaW, TOÜTWV (WS ,n 7rap6VTWV 

Xaµßävfl v. avTaviav. 
136 

For the soul, in sleep having dived into the depth of the body and being severed from outside perception, seems to 

perceive the situation in the body, and to receive images of all the things it yearns for, as if these things are already 

present. 

This harks back strongly to the view of the Hippocratic On Regimen, according to which the soul 

acts independently of the body during sleep, and perceives the things that happen in the body. But 

there is a distinct difference between their respective ways of dealing with dreams: 

"A TOIVUV ÖP0^)07 01' K&p. YOVTES EV T015 EVU7nV1015 Kai 7rp66TTEfl Ö0KOÜTI O'UVEYMýIETCLI 7rOAA&Kl5 4LLlU E11¬! Os 

TE Kai 7rAEov¬ýIa; Kai' 7 OIÖTgTGGS zw wv. 
137 

The things, now, that sick people see in their dreams and what they seem to be doing together will often indicate to 

us defects and excesses and qualities of humours. 

The key-word is K&/hvov-res. It indicates that an interest in dreams from a medical point of view 

was engendered mainly by a person's poor health. This may seem logical, but we must bear in 

mind that the author of On Regimen clearly thought that it was also important to study the dreams 

of healthy people, because his is the art of prodiagnbsis: although there may not be any 

manifestation of illness, someone could already be on his way to becoming ill, unbeknownst to 

himself or his physician. The main difference, then, lies in their respective objectives. That of On 

Regimen is clear: he uses dreams as a way to `test the waters' both in cases of those who are 

136 Dign. (104,33-36 Guidorizzi; 6.834 K. ). 
137 Dign. (105,49-50 Guidorizzi; 6.835 K. ). 
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healthy and in cases of those who are ill - in his dream book, `good' and `bad' dreams both 

receive ample attention. DD, on the other hand, seems to have a predilection for dreams of those 

who are already ill. Although DD does provide two examples of dreams that would come to 

healthy people - people without excess dream that they are flying or running very fast, and 

people whose bodies do not contain putrid humours or too much feces might think they find 

themselves in sweet smelling places -138 these are merely examples mentioned to illustrate a 

point to the contrary; they do not receive any further attention and are clearly not part of the 

central topic of the text, i. e. dreams of sick people, K& L ovTE;. 

Let us, then, consider the passage in Galen's commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics 

I. 10. It is decidedly shorter and less informative than DD, being a rendering of the same 

information we encounter in the first part of DD. 139 A full translation of the passage in the 

commentary seems appropriate, as there is none yet: 

aAf 
ý 

Kai' 
' 

Tcäv 
frrrr M 7repI evv 7r viwv TrpoeNMpa1, T(JV T' v WWv Kar' ovo"a 3sa9eo"Iv Twa Troy vcaµazos 

rr,. rer%%re ,re EYaEIKYUTaW, KaOal ep Kay TG} fepl 3iaiT, 
05 Uyi¬W4i ye'ypa7rrat. 7TUpKaia; jzEY yap Tic Op(UY OYap U7fo Tq5 

av Ev o EiTal oÄ aE KarAi, a uv aW o"K' urro EAaly oA o ou H5 <' > xý x 'ns, <61140 . 9i 'xA' 'ßs, `' T'ns µ ms x 'ns"> µßP s 
Öf ýw&y Üypö 2Ta irXeoi iceiv evaeiKYUTar, Ka&47TEp yE Kai [eil xröva Kai KpÜO"CaUQY Kai xQ. %acav, 

4 '7 aF x piq 'T ov, xul , 
'ý S''P 'º7 7ýE a ov" Ev w bý o ýoKi, ýv elval 8uaw Er nEova v Jýo ov b` a, JýEKT vovwv Tlva 

TruPPar, alN-a nXEOVa Elv. cow8 r 'r? Päv g' Ev ýow rSEO. 1 To rnols lo-rao-Oat 7rveu 'N. aTa S'1poi (Kai i,. ýE Trva o Earl 
T&W a% wv ava lloyov. ) alo Kar 7rp0(TEO'oKE T) EvU it vIo 10 r 

(TO) 0701T8 Kai oTe" TO µEY 

<o t) or 0- r Ta 8raýopa5 au'Tüjv C11aE1KVÜE, h¬V0V Kai M, 9 7rpoo-9EVTO5 aiToü 7rpöanAov 'v, To' a' öTE TTV 

KaIp6v, EY i; 7IYETat Ta EYU it y1a, TOUTEOTly CITE Kam iv eioß0 7JY TWY 77apoeUO'p iY CITE KaTa 'MiY 

aK Y ei, EY a Tlvl Kal Kai ei ETa T0Y Kai 7r0' YE T(Ya T0Y EUOEw WIT0, µ, 0 �,, �%PiWP 41 i' 'Y' P ý'ý 's ýI x Pis P ýý7s 

138 Dign. (104,37-43 Guidorizzi; 6.834-5 K. ). 
139 Guidorizzi provides a useful juxtaposition of the passage from Galen's commentary on Epid. I. 10 and DD. Cf. 
Guidorizzi (1973), 96-7. 
140 Wenkebach has inserted the entire phrase between brackets. I do not know why Wenkebach has used i, but I think 
ei, which Guidorizzi also uses in his edition of DD, from which, we can assume, Wenkebach copies the inserted 
phrase, is the more logical choice here. 
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'� ,.,, lLETaI rap Ti; fUýIE! ý1s EK TDUTWL. 0 yOÜU xIOUIýE al ý10KWL EGLU EV f10ß0X4 7TaP0ýUOµOUj µ ETa 1'yOUs , 'p m 
l, 1PlK175 yf KCLTaiý/L fWs 'Y! '}ýYO/J 2 OU TOTO ýaVTaO o'rf 

, T() KGLIPC}) TÖ 7TJlE0L, oü T ? laO&e ToO o thµaTos 

aVatEgPflY ; XP4 KCLTa wEYTO! T'iY iraPaKµ97L C0'> TOIOUTOY OLaP BEaOi/hEVOSßfßaIOTEP 
aL IU ELýlEI IU ' 

fTl f TCt1U EP7a0"ETaI T"h5 TW V cir(KPaTODUTWU fkWY '. 'KPOroTOS- "µ OU, EaL ý1E N- < 'L> Eß'r1aOK'WS . 

(, )Af'YlkaT(K(UY &O J4TWV, CÜV fl/ 17aO'Tpl 7rep: EXOT 6VOJV EV? ZETai TIU! To: aL rv y1UE0'Oal 4awTaw'lav, 

Ka1TOI T7J5 EY 014) TC}1 O'WhOT1 0I YEO'EWS QUK OU'UT5 o oic 8.141 

But about dreams I have also spoken before, especially all those that indicate a certain condition of the body, just as 

has been written in On Regimen in Health. For someone who sees conflagrations in a dream is troubled by yellow 

bile, <if smoke or mist or deep darkness [appear in a dream], [someone is troubled] by black bile>; [seeing] torrential 

rains shows an excess of cold moisture, just as [seeing] snow and ice and hail [shows an excess of] cold phlegm. 

Appearing to be in a smelly place [indicates] a rotten humour, [seeing] cock's combs or something red [indicates] an 

excess of blood. To see something dark or to stand in dark places indicates breaths <and analogously in other cases. > 

And that is why he has added 'including the kind and time' to 'dreams'. 'The kind' to indicate that there is a 

difference between them, and if it had not been added, it was clear before; 'the time' [to indicate] the moment in time 

when the dreams occur, i. e. either in the beginning of the paroxysm, or in the acme, or at some other moment, and 

whether directly after food - and especially after some particular food - for some indication comes forth from those 

things. So when someone appears to be covered in snow, if this is imagined at the onset of a paroxysm combined 

with shivers or shuddering or chill, it must be attributed more to the moment and not to the condition of the body. 

But if someone sees such a dream after the acme, it will provide a firmer indication to us of the coldness of the 

dominant humours; more so, even, if [the dreamer] has not eaten any of the phlegmatic foods, which, when 

contained in the stomach, allow such an image to occur to someone, even though it is not similar to the condition in 

the whole of the body. 

141 In Hip. Epid. I. 3.1 (108,1-24 Wenkebach; 17a. 214-5 K. ). Oberhelman would rather see 'Wenkebach's meddlesome 
additions, deletions, and emendations' removed (cf. Oberhelman (1993), 140). While I do agree with both Guidorizzi 
and Oberhelman that neither of the two texts can have been a source for the other, I do not think Wenkebach's 
changes - though made from the standpoint that the Epidemics commentary was a model for DD and most clearly 
seen in Guidorizzi's rendering of the text (cf. Guidorizzi (1973), 96-7) - make much difference to the significance of 
the passage to Galen's views on medical dream interpretation, which is why I have adopted Wenkebach's text, with 
only some minor changes. 
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If nothing else, the passage provides an explanation for and some instances of the use of dreams 

in diagnosis, and gives some helpful hints with regard to the things that need to be taken into 

account besides the contents of the dreams. It also enhances the understanding of the occurrence 

of dreams in the Hippocratic diagnostic checklist: the addition of o11o10 Kai öi-e, for instance, 

which seems quite unintelligible at first sight, makes sense now - at least from a Galenic point of 

view, as it can, of course, never be certain that Galen's explanation is similar to what the 

Hippocratic author had in mind. On the downside, the passage is clearly lacking any explanation 

of the origin or mechanics of dreaming, as Galen refers us to his On Regimen in Health for any 

more information on dreams. Of course, since we do not have this text, we depend on DD for any 

additional information, but there is still a chance that this text was not actually written by Galen 

and only represents his ideas in part - the part that also occurs in the commentary on Epidemics I. 

Unfortunately, nowhere else in the Galenic Corpus is there any explanation of how dreams work 

and where they come from. In that respect, it would be most convenient if we were able to rely on 

DD entirely. However, there are a number of passages with some reference to dreams contained 

within the Galenic Corpus, and even though these passages are based on an underlying theory 

that is nowhere made explicit, they might still contribute to a greater understanding of Galen's 

views on dreams. 

3.2.2 Galen's Commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics VI 

As Manetti and Roselli point out, the Greek text of Galen's commentary on the Hippocratic 

Epidemics VI is highly fragmentary, a problem Wenkebach and Pfaff have been able to solve by 

complementing the Greek with a German translation of the Arabic version of the text. 142 The part 

142 Cf. Manetti/Roselli (1982), xl-xliii. 
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of the commentary that interests us is a part of that Arabic/German complement. The passage of 

the Hippocratic Epidemics in question is VI. 8.9, which has already been discussed in detail 

above. Galen's commentary on it reads as follows: 

Hippokrates: Was im Schlafe geschieht, die Träume. 

Galen: Einige fügen zwischen 'was im Schlafe geschieht' und `Träume' ein 'an' ein, verbinden das Ganze und 

machen daraus einen Satz und behaupten, daß Hippokrates verlange, man solle auf die Träume, welche im Schlafe 

auftreten, achten. Darunter verstehen sie die Traumbilder, die der Kranke während des Schlafes sich vorstellt. Man 

müsse untersuchen, ob sie beunruhigend und beängstigend, ob sie häßlich, widernatürlich oder ob sie gewöhnliche 

und übliche Visionen sind. Manche sagen, wenn er nur von den Träumen hätte reden wollen, hätte er sicher nicht 

gesagt: `was im Schlafe geschieht an Träumen', sondern hätte sich begnügt zu sagen `die Träume', da es ja keine 

anderen Träume gibt als im Schlafe. Sie sagen, man müsse unter dem Wort 'Träume' das verstehen, was sich der 

Kranke in seinen Träumen einbilde. Seine Worte aber 'was im Schlafe geschieht' verstehen sie von den Symptomen, 

die ich jetzt angebe: wenn z. B. etwas von dem Weißen des Auges bei geschlossenen Augenlidern sich zeigt, oder 

wenn der Ober- vom Unterkiefer zu weit absteht, so daß der Kranke sozusagen seinen Mund etwas offen hat, oder 

wenn der Kranke gegen seine sonstige Gewohnheit auf dem Bauche liegt, oder wenn er eine Lage über die natürliche 

Zeit hinaus beibehält. Zu der Zahl dieser Dinge kommt noch hinzu, wenn der Kranke mit den Zähnen knirscht oder 

röchelt oder schreit, wenn er schwer atmet oder kalte Füße und Hände hat oder die Kälte von den Händen und Füßen 

nach den höheren Stellen aufsteigt, oder wenn die Farbe des Gesichtes beim Kranken während des Schlafes sich in 

eine schlechtere, als die zuvor war, wandelt. 
143 

Although this passage seems to confirm Galen's interest in dreams and their contents from a 

diagnostic point of view, it is difficult to distil his personal opinion on dreams from the text, as he 

seems only to be recounting other people's views - not his own. Apparently, however, it is not 

those others' assertion that dreams should be heeded as a diagnostic tool, but the fact that they 

want to draw the two parts of the phrase together. Galen does not correct the notion that the 

143 1n Hip. Epid. VI. 8 (458,28-459,10 Pfaff). 
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character of the dreams a patient has, must be established: whether they inspire anxiety, fear or 

disgust, and whether or not they correspond to reality. It is interesting to note here that all of this 

is remarkably similar to what we have seen in On Regimen. It seems acceptable, then, to deduce 

that on this point, he was in general agreement with those he quotes; such a conclusion is further 

supported by the views expressed in the texts on dreams discussed above. The point of Galen's 

criticism is that the people he quotes quite ignore the fact that it is important, besides dreams, to 

monitor the outward, physical symptoms that are revealed in sleep. 

3.2.3 On the Preservation of Health 

In his treatment of ulcerous fatigue, Galen declares that it is well possible to make a diagnosis 

with regard to the excess fluids in someone's body from sleep and wakefulness, rather than from 

dreams. Considering Galen's views on sleep and its properties, and the important role the primary 

qualities play in the process, this remark is not at all surprising. It is, however, noteworthy at the 

least to see that while he does mention dreams - or, more precisely, images in sleep - there is no 

mention of the possibility that interpretation of these might also contribute to an accurate 

diagnosis of the patient's condition: 

f\\I\I/ tI !/ r\ 
WS Ta 7i0XAa FGEUT01 Kai TCZ)v 7r AeovaýOvTWV Xutk6V e U7fv0U TE Kai' aypUTivta; eVeo1 lrl/ a-o1 

Aaßely 

/s\\\/r\tr tr \ ölayvwo iv. em µev yap TO71 4Z=5 Ta TE KW(GaTa Kai 01 ikaKpOTEp01 TWV UirvWV, Eid1 3e, T015. \OfpjUA15 Kai' 

aaKvwb'eo"ov äypunvia, Kai ei Katunrvcx ete ye 7roTe, ýavTaoiI i els Te Kai Oopußthaels ürrvot ünoni"ou(rjv, 

w 
144 

se avioTao-Oat Taxecw5 airrovs. 

144 San. Tuen. IV. 4 (114,20-25 Koch; 6.259 K. ). 
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For the most part, moreover, it is also possible for you to make a diagnosis of the excess fluids from sleep and 

wakefulness. For with cold fluids, there is coma and longer sleep, but with warm and acrid fluids there is 

wakefulness, and if he should fall asleep, dreamful and troubled sleep come upon him, and they rouse [him] quickly. 

There are two possible conclusions: one is that Galen did not much care for dream interpretation 

as part of regular diagnostic activity after all -a topic we will return to in a moment; the other is 

that dreams are not the same as images (cav-raaiat) that appear in sleep. This latter conclusion, 

however, seems unlikely, '45 and we will assume that images in sleep are, in fact, dreams. 

A little earlier in the same chapter, Galen has pointed out that in case of indigestion in 

ulcerous fatigue, the correct treatment can be inferred from the patient's behaviour during sleep: 

P, fl ZE Kai KG6Ta LE Epav em Tla aNL01 OKffiTEOL 7ifP1 aT0 1o7UPOTE OU, Kai ýUaý110T 'ro ee 5' ot40 le P, 'º7ý'r1 I ßoº7e'º7N- Sif 

% bý sT . Tý ; ,S 'º1 'a05 ,. ',, 'º7S 'º7 a'G'YPUmpoS o', fv el umyol ei al' vU1cTO T01 K07T0) fnl ýýEOV aýw lal aLTaQIWfSEO! -re Kai 

,,,, TapaxJJ eo I yfvolto. Toi) yap Tolo&rovs o' µev la upyi Týj vaµEi &oiv atepov, �ýXfßotoµeiv � 10 

Karaipely 1TP0012Kel (... ). 146 

And if on the sixth day circumstances are still thus, one must now consider stronger measures, and especially if 

during the night [the patient] becomes either more fatigued, or restless, or insomniac, or has the type of sleep that is 

dreamful and disturbed. For under such circumstances, with strong dunamis, one of two things is indicated: either 

venesection or purgation (... ). 

One of the symptoms mentioned is disturbed sleep rich in images. That in itself indicates one 

way of treatment or another. But nowhere is it mentioned that it might be a good idea to see what 

the images are, and whether or not they indicate a surfeit or depletion of some kind. There seems 

gas See Chapter 3, p. 211 n. 149. 
"6 San. Tuen. N (109,12-17 Koch; 6.247-8 K. ). 
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to be little or no consideration of the contents of dreams, and their occurrence alone seems to be 

enough information. 

3.2.4 The Art of Medicine 

Much the same occurs in Galen's treatise on the Art of Medicine. In an account of one . of the 

compound balances, heat combined with wetness, he describes people in whom both of these 

qualities have become excessive: 

ýlElOTOL U Kal ELLU a enl 7T . yP0rT 7TOr5 TE Kai eEPµ0rT'º7TOS 
'r1Kw0'1 r L00'w$''1? TOU rTOIS It Kfa%l ') , 

7reprrrwg. LaTIK1ý, Kai' Poi w5 67rol TWU Ü7pa: vovTwv Te Kai' 9epiGawv6UTWU ßAa7YTojkev 
. v4 ro; $' a rroi 

rsrvserrýersrrrr 
iroAEµios ael. aplarra a' ev Toi; /3opeiots 3iayouow, ou µjv oU8 eyp'YJyopeval avvavTal cJpl Tr). Elovos, 

to r ýr r. ,rrr unvc) T e7r1TpEiyavTes eavToUs, aµa Te KwµaTwbýesc eio i Kai aypwrvoi, Kai ýavTaa lwSEls To oveipaaºv, 

..,, rr 147 
Kai at 6ä¬1s aXuth3els, Kai at alo-G' o-els oUK aKpºßE15. 

And if they arrive at a great quantity of moistness and heat, the head becomes unhealthy, and full of residue, and 

easily damaged by things that moisten and things that heat. The south wind is always hostile to them. They are best 

off in the north winds; they cannot stay awake for long, and when they allow themselves to sleep, they are 

simultaneously comatose and insomniac, and image-ful in their dreams, and their vision is misty, and their 

perception is inaccurate. 

Again, there seems to be ample opportunity to include the interpretation of dreams in the 

description, for instance as a means to determine which humours are involved, but there is no 

mention of using the övetpoi that make patients ýavTaor: th eis to such an end. 

In chapter 21, a list of signs of incipient disease forms the context of things seen in sleep: 

147 Ars Med. 8 (1.327 K. ). 
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ouTCec N Kai, , ins a'iavoias aµßXu ', ins ou' Ka-r& ' ýUTIv, 'q" eniX'no-µoa'vvn -ris a ý81ns '" avTaa-twaea'TeP of 

ý 91 TWV Ep7rp00'8f2 Ü7TV01,148 

So, too, [are] the unnatural dullness of intelligence, or an unusual forgetfulness, or sleep with more dreams than 

before [signs of incipient disease]. 

The sign of incipient disease relating to dreams is the fact that sleep contains more images, i. e. 

dreams, than normal. 149 Could this be an indication that dreams were only considered if there was 

reason to consider them? To be sure, deviation from the norm is the main focus of this passage, 

but at the same time it suggests that to have dreams is a completely normal thing, provided that 

their occurrence lies within the norm. 

3.2.5 Phrenitis 

There is one disease in the Galenic Corpus to which dreams and their content are clearly linked: 

phrenitis. In On the Affected Parts, two passages mention a connection between the affliction 

phrenitis and having very vivid dreams. lso The first passage concerns a personal experience of 

1" Ars Med. 21 (1.361 K. ). 
149 It is not entirely clear what Galen means by 4avTav: whs. Based on the occurrences within the Galenic Corpus, I 
am of the opinion that it means as much as `image-ful' - without any positive or negative connotations - and can 
apply to both waking and sleeping, and both to a state - like the state of of sleep - and to people. For instance, in Ars 
Med. 8 (1.327 K. ), the patient is 4avraol 'lö Toil o'veipaoiv, which clearly indicates that his states of phantasiödesness 
occurs in sleep, because it concerns dreams; in San. Tuen. IV (6.258-9 K. ), it is sleep that is phantasiodes, which 
indicates that the sleeper has many dreams. That phantasiödes can definitely refer to dreams, even if these are not 
mentioned, is clear from Ars Med. 21 (1.361 K. ), where Galen clearly states that sleep is more phantasiödes than 
normal, which indicates that being phantasiddes is not necessarily a sign of (incipient) disease. I believe that, to 
cognates like phantasma and phantasia, roughly the same applies, in that they can be used of images seen either in 
sleep or in waking. For instance, the phantasiai mentioned in In Hip. Progn. I. 23 (18b. 73-4 K. ), which are a result of 
cataracts in the eyes, or the phantasmata in Loc. Aff. I. 2 (8.21 K. ), which are a result of an accumulation of humours in 
the stomach, both refer to complaints mainly experienced in waking. On the other hand, in In Hip. Prorrh. l. 1.5 
(16.525 K. ), Galen speaks of the TA Kaya aoü irmouy ýavräPµaTa, and in In Hip. Aph. I1I. 24 (17b. 628 K. ) of ev toffs 
Unvors yvyvojLivag pia trwrias 4 oßepäs. Oberhelman claims that `the word phantasmata is significant of bodily disorders 
according to most ancient writers on dreams', and he cites Aristotle, Artemidorus, and Aristides as sources in support 
of his claim. Cf. Oberhelman (1983), 46 n. 72. While what Oberhelman suggests is of course a possibility, I am not 
convinced, and I believe such a claim requires a more thorough investigation of the word field. 
150 Loc. Aff IV. 2 (8.227 K. ); Loc. Aff. V. 4 (8.329-30 K. ). 
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Galen's. He tells of the time that he was suffering from phrenitis and describes the symptoms he 

was displaying. One of his symptoms consists in having dreams so troubled that he cries out, and 

tries to get out of bed. The treatment administered consists of the application of wet dressings to 

the head. lsl The second occurrence is in an account of the nature of phrenitis. Galen sums up the 

symptoms that accompany phrenitis, because there are certain afflictions that cause a delirium 

(rrapa4poovv) which is a lot like a phrenetic delirium; these are not caused by an inflammation of 

the diaphragm, but by an inflammation of the brain. It is useful to know that phrenitis is 

distinguishable from these other afflictions if one but knows the symptoms that precede real 

phrenitis. Among these symptoms are sleeplessness and sleep that is troubled by vivid dreams: 

OUK ö%iya Te UV141T topaTa 7rparl7E'Tar 7j5 KaTaoxevý allTOO, Mi r<a%eiral yF TrävTc TaOTa ýpevrr: Ka 

O'owICLr KCLl yE'jp&g5aOnI CLtlTGG 7[GGYTfs Ol r" fs 
e yPUTrViaS T Kai' 

er 
7iP0 ý(/rOU"". TOÜTO pe" V ya" p a" Tina; U7iY0U5 

BopvßcbM; eire c avragpaon) Evapyea-rv, ws Kaj Kpa4'ai 7rore Kai ava7mNo-ai (... ), ts2 

Not few symptoms precede its manifestation, and all those are called phrenetic signs, and all those before me have 

written about them. For sometimes it is insomnia 
or also certain types of sleep disturbed by such clear images, that 

[they cause] screaming and jumping up(... ) 

In addition, these symptoms are useful in diagnosis as well: Galen explains that a phrenetic 

delirium develops, comes on bit by bit, and does not manifest itself right away. 153 It is 

advantageous to diagnose the condition at the earliest stage possible, and it is obvious that to 

know the symptoms that precede the condition would be of great use in this respect. 

We learn more about how it jr, that phrenitis and vivid dreams go hand-in-hand in Galen's 

commentary on the Hippocratic P, -orrhetic I. In this Hippocratic treatise, we have already 

151 Loc. Af'IV. 2 (8.227 K. ). 
152 Loc. Aff. V. 4 (8.329-30 K. ). 
153 Cf. Loc. Aff. V. 4 (8.329 K. )" 
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encountered an aphorism that put vivid dreams in the context of phrenitis (Prorrh. I. 5); in his 

commentary on Prorrhetic I, Galen gives an explanation for the fact that in people suffering from 

phrenitis, dreams are evapyea: 

sr .. sr snfrrrre 

oTt µev 0uv Kai aAol This fK Tc1 v u7rvwv avlo-raµ¬Vor 7rep: Epxovral, KO1b4W1, bev01 µfv, ava7re7rraµfvou5 af 

TOUS OýBalýLGO)s f, ' ov ec OiioIwc TOIs E'Yp'rryop00IV, fv 770 ols IOTOp'OTal TE Kai yfypa rra1' EI ei TOIaÜTa 

fn. rýevrr. u. frf 
EvTº Tois ýpevrnK415 Ta 7rparroµeva, rv aerÄwv qµiv ea"rrly. o7rw5 S av eX^p To aXnBes, ousee. v eis 

zrpoyvwoni owvýaºv ýj 154 ee9fl1? o-15 am. 

So, it is told and written in many stories that some others too get up and walk around in their sleep, while they are 

asleep, with open eyes like those who are awake; but whether those are the things that are done by phrenetics, 

belongs to the things unclear to us. In whichever way there could be truth to them, their interpretation itself does not 

contribute anything to prognosis. 

Everyone is familiar with stories of people who get up in their sleep and walk around, with their 

eyes open as if they are awake while they are really still asleep. In itself, this need not mean 

anything, as long as what people - phrenetic or not - are seeing is in keeping with reality. It 

would seem that on this, Galen takes a leaf out of the Hippocratic author of On Regimen's book: 

it is useless to interpret such dreams in a medical context, for they will not yield any information 

that would be of use in prognosis. There are, however, circumstances in which an interpretation 

of dreams can be of use for prognosis: 

ei ö' ey Ta 7rpO 7yoüµeva Tci'v ýpevWTIKio'v Evüm is AEyw ßAe7reo-Oat o-a4 OÜTWS, WS EKOpoeio-Oat TWv 

s s' ýBry µs, Tq%v Evap EIaL TWV avTaaµ' , vrrvwv avTOV ava býcývTa Eo Evov bra atcov XOTO. 11kov Els TTV TOÜ 

11 In Hip. Prorrh. I. 1.5 (20,15-20 Diels; 16.525 K. ). 
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na9ovs Tov-rov 7rpoyvcoarwv" yap ý, Opo-r% avrq T7 aypvmrvias eoýth arria Kai 110; Tcöv oveipaTwv 

Eµýäa-eW5.155 

But if I say that the previously mentioned dreams of phrenetics are seen so clearly, that they are startled from their 

sleep, and jump up and call out because of the clarity of the images, then it is useful [to interpret them] for the 

purpose of the prognosis of the illness. For dryness itself is the cause of insomnia and of the appearance'56 of dreams. 

This is the first explicit mention of interpretation of dreams for the purpose of prognosis outside 

of the well-known texts of DD and the commentary on Epidemics I. Sadly, nothing is said or 

explained with regard to the interpretation of dreams per se; one might have hoped for some 

suggestions of use, or an example, but it is likely that, at this point, Galen sees no need to repeat 

what he has already explained elsewhere, probably in that lost text On Regimen in Health. He 

does elaborate on the reason why phrenetic people dream so vividly: it is because of the 

excessive dryness in their bodies. In the chapter on sleep, we have already learnt that dryness 

causes insomnia, but apparently it is also the cause of the appearance of dreams the memory of 

which can be retained by the dreamer. He provides some evidence from experience to support his 

claim: 

tr .ýrrý 
O TW yoüv teat Toi; µeAayxoAlKoIS Std ýrºýýv gponyra 7ravTws evap'r 4atveTat T& KaTa Tourýu<rTrVovc 

avTao*jeaza. Kai Twv üytaevövtcwv Se Toil pv evSe& g ScatrgBEia"ºv evapyeis of ovetpot yivov rat, Toil 

fjk7T rX'o p voiS ; f¬Büoumv ou'TWS, wS a&Tao-rot aoKE? v e7var arappfövzwv au'ToiS Tivv avTao p aTWv 

ün' aµuöP6Try1ToS+ wS Wqbei oS au'Twv KaTa I7rfiv Ei; µv'º7 W97v. O'TW Kai Twv 7raGwv+ öo a µE9' 

U0 TO f KE ýOU IvfTal, KW aTW TE EOTI Kal UTfYW Kal a avTaa-Ta. 157 

155 In Hip. Prorrh. L 1.5 (20,20-24 Diels; 16.525 K. ). 
'56 This does not mean that dryness is the cause of the appearance of dreams per se. It means that because of dryness, 
dreams will be memorable and will not fade away. 
157 In Hip. Prorrh. 1.1.5 (20,24-21,2 Diels; 16.525-6 K. ). 
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At least, this is how for melancholics through dryness images in sleep always appear so vivid. And of the healthy 

people, for those who abide by a strict regimen dreams become vivid, but for those who are full or drunk, it is so that 

they seem to be without dreams/images as the images fade because of their [sc. these people's] numbness, without 

leaving a trace of themselves in memory. So it is also for those of the diseases that are caused by wetness of the 

brain, those are comatose and sleepy and without images. 

Firstly, people with a dry constitution, like melancholics'58 - black bile is dry and cold - always 

have very clear and vivid dreams. Seeing as phrenitis is caused by yellow bile - dry and hot - we 

can understand why this analogy applies. 159 Additionally, a strict regimen also produces good 

circumstances in the body for dreams to occur vividly, presumably because there will be no 

plesmone in such people. However, people who are full or drunk, or are suffering from a 

condition that is caused by an excess of wetness in the brain are under the impression that they 

have no dreams, because dreams in such people cannot be remembered, let alone interpreted. 

Paraphrasing: dryness in a person makes for vivid dreams; in phrenetics, therefore, dry must be 

the dominant quality. If these vivid dreams coincide with reality, there is no need to interpret 

them, as that will contribute nothing to prognosis. If, however, the dreams are so vivid as to 

provoke a physical reaction in the dreamer, interpretation is useful in the formation of a 

prognosis. Galen realises that not everyone sees it his way, but, of course, people who are of a 

different opinion are clearly mistaken: 

qvrrs i" rtrr 
µoz9-gpoc ouv co-riv oe Xoyos Tiov o: opr evunv ov0 evvýtviov optä at Toil pevwýriKOis evapyes, e »ye cao tv, wes 

veesrt fý ýrýýtrý 

µi)3 o7. w5 opci)a-ty evuirvtov (ii; av µq KotµcoµevoI. 71pioýrov µev yap ETOIr p os ? aµßavovo-t " o% Ta 

oruµnf7rAgpc, Wµeva O -UV Toil OIK¬ O15 WYM60*1 Trä9'2 µöva Ka%eiaOat Tail iöiais 7rpoo nyopiats, ü7repi$öv-re5 

158 It is interesting to note that Aristotle, too, reasoned that melancholics were more receptive to (prophetic) dreams, 
albeit for entirely different reasons. Cf. Arisotle, Div. Somn. 464a32ff. 
159 Loc. Af .. 

III. 9 (8.178 K. ). 
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anrffýeerefýIInf/r 
OU Qµ1KpOU %l0'}DU TOÜ KOT apxas Tµiv prý9evTOs, (i) oubýe 7rpoyrvwaKurar Tt Tors raTpoýn, c µe7l)tov naBrqµa 

Twv "ý ev äPx'v eveoew 
e ovTWL O 7TW N ToS i iro%l%oi MIv o- IK ö Ta W oµevwv. 

160 
'º7 'ý µ 'º1 7SxS 'TT µP T'º7'Yv P 

So the story of those who think that phrenetics do not, see vivid dreams is wrong, if they say that they cannot see 

dreams at all because they do not sleep. First of all, overlooking a not unimportant argument made by us in the 

beginning, they willingly accept the fact that only diseases that have reached their proper magnitude completely are 

called by their proper names, assuming that, of those [diseases] which are only at the onset of their coming into being 

but which are not yet recognised by most because of their smallness, no future/impending disease is predicted by 

physicians. 

Those who do not agree with Galen have a number of objections. The first is that phrenetic 

people are insomniac; clearly this must mean that they do not have any dreams, let alone vivid 

ones. Secondly, they say that only diseases that have developed completely can be given a proper 

name; in other words, if a disease has not yet manifested itself fully, it cannot be called anything. 

Therefore, it is not possible to predict the manifestation of diseases that are so small, so young 

and unlike their developed self, that they cannot yet be recognised. If, then, a well-trained 

physician makes the diagnosis of an impending disease, to these people it is as if he is casting a 

prognosis: 

,q yeyoµgV-o N -roi5 Trexvrrais Ssýcyvcwo-t5 a7rayyeA9e o-a To7o- i tdrrats irpo7vmo-t5 cites Trpös EKeivous Eo~rrv, 

WO'TE KGLI TOU EUlTIKOU a T01 TE ITGGI W1 EO'BGG! KG6TGL TOLE KE G6XOL aILL8E0"EW 
GG T! 

161 
ovvia-taµevýs. 

So, a diagnosis made by the specialists, after it has been communicated to the laymen is as a prognosis to them, since 

phrenetics too are already recognised by the specialists while the condition in the brain is only just being established. 

160 In Hip. Prorrh. 1.1.5 (21,3-10 Diels; 16.526 K. ). I insert a full stop here instead of a comma, which is more natural 
in the argument. 
161 In Hip. Prorrh. 1.1.5 (21,10-13 Diels; 16.526 K. ). 
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This explanation brings one in mind of the Hippocratic On Regimen, whose author speaks not of 

diagnosis, nor of prognosis, but of prodiagnösis, though there is of course a difference in the fact 

that the Hippocratic author has no use for disease names and by means of dreams only indicates 

what is awry, not which situation it will lead to, while Galen is of the opinion that dreams may 

actually help to recognise diseases in their very early stages. Nonetheless, both Galen and the 

Hippocratic author seem to have realised that any information gained from dreams had a different 

status from information gained through `more conventional' means. 

So, Galen believed that vivid dreams can be an indication of imminent phrenitis, even 

when there are no observable signs of the disease itself yet in the person who has the dreams. He 

summarises his interpretation of the Hippocratic aphorism as follows: 

it it i 

E7ifITa aE, E! Kai' jkj 0U W E! TI OUO a EIU fUlTIKO1) TOU 97iW Qa W T[a aK07iT0UTa a%1ýl 

OT! yE OPEVITIK01 yeV970. O Tal, 7TPO7UGfldal allVMT6V EOTIV EK TI. OV fVUTTVlWV, WS KaTa TY4V 7rpOKEIghEV17V 0'(V 

E'X(Dp6 )eA 9a: Ta EV TOTS &EVITIK015 ko14EUoIS ev'Ia 7rpo'yovµfva 7rao"ly aüTOIS evapy 

öpä0'Bal. 162 

And so, if someone does not agree to call phrenetics those who are not yet clearly mad, it is still possible to know 

beforehand from their dreams that they will become phrenetics; for the passage in question is likely to mean that in 

those who will become phrenetics antecedent dreams are seen vividly by all of them. 

To sum up: phrenetics, but also those who are on the verge of becoming phrenetic, have vivid 

dreams because of the predominant dryness in their bodies, which is brought on by an excess of 

yellow bile. In the case of people who are not yet manifestly phrenetic, these vivid dreams are 

like beacons that lead the way to a conclusion with regard to what is about to happen, telling the 

162 In Hip. Prorrh. 1.1.5 (21,13-18 Diels; 16.526-7 K. ). 
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dreamer that phrenitis is imminent. In people who are in fact phrenetic, dreams that are so vivid 

as to cause a reaction that can be perceived by others should be interpreted, because the 

information gained can be of use for prognosis - although, unfortunately, it is not explained how 

exactly this works. 

3.2.6 Dreams and the Stomach 

In his discussion of the potential harmfulness of sleep, Galen mentioned the effects of 

accumulated humours in the stomach, and implied a link between the accumulated humours in 

the stomach - or more specifically: at the stomach mouth - and the things we see in sleep. More 

concretely, we assumed that fear, a result of black bile, had to be experienced through dreams. 

Let us now investigate in more detail how this might work. In commentary on the Hippocratic 

Aphorism 111.24, Galen explains the occurrence of frightful images in sleep: 

ý ,$ssy, '; Us. p, j S' a'º7ý ,yS., of o of U Tor rratbýtol rvovTal xaTa Tou uýrvou xar toga e auTWV TOI; ' a or , oTav 

Eual Ta EU 10, ao-9ev uM&PXN 60El TM xaTa T71 -v aa-re aW la $la BEr fTal FIE T0 

etaPeýviaýccfkev ? 'a. p ovx, Errr T , ýXtxouTwv ovov, a, c u7rvot s %ýv ha xar Eýrrr Tcev b` TEXelwv Ev Toi 

to eva avTaata oEa oTav rro)vot Te a 'Aa xal of XVILOi a uvouo"1 Kar Eaxvoua"r T(I 

Karra Ti)v yaorepa, Kai µaAro"ra av rý To aTooca, rouTo yap avrý l tom To aro-B, qTtKWTaTov. 

But for children, fears occur in sleep, and mostly among the gluttonous ones among them, when they are sensitive 

[i. e. physically], when the area in the stomach is naturally weak, and when the food [in the stomach] decays. For not 

only when young, but also when adult we pay close attention to frightening images in sleep, when many bad 

humours simultaneously weigh down and corrode the stomach's surroundings, and especially its mouth - for that 

part of it is most sensitive. 

163 In Hip. Aph. III. 24 (17b. 628 K. ). 
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Here, too, the connection between the condition of the stomach(mouth) and the things we see in 

sleep is clear. In On the Affected Parts, too, Galen states that when there is an accumulation of a 

bad humour at the stomach mouth, this usually causes dreams and troubled sleep, besides 

delirium (rrap4voia), '64 and elsewhere in the same treatise, he remarks that, in waking, delirium 

may ensue as a result of detrimental activity at the stomach mouth. 165 From a number of other 

passages in the same treatise and in others, we can reconstruct the following explanation for the 

affection of perception due to a condition of the stomach. An accumulation of humours in the 

stomach may cause images that disturb vision. 166 These images are a result of vapours that rise 

from the humours contained within the stomach, because they affect the eyes in a way similar to 

the way cataracts affect the eyes. 167 This is a matter of sympathy168 of the eyes as a consequence 

of the condition of the stomach, and not a primary affection of the eyes. If the latter were the 

case, the images would not present themselves to both eyes at the same time. 169 Although this 

explanation does not seem to refer to what people see in their dreams, I believe the information is 

still significant to the discussion of this topic, especially with regard to the physiological 

explanation of dream occurrence. Greeks `saw' dreams where we simply `have' them; 170 based 

on the above evidence, we can infer that Galen, too, thought that dreams were actually seen, and 

that this process most likely actively involved the eyes. 

164 Cf. Loc. Af 
.. 
V. 6 (8.342 K. ). 

165 Cf. Loc. Aff. V. 4 (8.329 K. ). 
166 Loc. Aff. I. 2 (8.21 K. ). 
167 Comp. Med. Loc. 2; 3 (12.540; 642 K. ); Loc. Aff. 1.6 (8.52 K. ); In Hip. Progn. 1.23 (18b. 73-4 K. ). 
'" Cf. Loc. Af.. I. 3; 111.1 (8.30-3 1; 137 K. ). 
16' Loc. Af. IV. 2 (8.221 K. ). 
170 Cf. Dodds (1951), 105. 
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3.3 Aristotle: On Dreams & On Divination in Sleep 

eE rae ao U7iV0 , W07fE EI Tal, TOÜ 0'W aTW OU LV CL E0 EVOU U70 TOO eE ou Sia TOD %E WU 
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For sleep occurs, as has been said, when the solid matter is carried upward to the head by the heat through the blood 

vessels; and when that is no longer possible, and the upper region overflows with its quantity, it [sc. the solid matter] 

is driven back again and flows downward (... ), and when it has come down again it causes the loss of one's senses, 

and afterwards phantasia. 

This is the tantalising introductory remark to the process of dreaming which we encounter in 

Aristotle's work on sleep and waking. From it, we can already derive that dreaming appears to be 

a process with a physiological background -a typically Aristotelian approach. 172 We will now 

delve a bit deeper into this background; in the course of this section it shall become clear that, 

along the way, Aristotle moderates views he has previously put forward, but this does not mean 

he has changed his mind; it is more like watching the ideas unfold in his head. Kahn called this 

`the progressive nature of the exposition'. 173 

Based on Aristotle's largely physiological explanation of it, we have come to understand 

sleep as the incapacitation of the primary sense organ and, the inevitable consequence of this, the 

incapacitation of all peripheral sense organs. However, this understanding is modified in his 

explanation of the dreaming process. As it turns out, there are two sides to sleep: one is the 

deprivation of certain abilities available to us when we are awake, the other is the acquisition of 

171457b20-26. 
12 Aristotle sees a physical and a psychic side to all processes in the body. Cf. e. g. M. Frede (1992), 96-7, "Aristotle 
does not make a division between physical doings and mental doings", and van der Eijk (2000), 63, `Perhaps the 
most fundamental tenet of Aristotle's theory is his opinion that soul and body are not separate entities, but two 
mutually complementary and inseparably connected aspects". For a more elaborate treatment of Aristotle's soul-body 
relationship, see van der Eijk's entire (2000) article. 
173 Any (seeming) inconsistencies are a result of this 'progressive nature of the exposition'. Kahn (1979), 51,63; cf. 
van der Eijk (2003A), 39-40; (2005), 202-3. 
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certain modes of cognition not available to us in waking. 174 In addition, it will become clear that 

sleep and waking are not absolute opposites after all, 175 and that Aristotle acknowledges different 

`gradations' of sleep which are linked directly to the relative activity of sense-perception, and 

which indicate the occurrence of (temporary) partial coexistence of sleep and waking. We shall 

see that it is only when we are properly asleep that we can have what Aristotle understands to be 

a proper dream, 176 and thus it is only when we really dream that we are truly asleep. '77 For 

Aristotle, the process of dreaming has its origin in daily sense perception. In the chapter on sleep, 

we have already explored the general workings of it: sense objects produce movements in the 

peripheral sense organs, and subsequently these movements are transported from the individual 

sense-organs to the master sense-organ, which is located at the heart. However, it is necessary to 

review some aspects of sense-perception and explain them in more detail in order to be able to 

understand Aristotle's explanation of the process of dreaming. 

3.3.1 Sense perception revisited: aisthesis and phantasia 

To make Aristotle's explanation of the dreaming process more intelligible, let us have a brief 

look at the role of the soul in sense-perception. As is well known, Aristotle's soul consists of 

three parts: the vegetative part (threptikon), the sensitive part (aisthetikon), and the intellectual 

part (noetikon). 178 It is the second of these three, the sensitive part, or more specifically: a part, a 

174 Cf. van der Eijk (2003A), 25; (2005), 171ff.; Holowchak (1996), 417. 
"S This appears to be in conflict with Somn. Vig. 453b26-27, where Aristotle states that sleeping and waking are each 
other's opposites (ävriKermt) sleep being a sort of deprivation of waking. Wijsenbeek-Wijler, too, notices the 
inconsistency between Aristotle's explanation of sleep and his explanation of dreams. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 
215.1 refer to Kahn's 'progressive nature' explanation here. 
176 Cl. 462a29-31. 
177 Cf. Hubert (1999), 89: "the occurrence of dreams is a testimony to true sleep. " 
178 Van der Eijk explains: "the parts of the soul are not spatially distinguishable in the way Plato allocated the 
rational part to the brain, the spirited part to the chest, and the appetitive element to the liver. Rather, they are to be 
seen as powers, or faculties, in whose exercise a number of bodily components are involved, a co-ordinated system. 
(... ) what Aristotle locates in the heart is the `principle of perception' or the `principle of the soul', not the soul itself, 
nor indeed the intellect, which would by definition defy any allocation to a specific bodily part or organ. " Van der 
Eijk (2000), 68-9. 
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capacity even, of this sensitive part, known as the phantastikon, 179 that plays an important role in 

the process of dreaming. Schofield typifies its task succinctly as being concerned with `non- 

paradigmatic sensory experiences'. ' 80 

The phantasia so casually mentioned in the quoted passage from On Sleep is in fact a 

collection of many different processes (Schofield refers to it as a 'loose-knit family concept') 

generated by the phantastikon. 181 For instance, it mediates between perception and the intellect - 

all thought is dependent on it -, it makes memory possible, it enables us to transcend mere sense- 

perception and to create generalised concepts, it directs desire, and it provides the stuff that 

dreams are made of - the latter in a very literal sense. 182 The product of phantasia and its means 

to act and function are phantasmata. 183 The easiest way to describe a phantasma is as an after- 

effect. In more Aristotelian terms, a phantasma can be seen as a remnant of sense-perception, a 

lingering sense-movement (K1via-('5). '84 In visual perception, for example, a phantasma would be 

an after-image, a visual representation of the real object of sense perception, but less vivid and, 

usually, less accurate. 185 The phantastikon comes into action, and phantasmata are generated, 

every time there is an act of sense-perception. In De Anima, Aristotle describes the interrelation 

as follows: 

1 79 simply: the phantastikon always coincides with the aisthetikon, but the aisthetikon does not always coincide 
with the phantastikon; the phantastikon is, as it were, a subset of the aisthetikon. Modrak describes phantasia as a 
function of the perceptive part of the soul. Cf. Modrak (1987), 81. Kahn sees the faculty of imagination as belonging 
`to the sense-faculty in its broadest extension'. Kahn (1979), 49. 
180 Schofield (1978), 101. 
1s1 Schofield (1978), 106. 
182 Cf. van der Eijk (2000), 65; D. Frede (1992); Modrak (1987), 82ff.; Schofield (1978). 
193 I have chosen not to translate phantasma with, for instance, the much used `image' in order to preclude the 
impression that phantasmata are only visual; all the sense experiences are at play here. There is no suitable word in 
English that renders the full meaning of the word. Cf. also Schofield (1978), 116ff. 
184 For an in-depth discussion of the sense-organs and of the process of sense-perception, see e. g. Johansen (1998) 
and Sorabji (1992). 
185 Cf. D. Frede (1992), 284,291. Frede also points out that it is this inaccuracy that makes generalisation possible. 
Cf. D. Frede (1992), 291-2. 
In is interesting to note that Aristotle derives the name phantasma from light (¢äo; ), which in itself of course has a 
bearing on visual perception alone, even though a phantasma refers to all types of sense-perception. He explains he 
does this because 'sight is sense-perception par excellence' and 'without light it is impossible to see' (429a2-4). 
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Phantasia seems to be some sort of movement and not to occur without sense-perception but only in beings that 

perceive and of which there is perception, and it is possible for movement to occur due to the activity of sense- 

perception, and for that [movement] necessarily to be similar to sense-perception, [for] that movement could not 

possibly exist either without perception or in beings that cannot perceive, and accordingly it is possible for the being 

that possesses phantasia to do and experience many things, which are both true and false. 

Phantasia would be a movement generated by actual sense-perception. 

Phantasia, then, cannot exist without sense-perception; it is in fact wholly dependent on it. 

Without sense-perception, generation of phantasmata would not take place, and consequently 

phantasia would not be able to function. Dorothea Frede asserts that phantasia "does not have a 

faculty of its own but is `parasitic' on sense perception". 187 It is important, however, to realise 

that although phantasmata depend on sense-perception, they can and do exist independently of it 

after the act of sense-perception has ceased, and are altogether much longer-lived than the `real 

thing'. 188 This particular aspect of phantasmata is crucial to Aristotle's explanation of dreams, as 

we shall see below. 

'86 428b11-17; 429a1-2. Greek from On the Soul taken from Ross's edition (1967). 
187 D. Frede (1992), 281. 
iss Cf. 429a4-5: "imaginations persist and are similar to perceptions (eµ. very Kai öµoias eTvai Tail aiaNo'evi)". Cf. 
also van der Eijk (2003A), 31-2; D. Frede (1992), 285,291; Holowchak (1996), 408; Hubert (1999), 102; Kahn 
(1979), 62. Sorabji explains that, in On the Soul, phantasia is both perceptual and post-perceptual appearance. 
Sorabji (1992), 197. 
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But if sense-perception and phantasia always occur simultaneously, there must be some 

way to distinguish between the two. Earlier, we mentioned Schofield's description of phantasia's 

work field as that of `non-paradigmatic sensory experiences'. Now is the time to elaborate on that 

phrase. Modrak helpfully explains: 

Whether Aristotle describes a particular sensory apprehension as an instance of aisthesis or of phantasia depends 

upon features of the total situation in which a subject is apprehended; these include states of the percipient and states 

of the external environment. Aristotle makes the choice depend upon the accuracy with which the external object is 

apprehended or, more precisely, the likelihood of it being accurately perceived. Phantasia occurs under conditions 

not conducive to veridical perception. (... ) Aristotle uses aisthesis and its cognates for cases of veridical 

perception. 189 

Although I largely agree with Modrak's explanation, I would like to slightly moderate the 

division she puts forward in the last sentences. Since we have seen earlier that with every act of 

sense perception, phantasmata are generated, it seems to me that phantasia not so much replaces 

aisthesis, but that it prevails over it under conditions that are not conducive to veridical 

perception, and that aisthesis prevails in veridical perception. During the act of sense perception, 

phantasia appears to be something the percipient can fall back on if and when correct sense 

perception is compromised. 190 Aristotle recognises various different circumstances as `not 

conducive to veridical perception', circumstances that would cause people to rely on their 

phantasia, like for instance emotional states, illness, or indeed sleep, the last of which is of 

189 Modrak (1987), 85. 
190 Earlier, we noted that the phantastikon = aisthetikon, but that it is not always that aisthetikon = phantastikon. In 
the acts of these faculties, matters seem to be reversed: whenever there is aisthesis, in the background there is also 
phantasia; but when there is phantasia, there is not always aisthesis. In the same vein, Schofield observes that 
"phantasma is sometimes contrasted with aisthema, as being a term appropriate to occasions where there may be no 
actual perceiving going on". Schofield (1978), 119. 
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course what we are concerned with in this chapter. 191 Wijsenbeek-Wijler argues that in such 

abnormal mental states, "the phantasmata are not simply representations of the impressions of 

the common sense-faculty, but free associations which have no connection with reality". 192 In 

other words, under abnormal circumstances, when it is appropriate to speak of `non paradigmatic 

sensory experiences', phantasia seems to constitute the process of conjecture. Needless to say 

that this process cannot provide very reliable information. 193 

Sense-experience, then, both in waking and in the sleeping state, can be divided into two 

groups: 

1. Actual sense-perceptions are what we experience through the sense-organs when we are 

awake and perceiving under normal circumstances; the noetikon and the aisthetikon are 

actively at work here. The phantastikon plays a role in the background, for phantasmata 

are always formed; 

2. In non-standard circumstances, such as illness (in the waking state), or sleep, the 

phantastikon is actively at work, providing phantasmata for sensory experiences. All 

sensory experiences we have in sleep, be they dreams or other sensory experiences, 

pertain to the phantastikon, for sleep is a non-standard condition, causing non-standard 

sensory experiences, even when it is in temporary partial coexistence with waking. 

191 Dodds points out that Aristotle's realisation that dreams, hallucinations and illusions are all of the same origin is 
remarkable. Cf. Dodds, 120. 
192 Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 221ff. Cf. also Holowchak (1996), 412: "stimulatory remnants stand in no discernible 
relation at all to the objects that give rise to them. " 
193 Schofield points out that the very nature of a phantasma compromises its infallibility to a point where it becomes 
impossible. Cf. Schofield (1978), 115. Modrak emphatically disagrees with this, claiming that "the feature that 
makes phantasia unreliable in some circumstances does not make it unreliable in all circumstances". (Cf. Modrak, 
84ff. ) I would have to side with Schofield on this, as Modrak seems to overlook the fact that even if images or 
information is reasonably reliable, there is still an element of doubt or potential doubt, which is exactly what makes a 
phantasma unreliable; even if it does convey potentially accurate information, the fact that its accuracy is potential is 
reason enough to question it every time. Modrak argues that aisthesis and phantasia are different in essence, 
something I would have to agree with; but that difference, to my mind, lies exactly in its trustworthiness! Aristotle 
himself states that "[perceptions] are always true, while imaginings are for the most part false" (ETra at' [a''io6 uers] 

va q&Is act', at N ýavrao-iat yivovrai ai rAelovs 40eIs. ) (428a11-12). 
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To sum up: all effects of sense-experience are either actual sense-perceptions, or sense- 

movements arising from actual sense-perceptions, i. e. phantasmata. 

3.3.2 Aristotle's dream theory: the mechanics 

Aristotle commences his treatise on dreams with the question to which of the parts of the soul 

(Tier Twv [µopiwv] Tr54c) the dream pertains. It is immediately clear to him that there are only 

two options, the aisthetikon or the noetikon, because, as Aristotle argues, these are the only parts 

of the soul by which we can know anything. 194 However, in view of what he has explained with 

regard to sense perception in sleep, and how it is absent, he is quick to conclude that it cannot be 

the aisthetikon -a conclusion he, somewhat feebly perhaps, 195 supports by putting forward the 

eyes, which are closed in sleep, as an example representative for all the senses. 196 Nor can it be 

the noetikon, because opinion (N a), the only function of the noetikon which may be affected in 

dreams, 197 cannot work without the sense information provided by the aisthetikon. Yet 

experience tells us that there are cases in which we do seem to use our perception (ai o-15) and 

döýa while we are sleeping, when in sleep we sometimes not only experience a phantasma, but 

we also think about that phantasma and have a certain opinion about it, just like when we are 

awake. This can, however, not be reconciled with what was concluded earlier, i. e. that our senses 

are incapacitated during sleep and that the perceptive part of the soul is inoperative. Strictly 

speaking, if neither the aisthetikon nor the noetikon is involved here, we should not be able to 

experience anything but dreams. At this point, it is still somewhat difficult to agree or disagree 

194 458a33-b3. Van der Eijk points out that "the boundaries between the sensitive and the intellectual part of the soul 
are not always clearly drawn by Aristotle, and it is precisely here that faculties such as the 'central sense organ' and 
the `imagination' are operative". Cf. van der Eijk (2000), 65. It should not surprise us, then, that he displays such 
difficulty in identifying the psychic realm to which dreams belong. 
195 Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 211: "The analogy by which Aristotle wants to prove that in sleep none of the 
senses perceive is unsound: the eyes are indeed shut and do not see, but this is not the case with the other senses. " 
1% 458b3-9. 
197 For a brief explanatory discussion of the relation between doxa and the noetikon, see van der Eijk, 1994,140-141. 
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with Aristotle, since he has not yet defined what a dream is; all we know so far is that dreams 

occur in sleep, when there is no possibility of perception, because the sense organs are 

inoperative, and hence there is no possibility of thought either, because thought depends on 

perception. 198 How, then, is it that experience contradicts theory? For Aristotle, thinking (&5 a. ), 

stands apart from the process of dreaming, and his solution to the problem is to acknowledge the 

possibility that there can be experiences in sleep besides the dream: 

)/ ) tI \\/1I fI 71 \\101 

em 7rapa To evu7rv1ov evvooüµ¬V aAAo Ti (... ). ouTW( Kai' ev Tois u7rvois 7rapa -ra davTao7ha-ra EMOTE aha 

199 
EVVOOI) kEV. 

Moreover, besides the dream we think something else (... ). And so, in sleep we sometimes think about other things, 

besides the phantasmata [of the dream]. 

Of course, Aristotle is not speaking of thoughts that occur in a dream, but of thoughts that occur 

outside of the dream proper - although he does acknowledge they can, and usually do, have a 

bearing on it. 200 From all this, it is clear to Aristotle that not all experiences in sleep fall under the 

heading of 'dream': 201 

va>>i, ea IS 202 
coo're 8jAov oTi 0wK evumViov 7raV TO eV unvc; ) ýavTaa-µa (... ). 

Thus it is clear that not every phantasma in sleep is a dream (... ). 

198 458b10-15. 
199 458b15/17-18. Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 213. Van der Eijk points out that thinking does not know fatigue 
(van der Eijk (2003A), 29; (2005), 176-7); it should not surprise us, then, that this faculty can still be exercised in 
sleep. 
20° Cf. van der Eijk (1994), 143. 
201 Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978) 213: "Aristotle is ready to admit that the N a, may interfere in a dream, but since he 
is wedded to the conviction that dreams are such belonged to the realm of the imagination alone, which is a function 
of the sensitive faculty of the soul, he is forced to set the phenomenon apart from the dream proper. " 
M 458b24-5. 
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With such a statement, he does suggest, however, that every dream is a phantasma. 203 This brings 

the astute reader in mind of the complicated relation between the aisthetikon and the 

phantastikon, and it is possible, with previous information on phantasia in mind, to anticipate 

where Aristotle is going with his argument. 204 An additional point of interest here is the fact that, 

apparently, dreams and other types of experience in sleep can occur simultaneously. In the course 

of the treatise, it becomes clear that this is directly linked to the different `gradations' of sleep 

mentioned earlier. 

However, the images we see in sleep, Aristotle muses, must be a form of perception, 

some particular way in which the aisthetikon is utilised. But it cannot be the normal way, or 

otherwise we would just perceive in sleep. Aristotle's solution is as follows: it may be true that in 

sleep we do not perceive, but it is not true that the aisthetikon is unaffected. 205 To account for this 

new turn of events, Aristotle now introduces the phantastikon into the discussion. As we have 

seen above, this faculty is the driving force behind imagination, and as such, it also plays a key 

role in the deception of the senses. As has been said, the field of operation for the phantastikon is 

that of Schofield's `non-paradigmatic sensory experiences', and here Aristotle gives an 

explanation of how that works, with a focus on this deceptive power of phantasia. 206 Not only in 

a condition of illness - when in hallucination we see distorted images or even things that are not 

there - but also when, in a state of full health, we think, for instance, that the sun is only a foot 

wide, although in truth it is of course much larger, the phantastikon may mislead us in waking; 

so, too, it may do in sleep. That is how, in sleep, we sometimes experience phantasmata which 

203 Aristotle suggests as much in 459a18-19, and confirms it in 462a15-16. 
I Aristotle presupposes familiarity with the study of the soul (459a14-15); it is even possible that the De Anima and 
the Parva Naturalia are part of one continuous exposition. Cf. van der Eijk (2005), 175; Kahn (1979), 49,61; Lloyd 
(1978), 215; Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 214. 
m 458b25-459a3. 
206 Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 221. 
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have their origin in real sense objects but have, because of sleep, become distorted. 207 However, 

as stated before, such experiences cannot be dreams, for it has been established that we do not use 

sense-perception (älois) in sleep. Or do we? 

Now that the dormancy of the aisthetikon has been modified, it is only logical that 

Aristotle should move on to re-evaluate the state of the peripheral sense-organs. Maybe it is true 

that we do not actively perceive during sleep, Aristotle puts forward, but not true that the senses 

are unaffected. 208 In light of the premise that the sense organs are indeed inoperative, but also 

taking into account that experience teaches that we somehow experience sense-impressions at the 

same time, it could be that each of the sense affections (, raoxe: v i-i) somehow makes an 

impression upon the aisthetikon, though not quite in the same way as when we are awake, or we 

would be able to see and hear normally when asleep. And sometimes we know in sleep that what 

we perceive is not correct, because ööýa tells us so - another hint that there must be more to the 

condition of the senses, seeing as it has been established that judgment is based on sense- 

perception - and sometimes, when this function is clouded, we do not. 209 This would mean, 

Aristotle admits, that contrary to earlier suppositions, dreaming does belong to the aisthetikon 

although not in the normal sense: dreaming, the experience of seeing images while the senses do 

not perceive, must be an activity of the phantastikon, and a dream a sort of image (To' S' evüm sov 

4ävtragka Ti ýatveTaw eivai). 210 So, although dreams are a product of the aisthetikon, they are that 

only as far as this faculty's function coincides with that of the phantastikon. 211 

It is the preservation of sense-movements (Krvrýoers) - phantasmata - that makes it 

possible for the aisthetikon to function, through the phantastikon, when there is no sense- 

458b26-459a1. 
2m 459a1-3. Cf. van der Eijk (2003A), 30. 
m 459a7-8. 
210 459a18-19. 
21 459a15-22. 
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perception. 212 Aristotle likens this preservation, or persistence, to the continued movement of 

projectiles after they have been thrown, 213 heat that is passed on after it has left its source, 214 

images that remain visible even after perception, 215 and strong sensations, such as sound and 

smell, which may linger or even cause permanent damage to sense-organs. 216 Not only do sense- 

movements persist after sense-perception has ceased, they are also generated quickly and as a 

result of even the slightest differences (srI ,. v oüv Kai irn3 -rwv p. iKp&v öia4opwv yiveTcU Kiv'00-15, Kai 

ö rs Taxela . ai vrs) Z1ý As has already been said in our discussion of phantasia, the standard 

workings of the aisthetikon may be compromised by emotional or physical conditions. In 

excitement, for instance, we may perceive things differently, even falsely; or perception may be 

manipulated under the influence of our emotions, or due to illness - because when aisthesis 

cannot function properly, the phantastikon comes into action; and the workings of phantasia are 

based upon resemblance, which allows error. 218 We recognise these circumstances as classic 

cases of non-standard sensory experience. The stronger the emotions are, or the heavier the 

illness - in short: the less standard sensory experiences are - the less resemblance is necessary 

between the actual sense-object and the object we think we perceive. 219 When the confusing 

influence is not too strong, and the perceptual circumstances are closer to standard, we will 

realise that what we see is not real. Yet sometimes, we do not come to this realisation, and fail to 

recognise that what we perceive is not what we thought is was, or is in fact not there at all. 22° 

Zit 459a23-27; 459b6-8. 
213 459a29-459b1. 
214 459b2-6. 
215 459b8-21. 
216 459b21-23. Aristotle has the interesting notion that perception is both passive and active, and that perception 
leaves an effect on the object of sense-perception, just as the object of sense-perception leaves an effect on the organ 
by which it is perceived. Vision, for example, is not only affected by the object seen, it also has an effect upon it, 
which remains after the act of perception as well. He explains this using the example of mirrors, which turn red when 
a woman in her menstrual period looks at them (459b24-460a23) and wines and perfumes that easily assume the 
scent of things in their vicinity (460a27-33). 
Z" 460a23-4. 
218 Cf. Modrak (1987), 104. 
219 460a4-8. 
220 460a14-16. 
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Deception is usually avoided because the discerning principle (« prov [alo"prov]) 

normally `tests' images for correctness. 221 In doing this, it does not base judgement on just the 

information provided by the perceiving sense-organ, the perceiving power (övvaµrs), but also on 

the information provided by other senses - and that is just as well, or we would always believe 

everything we perceive (or think we perceive). 222 If one sense has more authority than another, 

the information coming from the `inferior' sense is overruled. But if the discerning principle 

itself is hindered in some way, the result is that all perception is held to be true, since there is 

nothing to verify it. And this is exactly what happens in sleep, because sleep itself is a 

confounding influence on the discerning principle and causes non-standard sensory 

experiences. 223 

It is clear now that sense-movements that arise from sense-perception - i. e. phantasmata 

-, both those with an external origin, and those with an internal origin (such as sensations of pain 

and pleasure), 224 may be presented to us not only when we are awake, but also, and even more so, 

when we are asleep. 225 During the day, they are eclipsed due to the activity of the senses and the 

intellect. 226 In sleep, however, when the senses are inactive, 227 and the heat changes its course 

221 Van der Eijk explains as follows: "the central sense faculty is responsible for coordinating the individual senses, 
for sensational awareness, for judging the truth of our perceptions, and for deciding between conflicting sense-data; 
it is also responsible for perception of the so-called common sensibles, such as number, size, shape, movement, and 
rest. " See van der Eijk (2000), 65. With regard to the dominant position of the common sensorium D. Frede states: 
"the dominant role of the common sense is only indicated in the On the Soul and further elaborated in the Parva 
Naturalia. (... ) the inner sense is not a faculty above the different senses but only their centre, where all the different 
perceptions converge. " D. Frede (1992), 284. Cf. also Hubert (1999), 77; Kahn (1979), 56; Modrak (1987), 55ff. 
Z2 460bl6-22. 

223 Aristotle makes an interesting point with regard to the origin of the stimulus: deception can occur, he argues, not 
only when the object of perception provides the stimulus, but also when the stimulus comes from the perceiving 
sense itself (460b23-7). See discussion on this in van der Eijk, 1994,202-4. 
224 Wijsenbeek-Wijler interprets the sense-movements that have an internal origin to refer to "the involuntary 
movements due to bodily processes, particularly the digestive process". Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 226. I do not 
believe that bodily processes are meant here, and I agree with van der Eijk (1994), 208 that sensations like pain or 
pleasure are indicated, because these deviate from normality, whereas processes like digestion are natural to it. It 
would be absurd for the body to (have to) notice/perceive all the autonomous processes that are going on within it at 
all times; pain and pleasure, on the other hand, are anomalous, which makes it worthwhile to notice those. 
225 460b28-461 a8. 
226 460b32-461a1. 
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towards the inner regions of the body - as does the blood228 - the sense-movements that have 

persisted in the individual sense-organs, even the smallest ones (Kai' Ta jw i), become 

noticeable, and it is these lingering movements that form the basis of the experience of the 

dream. 229 They are `latent', so to say, during the day, from the moment of their formation to the 

moment at which sleep sets in; and when that happens, they are `re-activated' - or, as van der 

Eijk has it, they receive a `second chance' to be perceived. 230 Aristotle explains the mechanics of 

this process as follows. Any lingering sense-movements are set in motion in what blood is left in 

the sense-organs, and are very much like (e%ou(rai öµoiör'q ra) the original sense-impression. 

However, if there is too much turbulence within the body, caused by, for example, hot matter 

arising from the digestive process, 231 the sense-movements are disturbed and the images that arise 

may be corrupted and form dreams with representations of monstrosities or other confused and 

morbid depictions. It is also possible that a movement is borne away completely, and that it never 

produces an image. 232 People in whom there is much turbulence and movement - such as people 

with fever or intoxication, or melancholics, all "airy" (zrveupaTwägs) conditions that produce 

much movement and commotion233 - are logically more prone to experiencing dreams containing 

distorted imagery or no dreams at all. 234 On the other hand, people whose bodies contain little 

227 Van der Eijk correctly observes here that Aristotle fails to determine the state of the mind (Mvoia) during sleep, 
and whether it is inactive as the senses are, and thus fails to explain why the mind is no factor of disturbance to the 
sense-movements in sleep. See van der Eijk (1994), 211; (2003A), 28. 
228 461 b 11. See Chapter 2, p. 136 n. 204 on the role of the blood in sense perception. 
229 One of the problems van der Eijk points out here concerns the nature of the sense-movements that constitute 
dreams. He wonders whether Aristotle means all types of left-over movements, or just those that have their origin in 

small, weak sense-movements. I have opted for the former, i. e. that lingering sense-movements, arising from sense- 
perceptions, are weaker per se than actual sense-perceptions, and as such they belong to the group of small 
movements. Further to this, see the discussion of the role of dreams in medical practice below. Cf. van der Eijk 
(1994), 205,210,213ff. 
230 Cf. van der Eijk (2003A), 31. 
231 Cf. e. g. 457b1-4. See also van der Eijk (1994), 211-212. 
232 461a17-25. Van der Eijk (2003A), 27 observes: "The connection between what we perceive in the daytime and 
what appears to us in sleep is rarely straightforward. " 
233 461 a22-25. 
234 462b4-5. 
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turbulence will experience clearer and even prophetic imagery: melancholics, surprisingly, 235 also 

fall into this latter category. We will return to them in a moment. As we have seen, the discerning 

principle (rr3 r pcov ar'oiq ' tov) verifies the reports from each sense before confirming them, 

giving them truth-status only when they are not contradicted by more authoritative information. 

Should this discerning principle in some way be impeded, then all reports receive truth-status. 

Sleep, as we have seen, forms such an impediment upon the discerning principle. It is because of 

this that the images we see in sleep, even when there are no disturbances in the body, only require 

a very remote resemblance to the object itself to be confused with it. 236 On the other hand, it is 

also possible that `something in the soul' (Ti Ev raj y'v p) will tell the dreamer that he is asleep. 237 

Recapitulating, Aristotle declares that it is now clear that the dream is a product of the 

0avTa0-ruK0'V, one that has its manifestation in sleep. 38 It is, however, only one of several forms of 

mental images in sleep, 239 for all the images we see in sleep when the senses are operational are 

not dreams. 240 Aristotle concludes: 

lL TO GLYT20' GL TO a7f0 KIY O'fW TWY G6I GLTWV, OTGLY fV Tip' KGLBfU361L , K2BEÜtSEI, TOOT' 

Ea riv evi0 mýIov. 241 

235 This inconsistency has also been acknowledged in previous scholarship. A possible explanation for its occurrence 
is provided by van der Eijk, who suggests that whether a dream is clear or disturbed depends on the melancholic's 
physiological condition at the time of its occurrence. Cf. van der Eijk (1990), esp. 39-46. 
36 461b3-11. 

237 462a5-7. 
238 Cox Miller's remark that according to Aristotle, in essence, dreams are a product of the digestive process is 
ultimately incorrect. True, it is due to digestive processes that sleep ensues, and that the movement of heat, and so of 
blood, provides a vehicle for sense-movements, but it is only the conditions thus created, not the digestive processes, 
that play a part in the formation of dreams. I would even say that the digestive processes disturb rather than produce 
dreams (cf. 462a17-25). Cf. Cox Miller, 43 
239462a16-17. 
240 It is perhaps better to call this a state between sleeping and waking, as the senses do not work in a state of 
complete sleep. Not so much in sleep but on the way to waking up, in a state of half-waking, can we perceive. So it 
turns out that the distinction between sleep and waking is not a rigid one, and that we can be 'partly' asleep, or 
`partly' awake. Cf. van der Eijk, 2003A, 32-33; Godderis, 597 
241462a30-32. 
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But [it is] only the phantasma made up of the movement of sense-perceptions, when one is asleep, in so far one is 

asleep, that is a dream. 

And here we see evidence of Aristotle's remarkably modern notion of different degrees of sleep 

mentioned in the beginning of this section. Since he has established that the senses are not 

operational during sleep proper, but there are still processes in sleep that indicate a certain 

perceptual activity, it is evident that there must be different degrees of sleep, since we cannot be 

properly asleep when we perceive things. 242 

3.3.3 Dreams and melancholy 

Let us briefly consider the position of melancholics in Aristotle's account of dreams and 

divination. 243 According to Aristotle, melancholics are a group of people especially likely to have 

clear and prophetic dreams: they are 7rpoopCT1KOt and Ev&vöveepoi. 244 Aristotle offers a fragmented 

tripartite explanation for this spread over his works on sleep and dreams. 245 

The first part we find in On Sleep and Waking. Aristotle explains that people in whom 

melancholy, black bile, is dominant, are not prone to sleep, because the nutrient area (Ope7rr: KÖs 

T67ros) is cold due to the presence of black bile - which is very cold by nature. As a result of this 

lack of heat, there is no mass exhalation (7rrjßos a ßup. s&(rews), which, as we have seen, is a 

requirement for sleep to set in. 246 If they do sleep, 247 the fact that there is no mass exhalation also 

242 Cf. van der Eijk (2003A), 33; Hubert (1999), 81-90. 
243 To discuss melancholy in Aristotelian thought is beyond the scope of this thesis. For a thorough discussion, cf. 
van der Eijk (1990). Cf. also Problema XXX. 1 (953a10-955a40), which treats of melancholy and its effects. Cf. 
Klibansky/Panowsky/Saxl (1964); Pigeaud (1988B); Flashar (1962); van der Eijk (2001). 
244 463b16-17. 
245 I say tripartite, since the only other mention of melancholics, in On Dreams, goes toward an explanation of how 
dreams can contain disturbed imagery. 
246 457a27-33. 
17 How sleep can come about for melancholics remains unclear, though that they must sleep on occasion is a given, 
as otherwise they would not experience dreams. It seems likely that what little exhalation there is still somehow 
manages to incapacitate the primary sense organ. 
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means that there is no, or very little, turbulence to disturb the sense-movements on their way to 

resurface as dreams, which makes their path straight (eütüs) - and the dreamer e 8uEvespos. 248 The 

second part we encounter in On Divination in Sleep, where it is pointed out that dreams cannot be 

sent by God, because he would not send them to ordinary people, but to the best and wisest 249 

Dreams are, however, daemonic, for nature is daemonic, and it is by nature that we have dreams 

at all. It is also by nature that melancholics have prophetic dreams. Due to their changeable 

nature, melancholics have all kinds of visions (7ravToöac7ra L els ÖpWo'sv) - as do people who have 

a talkative nature (X&Xos 46a-is). The reasoning behind this is that their powers of association are 

so strong that they can jump from one vision to another in a split second, much faster than any 

`normal' person would be able to do. Thus, they experience so many sense-movements, that, 

statistically, for some of these to have a bearing on real events is practically unavoidable: after 

all, when throwing dice often enough, one eventually will be lucky. 250 This characteristic speedy 

changeability (µe-raßA' TIK3v TaXv), 251 ties in beautifully with the last part of Aristotle's 

explanation for the frequency of melancholics' clear and prophetic dreams. For it is not enough to 

experience a great quantity of sense-movements, one must also have the ability to focus on them, 

or, as Aristotle puts it, one must have enough intensity (r o-ýoapöv) to keep one movement from 

being knocked out of the way by another. 252 The intensity refers to the melancholic's ability to 

stay with his own `chain of association', without being disturbed by other movements in the 

body, sensory or otherwise. 253 To paraphrase: due to their cool interiors, melancholics' bodies 

contain less movements that can disturb the sense-movements dreams are made of, in addition, 

they experience a much greater number of sense-movements than a `normal' person, but they are 

24S Cf. van der Eijk (1990), 43. Van der Eijk also rightly observes here that a dream image need not be undisturbed to 
be prophetic, even though disturbance obviously complicates interpretation. 
249 Cf. 462b20-22. 
250 463b16-22. In reference to this, see also 453a18-22, where Aristotle points out that melancholics have little to no 
control over the surfacing of sense-movements in the process of remembering. 
731 464b1. 
252 464a32-464b6. 
211 Cf. van der Eijk (1990), 41. This is an extremely complicated passage. 
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also naturally adept at navigating their way through these by means of swift association. Owing 

to the great quantity of sense-movements they experience, a melancholic is, statistically, more 

likely to have a prophetic dream, which is why they receive the epithets zrpoopa-rucoi and 

FÜBvoyelpol. 254 

It would seem that Aristotle had a sound bio-physiological explanation for the fact that 

some types of people are more prone to having clear and prophetic dreams than others. The 

observant reader may have been brought in mind of the way phrenitis was associated with vivid 

(EVap' r) dreams by the Hippocratic Prorrhetic I, and later by Galen. 255 They saw in vivid 

dreams a sign of dryness of the body and (impending) phrenitis. If we reserve Aristotle's line of 

inquiry, he could be suggesting something similar, i. e. that people who often have clear and 

prophetic dreams are likely to be melancholics; it is doubtful, however, that he, not being a 

physician, would ever find it necessary to pursue such a course of action. That is not to say that 

his reasoning could not go some way towards explaining Aristotle's belief in the potential 

medical importance of dreams, other than the prominent status of the physicians who authored 

this notion. 56 

3.3.4 The usefulness of dreams 

Now that Aristotle has provided three of the four causes of dreams - the material cause: 

phantasmata, the efficient cause: phantasia, and the formal cause: a definition of what a dream is 

- it is only logical that he would go in search of the fourth and last cause, the final cause. He 

seems to be doing this in On Divination from Sleep. Based on contemporary popular opinion, 

dream divination is a likely candidate. Aristotle, however, is extremely sceptical of this practice: 

254 For a more elaborate treatment of melancholy in the Parva Naturalia, cf. van der Eijk (1990), 36-45. 
us Cf. Hip. Prorrh1.1.5 (5.512 L. ); Gal. Loc. Af . IV. 2; V. 4 (8.227; 329-30 K. ); In Hip. Prorrh. 1.1.5 (16.525-6 K. ). 
256 463a3-7. See also 3.3.4. below. 
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even though many people believe in it, and even though there have been cases in which the future 

was foreseen in dreams, showing that it is not a case of blind belief, but one based on empirical 

evidence, there is no one reasonable explanation for the possibility that knowledge of the future 

could be contained in dreams. The only other option, namely that God would be responsible for 

prophetic dreams, Aristotle finds preposterous. 257 That said, Aristotle goes on to refute the 

possibility of dream divination by systematically discussing all possibilities. 

As Aristotle sees it, there are three possibilities: dreams can be causes (at rra), signs 

(o p. ¬ia) or coincidences (avjk=d)hjuvra). A combination of two or all of these may also occur. 

Dreams can be causes in the sense that they can incite the dreamer to do what he dreams; it is a 

perfect example of the self-fulfilling prophecy. As signs, dreams may be the result of events or 

thoughts that occurred during the day or of something that is in the process of happening. 258 The 

two functions of cause and sign may be combined in a dream as follows: on the one hand, a 

dream may arise as a sign of something that was contemplated or (in the process of being) done 

during the previous day, and on the other hand a dream - or more precisely: the same dream - 

may be the cause of some action that will be undertaken the next day, because the dreamer 

dreamt of it. 259 Most `prophetic' dreams, however, belong in the last group, that of coincidences, 

especially dreams that are concerned with things outside the dreamer's life and scope of 

experience, and those whose cause simply cannot have their origin in the dreamer. It is apparent, 

in such cases, that there is no link between the dreamer and the subject of the dream, and this can 

easily be recognised as a case of coincidence. Divination through such dreams, therefore, is also 

257 462b12-24. 
258 462b28-32. If one were to think of the occurrence of an event as a timeline, cause C would logically only be 
located at the beginning of the timeline, while sign S could appear anywhere on the timeline except at the beginning, 
for if it were located there, it would be a cause: 
0 end 
CI<.................... S------------------ >I 

259 463a22-32. To further the analogue of the timeline: in this combination of functions, sign S has been placed at the 
beginning of a timeline - not the beginning of the same timeline on which it functioned as a sign, but the beginning 
of another timeline - and has therefore become a cause as well as a sign. 
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purely coincidental, even though it may seem purposeful. The reason why, many dreams have no 

fulfilment is that it very seldom occurs that a dream is actually followed by an event that matches 

it. 260 

In all his scepticism, however, Aristotle makes one exception: dreams could be of use in 

medical practice: 

p ouv Eo-rº n evumiwv Ta µ&v aiTia) Ta 8e "µ¬ia, oiov Twv 7r¬pi To v@µ&& ovµßaivovTwv; ? e7ovari 

7'OÜV Ka! TÜiv l66Tpwv 0( xap! evre; ÖT! ?e O'd16 pa Trp00'Exfw roIS evvirvJ0w5d Ao7OL 39 OÜTWS 0%1CL, ßEIY 

's (h1] %1s 
Iý' 

i' 261 
Kai TOf TEZY(TGLf fY, 4'K07f0UAEYO! s 39 TI KGGI IX00'0 OUO'IL. 

Is it true, then, that some dreams are causes, and others signs, for instance of things that are happening with regard to 

the body? In any case, the distinguished among physicians262 also say that it is necessary to pay close attention to 

dreams. And it makes good sense to think that way, even for those non-specialists who are taking an merest in 

something and examining it. 

While Aristotle seems to be well aware of the medical views of his time, 263 this does not mean he 

copied them. In the case of dreams, he provides a theoretical background of his own to 

accommodate the view that it is possible to gain medical information from a patient's dreams, 

based on the information about the dreaming process provided in On Dreams. It is this theoretical 

background that is of particular interest to us in our current investigation. 

Further to what he has explained in 460M-4610, Aristotle now points out that, by day, 

small, weak sense-perceptions may be eclipsed by larger, stronger sense-perceptions. The 

260 462b32-463a2; 463b1-11. 
261 463a3-7. 
262 For a more elaborate discussion of Aristotle's usage of the word combination `distinguished physicians', see van 
der Eijk (1995). Van der Eijk observes that it is possibly a reference to the Hippocratic author of On Regimen. Cf. 
van der Eijk (1993A), 158; (1995), 451; (2005), 198. While I do not deny this, I would suggest a broader approach: 
as we have seen in the first section of this chapter, the author of On Regimen appeared not to be alone in his views. 
263 On Aristotle's familiarity with contemporary medical views, see Oser-Grote (2004), and Lloyd (1978). 
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difference with the passage from On Dreams lies in the fact that, in that particular passage, he 

was referring to the dominance of sense-perceptions over movements arising from sense- 

perceptions, while, here, he distinguishes between smaller and greater sense-perceptions. In 

sleep, however, matters are reversed (iv 3e -r4 xaOEVöeiv Toüvav-riov), and small sense-perceptions 

seem to be big. To support this proposition, he even provides empirical evidence: in sleep, people 

may think there is lightning and thunder, while in reality they are hearing only soft sounds; or 

they may think they taste honey and sweet things, while in truth a small drop of phlegm runs 

down their throats; or they may even think that they are walking through fire and experience 

great heat, when really only some parts of their bodies are warming up a little. 264 

At this point, it is necessary to clarify a few things. There appears to be an oversight in 

Aristotle's reasoning: if it is true that small sense-perceptions are magnified in sleep, what 

happens to large sense perceptions? In his commentary, van der Eijk provides several possible 

solutions to this problem, all depending on the interpretation of ¶rovvavTriov. Possibility 1: the 

sense-movements that have arisen from the small sense-perceptions that were eclipsed in waking 

become clearly noticeable during sleep in the form of dreams. Possibility 2: in sleep, strong 

sense-perceptions remain unnoticed, while weak sense-perceptions are all the more clear. This 

second possibility is subdivided: either Aristotle is referring to sense-movements that have arisen 

from diurnal sense-perceptions, i. e. phantasmata, and we only notice those that have their origin 

in small ones, because the larger ones have already been `processed' in the waking state; or he is 

referring to actual sense-perceptions in sleep, indicating that strong sense-perceptions go 

unnoticed in sleep, while weak sense-perceptions are experienced - in this case, sleep apparently 

provides some sort of filter that keeps large sense-perceptions out, and magnifies small ones. 265 

Van der Eijk dismisses this last option on the grounds that it is in contradiction with the dream 

264 463a8-17. 
265 Van der Eijk (1994), 274-5. 
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theory postulated in On Dreams, while the other options are easily reconciled with it. Aristotle, 

however, never indicates that he is talking about dreams here, yet this is exactly what most 

interpreters assume. 266 In commentary on passage 462a15-31 from On Dreams, Gallop observes 

that it is a `Freudian misreading of Aristotle to suppose that in this paragraph he is considering 

the type of dream in which external stimuli become woven into its content in altered form'. 267 I 

would suggest that the same applies here. The examples in support of Aristotle's argument 

cannot be dreams - apart from the fact that they are actual sense-perceptions, this may also be 

indicated by the use of o'io i rar, which could betray activity of the noetikon -, 
268 which to me 

suggests that the Krvvjoe: s he is talking about here concern actual sense-perceptions. If that is the 

case, then van der Eijk's last possibility could apply - and I think it does: Aristotle is speaking of 

the antithetic properties of sleep, rather than of dreams. As a bonus, this option even 

accommodates Aristotle's seemingly contradictory remark in 462al9-26, about perception in 

sleep being `ao-BevwK& Kai olov iröppw6EV': if it is true that sleep inverts any perceptual 

experiences, it seems only reasonable that normal sense-perceptions would be experienced as 

being `faint and as it were from far away', while small sense-perceptions become all the more 

noticeable - perhaps Aristotle's theory is more consistent than it seems. All this is not to say that 

van der Eijk's other two options are obsolete. It is as Aristotle argues: all apxai are small, so, too, 

are the apxai of diseases and other anomalies within the body; and as he has just proven that the 

condition of sleep allows for the perception of even the smallest movements, it seems only 

logical that any beginning affection of the body is more likely to be noticed in sleep than in 

waking, be it an actual sense-perception, or a sense-movement arising from a sense-perception, 

266 E. g. Kany-Turpin-Pellegrin (1989), 225,237; Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 240. Gallop also notes that Aristotle 
does not call these experiences dreams. Cf. Gallop (1996), 160. 
267 Gallop (1996), 154. Van der Eijk gives a more elaborate account of this misunderstanding. Cf. van der Eijk 
(1994), 214. 
268 Cf. van der Eijk (1994), 275. 
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i. e. a phantasma, or dream. 269 A final problem with this passage could be posed by the fact that 

Aristotle is giving this whole explanation to account for distinguished physicians' belief in the 

use of dreams for medical practice. I believe there is an easy solution to this problem, as for 

everyone but Aristotle all experiences in sleep would fall under the heading of dreams (en- 

hupnia, `things in sleep'); it seems highly unlikely that anyone but Aristotle would make such a 

clear distinction between dreams and other sensory experiences in sleep. The only thing our 

philosopher can then be accused of is not applying his own definitions consistently. 

In the second book of the treatise, Aristotle adds an element of caution for those who 

would trust too much in the information contained in dreams. As said before, it has not escaped 

Aristotle's notice that many, even most dreams do not `come true', but he does not find this 

surprising at all. For Aristotle, there is no difference between signs concerning the body (-rwv Ev 

-rots o"cüµavt o-qµeicov), or signs that appear in the heavens, like for instance those that indicate rain 

and wind. In all cases, Aristotle's reasoning is the same: signs of things may present themselves, 

but after that, these signs may be annihilated (öteMq) by more powerful signs, so that the event 

that was supposed to follow the first sign will in fact be replaced by the event that follows the 

second sign - unless, of course, that sign is overshadowed as well. So it can be that what was 

going to happen in the past is not necessarily what is happening now, just as what is now going to 

happen is not necessarily what will be happening in the future. 70 In the end, this is only good 

news for the medical profession, because it means that if a patient's dreams indicate a certain 

affection of the body, it is not inevitable that this affection will eventually manifest itself; the 

future is not set, and it does indeed matter whether a patient is treated or not - although this may 

put some pressure on a correct understanding of the signs. 

269 463a18-21. 
270 463b23-32. Aristotle expresses the difference between what is going to happen and what will in fact happen by 

contrasting rö mAXov and rö k6pevov. Cf. van der Eijk (1994), 303. 
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And this brings us to the last point of interest within this treatise: the interpretation of 

dreams. Aristotle does not seem to display any interest in the contents of dreams, 27' and on the 

whole seems to consider them poor sources of information. However, although it is true that 

Aristotle does not speak of the contents of dreams in an interpretive fashion, we have to recognise 

the fact that the whole of On Divination in Sleep is of course dedicated to dream content - though 

perhaps not in the strict sense he has expounded in On Dreams. It has been mentioned that, in his 

explanation of the medical uses of dreams, Aristotle may have been referring to the fourth book 

of On Regimen, whose author expressly concerns himself with the interpretation of dream- 

images. We have to realise that in this Hippocratic treatise, there is an underlying process of 

conversion which is not explained, a translation from physical ailments to allegorical imagery. It 

should be noted that Aristotle does not say anything about the phantasmata connected to the 

`beginnings of illnesses', although his theory seems to suggest that they would be anything but 

visual. If indeed he is attempting to accommodate the theory of medical dreams as put forward in 

On Regimen, he seems to be overlooking the detail of conversion as well. More likely is that he 

merely wants to provide a reason why physicians say that `close attention should be paid to 

dreams', without having to agree with the interpretative methods employed in for instance On 

Regimen. Nonetheless, he does give some indication as to the sort of people who would make 

good dream interpreters: 

rvervrr 
TEXVIKwTaTOS 

a' 
EO'T! KKITT EYU7TV1WV 00'TIS 

auvaT6bf TGGS 0t%LOIOT9oTGG5 
BE(Wp¬W 

But the most skilled interpreter of dreams is he who can spot similarities. 

271 Cf. van der Eijk (2005), 171. 
272 464b5-7. 
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Anyone can interpret clear dreams (EÜBvov¬tpias), but it is a whole different matter to detect 

similarities between dreams and reality when the likeness between the two is heavily distorted 

and very remote, something we have seen is only too often the case. 

Let us now briefly reconsider the topic of Aristotle's four causes, or more precisely, the 

final cause of dreams. According to his maxim, `nature does nothing in vain', 273 one would 

expect Aristotle to have come up with a specific function for dreams. But in this, it would seem 

we are sorely disappointed. For although Aristotle is not unwilling to allow some function for 

dreams, an underlying teleological pattern is missing. 274 

The way Aristotle approaches the phenomenon of the dream, taking up a standpoint against the 

ruling belief that dreams were a way of the gods to disclose truth and future events to man, is 

atypical of the ancient world, though not atypical of the budding `scientific' approach we also 

encountered in the Hippocratic Corpus. But despite the sceptical attitude he adopts, he still seems 

to have believed in the possibility - however small - that dreams might have some prophetic 

value, and he does his utmost to provide a rational explanation for prophetic dream experiences, 

the existence of which he reluctantly acknowledges, 275 in lieu of the popular superstitions that he 

rejects as being absurd. In addition to that, he feels the need to accommodate the views of his 

colleagues in rationality, the `distinguished physicians', and finds a way to fit their appreciation 

of the dream into his altogether dismissive theory. Noteworthy is that, although Aristotle does 

recognise the use of medical dreams, he does not seem to think they exist expressly for that 

273 For references, see Gallop (1989) 259 n. 3. 
274 Cf. Wijsenbeek-Wijler (1978), 216,234ff.; Gallop (1989), 262ff., 272; van der Eijk ('2005), 179,204; Morel 
(2007), 62. Not everyone agrees here; Polansky, for instance, remarks: "Aristotle hardly offers argument that 
functionality of dreams is impossible, and I doubt he would ever do so. " He further believes that "if the imagination 
has an important function, which it surely does, then the various types of imagination should not be functionless. " 
Cf. Polansky (1989), 294ff. It does seem strange that Aristotle would not assign dreams any purpose - what he does, 
is expressly deny them the purpose of being vehicles for divine communication (463b12-15). Interesting is that, 
apparently, there is room for an almost Democritean type of quasi-prophetic dreams. Cf. 464a1-27. Cf. Morel (2007), 
56. 
27S Van der Eijk points out that Aristotle does not speak of actual knowledge of the future; clairvoyance is a matter of 
pure luck and therefore cannot be of much use to anyone. Cf. van der Eijk (2003B), 34. 
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purpose. They are merely the product of physiological processes, which may or may not be used 

to our advantage. 

3.4 Conclusions to chapter 3 

3.4.1 Hippocratics 

In On Regimen, dreams are presented as a diagnostic tool. Not all dreams, however, are of this 

nature; some dreams are prophetic rather than medical. The origin of medical, diagnostic dreams 

is the soul, which, autonomous in sleep, observes the body and `reports' any impending trouble 

via dreams. If a physician can interpret such dreams correctly, he will be able to cast a 

prodiagnösis, and based on that adapt his patient's regimen so as to prevent disease. In the 

interpretation of dreams, the author of On Regimen sees a correlation between the way in which 

dream-images are portrayed and their meaning for the dreamer. In the dream book, various dream 

principles can be recognised - sometimes overlapping - which aid the interpretation of medical 

dreams, most notably: similarity is good, dissimilarity is bad; there may be a microcosmos- 

macrocosmos relation between a dream and its meaning; a dream may contain symbolism; and 

lastly, a dream can be wishfulfilment. 

After analysis of all the passages in the Hippocratic Corpus that mention dreams in one 

way or another, we see that On Regimen was not the only one interested in the medical 

significance of dreams. In Epidemics VI, for instance, we also encounter the notion of the 

autonomously operating soul in sleep; in On the Sacred Disease we find a wholly physiological 

explanation for the occurrence of nightly fears and anxieties, and a special interest in dreams that 

disturb sleep, like nightmares; On Breaths provides a physiological explanation for the 

occurrence of dreams in general; On Generation gives the physiological details of the process 

that leads to wet dreams, which may well have been considered as a sign of heat in the body by a 
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number of Hippocratic authors; and in Diseases, Internal Affections and On Regimen IV alike, 

there appears to be a link between bile and fear. There are also several treatises that merely 

emphasise the importance of dreams in medical practice: Humours points out that one should pay 

attention to a patient's dreams and actions in sleep; Prorrhetic I calls attention to the fact that 

clear, vivid dreams are a symptom of phrenitis; Ancient Medicine sees a connection between the 

state of the stomach and experiencing turbulent dreams, and warns that such dreams often 

indicate oncoming illness; and of course, the Epidemics I checklist features the type and time of 

dreams in the summation of symptoms. Among these various different views on dreams and their 

content, and on the use to which dreams were to be put, we can distinguish two different aspects 

of dreams: dream imagery, which, in a medical context, can be interpreted to reveal information 

about the condition of the body of the dreamer (notably Vict. IV and Epid. VI. 8.9-10), and the 

character of dreams, to which a direct meaning is attached, varying from precise (e. g. fear 

indicates bile, or clear dreams indicate phrenitis) to vague (e. g. troubled dreams are a bad sign). 

Imagery and specific dream content are of secondary importance with regard to the latter aspect, 

and only of interest because of the effect they produce on the dreamer, which functions as a 

symptom on which conclusions are based. 

It is now clear that the medical interest in dreams is not only to be found in On Regimen, 

and that aspects of his theories, such as a belief in the independent role of the soul in sleep, the 

potentially physiological origin of dreams, and most notably, the interest in dreams as symptoms 

within disease processes, are also represented in a number of other Hippocratic treatises. To be 

sure, this number is only small, but if we consider that in the period of time covered by the 

Hippocratic Corpus, new theories were postulated, and that such new impulses generated new 

ways of thinking about the causes and symptoms of diseases, 276 this could allow us to explain 

why a relatively new theory like that of medical dream interpretation had not been fully 

276 Cf. Langholf (1990), 74ff. 
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integrated yet. We can understand why book four of On Regimen is the only elaboration of how 

to use dream interpretation in medical diagnosis. As it turns out, then, its status is one of less 

isolation than has been assumed by some, 277 and at the same time probably less representative of 

a general tradition than has been presupposed by others. 278 

3.4.2 Galen 

Galen's views on dreams and their interpretation are reminiscent of On Regimen on several 

counts: in his commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics I, just as in the probably spurious De 

Dignotione ex Insomniis, Galen puts dreams forward as a diagnostic tool; if we assume that DD 

is a correct representation of Galen's views, Galen, too, believed that the soul is the generator of 

(medical) dreams; not all dreams are medical, some dreams are prophetic, others merely a 

representation of the dreamer's diurnal thoughts and actions; and, lastly, in his commentary on 

Epidemics VI, Galen applies the interpretive principle that similarity to reality is good, and 

dissimilarity bad. All in all, there are enough parallels to suspect familiarity with the Hippocratic 

On Regimen. Of course, there are also a number of ways in which Galen's views differ from 

those of On Regimen. He admits, for instance, that it is difficult to distinguish medical dreams 

from other types of dream, and recommends that the interpreter pay attention to the time of the 

dream and verify whether or not food was ingested prior to the dream experience, since these 

factors are of import to a correct interpretation of the condition of the patient. Galen also appears 

to be interested specifically in dreams of sick people, and not so much in dreams of healthy 

people, while On Regimen, with the objective of prodiagnbsis, saw a necessity to interpret 

dreams of healthy and sick people alike. It seems that for Galen, there had to be a reason to look 

Z" Cf. Kudlien (1977), 274; Nörenberg (1968), 78; Longrigg (1993), 230-1; Jouanna (1969), 15-16; van der Eijk 
(2004), 188. 
278 As is pointed out in the introduction, there is a tendency in modern scholarship to present dream interpretation as 
a part of 'standard Hippocratic procedure'. 
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at dreams or dream content, as for instance in case of the vivid dreams of phrenetics (to be), or 

when there are more dreams than normal, which in itself is already a symptom of incipient 

disease. This is exemplified in his treatment of the vivid dreams of phrenetics in his commentary 

on Prorrhetic I. Phrenetics, and those who are about to become phrenetic, can be recognised by 

the fact that their dreams are so vivid that they cause the dreamer to act upon them whilst asleep. 

It is no use, he says, to interpret dreams whose contents coincide with reality, for such dreams 

have no prognostic value. If, however, clear dreams provoke a physical reaction in a dreamer, 

they are certainly worth interpreting. Some unclarity remains as to what Galen thinks he can learn 

from these dreams, as it is already obvious that clear dreams are caused by excessive dryness. 

Incidentally, dreams of phrenetics, clear through dryness, are the type of dream that is best 

retained in memory; moistness causes dreams to be vague and easily forgotten. Galen does not 

provide much in the way of an explanation of the dreaming process, but there is one type of 

dream he does explain: dreams may occur as a result of a condition of sympatheia in the eyes, 

due to the vapours that rise upward from the humours in the stomach. It would seem that the soul 

plays no role here. Any other type of dream, for instance a dream that predicts the loss of a 

limb, 279 would be the territory of the soul. 

If we now consider Galen's overall attitude towards dream interpretation, he does not 

seem overly enthused. There is one clear instance that may well say it all. In The Art of 

Preserving Health, there is ample opportunity to interpret his patient's dreams to gain insight in 

the patient's condition, but Galen does not even consider this, and opts for what he can learn 

from his patient's sleeping behaviour instead. Based on this example, and on the fact that 

nowhere in his works he really solves any cases by means of dream interpretation - if he 

mentions dreams or dream interpretation, it is usually as an extra option, or even an afterthought 

279 Dign. (6.834 K. ). 
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- could we infer that, if Galen were faced with a choice between interpretation of dreams and 

interpretation of more concrete and direct symptoms, he would probably choose the latter? 

3.4.3 Aristotle 

Further to his explanation of sense-perception, Aristotle's sense-experiences can be divided into 

two groups: actual sense-perceptions, which are a combined activity of the noetikon and the 

aisthetikon, with the phantastikon at work in the background, and the experiencing of 

phantasmata, which is an activity of the phantastikon. Dreams are a product of the aisthetikon, 

but only as far as it coincides with the phantastikon, and the lingering sense-movements, i. e. 

phantasmata, are the stuff dreams are literally made of. We can only have proper dreams, i. e. 

experiences that are made up entirely of lingering phantasmata, when we are truly asleep. 

Everything we experience in sleep through the activity of the sense-organs are not dreams; 

indeed, it is impossible to be asleep in the proper sense of the word when the senses are 

operational, even if their activity is minimal. When we do perceive in sleep, we do not experience 

actual sense-perceptions, but always as sense-movements arising from actual sense-perceptions, 

because sleep acts as a distorting influence on sense-perception. 

According to Aristotle, there is no reasonable explanation for the verity of dream- 

divination as it is practised by his contemporaries. Dreams are causes, signs, or coincidences. It is 

in the function of signs that they can be of use in medicine: small sense-perceptions are more 

easily perceived in sleep; all beginnings are small, so too the beginnings of illnesses in the body; 

these beginnings of illnesses, then, are also more easily perceived in sleep, either as phantasmata, 

i. e. proper dreams, or as sense-movements arising from actual sense-perceptions. Dreams that are 

signs do not indicate an inevitable future, and thus signs of diseases do not indicate inevitable 
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illness either. This is good news for the medical profession, for it means that treatment does 

matter. 
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Conclusion 

Without a doubt, Aristotle's is still the clearest ancient account of sleep and dreams available to 

us. Not only does he give a coherent physiological explanation of the inception and termination 

of sleep, he also provides an account of dreams that is closely connected with it. Two aspects of 

the processes surrounding sleep are of direct import to dreams. Firstly, the anathumiasis has a 

positive and a negative influence on dreams. - On the one hand, it takes away the sleeper's 

capacity to perceive, i. e. it initiates sleep, and thus paves the way for dreams to occur at all. On 

the other hand, if there is too much anathumiasis, the sense-movements that are on their way to 

form dreams can become unstable, meaning that the sleeper will have troubled or strange dreams. 

Secondly, that wondrous characteristic of sleep which, somehow, inverts the effect of any sense- 

experiences is vital to the occurrence of dreams that are medically significant. As a result of the 

fact that very small things appear to be large and vice versa, the beginnings of diseases can be 

noticed and fulfill the role of sign. Thus Aristotle exhibits a positive attitude towards the use of 

dreams in medical diagnosis or prognosis, and provides theoretical and empirical support to the 

opinion of the `distinguished physicians'. This may well be proof of the good standing of medical 

dream interpretation in Aristotle's time: perhaps there was a general belief in its use so wide- 

spread that Aristotle was hard-pressed to ignore it, and considering his overall sympathetic 

attitude to medicine, he saw good reason to verify the truth of the matter in the opinions of highly 

regarded physicians. 

The connection between sleep and dreams as encountered in Aristotle's Parva Naturalia we find 

neither in the Hippocratic Corpus nor in Galen's oeuvre. However, various Hippocratics did have 

more than a few thoughts on the matter. On Regimen - and by association Epidemics VI - 
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postulates that sleep is a precondition for the soul to act on its own and perform all the activities 

of the body; it is these actions that constitute dreams. On Breaths physiologically links the 

sleeping process to the natural occurrence of dreams, and explains that when the intelligence is 

altered due to the chilling of the blood brought on by sleep, dreams appear. As for the other 

Hippocratic treatises, while they do not make an explicit connection between sleep and dreams, 

this does of course not mean that they denied such a connection. After all, the fact that dreams 

occur in sleep is hard to miss. Throughout the Corpus, we encounter the view that natural, sound 

sleep was beneficial, while troubled sleep was unfavourable; and the latter usually referred to 

sleep disturbed by dreams that were in some way out of the ordinary, even if that particular 

correlation was not made explicit. 

Since most of Galen's remarks on dreams have been lost with On Regimen in Health, we have to 

be careful in drawing conclusions based solely on the lack of any explicit comments on his part 

on a connection between sleep and dreams. Indeed, the close relation of Galen's sleep theory to 

Aristotle's makes the existence of a physiological link similar to that in Aristotle's theory of 

sleep and dreams very plausible. According to Galen, sleep is a matter of the movement of the 

dunameis, the agents of the soul. Galen also believed that the soul was, in some way, responsible 

for the generation of (medical) dreams. As said, dreams occur in sleep, and so Galen may well 

have had an explanation of the (potential) link between the activity of the soul in sleep - and it 

has been pointed out that, in sleep, the soul is indeed active - and the occurrence of dreams. 

In the matter of diagnosis and prognosis, we have learnt that both the Hippocratics and Galen 

applied sensory observation and semiotic inference, in which the intellect played a key-role. They 

combined universal, external information, concerning matters like the weather and the 
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environment, with individual information such as a patient's symptoms, his regimen and, of 

central interest here, on occasion a patient's dreams. 

In the Hippocratic Corpus, a number of authors displayed a marked awareness of the fact that the 

occurrence and type of dreams could sometimes supply invaluable information on their patients' 

well-being. Their various approaches to dreams show much greater consistency than has 

previously been suggested. Of the Hippocratics who display an interest in dreams, the author of 

On Regimen provides the clearest evidence of a vivid interest in the contents of his patients' 

dreams: his proficiency, after all, was in the interpretation of dreams, i. e. the association of 

specific dream images with a predetermined meaning, and in giving prodiagnöseis, uncovering 

the makings of illness before it had had a chance to manifest itself. Other physicians seem to 

have had a less systematic interest in the contents of their patients' dreams and appear to make 

enquiries if and when they saw a need for it. Such a need might be prompted by the observation 

of a dreamer's behaviour in sleep, an approach that clearly focuses on dreams per se. Dreams of a 

certain character could have a discernible effect upon the dreamer. Nightmares and otherwise 

troubled dreams, but also overly vivid and clear dreams - which were all considered to be 

unfavourable - could cause a dreamer to display some form of physical activity in their sleep; 

sometimes it was possible to verify the link between dreams and this physical activity, as is done, 

for instance, in Internal Affections 48. Another type of outwardly recognisable unfavourable 

dreams were of course wet dreams, which indicated an overabundance of heat in the body. 

Conversely, a physician's approach may have focused on a pre-existing familiarity with the 

circumstances of a specific disease, rather than on the symptom of dreams, and thus provide a 

reason for closer inspection of a patient's dreams. An example of this is phrenitis: Prorrhetic I 

pointed out that sufferers of this disease experience vivid dreams, and with that information, it 

was, in all likelihood, possible either to verify an already present suspicion, or to achieve a new 
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diagnosis. Although On Regimen IV remains the only Hippocratic guide to actual dream 

interpretation, it has been shown that the author's beliefs had their basis in a more widely 

accepted medical interest in dreams, and that he was not as unique as has previously been 

suggested. In a broad spectrum of views, On Regimen most strongly emphasised the role of 

dreams as significant indicators of the dreamer's physical condition, and gave dreams the most 

prominent status in his (pro)diagnostic theory. 

Much of Galen's approach to dreams is similar to what we have encountered in the Hippocratic 

Corpus, with a few changes and elaborations. While his account of diagnosis from dreams is 

reminiscent of On Regimen IV on several counts, it should be noted that Galen's interpretation of 

dream images is much more direct than On Regimen's. The dream images Galen mentions have 

qualities that are directly attributable to the specific humours they represent, while On Regimen 

takes the far more metaphorical microcosmos-macrocosmos approach. An important aspect of 

Galen's method is the fact that he strongly based his interpretations on factors from outside of the 

dream, such as the dreamer's habits, what he has been eating, and possibly any already available 

information of the patient's physical condition. This indicates that dreams are unlikely to have 

been the first thing Galen considered in a new case. Like the majority of the Hippocratic authors, 

Galen, too, only appears to have employed the interpretation of dreams when he saw the need for 

it. It should also be considered that more than a few instances show Galen not employing dream 

interpretation and favouring other, unquestionably more straightforward and tangible diagnostic 

and prognostic approaches instead. In addition to that, he points out how difficult it is to 

distinguish between medical dreams and prophetic dreams or dreams that reflect a person's daily 

thoughts and actions. It is a well-known fact that Galen was a great believer in dreams of all kind, 

and that this belief definitely extended to medical dreams. However, above all Galen valued 

concurrence of various sources of information - which might or might not include dreams. If all 
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pointed in the same direction, he would confidently cast his diagnosis and prognosis. The 

evidence we have seems to show that dream interpretation had a comparatively low priority on 

Galen's list of diagnostic procedures, partly because he had other, more reliable methods at his 

disposal, such as the inspection of urine and the pulse, and partly because it was difficult to 

distinguish medically relevant dreams from other types of dreams. It would appear, however, that 

he did make some exceptions, as the case of phrenetics exemplifies. 

Thanks to some unambiguous evidence, there needs to be no doubt about the ancient medical 

interest in dreams and the existence of medical dream interpretation, but its overall status as a 

diagnostic or prognostic tool should be assessed with caution. If, based on the evidence, we were 

to conjecture when dream interpretation was used, non-acute cases, in which time was not of the 

essence, would dominate. The perfect example of this is of course On Regimen IV, in which the 

lack of acuteness of the situation is exemplified in the fact that actual diseases play no role. 

Dream interpretation may also have been employed in corroboration of a diagnosis or prognosis 

that was also indicated by other symptoms - the clearest example of which is phrenitis. 

In conclusion, then, I believe that matters should be viewed as follows. Thanks to their alleged 

divine origin, dreams had a good reputation to begin with. When, at the time of the Hippocratic 

Corpus, a more rational approach to dreams came to be, this fit in well with other new 

developments, such as for instance that of regimen treatment as a new branch of the medical 

techne, and that of a theory of humours as components of the human body. What we have 

discovered in the Hippocratic Corpus, then, are the foundations of a medical use for dream 

interpretation in the text passages outside On Regimen, and perhaps one of the first attempts at 

making this theory a concrete part of medicine in On Regimen. Seeing as Aristotle was well 

aware of the medical theories of his day, it is not at all surprising to find traces of this theory in 
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his work as well. Galen, in turn, familiar with both Hippocratic and Aristotelian lore and a great 

believer in the veracity and significance of dreams, also accepts that dreams and their 

interpretation can be of value in medical practice, but at the same time realised the enormous 

difficulty one would have not only in deciding which dream was relevant and which was not, but 

also in correctly interpreting such a dream. For Galen, a true logician, this must have weakened 

the position of medical dream interpretation considerably. All in all, though the potential of 

dream interpretation was, in itself, widely recognised, and its usage in medical practice is attested 

in the evidence, this thesis has shown that when put into the context of medical diagnostic and 

prognostic procedures, its status was less prevalent than has hitherto been suggested. 
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Appendix A: Diagnosis versus Prognosis 

In a discussion of ancient diagnosis and prognosis, a discussion of the relation in which the 

former stands to the latter should not be omitted. As regards the Hippocratic Corpus, the question 

of whether or not diagnosis was practised by its authors has been a topic of scholarly debate for 

quite some time now. A minority believes that the Hippocratic authors dispensed with diagnosis 

as we know it entirely in favour of prognosis, ' some take a stand at the opposite side of the 

spectrum and claimed to have found the epitome of diagnosis in the Hippocratic Prognosticon - 

although this view seems to have been all but abandoned by now. A relatively large group, 

consisting mainly of scholars with a medical background, opted for a compromise and supports 

the view that diagnosis was incorporated in Hippocratic prognosis, which was its objective, its 

raison d'etre: 3 seen from a modern point of view, especially one enhanced by hands-on 

experience, diagnosis needs to be inherent in ancient prognosis. Here, however, lies a problem 

concerning terminology. What is diagnosis? Technically, this is a question in itself difficult 

enough to answer, for, even today, there is debate about the meaning of diagnosis 4 Still, let us 

consider the modern approach for a moment. In the introduction to his book In de Spreekkamer 

van de Psychiater, Rend Kahn, professor of psychiatry at Utrecht University,, visits the subject 

and explains that 

Medicine, and therefore psychiatry, begins with diagnostics. For there is no treatment without a diagnosis. That is the 

main reason why we go through the trouble of arriving at a diagnosis. And even when there is no effective treatment 

Cf. Diller (1964); Vust-Mussard (1970). 
2 This view plays a role in the historical interpretation of Prognostic. Cf. Edelstein (1967), 80. 
3 Daremberg points out that this standpoint was first adopted by Etienne the Philosopher. Cf. Daremberg, 120. 
Advocates of this view are for instance Lichtenthaeler, Grmek and Graumann, all MD's. Cf. Lichtenthaeler (1982), 
144-149; Grmek (1989), 292-5; Graumann, 63-66. 
4 Cf. Graumann (2000), 63. 
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available, we can at least say something about the expected progression of the disease, the prognosis. A diagnosis is 

based on the assumption that there is a disease present, an affliction with a cause, a progression and possibly a 

treatment. Incidentally, it is not necessary to know the cause of a disease to be able to make a diagnosis and predict 

its progression. Nor is it a given that each diagnosis leads to treatment. A diagnosis does indicate that every 

physician in the world means the same by it. A diagnosis of angina pectoris in Delhi means the same in Delft, the 

symptoms of colitis ulcerosa in Bern are identical to those in Bergen, and a grand mal insult meats the same criteria 

in York and in New York. 5 

From this brief passage, it is immediately clear that there are some aspects to modern diagnosis 

that cannot have obtained at the time of the Hippocratic Corpus, or only obtained to a certain 

extent. Firstly, Kahn speaks of a worldwide nosological consensus - the one thing that certainly 

cannot be found among the authors of the Hippocratic Corpus, for there was great discord among 

the Hippocratic authors, both with regard to the nature and structure of the body, and to the way 

in which diseases were to be diagnosed - which underlies modern (differential)6 diagnosis. 

Secondly, Kahn contends that there can be no prognosis without diagnosis in modern medicine. 

Such explains why Grmek would say that `Hippocratic prognosis is partly diagnosis in disguise' 7 

Though it is, of course, always imperative to maintain caution in applying modern experience to 

an ancient situation, there is still some validity to this supposition: in order to be able to say 

anything about a patient's condition - past, present, or future -a physician has to know, at least 

s `De geneeskunde, en dus de psychiatrie, begint met de diagnostiek. Want zonder diagnose is er geen behandeling. 
Dat is ook de belangrijkste reden dat we al die moeite nemen om tot een diagnose to komen. En zelfs wanneer we 
niet over een effectieve behandeling beschikken, kunnen we op zijn minst iets mededelen over het to verwachten 
beloop, de prognose. Een diagnose gaat ervan uit dat er een ziekte aanwezig is, een aandoening met een oorzaak, een 
bepaald beloop en een eventuele behandeling. Overigens hoeven we niet altijd de oorzaak van een ziekte to weten 
om een diagnose to kunnen stellen en het beloop ervan to kunnen voorspellen. Evenmin is het een gegeven dat voor 
elke diagnose een behandeling voorhanden is. Maar wel betekent een diagnose dat iedere arts op de wereld er 
hetzelfde mee bedoelt. Zo is de diagnose angina pectoris in Dehli hetzelfde als in Delft, zijn de verschijnselen van 
colitis ulcerosa in Bern identiek aan die in Bergen, en voldoet een grand mal insult aan dezelfde criteria in York en 
New York. ' Kahn (2008), 15. 
6 The definition of differential diagnosis given by Kloosterhuis in his medical dictionary is as follows: "differentiele 
diagnose: het stellen van een diagnose door de kenmerken van verschillende ziekten to vergelijken (making a 
diagnosis by comparing the signs/symptoms of different diseases). " From G. Kloosterhuis, Coelho Zakwoordenboek 
der Geneeskunde, 23d revised edn., Gouda, 1989,188. 
7 Grmek (1989), 293. 
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to a certain extent, what he is dealing with. Although it was not possible for a Hippocratic 

physician exactly to identify every disease he encountered8, let alone formulate a specific 

diagnosis of cause, it would be possible to base a prognosis on diagnostic findings. And for that, 

a diagnostic element indeed needs to be incorporated in prognosis, even if one would be hard 

pressed to specifically identify the coverage of this element. Therefore, I would argue that, 

although an actual diagnosis was not an integral part of medical practice, there can be no doubt 

about the presence of diagnostic activity in Hippocratic practice. And here is a third discrepancy 

between the modern reality pictured by Kahn and Hippocratic medicine: diagnosis as the 

outcome of diagnostic activity simply did not always need to occur. Of course, it is impossible to 

verify if the Hippocratics practised what they preached, as there is no way to reconstruct the 

actual ancient process; based solely on the Hippocratic texts, however, we should be able to 

assume that there must have been diagnostic activity. Therefore, I propose an adaptation of our 

modern terminology to the ancient Hippocratic situation, and insert a division between diagnosis 

- the conscious identification of a specific disease or ailment - and diagnostic activity - i. e. the 

process leading up to such an identification - specifically because in Hippocratic times, the latter 

did not necessarily culminate in the former, and often had to be left out because there was no 

answer available, causing a physician to proceed immediately to prognosis. The diagnostic 

activity is there, not in aid of diagnosis, but of prognosis. This new distinction can now be used to 

elucidate the ancient Hippocratic situation. 

Up till now, scholarship has generally subscribed to the view that prognosis had the upper 

hand in the Hippocratic Corpus, and that diagnosis was subordinate to it. However, to speak of 

diagnosis or prognosis in such general terms would be a grave misrepresentation of the reality 

presented to us in the widely varied Corpus. Not only because of the use of anachronistic 

8 Cf. Progn. 25 (2.188 L. ), where the author explains that there is no need for disease names, as it is enough to know 
the consequences of symptoms that accompany acute diseases, and he able to act upon those. 
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terminology, but also because there was of course no such thing as `Hippocratic' prognosis or 

diagnosis to which it could be applied, a difficulty of which Edelstein proves to be well aware: 

The meaning of prognosis in Hippocratic medicine can only be demonstrated by assembling all the writings and all 

the isolated utterances about it and by attempting in this way to gain an insight into its nature. 

What is more, Edelstein shows that not even all Hippocratic authors believed that foreknowledge 

of the future was possible, and that some of them were of the opinion that in some diseases, there 

is no prognostic knowledge. 1° He does not, however, mention diagnosis in any way. In his 

famous book Hippocrates, Jouanna, much like Edelstein, skirts the topic of diagnosis per se, 

although he does note that the practice of the physician meant `to take into account the full range 

of signs in order to arrive at an evaluation of the patient's condition' - which, incidentally, would 

constitute diagnosis! - `and to formulate a prognosis. "' Potter, on the other hand, does not seem 

to have any problems accepting diagnosis into Hippocratic practice. In his Short Handbook of 

Hippocratic Medicine, he creates an `overview of clinical reasoning' for the Hippocratic writings, 

in which diagnosis is assigned its very own place, 12 but he does not seem to recognise Edelstein's 

discovery that prognosis was not always forthcoming, thus still putting diagnosis in an inferior 

position. None of these views fully accommodate the ancient Hippocratic situation, which is why 

it is necessary to deploy the new taxonomy. In my opinion, there were three possible courses of 

medical action: 

1. diagnostic activity => prognosis => treatment 

2. diagnostic activity => diagnosis => treatment 

3. diagnostic activity => diagnosis => prognosis => treatment 

9 Edelstein (1967), 69. 
10 Edelstein (1967), 73,75. 
11 Jouanna (1999), 303. 
12 Potter (1988), 52-3. 
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An excellent example of the first course of action is the treatise Prognostic, in which the author 

groups together all sorts of symptoms, which can be identified as indicating or leading to a 

certain condition. He does not use disease names and specifically tells his reader not to regret 

this, 

airav-ra 'Yap OKOO*a EV TOiO t XOOVOIO't TOWS 7rpOEtp? 2µevoro"t KPIV¬T , yvWo'p Towty auTeotat "petowty. 

For all [diseases], which come to a krisis at the times that have been stated, you will recognise by the same 

symptoms. 
13 

Thus he implies that there is no need even for a diagnosis. Before discussing the second and third 

options, it is useful first to consider the emergence of the concept of diagnosis among some of the 

Hippocratic writers. 

That the Hippocratics were keen observers is clear; the Corpus is positively teeming with 

examples of all the details to which they paid attention; in fact, one could almost say that these 

examples are what the Corpus is made of. For a relatively elaborate discussion of the Hippocratic 

situation, I refer the reader to chapter one of this thesis. There is no need for such a discussion 

here, and it will suffice to have a general idea of the sort of things the process leading up to 

diagnosis and/or prognosis may have encompassed. A rough division can be made into general 

details and individual details. `General' included things like the seasons, the weather, the wind, 

the lie of the land, the climate, and so on. All these could be taken into account even before 

seeing a patient. They provided a physician with a sense of medical orientation, some idea of the 

sort of diseases he might encounter, but also of what might be the predominant characteristics of 

local people's constitutions. `Individual' were of course the patient's symptoms, but also factors 

13 Progn. 25 (231,7-8 Alexanderson; 2.190 L. ) 
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like age, gender and regimen belong in this sphere. 14 The one passage that provides a detailed 

impression of the sort of things to which a Hippocratic physician might have paid attention is the 

`checklist' provided by the author of Epidemics I, which it is useful to quote again in full: 

"\U\\I7 'F IIN7 Ta 7r¬pl Ta VO0'1)(LaTGL7 Eý WV (ýIE7RV kKOFGEV7 jkaO6vTES EK TICS KOIV j5 460'ww5 a1i2VTWV K& r7 lx1175 

EKGL070L, EK TOO Y00'7fýLGaTOS, EK TOO V00'60VTOS, EK T(V 7TPOTý EP0149 WV, FK TOO ýrpoa*ýEpoYTO; - 
Eli! TO 

e.. ""frrra"" 
py6OV 'Yap Kai X) e7riTEpOvr EK TOUTWV -, EK 7T5 KaTao T6OIOS b 175 Ka KaTa gEP¬ L TWY OUvpavirwV Kai 

er2 fr rrff, strer 
'ý'tpr; EKaOD) , EK TOO EOE05, EK -r1; Slcu'v c, EK TWV E7rrr EUjU. aTWV, EK T 'lAlK1'1f EKaO"TOU, X6y010'l, 

Tp6lro 0'1, o iyj , 
alavo. 5p ao w, Unvow iv, oÜx U"Tfvoso sv, EVU7rV1010'IV, O1010.1 Kai' ÖTE, TI. oIo:, KV'qop, o 07, 

if to ÖaKPUO'lV, EK TWV TfapO, UO hWV, alaxwprJµaaly, OÜ p010TV, 7MAXO10'IV, 4LTO10-1, Kai ÖO'al fý 01'WV fS A 

?W OjL1 VO0`1fjLaTWV Kai' a7rou-r&owS 1 TO' ÖA 8p10V Ka! Kp10'Ip, GOV, lapco;, piyos, 1l46, Ag, rrappoi, 

, WaTa, 2 }'WO'al, OfEElf 0'a 
XU'YFG01 

, 7NEU PE6ýlES, ýOO'al, O'l' ýWS, al! L0PPa'Ylral, altWOPPOs fK TOUTWV Kai' o" f 

Öla Tovrwv o errgoV. " 

The circumstances of the diseases, from which we have diagnosed, having learned from the common nature of all 

[persons and things] and from the individual nature of each [person and thing]; from the disease, from the patient, 

from the things administered, from the one who administers - because these things, too, contribute to an easier or 

more difficult development -, from the entire constitution (katdstasis) and according to the parts of the heavens and 

of each country; from habits, regimen, occupational activities, and age of each [patient]; through utterances, 

manners, silence; thoughts, sleep, insomnia, dreams - including their kind and timing -; plucking, itching, tears; 

from the paroxysms, stools, urines, expectorations, vomits; the successions of diseases - including their number and 

which kinds led to which - and their culminations in death or kr sis; sweat, rigor, chill, cough, sneezing, hiccups, 

breaths, belchings, flatulence - with or without a noise? - nose-bleedings, haemorrhoids. And based on these things 

[mentioned above], the things that happen because of these things [mentioned above] must be considered. 

14 In should be noted that the similarity between my terminology (general and individual) does not coincide with the 
terminology in Epid. 1.10 (common and individual; ris uo(v3 Kal rin Rt'T; ). While my 'general' and 'individual' are 
distinctions between what is outside of the individual and what is directly to do with the individual, the distinction 
Epid. I is making refers to experiences that are the same for all individuals versus experiences that are individual- 
specific. 
' Epid. I. 10 (199,8-200,2 Kühlewein; 2.668-670 L. ). 
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This passage is one of the most succinct representations of Hippocratic examination in the 

Corpus, and it illustrates the investigation of both general and individual elements. Despite the 

fact that the taxonomy of anamnesis (aväµv-na-rs), diagnosis (öricyvwo rs) and prognosis (7rpöyvwa"ºs) 

was not really `invented' until well after the time of the Hippocratic Corpus, it is also an excellent 

example and proof not only of the existence of a concept of diagnosis in the Corpus, but of the 

accompanying terminology as well. While it is true that most of the Hippocratic authors use 

M.? vcuo-t; and 8rayryvwaKerv in the more literal meaning of `distinguish', `discern', and 

`recognise', 16 there are some examples in the Corpus that have a different feel to them and 

already betray an inclination towards the more modern understanding of (the concept of) 

diagnosis. '7 The Epidemics `checklist' above is probably the most compelling instance of this. 

All the elements on the list were considered by the author for him form a diagnosis (eý J'v 

ateyºv io"Koµev). This use of 8ºayryvto-Keºv perfectly fits the modem mold; prognosis is not even 

(clumsily) referred to until the very last sentence of the passage. 

The author of On Wounds in the Head makes a distinction between the diagnosis 

(Sºäyvwoºv 7roºe7a-6ar) of impending death and the prediction (irpoAeyeºv) of how this death is going 

to come about. 

"00-TI5 N µEr? %1lr 
re+r.. enr. 

EI eK Tpcoµaýrwv fv KeýaAi a7rotv5o"Keºv Kaº µjj vaTOV. alrrov. f uyºa yeveoOaº , uýöe 

OWG'vaº, eK Tcöv3e Twv QYº7µeiwv xpj TiJV aricyvcaow 7roreFO-9at T06 /JEAAovTos ai 7m0výo"Keiv Kai rpo%eyeºv 

1% lit % to µAXov eo eo Baº. MO X61 yap TaaE" oIroTav zrs 007eov KaTETaos 97 eppcvyos n ire aaµevov rJ orcp 

yOÜL Tp6lrcp KaTenyOSEAJº7 Evio'5oa. s a(Gapfl Kai µ7JTE Uo'n frn re 17pº0'n IrnTe Ö'EOýA, E11OV, AGE ÖEt CJs 

UyI60s EOVTOs TOU 00-rfOU, 7TP0 TIWV TEMOaPE0'Ka! EM 'º7M"EPECAV MP ETO S E7L! l1ý1ýETaº 's rr ýi ý E7il 7TA% Ev 

I%r"t. trs%srs. r 

xel, i w, eV he 'To 9epei µeTa' Tas E=a 46pas o 7rupeT3C mi a aver. Kai eTr¬ISav TOTO yev'JTac, To 

EXlCO a oov IUETaI Kai f aUTOÜ !W EI 0' lK 0 Ka! TO %lE alUOU EKTEBnKev Ee aUTOU Kai 

16 Daremberg (1855), 120. 
17 Preiser already pointed out that diagnosis and diagignOskein `waren jedoch keine festgelegten Begriffen der 
ärztliche Fachsprache jener Zeit für ein Krankheitserkennen". Cf. Preiser (1978), 96. 
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9Xix026; yiveTat Kai jaiveTai (io7rep Tap: %os Xpo: ' Y Truppöv, ünoTreXtov" Kai Tö öa"reov aOc i eXiýeiv 

T77LIKCLÜTa ap'pETa: Kai lyILETal 7TEPKLÖV, AElOU EÖY, TEAEUTa10V U O'MaV W ÖY 'YEY61A. fUOV EKXEUKOV. 

O' 'n ' J, '' , x717 o'Yl ý ? '' Ip ýp 18 Tav ö ja 
q? errº %lwo Avlcýraiva! ºvov raº ICaº Tia a ovECUV TeýEVT . 

He who is likely to die from his head wounds and for whom becoming healthy and being saved are impossible, it is 

necessary to make a diagnosis that he is about to die from the following signs, and say in advance what is going to 

happen. For he suffers the following things: when someone - having recognised that the bone has been injured, 

either broken or crushed or in any case in some way injured - makes a mistake and neither scrapes nor trephines fas 

if it were not necessary, and abandons itt as if the bone were healthy, in most cases fever seizes [the patient] within 

fourteen days in winter, and in summer fever seizes him after seven days. And when this has happened, the wound 

becomes discoloured and a little serous discharge flows from it and the inflamed tissue dies out of it and becomes 

glutinous and looks like salted fish, its colour red, livid. Then the bone begins to necrose, and, while remaining 

smooth, it becomes dark-coloured and finally becomes entirely pale or off-white. But when it is tending to 

suppuration, blisters occur on the tongue and the patient dies delirious. 

The reader is provided with a number of different scenarios containing various signs, symptoms 

and other matters of importance, enabling the recognition of the scenario most applicable to any 

individual patient; this in turn culminates in a diagnosis and subsequent prognosis. 

Another treatise in which diagnosis is set apart is On Regimen. Its author proudly 

explains: 

AAa yap ai aiayvt o sec eµorye Eýeuph var eia Twv emKpaTeovTwv ev -rw o th aTi, IQv T¬ 01 zrovol 

Y 7[OLWV ( 
... 

) E7flKpGTE&)O'1 TWY O1TWY, 7JIJ TF Tä 0.1TO TW 
19 

's Cap. Vuln. 19 (86,32-88,10 Hanson; 3.250-4 L. ). The use of diagnosis in a modern sense in the surgical treatises 
was already recognised. Cf. Hartmann (1977), 141; Jouanna (1996), 66; Graumann (2000), 65. 
19 Vict. III. 67 (194,10-12 JolyByl; 6.592 L. ). 
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But the diagnoses discovered by me are those of the things that are dominant in the body: either exercises are 

dominant over food, or food over exercises. 

\) I\)\tIfI\A T6 3e ae1 TO EUp')7jML KaAOV\g. t 1J EIWAI TG) EUpoVTlf (i E Ikov E T010'1 (/, a okiv, o eIS SE 7rw r2w irp6TEpo, 

ou EnEze p, ýoe O'Uvelvalf 7rpo; a7ra1Ta FIE TaXXa Kplvw muTo ETval 7roXXo aýloi" e"ort ae npoaiäyvwvi; 

\\IrrIII\Iý. r f\ e jkEV TfpO TOO KatkVElvf M-&(JJ0'IS U TWV 0o uiTw' TI ? rE7iovOEf 7roTEpov To orrio' KpaTEI TOUS 7royou; 7J 01 

7rovoi Tä OITia'j 
20 

p¬Tp: ws ¬%Ei typos V)vgXa" 

And this discovery is good for me, its discoverer, and is useful to those who have learnt it, but none of my 

predecessors has ever attempted to learn it, though I judge it to be of great value with regard to all other things. It is 

prodiagnösis before being ill and diagnosis of what is the matter with the body, whether food overpowers exercise, 

or exercise overpowers food, or whether they are duly proportioned to one another. 

In the great discovery mentioned by the author, the use of dreams in a medical context plays an 

important role. By interpreting a patient's dreams, the author is convinced, one can learn much 

about the condition of his patient's bodily humours and the effects of exercise and food thereon. 

In line with the ancient medical belief that illness was a result of an imbalance in the body, 21 he 

reasoned that if you could diagnose at an early stage which element was in excess, you would be 

able to know in advance that illness was to ensue in the near future, something the author calls 

7rpob'iäyvuwo-: s. Translators have, in general, opted to translate 7rpoöuiyvwo-is as `prognosis'. 

However, this is not what the author says or, indeed, means, and use of the term `prognosis' here 

clashes with both modern and ancient use. rrpoU vaxnr refers to an understanding of a patient's 

present condition, before any illness manifests itself. Treatment, accordingly, is not treatment of a 

disease, but of the condition that may lead to disease. 

20 Vict. III. 69 (200,28-32 JolyByl; 6.606 L. ). 
21 Cf. Hankinson (1998), 53. 
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Lastly, On Regimen in Acute Diseases wishes to see in physicians the knowledge of the 

signs and symptoms based on which they will be able to recognise - i. e. diagnose - diseases: 

Oe. ,rr.. er. r. e. r., rs 
vb yap Tciýv TolouTWV opW EµnElpovs Tous lýTpous, WS laylvWaKely Tas ao6eve as Ev Tja! 

vOuo-olo. ly, al TE bola KEVeayyl, qv ao-6EVeovTal, al TE FI 
a ov Tiva EpEBlvµov, as "m b'la novov Kai' VTrO' 

0 TO V0U0'oU Oka TE EWV UO1 Ka! E! EK0.0TOl0IV EKTEKL01 7faBEGL Kal ElÖfa TiaYTO1a' 'v r'º7 S r'º75 r ýr 'º r 'i s, sr, 

KGLIT01 0W irYfp110 V ') BaVaTOV ýEpei ylUWOKop. eva oa voeolteva Ta TOlaÖE. ý... ) I'EypäýETai oüv Kai n¬pt 

TOUTWY "jnpa, oTo-i 'p' EKaO'Ta TouTWV Fla71vwO'KEfv. 22 

For I do not see physicians experienced in such things, in the way as is necessary to diagnose the weaknesses in the 

diseases: those that come forth from abstinence, or from some other irritation, or from complaints and by the 

acuteness of the disease, or as many afflictions, and all their forms, that our nature and attitude may engender; and 

indeed, knowing or not knowing these things brings succour or death respectively. (... ) And so it has been written 

about the signs of those [cases], by which it is necessary to diagnose each of them. 

Considering the examples from these four treatises, it seems clear that the concept and 

terminology of diagnosis did have a place in the Hippocratic Corpus separable from any role 

diagnosis may have played in service of prognosis. 

Though it may sound slightly paradoxical, the presence of diagnosis in the Corpus is 

further illustrated by a consideration of the use and significance of prognosis (of the future): it 

anticipated whether or not a patient's condition was going to end in death, and sometimes, but not 

always, it predicted the manner in which this end was going to be reached. Earlier, we touched 

upon the fact that not all Hippocratic authors set store by medical prediction. The author of 

Diseases I makes his sentiments on the matter quite clear: 

22 Vict. Morb. Acut. 11 (54,18-25/55,12-13 Joly; 2.314-18 L. ). 
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ft f%. ffr fr rftrfr fr f OUKow' Earl To aKplßes ElaEVal Kai Tuxeiv elzravTa Toü xpovou, Ev onoacp &TrolXuvTas, ouTe ei zroXov, 
�fff/ftgt. f' fr rt.. tftn, fn 

OUT Cl 0Alyov" ouOE yap ouTos o xpovoc aKplpgs, ovttEv1o1 Aeyouoýly, a)5 Ta zroMa, ouN avTO ToOTO EKnoseii 
r. fr v. to to ff»f ar f] 

fnfr 
laQep¬l yap Kai ET05 ETE05, Kai Wp1ý Wf'1 a%Jl '1j11 TIS EE 7TEp1 aUTWV oprwS y1vW0'KEIV Kai Xeyety, 

t. .fr%.. t% f. yvWO'ETaI OUT(i) 77a0-av Wp' 7U Kai a7r0; 1% tp U0V5 Kai Trep lyivop vo 1O Kai irao'xorTa; a av 1fauXW0'1V. 
3 

It is certainly not possible to know the precise thing and to state correctly the period within which they will die, not if 

it will be long, nor if it will be short. For the period of time, which some give, is not precise in most cases, and this in 

itself is not enough; for each year is different from another, and each season from another. But if someone wants to 

know and speak about those things correctly, he will have to recognise that in all seasons they die, recover, and 

suffer whatever they suffer. 

For this author, medical prediction, i. e. what today we would understand to constitute prognosis, 

is just too uncertain to rely on. In the end, he reasons, the physician is usually almost as much in 

the dark about what is going to happen as is his patient. 24 Of course, this is only one example, one 

view put forward by one author. But it does imply that prognosis of the future was not as inherent 

in ancient practice nor as useful to it as we have mostly been led to believe. Edelstein concluded 

that the value of prognosis lay primarily in the social sphere: "When the Greek physician makes 

prognoses of the outcome of diseases, " he says, "it is only the human element - not the medical 

considerations - which concerns him. "25 He characterises the matter aptly: 

Prognosis and prediction are ... of significance for people, for the physician and the patient, and only thereby for the 

curing of disease itself. In the therapeutic procedure prognosis is, therefore, important not as knowledge from which 

to derive other knowledge; its importance is psychological. 26 

23 Morb. I. 16 (42,14-44,3 Wittern; 6.170 L. ). 
24 Cf. Edelstein (1967), 74. 
25 Edelstein (1967), 77. 
26 Edelstein (1967), 70. 
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If from this we can conclude that for some authors the future element of prognosis can be 

downplayed, which in turn allows the past and present elements to come to the fore, it would 

seem that the importance of the diagnostic element in `Hippocratic' prognosis is more prominent 

than has been recognised until now, and that it deserves a more significant position in the 

discussion. 

Returning to the three possible course of action, Epidemics 1.10 and On Wounds in the 

Head 19 are clear examples of option three (diagnostic activity => diagnosis => prognosis), while 

On Regimen in Acute Diseases perfectly fits option two (diagnostic activity => diagnosis). On 

Regimen is less easy to categorise, because there is both an element of diagnosis and of 

prediction. We could say, therefore, that it fits both option two and three. 27 

With a few exceptions, scholarship on Hippocratic diagnosis and prognosis has been of a 

generalising persuasion. But now more than ever is it clear to us that the diversity of the Corpus 

often, if not always, makes it impossible to speak of anything `Hippocratic' in the sense that 

something is equally applicable to all the treatises in the Corpus. Therefore, I believe it is only 

right to admit that there is no such thing as `Hippocratic prognosis' or `Hippocratic diagnosis', 

but that there are courses of action, which are not exclusive, but could co-exist and complement 

one another in practice. 

This symbiotic situation is reflected in the way Hippocratic authors approached diagnosis 

and prognosis. Previous scholarship used to distinguish between authors adopting a nosological 

approach and authors taking a more direct approach, which shall be referred to as the `other' 

approach. 28 Nosology attempted to define and describe specific diseases in order to facilitate 

quick and easy disease recognition, which would lead to a swift prognosis followed by the 

27 It would be interesting to do an extensive investigation of the three options in the Corpus and see how the 
percentual relations would be. 
g There is no real antonym available here, not in the least of course because there is no real antithesis. Nosology and 

the other approach are not opposites; they are complements, as shall be argued below. In his (1983) article on the 
subject, Langholf refers to this other approach as `die Zweite Methode', for probably the same reason. 
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necessary treatment. 29 Alternatively, the `other' approach did not name or identify diseases, but 

leapt directly from symptoms to diagnosis, prognosis and treatment, skipping the step of 

grouping symptoms together into a disease pattern . 
30 Langholf identifies the main difference with 

regard to the role of symptoms in both methods: 

Nach den nosologischen Lehrbüchern waren bei einer bestimmten Krankheit nur eine begrenzte Anzahl von 

Symptomen zu berücksichtigen, die restlichen Krankheitszeichen spielten für die Identifikation der Krankheit 

grundsätzlich keine Rolle. In der "zweiten Methode" [i. e. the `other' approach] konnte jedes Zeichen bedeutungsvoll 

. 31 
sein. 

The wish to differentiate approaches has much to do with the Cos versus Cnidos debate - which 

was abandoned some time ago as unresolvable. 32 More recent scholarship has proven that the two 

approaches were not mutually exclusive, or that one group of physicians uses one approach and 

another group the other: the two complemented each other. Robert summarises the current 

attitude towards the subject as follows: 

On ne dira plus: 'Les uns pensent qu'il n'y a pas de maladies et qu'il n'y a que des malades, les autres pensent qu'il 

s'agit pour les mddecins de discerner, de nommer et d'etiqueter le plus grand nombre de maladies possible'; on dira: 

'Tous pensent qu'il ya un certain nombre de maladies que 1'experience a permis de discerner en leur donnant des 

noms, et qu'il convient de savoir les reconnaitre. Mais l'ecole de Cos est celle des medecins qui recueillent le plus 

possible d'observations sur les cas qui 6chappent ä cette forme de savoir. '33 

29 Our modem medical system is based on nosology; difficult cases are solved through the process of differential 
diagnosis, i. e. identification of a disease by elimination of possible candidates. Cf. Appendix, p. 257 n-6- 
30 Both approaches can easily be recognised in Potter's 'overview of clinical reasoning in the Hippocratic Writings'. 
Potter (1988), 52-53. 
31 Langholf (1983), 112. Cf. also Langholf (1990), 150-164. 
32 There were many attempts to divide the Hippocratic treatises into those belonging to the Coan school and those 
belonging to the Cnidian school. Ultimately, this proved to be impossible. Cf. Langholf (1990), 4-5. There is a clear 
discussion of the debate in Langholf (1990), 12-36. 
33 Robert (1983), 104. 
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Potter's research into the principles of Hippocratic nosology support this: his findings indicate 

that in the Hippocratic Corpus 

there is no conceptual framework within which most or even very many of the specific diseases can be ordered, i. e. 

that could serve as the basis of a general disease classification. 
34 

Hippocratic physicians, then, would have had no choice but to employ the `other' approach 

whenever they encountered a disease they could not identify, which makes the complementary 

nature of available approaches apparent and any attempts at classification of the Hippocratic 

treatises fruitless. 35 

The Hippocratic authors' ideas on medicine vary greatly - even, or perhaps especially, when it 

comes to the most basic principles. In the end, all we can really do is map out different 

approaches to general concepts, which we must always do our utmost to avoid the intrusion of 

anachronistic associations, as only too often, the tendency to try and catch ancient thought 

patterns in modern terminology is a recipe for misunderstanding. Concepts like diagnosis and 

prognosis in the Hippocratic Corpus are, therefore, elusive at best; attempts of interpretive 

scholarship to catch these two terms in a generalising definition or description have, necessarily, 

been fruitful only in part, and most scholars have - wisely perhaps - chosen to pass over the 

whole discussion. In addition, the brief semantic study of &ap7vwa-Ketv and öiäyvwo-is above 

illustrates the need for a better understanding and appreciation of independent strands of thought 

in the Corpus. In this case, it has become clear that diagnosis, if at all, not always played the 

34 Potter (1990), 253. 
35 Of course, in the period of time covered by the Hippocratic Corpus, new theories - most notably the theory of the 
humours and the theory of the primary qualities (hot, cold, moist, and dry) - were conceived of and incorporated 
along the way, and such new impulses generated new ways of thinking about the causes and symptoms of diseases- 
Cf. Langholf (1990), 74ff. 
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subservient part it had been allotted in previous scholarship, and that it deserves its own place in 

the Hippocratic diagnostic-prognostic spectrum. If, then, we still want to make a- necessarily 

inadequate - attempt at generalisation, we should say that it is probably true that from most 

Hippocratic authors prognosis received emphasis, yet that this was not because there was no 

diagnostic activity or diagnosis, but because of its varied social and professional advantages. 

After all, prognosis was `an excellent thing for physician to practice'. 

The problem regarding terminology and conceptualisation is somewhat less pressing in the 

Galenic Corpus. For one, of course, because it has just one author, who does his utmost to convey 

his views and intentions in everything he writes, but also, and perhaps more importantly, because 

Galen's usage of the word diagnosis is much closer to our modem understanding of it. Still, some 

of the unclarity surrounding `Hippocratic' diagnosis and prognosis seems to have remained: even 

Garcia-Ballester, who has studied Galenic diagnosis in extenso, is not conclusive on this point. In 

the beginning of his overview he says that prognosis is "one of the essential problems and most 

important objectives of Galenic diagnosis"36 - which harks back to the current scholarly attitude 

towards the Hippocratic Corpus mentioned above. In his conclusion, however, an element of 

confusion is introduced when he asserts that "Galenic prognosis, like that of the Hippocratics, 

was foreknowledge and so a form of knowledge in the service of both diagnosis and treatment". 

Similar confusion occurs in Dean-Jones' brief treatment of the subject in the introduction to his 

translation of and commentary on De Constitutione Medicinae: he first clearly states that "The 

part of medicine that deals with symptomatology is divided into diagnosis and prognosis", yet 

also points out that they are "two sides of the same coin and work hand in hand with therapy"; he 

then goes on to explain that "The first side of the coin is the determination of what is present, and 

the second is the forecast of what is to come; for disease cannot be treated successfully unless the 

36Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1640. 
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physician first diagnoses it, nor can the physician treat it properly until he knows when its krisis 

will come or what course the disease will take. "37 Still, the matter seems decided: first there is 

diagnosis, then prognosis, followed by treatment - much like modern practice as described by 

Kahn. Before long, however, Dean-Jones confounds this clear-cut arrangement by saying that 

"prognosis is an important aspect of diagnosis, s38 and later following this up with the statement 

that "prognosis assists treatment not only by identifying the illness, but also by giving the 

physician a better understanding of the possible course of a disease. s39 If prognosis is an aspect of 

diagnosis, how, then, can the two be seen as separate processes? And, surely, identifying an 

illness would constitute diagnosis? It would seem that Dean-Jones' argument derails when he so 

easily likens Galen's method to `the' complex Hippocratic situation, while it should never be 

overlooked that there is a fundamental difference: a shift in focus, or perhaps better: an expansion 

of focus has occurred. While in most treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus, there is unclarity about 

the very existence of diagnosis, and certainty only about the use and importance of prognosis, for 

Galen - who certainly, practises prognosis; the import of it for his medical practice is 

unmistakable - diagnosis is firmly established in his medical practice alongside prognosis, i. e. the 

intellectual accomplishment subsequent to and based on the conclusions that amount to 

diagnosis, and are drawn from assembled data: 

rttoýsrýrrrý�ý 
irpoorexer yap o taTpos act, brio TOVr Tols 0,60-nep avTI7ra ols, Tip Te voo, (haTl Kai'' I va-er. Kai Trp rrov IMP 

Toü 0-, 004 "EV6a1 Tov avOporrov a7ro eTo-Oal T9'v 7TpO7VWO*ty e'K ToU tayvcöval To to upoTepov, eirerra $e 

Kai Tos 7rpo9eo-µia5 eK TOO 7r6c7(p O Tepov ioXvp6Tep6v EOTI 7roleirat. (... ) 7rpoyvcvQeTal µev oüv 0 iaTpös 

U EIaU TE Kai BavaTOV OUK E WOW a0'K aTWV TOU Wl EIU aK 1W1U UO aT0 Te Kai ty 'º7µ r 'q '}'v P rý Pß S' o'º7W Si 

re... sr. er 40 
if uo ew0 eK 

SE TWU allTWV TOUTwv Kai D 1d eKaTEpOU ? fpoOe0'1. Gtav eýeUp'170'el. 

37 Dean-Jones (1993), 48. 
38 Dean-Jones (1993), 49. 
39 Dean-Jones (1993), 50. 
40 Const. Med. 17 (116,12-15/21-24 Fortuna; 1.292-3 K. ). 
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For the physician always pays attention the two things, which are like adversaries: the disease and to [the] nature [of 

the body]. And first he makes a prognosis of the patient's recovery or death from a diagnosis of which is stronger, 

and then [he makes a prognosis] of the duration from how much one is stronger than the other. (... ) So the physician 

prognosticates health and death based on no other experience than knowing accurately the strength of the disease and 

the nature [of the body]; and from those same things he will also discover the duration of each. 

In other words, while for only some of the authors in the Hippocratic Corpus a distinct diagnosis 

step followed diagnostic activity and preceded prognosis, the impression we get from Galen is 

that he always landed on diagnosis first before proceeding to prognosis. That is not to say that 

Galen always identified a specific disease - an approach which, in the above, we have termed 

nosological. 

Garcia-Ballester and Dean-Jones do not appear to acknowledge the expansion of focus. 

While it may be true that for both Galen and the Hippocratic authors the art of prognosis 

endeavours "to establish in a rational (... ) way the connection between the present (that of the 

examination of the patient), a past (the history of the morbid process) and a future (that of the 

disease and of the patient)", 41 in the many forms of practice represented in the Hippocratic corpus 

prognosis is most often used as an overarching term for all the processes, tools, and techniques 

that ultimately enable a physician to forecast his patient's medical future, whereas Galen has 

made a clear distinction between diagnosis and prognosis, basically severing the past and the 

present from the future, and giving prognosis a more modern meaning. 

41 Garcia-Ballester (1994), 1669; Lafn Entralgo (1970), 275. 
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Appendix B: Abbreviations of Primary Sources Used 

Aristotle 
Anim. 
APo. 
Div. Somn. 
GA 
Insomn. 
Metaphys. 
Phys. 
Somn. 

Cicero 
Div. 

Hippocratic Corpus 
Aer. Aq. Loc. 
Aff. 
Aph. 
Art. 
Cam. 
Coa. 
Epid. 
Flat. 
Hum. 
Int. 
Jud. 
Loc. Hom. 
Morb. 
Morb. Sac. 
Mul. 
Nat. Hom. 
Nat. Puer. 
Off Med. 
Progn. 
Prorrh. 
Semin. 
Vet. Med. 
Vict. 
Vict. Morb. Acut. 
Vict. Sal. 

Galenic Corpus 
Alim. Fac. 
Ars Med. 
Caus. Puls. 
Comp. Med. Loc. 

On the Soul 
Posterior Analytics 
On Divination in Sleep 
On the Generation of Animals 
On Dreams 
Metaphysics 
Physics 
On Sleep and Waking 

On Divination 

On Airs, Waters, and Places 
Affections 
Aphorisms 
On the Art 
On Fleshes 
Coan Prenotions 
Epidemics 
On Breaths 
On Humours 
Internal Affections 
On Critical Days 
On Places in Man 
Diseases 
On the Sacred Disease 
On Diseases of Women 
On the Nature of Man 
On the Nature of the Child 
On the Surgery 
Prognostic 
Prorrhetic 
On Generation 
On Ancient Medicine 
On Regimen 
On Regimen in Acute Diseases 
On Regimen in Health 

On the Powers of Foods 
The Art of Medicine 
On the Causes of Pulses 
On the Composition of Medicines According to the Parts 
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Const. Med. To Patrophilus on the Constitution of the Art of Medicine 
Cur. Ven. Sect. On Treatment by Venesection 
Diff. Puls. On the Differences of Pulses 
Dign. On Diagnosis from Dreams 
Glauc. Meth. To Glaucon on the Therapeutic Method 
In Hip. Aph. On Hippocrates' "Aphorisms" 
In Hip. Artic. On Hippocrates' "On Joints" 
In Hip. Epid. On Hippocrates' "Epidemics" 
In Hip. Med. Off. On Hippocrates' "In the Surgery" 
In Hip. Nat. Hom. On Hippocrates' "On the Nature of Man" 
In Hip. Progn. On Hippocrates' "Prognostic" 
In Hip. Prorrh. On Hippocrates' "Prorrhetic" 
In Hip. Vict. Acut. On Hippocrates' "On Regimen in Acute Diseases" 
In Hip. Vict. Sal. On Hippocrates' or Polybius' "On Regimen in Health" 
Instrum. Od. On the Olfactory Organ 
Loc. Aff. On the Affected Parts 
Maras. On Marasmus 
Meth. Med. On the Therapeutic Method 
Mot. Musc. On the Movement of the Muscles 
Opt. Sect. On the Best Sect 
Plac. Hip. Plat. On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 
Plen. On Fullness 
Praecogn. Prognostic 
San. Tuen. On the Preservation of Health 
Simpl. Med. Fac. On the Powers of Simple Medicines 
Sympt. Caus. On the Causes of Symptoms 
Temp. On Mixtures 
Thras. To Thrasyboulos: is Healthiness a Part of Medicine or of Gymnastics? 
Usu Part. On the Usefulness of the Parts 

Rufus Ephesius 
Quaest. Med. Medical Questions 
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